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ABSTRACT
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Résume

Le présent rapport est un manuel pouvant être mis à jour. Il
est destiné aux utilisateurs d'AELIB, bibliothèque des sous-
programmes FORTRAN de l'EACL employés dans les ordinateurs CDC
en service à 1*EACL. Il donne des conseils généraux en ce qui

concerne l'usage de cette bibliothèque et des informations
détaillées concernant la sélection et l'usage de certains sous-

programmes de bibliothèque. Le présent rapport remplace le
rapport interne CRNL-486 non publié.
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PART A - The Use of AELIB



l. AELIB OVERVIEW

(a) Général Information

AELÎB is a collection (i.e., a library) of subroutines and

functions which may Jbe useâ from any FORTRAN program run on the CDC
6600/175/720 system in use at AECL. Thèse subroutines are maintained

anâ updated when necessary by the Mathematics and Coroputation Branch
applications prograraraing staff. In support of this library, current
aigorithms as published in the literature are reviewed continuously and
the library is moâified to reflect the state of relevant topics and to

meet the needs of the library users, Library changes are therefore
inévitable. We attempt, however, to make such changes at most three

times per year. Users are informed of any library changes well in
advance via the Newsletter[l] and, for continuity, source language card
decJîs are provided without programming support for any routines to be

removed. Questions and suggestions about AELIB policy and opération
shoulâ be directed to the site consultant, or to the Newsletter. Spécifie
comments on this manual may be made by filling out and returning fche
Comment Sheet inside the back; cover.

This report is organized in two parts. Part A contains information on

the use of AELIB that wil-l be of interest to all users, witli more
specializeâ information provided In appendices. Part B contains detaileâ

documentation for each of the AELIB routines anâ for a small number of
other FORTRAN-callable routines which are local additions to other

System libraries. Normally the user is not concerned about identifying
the System library from which routines are loaded, but there are cases
in which this information is necessary. The FTN4 version of the AELIB
library is résident on the System library AELIB/ while the FTN5 version

is on the System library AELIB5. Writeups for routines that are not part
of the AELÎB collection include the name of the library on which they
réside.

This report and the FORTRAN référence manuals[2,3] together describe all

CDC anâ locaily supported FORTRAN-callable subroutines. Appendix l

provides a Jœyword Index to all the routines written up in this report.
Appendix 2 âescribes the other library collections that are available,

including IMSL of International Mathematical and Statistical Libraries/
Inc.

AELIB routines are available to any user of the Computing Centre.
However^ the documentation contained in this report does assume a certain
level of user sophistication. Users having difficulty using AELIB
should follow the instructions in the flow chart of Appendix 3.
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(b) Support of AELIB in Dual-Compiler/

Dual-Operating System Environment

Because of funâamental system différences between NOS and

NOS/BE and between FTN4 and FTN5, four separate binary versions of the

AELIB collection are supported/ one for each combination of compiler
(FTN4 or FTN5) and operating system (NOS or NOS/BE). AELIB is fche name
of the FTN4 version of the library on NOS and NOS/BE and AELIB5 is the

name of the FTN5 version on both Systems. On NOS/BE, and on NOS on the
CRNL CYBER 720, the appropria te version of AELIB is automatically invoked

by the compiler, whereas on NOS on the Sheridan Park CYBER 720, this is

not fche ca&e. Spécifie instructions for accessing AELIB routines on NOS
are glven in Section 4.

In almost all cases the library routines function in the saroe way in the
four versions and, except for minor compiler or System différences,

shoulâ produce the same computeâ results. Appendix 6 provides général

information on the type of compiler and System différences to be expected.

For those routines for which not all four versions are supporteâ or for
which there are major compiler or System différences among the various

versions/ a Support Différences section is included in the write-ups in
Part B of this manual.

As of 1983 February fuli library support is provideâ for the FTN5 versions

of AELIB/ with parallel support being proviâed for the FTN4 versions
where practicable. The source code for AELÎB is supported as a single

UPDATE program library using the UPDATE *IF directive to select the
portions of the code that differ for the four versions. Section 5

provides spécifie instructions for the retrieval of source code.

2. HOW TO FIND A SUBROUTINE IN ASLIB

Each subroutine in AELIB has a write-up describing its use, ahd

thèse write-ups are organized in Part B of this report according to the
following sub ject matter classification scheme:

SECTION l - MATHEMATÎCAL ROUTINES

l- l MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL CONSTANTS - -

l- 2 SPECIAL MATHEMATICAL AND STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS

l- 3 PHYSICS FUNCTIONS

l- 4 ENGINEERING FONCTIONS

l- 5 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION

l- 6 STATISTICAL TESTING (FOR FUTURE USE)

l- 7 MATRIX AND VECTOR MANIPULATION

l- 8 LINEAR EQUATIONS AND MATRIX INVERSÎON

l- 9 MATRIX EIGENSYSTEM ANALYSÏS

1-10 SOLUTION 0F NONLI.NEAR EQUATIONS AND FUNCTION EXTREMA

1-11 FITTING USER SPECIFIED FUNCTIONS TO DATA
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1-12 DATA SMOOTHING

1-13 TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

l"14 INTERPOLATION

l-15 DÎFFERENTIATION

1-16 INTEGRATION 0F USER SUPPLIED FUNCTIONS

1-17 INTEGRATION 0F ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

1-18 INTEGRATION 0F PARTÎAL DIFF EQNS (FOR FUTURE USE)

SECTION 2 - NON-MATHEMATICAL AND UTILITY ROUTINES

2- l PLOTTING

2- ,2 INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES (EXCLUDING PLOTTING)

2- 3 TABULAR DATA MANIPUÎATION

2- 4 CHARACTER AND BIT STRING MANIPULATIONS

2- 5 SYSTEM FACILITIES

Write-ups are numbered X-Y-Z where X~Y is the number of the sub ject matter

classification and z is the number of the routine in that subject. Each

subject matter group of write-ups is preceded by an index anâ, in most
cases, an overview of the section with usage recommendations and références
to other libraries.

One way, then, tp finâ a routine in AELÎB or to find whether there are any

routines covering a certain sub ject is to browse through the appropriate
section of write-ups. As an alternative, the keyword index in Appendix l

may be useâ. This index provides the name, number, title and characteristic
keywords, of routines in alphabetical order by keyword. Since routine names

are keywords, this .index raay also be useâ to quickiy locate particular routines

3. DOCUMENTATION FORMAT AND CONVENTIONS

The standard format for write-ups is as follows^ with optional spécifications

in parenthèses:

Title
(Introduction)

Calling Séquence or Entry
(Additional Entry Informafcion)

ExitSf both Normal anâ Error
Routines Called, if any
Common Blocks Used, if any



System Résidence, if not AELIB or AELIB5

Approximate Storage Requirements, if in excess of 1000^ worâs
Accuracy, for Mathematical Routines

Speed/ for Mathematical Routines

Program Example

Support Différences/ if any
External Version^ if supported

Références, if any

Author and Révision History

A few write-ups âo not yet meet this standard. Thèse will be either removed

or upgraded in future updates to this manual. Method descriptions have not
been included in the documentation. Contact the AELIB Ubrarian via your

site consultant, or look at a source listing (see Section 5) for détails on
the methods used. The following convenfcions are used for write-ups:

(l) Output variables in the calling séquence are identified by

underlining/ either as or/^. Any variable returning a value

to the calling routine is an output variable. Those variables

useâ only for output are underlined with while those that
are used as input and output are unâerlined with ~.

(2) Subroutine entries are specifieâ in the form CALL SUB(.....).
Function entries are-specifieâ as R=FUNC(...}/I=FUNC(...) or

C=FUNC(...) âepending on whether the function is real, integer
or complex valued. Note that functions may also be useâ directly
from FORTRAN expressions, for example, X==X*FUNC (.. . )+Y.

(3) Upper case letters are used for the names of calling séquence
variables while corresponding lower case letters may be used in

the write-up to describe the mathematical quantity represented by
that variable.

(4) Commonplace FORTRAN System routines such as SQRT and SIN and low
level System routines will not be incluâeâ in the."ROUTINES CALLED"
section.

(5) Included in the speed. section are the machine (CYBER 170 Moâel 175,

CDC 6600, or CYBER 170 Model 720) and date on which the timing
tests were run. Use of FTN4 is assumed for tests done prior to
1983 February. Tests done after that time will identify the

compiler as well as the computer used. For NOS/BE job card time

estimâtes/ 175 timing figures shouiâ be used. (Jobs normally run
about 2.5 times faster on the 175 than on the 6600/ so to get 175

timing estimâtes from 6600 timing estimâtes, divide by 2.5). If
you require more âetailed information about tïie relevance of old

timing data, contact the AELIB librarian via your site consultant.
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4. HOW TO USE AN AELIB SUBROUTINE

All routines described or referenced in this report are résident on
System libraries and are provided automatically at load time to NOS/BE

programs which call them. To use any of thèse routines on NOS/BE, then,

just compile and exécute a FTN4 or FTN5 program which calls them according
to the documentation spécifications. The same applies to the NOS system
on the CRNL CYBER 720.

On the NOS System on the Sheridan Park CYBER 720, however, the FORTRAN
System routines are ioaded automatically but explicit control statements

are required to access the AELIB collection of subroutines.

On the Engineering Company CYBER 170 Model 720 at Sheriâan Park, use:

ATTACH,AELÏB/UN=PUBCRNL. ,., ,, _ „„„, ____._.
LÎBRARY:AELÏB:'" """"""' with the FTN4 corapiler

or

ATTACH, AELIB5/UN==PUBCRNL.

LIBRARY,AELIB5.
with the FTN5 compiler

5. HOW TO GET SOURCE CODE FOR LXBRARY ROUTINES

Source code for library routines is maintained on UPDATE program libraries
which paraliel the System object code libraries from which the routines

are loaded. Source code for most routines on libraries other than AELIB
cannât be maâe available because of software licensing agreements with

Control Data. Corporation and IMSL. Requests for source code for thèse

routines should be directed to the site consultant.

Source code for all four versions of AELIB and a limited number of

external versions of System dépendent routines suitable for exporfc to
other computlnq centres are raaintained on a single UPDATE program library

and a current copy of this library is available on the NOS/BE System on a
nine-track labelied magnetic tape with Visual sériai number (VSN) AELIBS.

NOS/BE compiled source code for a particular version of an AELIB routine
except for PLOT+ may be obtained by specifying the appropriate UPDATE *DEFINE

directives from Table l in one of the NOS/BE control statement séquences as
follows:

+ Source code for PLOT should not be required. PLOT is part of our local

system software and is written in SYMPL, a Systems programming language.
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(l) To obtain a listing, use

JOB,Bnnn-nnnnn/T10,1020/ NTl.

VSN(OLDPL=AELIBS)
LABEL(OLDPL,D=PE, R,L=AELIBPL,NORÎNG )

UPDATE(Q)
FTN(I/R=3) or FTN5(Ï,LO=R/A/M/S,OPT=2)

7/8/9
*DEFÎNE directive
*COMPILE deckname

(2) To get a source card deck in addition to the listing replace the

UPDATE and FTN cards in (l) by

UPDATE(Q,C=PUNCH)
FTN(I=PUNCH,R=3) or FTN5 (I=PUNCH ,LO==R/A/M/S ,OPT=2)

Deckname is the name of the routine or its main entry point. This

name is provided on the spécial page footing used in Part B o£
this manual.

TABLE l - UPDATE *DEFINE Directive Required for AELIB Source Code

FTN4 FTN5

Internai NOS/BE none AELIB5

Internai NOS NOS NOS,AELIB5

External EXTERNAL AELIB5,EXTERNAL

Some library "routines" are moâular in form anâ, therefore, actually

consist of several subroutines. In thèse cases, source code for ali

modules is provided. under the deckname of the main routine. If some

modules are shared by a group of similar AELIB routines/ the source code
for the common routines résides with one main routine and is usually

clearly referenced by comments in the others. To help users to interpret
loader maps/ a cross-reference list of thèse extra subroutine modules is

provideâ in Appendix 4.

While free access is allowed to the source code for AELIB routines, the user

requesting source code must be aware of the following:

(l) Support is provided only for routines résident on the sysfcem
libraries. Users who use private versions of library routines

do so at their own risk.



(2) Frequently applications programs that use AELIB subroutines are
sent to other computing centres. The export of AELIB source code

to non-AECL users is permitted in thèse cases subject to the

following restrictions:

(a) AELIB code must not be transferred ta third parties;

(b) AELIB routines must not be used to generate commercial
revenue for outside organizations;

(e) Publications in which AELIB subroutines are mentioned must
acknowleâge their source.

(3) Several AELIB routines, particularly in the non-mathematicai areas,

use CRNL system dépendent features. To facilitate the export of user
programs and the necessary AELIB code to other computing centres/ it

is AELIB policy to provide/ where possible^ an external version of
System dépendent routines. This feature is partially supporteâ now
by providing- for some routines, CDC compatible non-CRNL System

dépendent code under the control of the UPDATE *IF directive. To
access the external code/ use the *DEFINE EXTERNAL directive in the

job that retrieves the source code. A brief explanation of the
external version is provided in the write-ups for those routines for

which this feature is supported.

In particular the *DEFINE EXTERNAL directive wiil remove calls to
the FTN4 usage statistics routine LIBSTAT (2-5-75) and will retrieve
a version of the System dépendent error ntessage processing routine

AELEKR (2-5-71) that prints only error message numbers.

6. HOW TO KEEP UP WITH AELIB DEVELOPMENT

As explained in Section l, AELIB is continually unâer review and library

changes are to be expected. Such changes are always announced in the

Newsletter along with fréquent spécial interest articles on some aspect of
library âevelopment. Also/ the system bulletin AELÏB is provided to

supplément this library manual by providing the following information:

the current édition of the iibrary manual
current contents of the System libraries

a summary of current developments

a list of récent library changes

A copy of this bulletin/ which may be printed by executing the control card

SYSBULL(AELIB)

should be filed in the front of this manual for easy référence.
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7. HOW TO MAKE SURE THAT YOUR MANUAL IS UP TO DATE

We will provide manual upâates for all library changes, ît is your

responsibility to make sure that the manual you are using is up to date
CANDU Opérations (Sheridan Park) anâ WNRE users have their own update

distribution service. For other users/ the upâate distribution works
as follows:

When you first obtain your manual, simply remove, fill out/
anâ send us the form at the beginning of the manual, and we
will put your name on our update distribution list. When

upâate packages are prepared/ they will be automatically
sent to you for insertion in your manual.

L.E. Evans

1983 June
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APPENDIX l

THE KEYWORD INDEX

The keyword index that follows can be used to quickly locate the docu-
mentation for FORTRAN-callable subroutines in this manual. The index

lists thèse subroutines in alphabetic order of their keyworde in the

following format:

KEYWORD TÏTLE ROUTINE

Notes:

(l) KEYWORD

For subroutines described in this manual/ the keywords consist of

all entry point names plus relevant subject matter keywords (such

as Bessel Function, Intégration).

(2) ROUTINE

Subroutines are identified in this field by the name of their main

or generic entry and the location of their documentation. Numbers

refer to spécifie write ups in Part B of fchis report.
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KEYWORD TITLE

KEYWORD INDEX-PG l

ROUTINE

ÂCCOUNTING PARAMETERS
ADU
ADD
ADU
ÂEFREQ
ÂEISER
AELERR
AELERÏX
ÂGAUSS
AIKINT
AINERF
AINERFC
AIRY FUNCTION
ÂIOBES
AI1BES
AJYBES
AKI1
AKI3
AKOBES
AK1BES
ALAGIN
ALEGEND
ALERDM
ÂLEROF
ALERON
ALËRPR
ARSINH
ASUM
ÂXIS
AXLGX
AXLGXM
AXLGXY
AXLGXYM
AXLGY
AXLGYM
AXLIN
AXLINM
BESGEN
BESSEL FUNCTION
BËSSEL FUNCTION
ËESSEL FUNCTION
BESSEL FU&tCTION
ËESSEL FUNCTION
BESSEL FUNCTION
BESSEL FUNCTION
BESSEL FUNCTION
BESSEL FUNCTION
BESSEL FUNCTION
BESSEL FUNCTION
BËSSEL FUNCTION

USER ACCOUNTING PÂRAMEÎERS USERAP 2-5-44
SERIES SUMMATION FUNCTIONS TSUM 1-7-00
AUD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY COMPLEX MATRICES CMMULT 1-7-02
ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY REAL MATRICES MMULT 1-7-01.
ERROR MESSAGE PRINTING CONTROL - OLD AEFREQ 2-5-72
ISSUE ERROR MESSAGE FROM COMPASS AEISER 2-5-76
PRINT ERROR MESSAGE WITH TRACEBACK - OLD AELERR 2-5-71
ERROR MESSAGE TEXT - OLD AELERÎX 2-5-70
ADAPTIVE GAUSS INTEGRATION AGAUSS 1-16-02
AITKEN IÎÏTE&POLATION ÂIKINT 1-14-02
INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION AINERF 1-2-06
INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION AINERF 1-2-06
AIRY FUNCTION AND DERIVÂTIVE, REAL ARG JAIRY 1-2-43
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION IO/REAL ÂRG AIOBES 1-2-34
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION II, REAL ARG AIIBES 1-2-35
BESSEL FUNCTIONS JO,Jl,YO,Yl, REAL ARG AJYBES 1-2-30
BICKLEY FUNCTION KI1 ' AKIl 1-2-50
BICKLEY FUNCTION KI3 AKI3 1-2-51
MODIFIEE» BESSEL FUNCTION KO, REAL ÂRG AKOBES 1-2-36
MOUIFIEU BESSEL FUNCTION Kl, REAL ARG AK.1BES 1-2-37'
CUBIC LAGRÂNGE INTERPOLÂTION ALAGIN 1-14-01
ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE FUNCTION ALEGEND 1-2-61
DUMP ERROR MESSAGE STATUS TABLE ALERDM 2-5-73
DISABLE SELECTED ÂELIB ERROR MESSAGES ALEROF 2-5-73
RE-ENÂBLE SELECTEU AELIB ERROR MESSAGES ALERON 2-5-73
RETURN PRINT STATUS FOR ERROR MESSAGES ALERPR 2-5-73
INVERSE HYPERBOLIC SINE ARSINH 1-2-90
SERIES SUMMÂTION FUNCTIONS TSUM 1-7-00
CALCOMP AXIS PLOTTING ROUTINE AXIS 2-1-67
SEMI-LOG X AXIS LABELLING ROUTINE AXLGX 2-1-10
SEMI-LOG X AXIS LABELLING ROUTINE AXLGX 2-1-10
LOG-LOG X AND Y AXES ZABELLING ROUTIîïE AXLGXY 2-1-10
LOG-LOG X AND Y AXES LABELLING ROUTINE AXLGXY 2-1-10
SEMI-LOG Y AXIS LABELLING ROUTINE AXLGY 2-1-10
SEMI-LOG Y AXIS LABELLING ROUTINE AXLGY 2-1-10
LINEÂR AXES LABELLING ROUTINE AXLIN 2-1-10
LINEAR AXES LABELLING ROUTINE AXLIN 2-1-10
BESSEL FUNCTIONS, INTGR ORDER, REAL ARG BESGEN 1-2-38
BËSSEL FUNCTIONS; INTGR ORDER; REAL ARG BESGËN 1-2-38
BESSEL FUNCTIONS'JQ,J1,YO,Y1,'REAL ARG AJYBES 1-2-30
BESSEL FUNCTION JP(Z),REAL F; COMPLEX 2 JBESCPX 1-2-42
MODIFIE!) BESSEL FUNCTÎON IO/REAL ARG AIOBES 1-2-34
l BESSEL FUNCÏION 0F REAL ORUER AND ARG IBESS 1-2-40
MODIFIEU BESSEL FUNCÎION KO, REAL ARG AKOBES 1-2-36
BESSEL FUNCTÏON YO FOR COMPtEX ARG CBESYO 1-2-44
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION II, REAL ARG ÂI1BES 1-2-35
J BESSEL FUNCTION 0F REAL ORDËR ÂND ARG JBESS 1-2-39
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION Kl, REAL ÂRG ÂK1BES 1-2-37
BESSEL FUNCTION Yl FOR COMPLEX ÂRG CBESY1 1-2-45
BESSEL FUNCTIONS IN,JN FOR COMPLEX ARG COMBES 1-2-41
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KEYWORU

BICKLEY FUNCTION
BICKLEY FUNCTION
BICKLEY FUNCTION
BIT MANIPULATION
BIT MANIPULATION
BIT MANIPULATION
BIT MANIPULATION
BIT MANIPULATION
BITS
CADRE
CBESYO
CBESY1
CCL RËGISTER ACCESS
CCL REGISÎER ACCESS
CDC
CDET
CEL3
CENTRE 0F CURVATURE
CGAMLN
CGÂMMA
CHAR
CHI SQUARE PROBLTY
CHISt
CHNGÉC
CHNGËX
CHNGFX
CHNGSCM
CXPLOT
CLEBSCH
CMÂDD
CMMULT
CMSUB
COMBES
COMKTM
CONFIDENCË INÏERVALS
CONTOUM
CONTOUR
CONVOLUÏION
COSIMP
COULOMB
CSOLVEQ
CUBIC
DATA STORAGE
DATPÂK
DESORT
DËT
DETERMINANT
UETERHÏNANT
DIFFËRENTIAL EQNS
DIFFERENTIAL EQNS

TITLE

BICKLËY FUNCTION KIN
SICKLEY FUNCTION KI3
BICKLEY FUNCTION KIl
SHIFTING
PACK OR UNPACK BIT STRINGS
BYTE EXTRACTION
BYTE REPLACEMENT
BIT EXTRACTION AND REPLACEMENT
BIT EXTRACTION AND REPLACËMENT
EXTRAPOLATÏVE ROMBERG INTEGRATION
BESSEL FUNCTION YO FOR COMPLEX ARG
BESSËL FUNCTION Yl FOR COMPLEX ARG
FËTCH CCL REGISTER VALUE
SET VALUE IN CCL RËGÎSTER
CDC MACHINE DEPENDENT CONSTANTS
DETERMINANT 0F A COMPLEX MATRIX
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 3RD KIND
APPROX RADIUS ÂND CENTRE 0F CURVATURE
GAMMÂ AND LN(GAMMA.) FOR COMPLEX ARG
GÂMMA AND LN(GAMMA) FOR COMPLEX ARG
BIT EXTRACTION AND'RE PLACEMENT
INCOMPLETE GÂMMA FUNCTION
CHI-SQUARE FROBABILITY FUNCTION
DYNÂMÏC ALLOCATION OF ECS
MEMORY MANAGEMENT (EXPANDABLE BLOCKS)
MEMORY MANAGEMENT (FIXED-LENGTH BLOCKS)
FIELD LENGTH MANAGEMENT -STATIC MODE
PLOTTING CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CLEBSCH-GOKDAN COEFFICIENT
ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY COMPLEX MATRICES
AUD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY COMPLEX MATRICES
ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY COMFLËX I1ATRICES
BESSEL FUNCTÏONS IN,JN FOR COMPLEX ARG
DEFINË A POLYNOMIAL'OF DEC l IN (XI,
PLOTTING CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CONTOUR SUKFACE PLOTTING
CONTOUR SURFACE PLOTTING
GAUSSIAN/LORENTZIAN CONVOLUTÏON
ADAPTÏVE SIMPSONS INTEGRATION

.COULOMB WÂVE FUNCTIONS
SOLVE A COMPLEX LINEAH SYSTEM
ROOTS 0F A CUBIC EQUATION
DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGE
DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGE
SORTING DATA WITH TAG
DETERMINANT 0F A REAL MÂTRIX
DETERMINANT 0F A COMPLEX MATRIX
DETERMINANT 0F A REAL MÂTRÏX
SHORT RUNGË-KUTTA INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION USING GEARS ÂLGORITHM

KEYWORD INDEX-PG

ROUTINE

KIN
AKI3
AKI1
SHIFTB
PAKUNP
LBYT
SBYT
BITS
BITS
CADRE
CBESYO
CBESY1
IGETCCL
SETCCL
FLPT
CDET
CEL3
RADCURV
CGAMMA
CGAMMÂ
BITS
GAMIN
CHISQ
CHNGÉC
CHNGEX

) CHNGFX
CHNGSCM
CIPLOT
CLEBSCH
CMMULT
CMMULT
CMMULÏ
COMBES

XK COMKTM
Cl PLÛT
CONTOUR
CONTOUR
GLINT
COSIMP
COULOMB
CSOLVEQ
CUBÏC
DATPAK
DATPÂK
SORTAG
DET
CDKT
DET
RKONE
STIFFZ

2

1-2-52
1-2-51
1-2-50
2-4-20
2-4-10
2-4-00
2-4-01
2-4-02
2-4-02
1-16-00
1-2-44
1-2-45
2-5-60
2-5-61
1-1-10
1-7-04
1-2-22
1-11-30
1-2-12

2-4-02
1-2-13
1-2-80
2-5-36
2-5-33
2-5-32
2-5-30
i-n-iô
1-3-20
1-7-02
1-7-02
1-7-02
1-2-41
1-11-12
l-U-16
2-1-35
2-1-35
1-3-01
1-16-01
1-3-10
1-8-01
1-10-00
2-2-10
2-2-10
2-3-10
1-7-03
1-7-04
1-7-03
1-17-00
1-17-20
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KEYWORU TITLE

KEYWORD INDEX-PG 3

ROUTINE

DIFFERENTIAL EQNS
DIFFERENTIATION
DIFFERENTXATION
DIFFERËNTIATION
DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION
UMPFET
DUBLINÏ
DUDX
DUDXX
DUDXX1
DUÛX1
UUMP
DUMPOFF
DUMPON
DYNÂMIC VISCOSiTY
ECS ADDRESSING
ECS MANAGEMENT
El
EIGCGEN
EIGCHER
EIGENANÂLYSIS
EIGENANALYSIS
EIGËNÂNALYSÎS
ËIGENÂNÂLYSIS
EIGENVALUE
ËIGENVALUE
EIGENVALUË
EIGENVALUE
EIGENVECTOR
EIGENVECTOR
EIGENVECTOR
EIGENVECÎOR
EIGRGEN
EÏGRSYM
EINCO
ELE
ELECOMP
ELK
ELKCOMP
ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL
ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL
JËLLIPTIC INTEGRAL
ELLIFTIC IKTEGRAL
EL3COMP
EN
ËRROR FUNCTÎON
ERROR FONCTION DIFF
ERROR MESSAGES
ERROR MESSAGES

INTEGRATION USING RUNGE-KUTTA-FEHLBERG
DIFFËRENTIATION 0F DATA BY SPLINES
FIRST DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATED FUNC
SECOND DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATE1) FUNC
CHI-SQUARE PROBABILITY FUNCTION
STUUE^TS T-DISÏRIBUTION FUNCTION
DUMP FIT.FET AND BUFFERS
GAUSSIAN'DOUBLE INTEGRATION
FIRST DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATED FUNC
SECOND DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATED FUNC
SECOND DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATED FUNC
FIRST DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATED FUNC
DUMP FIT,FET AKD BUFFERS
SIMPLE PLOTTING ROUTINE
SIMPLE PLOTTING ROUTINE
DYNAMIC VISCOSITY 0F LIGHÎ WATER
USE ECS ADDRESSES GREÂTER THAN 2**17
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION 0F ECS
EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL
EIGENSYSTEM Oi) COMPLEX GENERAL MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F A REAL SYMMETRIC MÂTRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLËX GENERAL MATRIX
EÏGENSYSTEM 0F • À REAL GENERAL HATR.IX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLËX HERMITIAN MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLËX GENERAL MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F A REAL GENERAL MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX
ËIGENSYSÏEM 0F A REAL SYMMËTRIC MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLEX GENERAL MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F A REÂL GENERAL MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLEX HERMITIÂN MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F À ÏŒAL GENERAL MATRIX
EIGENSYSTEM 0F A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX
INCOMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS l AND 2
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 2ND KIND
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 2NÛ KIÏÎD
COMPLETE ELHPTIC INTEGRAL 0F ISÎ KIND
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 1ST KIND
INCOMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS l AND 2
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 1ST KIND
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 3RD KÎND
COMPLETE ELLIFTIC INTEGRAL 0F 2ND KINU
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 3RB KÎND
ËXPONENTXAL INTEGKAL
INVERSE ËRROK FUNCTION
RESONANCE INTEGRAL
DUMF ERROR MESSAGE STATUS TABLE
RETURN PRINT STÂTUS FOR ERROR MESSAGES

RKFINT
HDERIV
DUDX
DUDXX
CHISQ
TDISÏN
DMPFET
DUBLINT
DUDX
DUDXX
DUDXX
DUDX
DMPFET
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
VISLW
MOVLUV
CHNGEC
El
EIGCGEN
EIGCHER
EIGRSYM
EIGCGEN
EIGRGEN
EÏGCHER
EIGRSYM
EIGCGEN
EIGRGEN
EIGCHER
EIGRSYM
EIGCGEN
EIGRGEN
EIGCHER
EIGRGEN
EIGRSYM
EINCO
ELE
ELE
ELK
ELK
EINCO
ELK
CEL3
ELE
CEL3
EN
AINERF
RESIN
ALERDM
ALERPR

1-17-10
1-12-10
1-15-00
1-15-00
1-2-80
1-2-81
2-5-00
1-16-20
1-15-00
1-15-00
1-15-00
1-15-00
2-5-00
2-1-20
2-1-20
1-4-04
2-5-35
2-5-36
1-2-00
1-9-30
1-9-20
1-9-00
1-9-30
1-9-10
1-9-20
1-9-00
1-9-30
1-9-10
1-9-20
1-9-00
1-9-30
1-9-10
1-9-20
1-9-10
1-9-UO
1-2-23
1-2-21
1-2-21
1-2-20
1-2-20
1-2-23
1-2-20
1-2-22
1-2-21
1-2-22
1-2-01
1-2-06
1-3-00
2-5-73
2-5-73
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KEYWORD TITLË

KEYWORD INDEX-PG 4

ROUTINE

ERROR MESSAGES
ERROR MESSAGES
ERROR MESSAGES
E&ROR MESSAGES
ERROR MESSAGES
ËRROR MESSAGES
ERROR MESSAGES
ERROR MESSAGES
ERROR RECOVERY
JËULER
EULERS CONSTANT
EXPONENTIAL
EXPONENTIAL
EXPONENTIAL INTGRL
EXPONENTZAL ÏNTGRL
ËXTREMA
FACTOR
FACTORIÂL FUNCTION
FCLEBSH
FFT
FIELD LENGÏH
FIELD LENGTH
FILE MANIPULATION
FILE ROUTING
FILON
FLPÏ
FOUKJER TRÂNSFORM
FREEIN
FWCOEF
GAHER
GAJAC
GALA
GAMIN
GAMLN
GAMMA
GAMMA FUKCTION
GAMMÂ FUNCTION
GAMMA FUNCTION
GAMMA FUNCTION
GAUSSIAN
GËTCCL
GLINT
HDERIV
HYPERBOLIC
IASUM
IBESS
IGETCCL
1NPOL
INPUT FREE FORMAT
INTEGRATION

ISSUE ERROR MESSAGE FROM COMPÂSS AEISER 2-5-76
PRINT ERROR MESSAGE WITH TRACEBACK - OLD AELERR 2-5-71
ISSUE TRACEBACK FOR AELIB ERRORS TRACEB 2-5-74
DISABLE SELECÏËD AELIB ERROR MESSAGES ALEROF 2-5-73
ERROR MESSAGE TEXT - OLD AELERTX 2-5-70
ERROR MESSAGE PRINTING CONTROL - OLD AEFREQ 2-5-72
RE-ENÂBLE SËLECTED AELÏB ERROR MESSAGES ALERON 2-5-73
SET INDEFINITES FOLLOWING AELIB ERROR SETBAQ 2-5-77
TRANSFER CONTROL ON ARITHMETIC ERROR OFLOW 2-5-10
X*EULERS CONSTANT TO SINGLE PRECISION EULER 1-1-02
X*EULERS CONSTANT TO SINGLE PRECISION EULER 1-1-02
RANDOM NUMBER SEQUENCE - EXPONENTIAL REX 1-5-01
X*E TO SINGLE PRÉCISION XEXP 1-1-01
EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL EN 1~2~01
EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL El 1-2-00
MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM 0F F(X) STEPMIN 1-10-12
SET CALCOMP PLOTTING FAÔTÔR FACTOR 2-1-61
GÂMMÂ FUNCTION FOR REAL ARGUMENT GAMMA 1-2-10
CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENT CLEBSCH 1-3-20
FÂST FOURIER TRANSFORM FFT 1-13-00
RETURN CURRENT FIELD LENGTH -STATIC MODE MEMSCM 2-5-31
FIELD LENGTH MANAGEMENT -STATIC MODE CHNGSCM 2-5-30
RELËÂSE A FILE RELESE 2-5-20
ROUTE FILE TO AN OUTPUT QUEUE ROUTE 2-5-21
FÏLON INTEGRATION ' FILON 1-16-10
CDC MACHINE DEPENDENT CONSTANTS FLPT 1-1-10
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM FFÎ 1-13-00
FREE FORMAT INPUT ROUTINE FRËEIN 2-2-00
RACAH OR W-COEFFICIENT WCOEF 1-3-21
GÂUSS-HERMÎTE INTEGRATION GAUER 1-16-12
GAUSS-JACOBI INTEGRATION GAJAC 1-16-13
GÂUSS-LAGUERRE INTEGRATION GALA 1-16-11
INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTION GAMIN 1-2-13
LN(GAMMA) FOR REAL ARG GAMLN 1-2-11
GAMMA FUNCTION FOR KEAL ARGUMENT GAMMA 1-2-10
INCOMPLETE GÂMMA FUNCTÎON GAMIN 1-2-13
GAMMA FUNCTION FOR REAL ARGUMENT GÂMMA 1-2-10
GAMMA AND LN(GAMMA) FOR COMPLEX ARG CGÂML-IA 1-2-12
LN(GÂMMA) FOR REAL ARG GÂMLN 1-2-11
GAÛSSIAN/LORENÏZIAN CONVOLUTION GLINT 1-3-01
SET VALUE IN CCL REGISTER SETCCL 2-5-61
GAUSSIAN/LORENTZIAN CONVOLUTION GLINT 1-3-01
UIFFËRËNTIATION 0F DATA BY SPLINES HDERÎV 1-12-10
INVERSE HYPKRBOLIC SINE ARSINH 1-2-90
SERIES SUMMATION FUNCTIONS TSWî 1-7-00
l BESSEL FUNCTION 0F REAL ORDER AND ARG IBËSS 1-2-40
FETCH CCL RËGISTER VALUE IGEÏCCL 2-5-60
MULTÏVARÏATE INTERPOLATION INPOL 1-14-10
FREE FORMAT INPUT ROUTINE FREËIN 2-2-00
ADAPTIVE NEWTON-COTES INTEGRATION QUAD 1-16-03
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KEYWORD

INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION
INTKGRÂÏION
INTEGRATION
INÎ13GRATION
INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION
INÏËRPOLATION
INTERPOLATION
INÏERPOLATION
INTERPOLATION
INVERSE
IÏSUM
JACOB
JÂIRY
JBESCPX
JBESS
JOB PARÂMEÎERS
JOB PARAMETERS
JOB PARAMËTERS
JOB PARAMETERS
JOBNAME
KIN
LBYT
LEAST SQUARES
LEASÏ SQUARES
LEAST SQUARES
LEAST SQUARES
LEAST SQUARES
LEAST SQUÂRES
LEAST SQUARJES
LEGENDRË
LEGËNDRE
LIBSTAT
LINE
LINEAR EQUATIONS
LINEAR EQUATIONS
LINEAR EQUATIONS
LINEAR EQUATIONS
LINEAR SYSTEM
LINEAR SYSTEM
LINEAR SYSTEM
LINEÂR SYSTEM
LINEAR SYSTEM
LOCINT

TITLE

KEYWORD INDEX-PG 5

ROUTINE

INTEGRATÎON USING GEARS ALGORITHM STIFFZ 1-17-20
EXTRAPOLATIVE ROMBERG INTEGRATION CADRE 1-16-00
GAUSSIÂN DOUBLE INTEGRATION DUBLINT 1-16-20
ADAPTIVE SIMPSONS INTEGRATION COSIMP 1-16-01
INTEGRATION 0F TABULAR DATA SPLINT 1-16-30
ADAPTIVE GAUSS INTEGRATION AGAUSS 1-16-02
GAUSS-ÎAGUERRE INTEGRAÏION GALA 1-16-11
SiïORT RUNGË-KUTTA INTEGRATION RKONE 1-17-00
GAUSS-JACOBI INTEGRATION GAJAC 1-16-13
INTEGRATION USING RUNGE-KUTTA-FEHLBERG RKFINT 1-17-10
FILON INTEGRATION FILON 1-16-10
GAUSS-iïERMITE INTEGRATION GAHER 1-16-12
INTERPOLATION 0F EQUALLY SPÂCED DATA SPINÏ 1-14-00
AITKEN INTERPOLATIO'N AIKINT 1-14-02
MULTIVARIATE INTERPOLATÏON INPOL 1-14-10
CUBIC LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION ALAGIN 1-14-01
INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION AINERF 1-2-06
SERIES SOMMATION FUNCTIONS TSUM 1-7-00
EVALUATE ÂND PACK A SPARSE JACOBIAN JACOB 1-7-11
AIRY FUNCTION AND DERIVATIVE, REAL ÂRG JAIRY 1-2-43
BESSEL FUNCTION JP(Z),REÂL P; COMPLEX Z JBESCPX 1-2-42
J BESSEL FUNCTION ÔF'REAL ORDER AND ARG JBESS 1-2-39
CENTRAL PROCESSOR TIME USED OR LEFT XTIME 2-5-40
OBTAIN CURRENT JOBNAME JOBNÂME 2-5-43
INPUT/OUTPUT TIMË USED OR LEFT TIMËIO 2-5-41
MAINFRÂME IDENTIFICATION ROUTINE MFID 2-5-42
OBTAIN CURRENT JOBNAME JOBNAME 2-5-43
BICKLEY FUNCTION KXN KIN 1-2-52
BYTE EXTRACTION LBYT 2-4-00
LEÂST SQUARES FIT TO A POLYNOMIAL IN X POLFIT 1-11-00
NL2SOL ÏNTERFACE NL2INT 1-11-24
FIT A POLYNOMIAL OF DEG l IN (XI,. ..XK) PRFIT 1-11-1-0
FIT A GIVEN POLYNOMIAL IN (X1;..:XK) ' POLREG l-ll-ll
MINIMIZE SUM 0F SQUARES 0F'DIFF FUNC NL2SOL 1.-1.1-25
NONLINEAR LEAST SQUÂRES FIT TO F(Xl,.XK) MLSQQ 1-11-20
PLOTTING CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ' ' ' CIPLÔT 1-11-16
ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE FUNCTION ALEGKND 1-2-61
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS, PN(X) PN 1-2-60
MONITOR USAGE 0F LIBÈARY'RÔUTINES LIBSTAT 2-5-75
CALCOMP LINE PLOTTING ROUTINE LINE 2-1-68
SOLVE À REAL TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM TRÎEQN 1-8-IQ
SOLVE A REAL LÎNEAR SYSTEM (OUT 0F CORE) OCSOI.VE 1-8-04
SOLVE A REAL LINEAR SYSTEM (IN CORE) ' SOLVEQN 1-8-00
SOLVE A COMPLËX LINEAR SYSTEM ' CSOLVËQ 1-8-01
SPARSE SYMMETRIC POS DEF SYSTEM SOLVER PDSPÂRL 1-8-23
SOLVE A REAL LINEAR SYSTEM (IN CORE) SOLVEQN 1-8-00
SOLVE A REAL TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM ' TRIEQN 1-8-10
SOLVE A COMPLEX LINEAR SYSTEM CSOLVEQ 1-8-01
SOLVE A REAL LINEAR SYSTEM (OUT 0F CORE) OCSOLVË 3--8-04
TABLE LOOK-UP FUNCTION l ' LOCRL 2-3-01
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KEYWORU

LOCRL
LOGÂRITHM
LOGÂRITHM
LOGLOG
LOGLOGM
LORENTZIAN
MACHINE UËPENDENCY
MADD
MAGNËTIC TAPE
MATRIX
MATRIX
MATRIX
MATRIX
MEMORY MANAGEMENT
MEMORY MANAGEMENT
MEMSCM
MFID
MINIMIZÂTION
MLSQQ
MMUL'T
MONTE CARLO
MONÏË CARLO
MOVLUV
MSUB
MULTIPLY
MULTIPLY
NLSPÂR
NL2INT
KL2SNO
NL2SOL
NONLINEAR
NONLINEÂR
NONLINEAR SYSTEM
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
NUMBER
OCSOLVE
OFLOW
ORDERB
URDERF
PACK
PACK
PACK
PACKER
PÂKUNP
PAPËR TAPE
PAPER TAPE
PCALC
PUSPARL
PI

TIÎLË

KEYWORD INDEX-PG 6

ROUTÏNE

TABLE LOOK-UP FUNCTION
LN(GAMMA) FOR REAL^ARG
GAMMA AND LN(GAMMA) FOR COMPLEX ARG
PLOT AND LABEL AXES FOR LOG-LOG PLOTS
PLOT AND LABEL AXES FOR LOG-LOG PLOTS
GAUSSIÂN/LORENTZIÂN CONVOLUTION
CDC MACHINE DEPENDENT CONSTANTS
ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY REAL MATRICES
DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGE
DETERMINANT 0F A COMPLEX MATRIX
ADD SUBTRACï MULTIPLY REAL MATRICES
ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY COMPLEX MATRICES
DETERMINANT 0F A REAL MATRIX
MEMORY MANAGEMENT (FIXED-LENGTH BLOCKS)
MEMORY MANAGEMENT (EXPANDABLE BLOCKS)
RETURN CURRENT FIELD LENGTH -STATIC MODE
MAINFRAME IDENTIFICATION ROUTINE
MINIMIZE SUM 0F SQUARES 0F UIFF FUNC
NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES FIT TO F(X1,.XK)
ADD SUBTRACT MULTÏPLY REAL MATRICES
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR ~ EXPONKNTIAL
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR - NORMAL DIST
USE ECS ÂDDRESSES GREATER THAN 2**l7
ÂDD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY REAL MATRICES
ADD SUBTKÂCT MULTIPLY REAL MATRICES
ADD SUBTRACT MULTÏPLY COMPLEX MATRICES
SOLVE A SPARSE NONLXNEAR SYSTEM
NL2SOL INTERFACE
MINIMIZE SUM 0F SQUARES 0F DIFF FUNC
MÎNIMIZE SUM 0F SQ'UARES 0F DIFF FUNC
NL2SOL INTERFACE
MINIMIZE SUM 0F SQUARES 0F DIFF FUNC
SOLVE A SPARSE NOtlLINEAR SYSTEM
RANUOM NUMBER SEQUENCE - NORMAL DIST
PLOT FLOATING POÏNT NUMBERS
SOLVE A REAL LINEAR SYSTEM (OUT 0F CORE)
TRANSFER CONTROL ON ARITHMETÏC ERROR
SORTING DATA WITH TAG ÂRRAY + ERROR FLAG
SORTING DATA WîTH TAG ARRAY + ERROR FLAG
PACK OR UNPACK BIT STRINGS
PACK A SPARSE MAÎRÏX
ËVALUAÏE AND PACK A SPARSE JACOBIAN
PACK A SPARSE MATRIX
PACK OR UNPACK BIT STRINGS
PAPER TAPE READING ROUÏINË
PAPER TAPE PUNCHING ROUTÏNE
COMPLETE FÎT DONE BY RLSTEP
SPARSË SYMMETRIC POS DEF SYSTEM SOLVER
SINGLE OR DOUBLE PRECISION X*PI

LOCRL
GÂMLN
CGAMMA
LOGLOG
LOGLOG
GLINT
FLPT
MMULT
DATPAK
CDET
MMULT
CMMULT
DET
CHNGFX
CHNGEX
MEMSCM
MFID
NL2SOL
MLSQC
MMU£1]
RÀNEX
RANORM
MOVLUV
MMULT
MMULT
CMMULT
NLSPAB.
NL2INT
NL2SOL
NL2SOL
NL2INT
NL2 SOL
NLSPAR
RNORM
NUMBER
OCSOLVE
OFLOW
ORDERF
ORDËRF
PAKUNP
PACKER
JACOB
PACKER
PÂKUNP
PTREAD
PTPUN
PCALC
PDSPARL
XPI

2-

l-
1-

2"
2-
1-
1-

l-
2-

l-
1-
lu

•3

-2-

"2-

-l-

l

'I
-7-

-2-

•7'

-7-

'7'

1~'

2-

2-
2"

2-
1-

1-
1-

1-
l-

2-
1-

1-

-5"

-5-

-5-

01
11
12
12
12
01
10
01
10
04
01
02
0.3
32
33
31
42

-11-25
-11-

•5-

-5-

"7-

-7-

"20
01
00
10
35
01
01

1-7-02
1-

1-
l-
l-
1-

l-
1-

1-
2-

-10
-11
-11
-11
•Il
-11
-ïô
-5-

-1-

2-
2-

î-
2-

-5-

-3-

-3-

-4-

l—7-
1-
1-
2-

2-
2~

"7-

"7-

.4-

'î'

•2

1-11-
1-

1-

-31
-24
-25
-25
-24
-25
"31
Il
65
04
10
11
Il
10
•10
11
10
10
30
•3l
-14

-8-23
-1- 00
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KEYWORD TITLE

KEYWORD INDEX-PG 7

ROUTINE

PLODA
PLODAM
PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGXY
PLOGXYM
PLOGY
PLOGYM
PLOT
PLOÏC
PLOTCI
PLOTI
PLOTM
PLOTT1NG
PLOTTING
PLOTTING
PLOTTING
PLOTTING
PLOTTING
PLOTTING
PLOTTING
PLOTÏING
PLOTTXNG
PLOTTING
PLOTTING
PLOÏTING
PLOTTING
PLOTTING
PLOTTXNG
PLOTTING
PLOTÏING
PLOTTING
PLOTTING CALCOMP
PLOTTING CALCOMP
PLOTTING CALCOMP
PLOTTING CALCOMP
PLOTTING CALCOMP
PLOTTING CALCOMP
PLOTÏING CALCOMP
PLOTTING CALCOMP
PLOTTING CALCOMP
PLOT3D
PLOT3DM
PLÎ
PN
POLFIT
POLREG
POLYNOMIAL
POLYNOMIAL
POLYNOMIAL

PLOT DASHED UNES, OPTIONAL SMOOTHING
PLÛT DASUED LINES, OPTIONAL SMOOTHING
BASIC SEMI-LOG X FLOTTING ROUTINE
BASIC SEMI-LOG X PLOTTING ROUTINE
BASIC LOG-LOG PLOTTING ROUTINE
BASIC LOG-LOG PLOTTING ROUTINE
BASIC SEMI-LOG Y PLOTTING ROUTINE
BASIC SEMI-LOG Y PLOTTING ROUTINE
BASIC PLOTTING ROUTINE
BASIC PLOTTING ROUTINE
CALCOMP INITIÂLIZATION ROUTINE
CÂLCOMP INITIALÎZATION ROUTINE
BASIC PLOTTING ROUTINE
PLOT ANÛ LABEL AXES FOR SEMI-LOG Y PLOTS
PLOT ÂND LABEL AXES FOR SEMI-LOG X PLOTS
CONTOUR SURFACE PLOTTING
BASIC PLOTTÏNG ROUTINE
THREE-DIM PERSPECTIVE SURFACE PLOTTING
PLOT DASHED LINES, OPTIONAL SMOOTHING
PRINTER PLOTTING ROUTINE
LINEAR AXES LABELLÏNG ROUTINE
PLOT AND LABEL AXES FOR LOG-LOG PLOTS
BASIC SEMI-LOG Y PLOTTING ROUTÏNE
POSITION FLOTTER PEN ON GRAPH PAPER
LOG-LOG X AND Y AXES LABELLING ROUTINE
SIMPLE PLOTTING ROUTINE
PLOT TEXT WITiï TWO CHARACTER SIZES
THREE-DIM SURFACE PLOTTING
SEMI-LOG X AXIS LABELLING ROUTÏNE
BASIC SEMI-LOG X PLOTTING ROUTINE
SEMÎ-LOG Y AXIS LABELLING ROUTINE
BASIC LOG-LOG PLOTTIMÎ ROUÏINE
CÂLCOMP LINE PLOTTING ROUTINE
RETRIEVE CALCOMP FACTOR AND COORDINATES
CALCOMP SCALZNG ROUTINE
SET CALCOMP PLOTTING FACTOR
PLOT TEXÏ ÂND SPECIAL SYMBOLS
BASIC CALCOMP PLOTTING ROUTINE
CALCOMP AXIS PLOTTING ROUTINE
CALCOMP INITIALIZATION ROUTINE
PLOT FLOATING POINT NUMBERS
THREE-DIM SURFACE PLOTTING
THREE-DIM SURFACE PLOTTING
BASIC CALCOMP PLOTTING ROUTINE
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS, PN(X)
LEAST SQUARES FIT TO A PÔLYNOMIAL IN X
FIT A GÏVEN POLYNOMIAL IN (XI,...XK)
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS, PN(X5
ROOTS 0F A QUARTIC EQUATION
ROOTS 0F A CUBIC EQUATION

PLODAM
PLODAM
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGXY
PLOGXY
PLOGY
PLOGY
PLOT
PLOT
PLOTCI
PLOTCI
PLOT
SMLOGY
SMLOGX
CONTOUR
PLOT
SPACE
PLODAM
PROT
AXLIN
LOGLOG
PLOGY
SPLOT
AXLGXY
SIMPLT
VARSIZM
PLOT3U
AXLGX
PLOGX
AXLGY
PLOGXY
LINE
WHERE
SCALE
FACTOR
SYMBOL
PLT
AXIS
PLOTCI
NUMBER
PLOT3D
PLOT3D
PLT
PN
POLFIT
POLREG
PN
OUARTIC
CUBIC

2-1-03
2-1-03
2-1.-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-00
2-1-00
2-1-60
2-1-60
2-1-00
2-1-11
2-1-11
2-1-35
2-1-00
2-1-30
2-1-03
2-1-40
2-1-10
2-1-12
2-1-01
2-1-50
2-1-LO
2-1-20
2-1-02
2-1-31
2-Ï-l.O
2-1-01
2-1-10
2-1-01
2-1-68
2-1-62
2-1-66
2-1-61
2-1-64
2-1-63
2-1-67
2-1-60
2-1-65
2-1-31
2-1-31
2-1-63
1-2-60
Î.-U-00
1-11-11
1-2-60
1-10-01
1-10-00



KEYWORU
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TITLE

KEYWORD INDEX-PG

ROUTÎNE

PRE S ET
PRFIT
PRNTSPY
PROT
PSATLW
PSTATF
PTPUN
PTREAD
QUAD
QUAURAÎURE

Q'UAURATURE
QUÂDRATURE
QUAU&ÂTURE
QUADRÂÎURE
QUAD&ATURE
QUADRAÏURE
QUADRATURË
(;UAï)RATURE
QUARTIC
ïîADCURV
RADIUS
RANDOM NUMBERS
RANDOM îjUMBERS
RANDOM NUMBERS
RANDOM NUMBERS
RÂNEX
RANORM
REGRESSION
REGRESSION
REGRESSION
RÉGRESSION
REGRESSION
REGRESSION
REGRESSION
RËLESE
RESËT
RESIN
RESONANCE INTEGRAL
REX
RKFINT
RKONE
RNORM
ROUTE
SATUi<ATION PRESSURE
SATURATION TEMP
SBYT
SCALE
SÉRIES
SETBAD

INITIALIZE TO USER-DEFINED PATTERN
FIÏ À POLYNOMIAL 0F DEG l IN (XI,...XK)
MONITOR PROGRAM EXECUTION
PRINTER PLOTTING ROUTINE
SATURATION PRESSURE 0F LIGHT WÂTER
CALCULATE STÂTISTICS FOR REGRESSION
PAPER TAPE PUNCHING ROUTI^Ë
PAPER TAPE READING ROUTINE
AUAPTIVE NEWTON-COTES INTEGRATION
GAUSSIAN DOUBLE INTEGRATION
EXTRAPOLATIVE ROMBERG INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION 0F TABULAR DATA
ADAPTIVË SIMPSONS INTEGRATION
FILON INTEGRATION
ADAPTÏVE NEWTON-COTES INTEGRATION
GAUSS-HERMITE INTEGRATION
ADAPTIVE GAUSS INTEGRATION
GAUSS-LAGUERRE INTEGRATION
GÀUSS-JÂCOBI INTEGRATION
ROOTS 0F A QUARTIC EQUATION
APPROX RADIUS AND CENTRE 0F CURVATURË
APPROX RADIUS AND CENTRE 0F CURVATURE
RANDOM NUMBER SEQUENCE - NORMAL DIST
KANDOM NUMBER SECiUENCE
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR - EXPONENTIAL
RANDOM NUMBER GENËRATOR ~ ËXPONENTIAL
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR - NORMAL DIST
LEAST SQUÂRES FIT TO A POLYNOMIAL IN X
NONLÏNEÂR LEAST SQUARES FIT TO F(X1,.XK)
FIT A POLYNOMIAL 0F DEG l IN (XI,...XK)
NL2SOL INTERFACE
FIT A GIVEN POLYNOMIÂL IN (XI,...XK)
MINIMIZE SUM 0F SQUÂRES 0F DIFF FUNC
PLOTTING CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
RELEASE A FILE
RESET CORE TO LOAUER PÂTTERN
RESONANCE INTEGRAL
RESONANCE INTEGRAL
RANDOM NUMBER SEQUENCE - ËXPONENTIAL
INTEGRATION USING RUNGE-KUTTA-FEHLBERG
SHORT RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION
RANDOM NUMBER SKQUENCE - NORMAL DIST
ROUTE FILE TO AN 'OUTPUT QUEUE
SATURATION PRESSURE 0F LÏGHT WÂTER
SATURATION TEMPERATURE 0F LIGHT WATER
BYTE REPLACEMENT
CALCOMP SCALING ROUTINE
SERIES SUMMATION FUNCTIONS
SET INUEFINITES FOLLOWÎNG AËLIB ERROR

EXPONENTIAL
NORMAL DIST

PRESET
PRFIT
s PY ON
PROT
PSATLW
PSTATF
PTPUN
PTREAD
QUAI»
DUBLINT
CADRE
SPLINT
COSIMP
FILON
ÎUAD
5AHER

AGAUSS
GALA
GAJAC
QUART l G
^ADCURV
RADCURV
RNORM
REX
RANORM
RANEX
RÂNEX
RANOKM
POLFIT
MLSQQ
PRE IT
NL2ÎNT
POLREG
NL2 SOL
CIPLOT
RELESE
RESET
RE S IN
RESIN
REX
RKFINT
RKONE
RNORM
ROUTE
PSATLW
TSATLW
SBYT
S CALE
TSUM
SETBAD

2-3-30
i-ii-io
2-5-50
2-1-40
1-4-00
1-11-15

2-2-30
1-16-03
1-16-20
1-16-00

1-16-01
1-16-10
1-16-03
1-16-12
1-16-02
1-16-11
1-16-13
1-10-01
1-11-30
1-11-30

1-5-01
1-5-10
1-5-00
1-5-00
1-5-10
1-11-00
1-11-20
1-11-10
1-11-24
1"11~11
1-11-25
1-11-16
2-5-20
2-3-31
1-3-00
1-3-00
1-5-01
1-17-10
1-17-00
1-5-11
2-5-21
1-4-00
1-4-01
2-4-01
2-1-66
1-7-00
2-5-77



KEYWORD
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TITLE

KEYWORD INDEX-PG 9

ROUTINE

SEÏCCL
SHIFTB
SHIFTC
SHIFTING
SIMPLT
SIMPLTM
SMLOGX
SMLOGXM
SMLOGY
SMLOGYM
SMOOTH
SMOOTH CURVE
SMOOTH CURVE
SMOOTH CURVE
SOLVEQN
SORTAG'
SORTING
SORTING
S PAGE
SPACEM
SPARSË
SPARSË MATRIX
SPARSE MATRIX
SPARSE MÂÏRIX
SPARSE MATRIX
SPARSE MATRIX
SPARSE MATRIX
SPARSËB
SPINÎ
SPLINES
SPLINES
SPLINT
SPLOT
SPYOFF
SPYON
SSCP
STATIONÂRY POINTS
STATISTICS
STATISTICS
STATISÎICS
STATISTICS
STENLW
STËPMIN
STIFFZ
SUBÎRACT
SUBÏRÂCT
SURFACE TENSION
SYMBOL
TABLE LOOK UP
l'CONLW

SET VALUE ÏN CCL REGISTER SETCCL 2-5-61
SHIFTING SHIFTB 2-4-20
SBIFTING SHIFTB 2-4-20
SHIFTING SHIFTB 2-4-20
SIMPLE PLOTTING ROUTÏNE SIMPLT 2-1-20
SIMPLE PLOTTING ROUTINE SIMPLT 2-1-20
PLOT AND LABEL AXES FOR SEMI-LOG X PLOTS SMLOGX 2-1-11
PLOÎ AND LABEL AXES FOR SEMI-LOG X PLOTS SMLOGX 2-1-11
PLOT AND LABEL AXES FOR SEMI-LOG Y PLOTS SMLOGY 2-1-11
PLOT ANU LABEL AXES FOR SEMI-LOG Y PLOÎS SMLOGY 2-1-1.1
SMOOTH CURVE FITTING BY SPLINES SMOOTH 1-12-00
PLOÏ DASHED LINES, OPÎIONAL SMOOTHING PLODAM 2-1-03
DIFFERENTIATION OF DATA BY SPLINES HDERIV 1-12-10
SMOOTH CURVE FITTING BY SPLINES SMOOTH 1-12-00
SOLVE A REAL LINEAR SYSTEM (IN CORE) SOLVEQN 1-8-00
SORTING DATA WITiï TAG ' ' SORTAG 2-3-10
SORTING DATA WITH TAG ARRAY + ERROR FLAG ORDERF 2-3-11
SORTING DATA WITH TAG SORTAG 2~3~10
THREE-DIM PERSPECTIVE SURFACE PLOTTING SPACE 2~].-30
THRJEE-DÎM PERSPECTIVE SURFACE PLOTTING SPACE 2-1-30
ANALYZE A SPARSE MATRIX SPARSE 1-8-20
SOLVE A SPARSE NONLIÎiEEAR SYSTEM NLSPÂR 1-10-31
EVÂLUATE AND PACK A SPARSE JACOBIAN JACOB 1-7-11
SPARSE SYMMETRIC POS DËF SYSTEM SOLVER PDSPARL 1-8-23
PACK A SPARSE MATRIX PACKER 1-7-10
ANALYZE A SPARSE MATRIX SPARSE 1-8-20
ÛPERATE ON SPARSE A iïîTH VECTOR V SPARSEB 1-8-21
OPËRATE ON SPARSE A WITH VECïOR V SPARSEB 1-8-21
INTERPOLATION 0F EQUALLY SPÂCED DATA SPINT 1-14-00
SMOOTH CURVE FITTItîG BY SPLINES SMOOTH 1-12-00
DIFFËRENTIATION 0F DATA BY SPLINES HDERIV 1-12-10
INTEGRATION 0F TÂBULAR DATA SPLINT 1-16-30
POSITION FLOTTER PEN ON GRAPH PAPER SPLOT 2-1-50
MONITOR PROGRAM EXECUTION SPYON 2-5-50
MONITOR PROGRÂM EXECUTION SPYON 2-5-50
TRANSFORM FITTÎNG DATA FOR RLSTEP SSCF 1-11-13
MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM 0F F(X) STEPMIN 1-10-12
SÏUDENTS T-DISTRIBUTION'FONCTION TDISTN 1-2-81
FITTEÛ VALLFE STANDARD DEVIATION ESTIM YFST 1-11-21
CHI-SQUARË PROBABILITY FUNCTION CHISQ l.-2-8p
CALCULATE STATISTÏCS FOR REGRESSION PSTÂTF 1-11-15
SURFACE TENSION 0F LIGHT WATER. STENLW 1-4-02
MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM 0F F(X) STEPMIN 1-10-12
INTEGRATION USING GEARS'ALGORITHM STIFFZ 1-17-20
ÂDD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY COMPLEX MATRICES CMMULT 1-7-02
AÛD SUBT&ACT MULTIPLY REÂL MATRICES MMULT 1-7-01
SURFACE TENSION 0F LIGHT WATER STENLW 1-4-02
PLOT TEXT ÂND SPECIAL SYMBOLS SYMBOL 2-1-64
TABLE LOOK-UP FUNCTION LOCRL 2-3-01
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 0F LÏGHT WATER TCONLW 1-4-03
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KËYWORD

TDISTN
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
TIMEIO
TRACEB
TRIEQN
TSATLW
TSUM
TURNING POINTS
UNFACK
USAGE STATISTICS
USAGE STÂTISTICS
USERA?
VARSIZ
VARSIZM
VISLW
WCOEF
WHERE
XCOEF
XEXP
XPI
XTIMË
YFST
ZERO
ZEROES
ZEROES
ZËROES
ZEROES
ZEROM

TITLE

STUDENTS T-DÎSTRIBUTION FUNCTION
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 0F LIGHT WATER
INPUT/OUTPUT TIME USE!) OR LEFT
ISSUE TRACEBACK FOR AELIB ËRRORS
SOLVE A REAL TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM
SATURATION TEMPERATURE 0F HGHT WATER
SERIES SUMMATION FUNCTIONS
MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM 0F F(X)
PACK OR UNPÂCK BIT STRINGS
MONITOR PROGRAM EXECUTION
MONITOR USAGE 0F LÏBRARY ROUTINES
USER ACCOUNTING PARAMËTERS
PLÛT TEXT WÎTH TWO CHARACTER SIZES
PLOÎ TEXT WITH TWO CHARACTER SIZES
yYNAMIC VÎSCOSITY 0F LIGHT WATER
RACAH OR W-COEFFICIENT
RETRIEVE CALCOMP FACTOR AND COORDINATES
X-COEFFICIENT
X*E TO SINGLE PRECISION
SINGLE OR DOUBLE PRECISION XAPI
CENTRAL FROCESSOR TIME USED OR LEFT
FITTED VALUE STANDARD ÛEVIATION ESTIM
ZEROES 0F F(X) USING AITKEN INTERP.
ZEROES 0F F(X) USING MUELLERS METHOD
ROOTS 0F A ÛUBIC EQUATION
ROOTS 0F A QUARTIC'EQUATION
ZEROES 0F F CX ) USING 'AITKEN INTER?.
ZEROES 0F îW USING MUËLLERS METHOD

KEYWORD INDEX-FG

ROUTINE

TDISTN
TCONLW
TIMEÎO
TRACEE
TRIEQN
TSATÏ:W
TSUM
STEPMÏN
PAKUNP
SPYON
LIBSTAT
USERA?
VARSIZM
VARSIZM
VISLW
WCOEF

S WHERE
XCOEF
XEXP
XPI
XTIME
YFST
ZERO
ZEROM
CUBIC
HJARTIC
^ERO

ZEROM

10

1-2-

1-4-C
81
03

2-5-41
74
10

1-4-01
1-7-00
1-10-12

2-5-

2-1
1-4-

1-3-

10
50
75
44
02
02
04
21

2-1-62
22

1-1-01
1~1

1-11-
1-~10'
1-10-
l~l0-

00
40

"10
-11
-00

1-10-01
1-10-10
Ï-ÏÔ-Ï1



APPENDIX 2

OTHER SUBROUTINE LIBRARIES

IMSLIB

This library is leased from a commercial software organization. Inter-
national Mathematical and Statisfcical Libraries încorporated, Houston/

Texas. Zt contains approximately 400 high qualifcy routines organized in
the following chapters.

Analysis of expérimental design data
Basic statistics

Categorized data analysis
Differential équations; quaârafcure; differentiation

Eigenanalysis
Forecasting; econometrlcs; time séries

Génération and testing of random nimibers; gooâness of fit
ïnterpolation/ approximation and smoothing

Linear algebraic équations

Mathematical anâ statistical spécial functions
Nonparametric statistics

Observation structure

Régression analysis
Sampling
Utility functions
Vector matrix arithmetic
Zéros and extrema; linear programming

The contents of this library and calling séquence descriptions for all

routines are provided in the ÏMSL Référence Manual Volîimes l, 2, 3 and 4

E4]. Copies of this manual are avaiiable to users at most sites. See
your site consultant for spécifie locations.

Routines in this library are provideâ automatically at load time to

NOS/BE programs calling them. To use any IMSL routine on NOS/BE, then/

just compile and exécute a FORTRAN program which calls this routine
according ta the documentation spécifications .

On the NOS System, explicit control statements are required to access the

IMSL routines. On the CRNL CYBER 170 Model 720 use:

ATTACH/IMSLIB/UN=LÎBRARY.
LIBRARY^IMSLIB.

with the FTN4 compiler

or

ATTACH, IMSLIB5/UN==LIBRARY.

LIBRARY.IMSLIB5.
with the FTN5 compiler
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On the CANDU Opérations CYBER 170 Hoâei 720 at Sheridan Park use:

ATTACH.IMSLIB/UN-PUBCRNL. ^^ ^ ^^ compiler
LIBRARY,ÎMSLÎB.

or

ATTACT,IMSLIB5/UN=PUBCRNL. ^ ^^ ^^5 compiler
LIBRARY,IMSLIB5. ^

Any queries about this library should be directed to your site consultant.

Harwell Subroutine Library

We have the source code and library manual for the subroutine library

from Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE), Harwell. Thèse routines
are written in IBM FORTRAN and therefore must be modified to run on our

system. For information about this library^ contact the AELIB librarian

via your site consultant.
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APPENDIX 3

SHOULD YOU BE USING AELIB?

START

Do you agrée that

can be much less

of your own?

Y ES

using
effort

a Ubrary routine
than writing one

N0
Do no t use AELIB S TOP

Do you have a worki-ng knowledge of

FORTRAN programmlng including the usage of
subroutines and functions?

-^

YES N0 Take a programming
course •

OR

Do you bave a working knowledge of the

control cards necessary to run a FORTRAN
Job on our CDC System?

M/

YES

See site consultant to

request prograraming be
doue for you

sF
STOP

N0
Read AECL-6886 ^

1^_

Do you have a basic understanding of the

problem to be solved so that a subject
matter classification scheme and keyword

index may be used effectîvely and sa

teriRi.nology in vrite-ups makes sense?

îiO

YES

See site consultant to

request Tnathemafcical or

other applications consulting

_^L

Are you uilllng to invsst the. effort in

learning to u?e the library manual and

in reading a complète writc-up once before

using, disc.arding, or asking questions
about a routine?

jik

YES

N0

-y

See s'i.te consultant to

request programming
be cîone for you

You shoultl use AELÏB

^
STÛP

STOP
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APPENDIX 4

CROSS-REFERENCE LIST 0F SUBROUTINE MODULES
USED BY AELIB ROUTINES

Some AELIB "routines" are modular in form and, therefore, actually consist

of several subroutines. In thèse cases, source code for all modules is

provided under the deckname of the main routine. If some modules are

shared by a group of similar AELIB routines, the source code for the

common routines résides with one main routine and is usually clearly
referenceâ by comments in the others. To help users to interpret loader

maps, a cross-reference list of thèse extra subroutine modules has been

prepared.

In this list each module (that is not itself an AELIB routxne) is listed
alphabetically with the name of the AELIB routine using it and the name

of the âeck in which the source code is stored on the UPDATE program

library. For example, the module JAKOB is used by STIFFZ and source code
is in the deck STIFFZ.

There is a separate entry for each routine that uses a given module. There-

fore, for exaraple, LOGPRl appears three times in the list», once for each
of the routines that call it, PLOGX, PLOGXY and PLOGY.
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MODULE

AECLOS
ÂKCLOS
AËFLFN
ÂEFLFN
AEfLFN
AËRETR
ALKDEL
ALRDEL
ALRFND
ALRFMU
ÂLRINI
ALRINI
ALRINI
ÂLRTST
ALRTST
ALRTST
ASSESS
BALANC
BALBAK
CALCJ
CALCR
CBABK2
CBAL
CHNGECS
CMMALC
CMMCSF
CMMFGR
CMMFKE
CMMFRE
CMMFTB
CMEIGLF
CMMSLF
COMHES
COMLR
COMLR2
COSAUX
COSET
COVCLC
DECB
DECOMP
DERRES
DFAULT
DOTPRD
DUMPON
DUPDAT
ELMHES
ËLTRAN
FCNINT
FGETJCI
F ICI

CALLEU

RELESE
ROUTE
DMPFET
ROUTE
RELSSE
RELESE
ALEROF
ALERON
ALEROF
ALËRON
ALEROF
ALERPR
ALERON
ALEROF
ALERPR
ALERON
NL2SOL
EIGRGEN
EIGRGEN
NL2INT
NL2INT
EIGCGEN
EIGCGEN
CHNGEC
CHNGFX
CHNGEX
CHNGFX
CHNGFX
CHKGEX
CUNGFX
CHNGEX
CHNGEX
EIGCGEN
EIGCGEN
EIGCGEN
PLODAM
STIFFZ
NL2SOL
STIFFZ
STIFFZ
RADCURV
NL2 SOL
NL 2 SOL
SIMPLT
NL2SOL
EIGRGËN
EIGRGEN
PLODAM
SETCCL
EIGRGEN

BY

2-5-20
2-5-21
2-5-UO
2-5-21
2-5-20
2-5-20
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
1-11-25
1-9-10
1-9-10.
1-11-24
1-11-24
1-9-30
1-9-30
2-5-36
2-5-32
2-5-33
2-5-32
2-5-32
2-5-33
2-5-32
2-5-33
2-5-33
1-9-30
1-9-30
^-9-30
2-1-Ù3
1-17-20
1-11-25
1-17-20
1-17-20
1-11-30
1-11-25
1-11-25
2-1-20
l-H-25
1-9-10
1-9-10
2-1-03
2-5-61
1-9-10

CROSS-REFESENCE MODULE INDEX-PG

SOURCE CODE WITH

RELESE
RELESE
KELESE
RELESE
RELESE
RELESE
ALEROF
ALEROF
ALEROF
ALEROF
ALEROF
ALEROF
ALEROF
ALEROF
ALEROF
ALEROF
NL2SOL
EIGRGEN
EIGRGEN
NL2ÏÎÏT
NL2INT
EIGCGEN
EÎGCGEN
CHNGEC
CHNGFX
CHNGEX
CHNGFX
CHNGEX
CHNGEX
CHNGFX
CHNGEX
CHNGEX
EIGCGEN
EIGCGEN
EIGCGEN
PLODAM
STÎFFZ
NL2SOL
STIFFZ
STIFFZ
RADCURV
NL2 SQL
NL2SOL
SIMPLT
NL 2 SOL
EIGRGEN
EIGRGEN
PLODAM
SETCCL
EIGRGEN
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CROSS-REFERËNCE MODULE INDEX-PG

MUDULE

FIGI2
F SETJCl
GEARZ
GQTSTP
HQR
HQR2
HTRIBK
HTRIDI
ICMMALF
ICMMALF
ICMMGEC
ICMMGFS
ICMMGFS
IGETFÎT
IGETFIT
IGETFIT
IMDCON
IMÏQL1
IMÎQL1
IMT^Ll
1MT(^L2
IMTQL2
IHTQL2
ITSMRY
JACOB l
JÂKOB
LINVRT
LITVMU
LIVMUL
LMSTEP
LOGPR1
LOGPR1
LOGPR1
LOGPR10
LOGPR10
LOGPRIO
LOGPRU
LOGPR11
LOGPR11
LOGPK.12
LOGPR12
LOGPR12
LOGPR13
LOGPR14
LOGPR15
LOGP&16
LOGPR17
LOGPR18
LOGP&19
LUGPR2

CALLED

EIGRGEN
SETCCL
STIFFZ
NL 2 SOL
EIGRGEN
EIGRGEN
EIG CHER
EIGCHER
CHNGFX
CHNGEX
CHNGEC
CHNGFX
CHNGËX
ROUTE
DMPFET
RELESE
NL 2 SOL
EIGRSYM
EIGRGEN
EIGCHER
EIGRSYM
EIGRGEN
EIGCHER
NL 2 SOL
GAJAC
STIFFZ
NL2SOL
NL2 SOL
NL 2 SOL
NL2 SOL
PLOGXY
PLOGY
PLOGX
AXLGX
AXLIN
ÂXLGY
AXLGY
AXLGX
AXLGXY
PLOGX
PLOGY
PLOGXY
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
PLOGX

BY

1-9-10
2-5-61
1-17-20
l-U-25
i-9-10
1-9-10
1-9-20
1-9-20
2-5-32
2-5-33
2-5-36
2-5-32
2-5-33
2-5-21
2-5-00
2-5-20
1-11-25
1-9-00
1-9-10
1-9-20
1-9-00
1-9-10
1-9-20
1-11-25
1-16-13
1-17-20
1-11-25
1-11-25
i-ÏÏ-25
1-11-25
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-10
2-1-10
2-1-10
2-1-10
2-1-10
2-1-10
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-20
2-1-20
2-1-2U
2-1-20
2-1-20
2-1-20
2-1-20
2-1-01

EIGRGEN
SETCCL
STIFFZ
NL 2 SOL
EIGRGEN
EIGRGEN
EIGCHER
EIGCHER
CHNGFX
CHNGEX
CHNGEC
CHNGEX
CHNGEX
RELESE
RELESE
RELESE
NL2SOL
EIGRSYM
EIGRSYM
EIGRSYM
EIGRSYM
EIGRSYM
EIGRSYM
NL2SOL
GAJAC
STIFFZ
NL2SOL
NL 2 SOL
NL2 SOL
NL2SOL
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
AXLGX
AXLGX
AXLGX
AXLGX
AXLGX
AXLGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
PLOGX
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CROSS-REFERENCE MODULE INDEX-PG

MODULE

LOGPR2
LOGPR2
LOGPR20
LOGPR21
LOGPR3
LOGPR3
LOGPR3
LOGPR6
LOGPR6
LOGPR6
LOGPR7
LOGPR7
LOGPR7
LOGPR8
LOGP&8
LOGPR8
LOGPR9
LOGPR9
LOGPR9
LOGPR9
LSQRT
LSVMIN
LÏSQA&
MEMËCS
MSCÂLE
MSCALE
NL2ITR
NPLIN
PARCHK
PLFL
PLFL
PLFL
PLOTL
PLOTL
jAPFLY
ÎRFÂCT

RELDST
RËSIU
RMDCON
RPTMUL
RTBLNK
RTCLOS
RTERR
RTINIT
RTSTOR
SLUPDT
SLVMOL
SOLB
SOLVE
SORT

CALLEU

PLOGXY
PLOGY
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
PLOGXY
PLOGX
PLOGY
PLOGY
PLOGX
PLOGXY
PLOGX
PLOGXY
PLOGY
PLOGX
PLOGXY
PLOGY
ÂXLGY
AXLIN
AXLGXY
AXLGX
NL2SOL
NL 2 SOL
NL 2 SOL
CHNGEC
SPASSE
SPARSEB
NL 2 SOL
NLSPAR
NL2SOL
PLT
NUMBER
SYMBOL
PLOGX
SIMPLT
NL 2 SOL
NL2SOL
NL2SOL
RADCURV
NL 2 SOL
NL 2 SOL
ROUTE
ROUTE
ROUTE
ROUTE
ROUTE
NL2SOL
NL 2 SOL
STIFFZ
STIFFZ
EIGRSYM

BY

2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-20
2-1-20
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-01
2-1-10
2-1-10
2-1-10
2-1-10
1-11-25
1-11-25
1-11-25
2-5-36
1-8-20
1-8-21
1-11-25
1-10-31
1-11-25
2-1-63
2-1-65
2-1-64
2-1-01
2-1-20
1-11-25
i-ii-25
1-11-25
1-11-30
1-11-25
1-11-25
2-5-21
2-5-21
2-5-21
2-5-21
2-5-21
1-11-25
1-11-25
1-17-20
1-17-20
1-9-00

SOURCE CODE WITH

FLOGX
PLOGX
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
PLOGX
AXLGX
AXLGX
AXLGX
AXLGX
NL2SOL
NL 2 SOL
NL2SOL
CHNGEC
SPARSE
SPARSE
ÎÎL2SOL
NLSPAR
NL2SOL
PLT
PLÎ
PLT
SIMPLT
SIMPLT
NL 2 SOL
NL2SOL
NL2 SOL
RADCURV
NL2SOL
NL2SOL
ROUTE
ROUTE
ROUTE
ROUTE
ROUTE
tÏL 2 SOL
NL2SOL
STXFFZ
STIFFZ
EIGRSYM
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MODULE

SORT
SO&T
SORT
STOPX
SUBNL
SUBPLOT
SUMSQ
TRED1'
TRED2
ÏRIDIAG
TRIDXAG
VAXPY
VB06A
VCOPY
VSCOPY
V2NORM

CALLED

EIGRGEN
EIGCHER
EÎGCGEîî
NL2 SOL
NLSPAR
C1PLOT
NLSPAR
EXGRSYM
EIGRSYM
EIGRGEN
EIGRSYM
ML 2 SOL
SMOOTH
NL 2 SOL
NL2SOL
NL2SOL

BY

1-9-10
1-9-20
1-9-30
1-11-25
1-10-31
1-11-16
1-10-31
1-9-00
1-9-00
1-9-10
1-9-00
1-11-25
1-12-00
1-11-25
1-11-25
l-U-25

CROSS-REFERENCE MODULE INDEX-PG

SOURCE CODE WITH

EIGRSYM
EIGRSYM
EIGRSYM
NL2SOL
NLSPAR
CIPLOT
NLSPAR
EÏGRSYM
EÎGRSYM
EIGRSYM
EIGRSYM
NL2SOL
SMOOTH
NL2SOL
NL 2 SOL
NL2SOL
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APPENDIX 5

ERROR PROCESSÎNG FOR AELIB ROUTINES

Error Processing Philosophy

Almost ali AELIB routines do some type of error checking. This may be
as simple as checking the range of parameter values or as complex as

identifying the breakâown of the method being used. Before 15 December

1975, no consistent error processing procédure was followed. Since that
time, however, a comprehensive error processing philosophy has been

adopted.

(a) For mathematical routines and utility routines not performing input

or output functions, the user is given considérable flexibility in

dealing with error conditions while ensuring that meaningless
results are not used in subsequent calculations. This is donc as

foilows:

l. Flag variables are frequently used to report errors to the
user's program and to âistinguish among several possible
errors.

2. An error is fatal if no further processing can be done by the
subroutine. In this case, all output pararaeters are set to

their best value. If no value is meaningful, output para-

meters are usually set to inâefinites to prevent further
computation using them. Control is returned to the user's

program following a fatal error but the job may be terminated
as in (b) if the subroutine is re-entered following a fatal
error.

3. An error is non-fatal if recovery from it is possible and is

attempted by the subroutine. Control is returned to the
user's program following a non-fatal error.

4. Diagnostic messages are always issueâ to the file OUTPUT in
the case of fatal errors. For non-fatal errors/ messages are

usually issued,, but the error flag may be used in some routines

to avoid excessive output. Limited user control over messages

is proviâed by AEFREQ (for those routines calling AELERR).
More général user control is proviâed with the ALEROF and

ALERON routines (for use with those routines calling ALERPR).

(b) For input/output routines/ such as PLOT, PTREAD, and PTPUN, error
processing is the same as above except that control is not returned

to the user's program following a fatal error. Insteaâ, the job is

terminateâ. Also, there is no user control over message printing.

This is consistent with CDC's handling of input/output errors.
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Error Message Processing

The mechanism for issuing error messages from AELIB routines has evolved

rather quickly. Prier to December 1975, messages were issued by PRINT
statements. In December 1975 a local System dépendent error message

processor, AELERR, was introduceâ primarily to standarâize the form of
messages to provide traceback following errors, and to give user control

over messages (using AEFREQ). More recently, coding and testing dif-
ficulties as well as code portability concerns have resulted in a more
raoderate error message mechanism/ namely PRINT statements with stanâard-

ized formats plus calls to a separate traceback sabroutine, TRACEB.

User control is provideâ by interface routines, ALERPR, ALEROF, anâ

ALERON.

Error Processing for AELIB Subroutines useâ outside of AELIB

Routines taken from AELIB are sometimes useâ from private libraries on

our System or at other computing installations. We call thèse external

versions of AELIB routines. The error processing philosophy describeâ
above is fairly qeneral and, except for the use of indefinites to pre-
vent the use of meaningless numbers, need not be changea for thèse

external versions.

Error messages that are issueâ by PRINT statements do not impose any
additional portability problems, proviâed the code is being transferred
to another CDC machine. Note fchat we have not clairaeâ fchat library

routines are portable, in fact almost all of Part B, Section 2, is not.
We do claim that issuing PRINT statements âoes not make code less port-

able. In addition the traceback and user control routines are modular

and can be easily removed if not suitable for another System.

The AELERR/AEFKEQ error message handling System, however, is âesigneâ
specifically for use by routines on our System libraries. External

versions of AELIE routines will not run with this message hanâling

System. One way of making routines portable is to replace all calls to
AELERR by print statements, using messages specifieâ in AELERTX. For
many error messages/ however, this process can be tedious. A version of

AELERR for use with external copies of AELIB routines can be retrieveâ
from the source tape by including the UPDATE directive *DEFINE EXTERNAL

along with *C AELERR in the run that requests the source code. This

routine prints message numbers only/ so a listing of the error message

text (stored as the âeck AELERTX on the source tape) should accompany
the source code ta another installation.
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APPENDIX 6

COMPARISON 0F RESULTS IN A DUAL COMPILER,

DUAL OPERATING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

Compiler Generated Différences

Numerical results generated by programs and subroutines compiled using
the FTN4 compiler may be différent from those compiied using the FTN5
compiler. For différent compilers, or différent versions of the same
compiler/ there are usually différences in the object code produced for

a given program or subroutine. In particular, the order of arifchmetic
opérations can be différent and the effect of this change can be small

or large, depending on fche type of calculations being donc. In most

cases/ thèse différences should be limited to the last one or two
significant âigits in the calculateâ result. If this is not the case

and différences are larger than expecteâ/ the source of the discrepancy
should be determined by tracking down the section of code in which they
are proâuced.

The 1982/83 compilation and testing of AELIB5 has yielded small but
acceptable différences from the FTN4 versions in raany of the routines.

Testing of the eigenanalysis routines turned up a différent set of
eigenvectors than was expected. On investigation, it was found that

both this set and the set produced by AELIB (i.e., the FTN4 version) aa-e
accurate eigensolutions, and that small round-off différences in the

calculations caused the différent sets to be générateâ.

System Effects

Différent results can be produced for other reasons than a change in the

object code produced by the compiler. Thèse reasons include

différences in the rounâ options selected for arithmetic

opérations,

différences in intrinsic or utilifcy subprograms associated

with the compiler/

différences in operating System phiiosophy and System parameters.

We encountered some différences in subprograms during compilation and

testing of AELÎB5 on NOS/BE but do not expect major problems with system
effects because the operating System environment is unchanged and the

subprograms are standardized. However, there are several System

différences between the NOS and NOS/BE Systems that can cause différent
results for programs run under the same compiler.on NOS and NOS/BE.

Thèse différences are as follows:
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(l) Underfiow

The condition called unâerflow is handled differently by the
6600 and the 175 (see p. 2 of the CRNL Modification inserteâ

after p. vi of the NOS/BE Référence Manual, CDC Pub. No.
60493800). The 720 hardware handles underflow in the same way

as the 6600; therefore^ programs encountering this situation
may differ when run on the 175 from when they are run on the

720.

For discussion of underflow and how to avoid it/ see the

Newsletter, Vol. 6, No. l, p. 6, and Vol. 8, N6. 6, p. 6.

(The more général probiera of ill-conditioning is discussed in
the document MCTD-13/ Ill-Conditioning in FORTRAN Programs/

available as described in the Newsletter heaâing.)

(2) Target Machine Différences

The CYBER 175 anâ 6600 have multiple functional units, allowing
over-lapping of some opérations, while the 720 CPU is a sériai
processor, executing only one opération at a time. This

différence is reflected in CDC's FORTRAN compilers/ which
optimize code differently according to whether it is to be

executeâ on a parallel or sériai CPU. FTN4 on the CRNL 720
has been installed so that it uses the optimization appropriate
for the 175/6600; FTN4 on the Sheridan Park 720 uses the
sériai machine optiraization. As a result, there will be

instruction séquences that are executed in a différent order
on the Sheridan Park 720 than on the other three machines in
the "network", and some discrepancies in computed results are/

therefore, possible.

(3) Release Level Différences

The NOS/BE and NOS Systems will not necessarily always be at the

same level. While we do not expect major problems due to
différences in either the compilers or the execution-time library,

such différences could conceivably exist. Where possible/ our
policy is to eliminate thèse différences by bringing the NOS

and NOS/BE Systems to the same level and using the same
system âefaults. Where such standardization is not possible

it may be awkward to validate results for programs that are
being executed on more than one System.
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PART B - Documentation for AELIB Routines



l- l MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL CONSTANTS

1-1-00
1-1-01
1-1-02
1-1-10

XPI
XEXF
EULËR
FLPT

SINGLE OR DOUBLE PRECISION X*PI
X*E TO SINGLE PRECISION
X*EULERS CONSTANT TO SINGLE PRECISION
CDC MACHINE DEPENDENT CONSTANTS



TITLE

ENTRY

EXIT

ACCURACY

PROGRAM
EXAMPLE

Computation of the Product, XTT to Single or Double

Précision.

R = XPI(X)

X real input variable, the multiplier for ir.

If x is exactly representable internally in single pre-
cision, for example, 1.0, 0.5, or 0.25, the result, XÎT is

correct to double précision. If not, it is only correct
to single précision.

To obtain the doiible précision result, the calling pro-

gram must déclare XPI anâ R to be double précision. îf

it does not, the result is truncated to single précision,
not rounded.

Control is returned to the calling program and the
value of x7T is stored in R.

^14 significant figures single précision
^29 significant figures double précision

The séquence

X^4.0

R=XPI(X)

calculâtes and stores 47T to single précision machine

accuracy in R.

AUTHOR J.M. Blair DATE March 1974

AECL FTN L1BRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

XPI

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

1-1-00



TITLE Evaluation of the Product x*e, where e = exp(i) =
2.71828 18284 59045.

ENTRY R=XEXP(X)

X real input variable.

R real output variable in which the product x*e is

stored.

EXIT This function computes the product x*e and returns control

to the calling routine. No error checking is âone.

ACCURACY Correct to single précision

SPEED l. x 10" (6600, May 1978).

AUTiïOR B.E. Purcell DATE July 1978

AECL FTN U8RARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

XEXP

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

1-1-01



TITLE Evaluation of the Function x*y where Euler*s constant,

Y ^ 0.57721 56649 01533.

ENTRY R=EULER(2i)

X real input variable.

R real output variable in which the product x*y is

storeâ.

EXIT This function computes the proâuct x*(Euler's constant)

and returns control to the caliing routlne. No error

checking is done.

ACCURACY Correct to single précision.

SPEED 1.0 x 10" s (6600, May 1978)

AUTHOR B.E. Purcell DATE July 1978

EULER

AECL FTN UBRARY
REV.

Orlg.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

EULER

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-1-02



TITLE Evaluation of Machine Dépendent Constants for the CDC

6600 or Cyber 170.

ENTRY R=FLPT(I)

integer input variable specifying the constant
required as follows:

322
I^l largest positive floating point number (^l.27*10""")

smallest positive^pqrmalized
number (^3.13*10" ).

1=2 smallest positive^pqrmalized floating point

1=3 smallest positive floating point number v}iich
will significantly add to 1.0 (^3.55*10 ^).

(Note that fchis constant has been evaluated
with the round-off option on. Without rounâ-

off, this constant shoulâ be ^7.11*10~15).

1=4 largest positive integer such that all positive
integers less than or equal to it can be con-

verted exactly to a floating point number
(:24§:1):~

real output variable in which the machine dépendent
constant is stored.

EXITS Normal Exit

The value of FLPT is set (depenâing on the value of I)
and control is returned to the calling routine.

Error Exlfc

If the value of l is less than l or greater than 4, the

following message is printed

***ILLEGAL VALUE FOR î. l MUST BE l, 2, 3 OR 4

and control is returned to the calling routine.

ACCURACY Correct to single précision.

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

FLPT

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-1-10



SPEED Exécution times on the CDC 6600 (May 1978) are as follc.ws

FLPT(l)
FLPT(2)

requires 1.7 x 10 t s
1.8 x 10

1.9 x 10
-5

requires

FLPT(3) requires l.
FLPT(4} requires 1.7 x 10

AUTHOR B.E. Purcell DATE May 1978

NUMBER

1-1-10
AECL FTN LIBRARY

REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

FLPT



l- 2 SPECIAL MATHEMAÎICÂL ANU STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS

00-04

05-09

10-19

EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL

20-29

3U-49

50-59

60-69

yo-89

90-99

1-2-00
1-2-01

El
EN

ERROR FUNCTION

1-2-06 AINERF

GAMMA FUNCTION

1-2-10
1-2-11
1-2-12

1-2-13

GAMMA
GAMLN
CGAMMÀ

GAMIN

ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS

1-2-20 ELK

1-2-21 ELE

1-2-22 GEL 3

1-2-23 EINCO

EXPONËNTIAL INTEGRAL
EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL

AINERFC
INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION

GAMMA FUNCTION FOR REAL ARGUMENT
LN(GAMMA) FOR REAL ARG
CGÂMLN
GAMMA AND LN(GAMMA) FOR COMPLEX ARG
INCOMPLETE GÂMMA FONCTION

ELKCOMP
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 1ST KIND
ELECOMP
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 2ND KIND
EL3COMP
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL 0F 3RD KIND
INCOMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS l AND 2

BESSEL FUNCTIONS ANU AIRY FUNCTIONS

1-2-30 AJYBES BESSEL FUNCTIONS JO,J1,YO,Y1, REAL ARG
1-2-34 AIOBES MODIFIEO BESSEL FUNCÎIÔN ÎO/IŒAL ARG
1-2-35 ÂI1BES MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION II, REAL ARG
1-2-36 AKOBES MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION KO, REAL ARG
1-2-37 AK1BES MODIFIED BESSËL FUNCTION Kl, REAL ARG
1-2-38 BESGEN BESSEL FUNCTIONS, INTGR ORDÈR, SEAL ARG
1-2-39 JBESS J BESSEL FUNCTION 0F REAL ORDÈR ÂND ARG
1-2-40 IBESS l BESSEL FUNCTION 0F REAL ORDER ÂND ÂRG
1-2-41 COMBES BESSEL FUNCTÏONS IN,JN FOR COMPLEX ARG
1-2-42 JBESCPX BESSEL FUNCTION JP(Z),REAL F, COMPLEX Z
1-2-43 JÂIRY AIRY FUNCTION AND DERÎVATIVE, REAL ARG
1-2-44 CBESYO BESSEL FUNCTION YO FOR COMPLÈX ARG
1-2-45 CBESYL BESSEL FUNCTION Yl FOR COMPLEX ARG

INTEGRALS 0F BESSEL FUNCTÎONS

1-2-50 AKI1 BICKLEY FUNCTION KIl
Ï-2-51 ÂKI3 BICKLEY FUNCTION KÏ3
1-2-52 KIN BICKLEY FUNCTION KIN

LEGENÛRE POLYNÛMIALS, ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE FUNCTION

1-2-bO FN LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS, PN(X)
1-2-61 ALEGEND ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE FUNCTIÔN

OTHËR STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS

1-2-80 CHISQ CHI-SQUARE PROBABILITY FUNCTION
1-2-81 TDISTN STUDENTS T-DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

INVERSE HYPËRBOLIC TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

1-2-90 ÂRSINH INVERSE HYPERBOLIC SINË



1-2 SPECIAL MATHEMATICAL AND STATISTÎCAL FUNCTIONS

The notation and terminology in this section conform with fche usage in
[lï.

There is some overlap between this AELIB section and chapter M

of the IMSL Library [2]. IMSL contains more statistics functions, while

AELIB contains more applied mathematics functions. A programmer wishing
to compute a spécial function should first consult the two chapters

mentioned. If the required function is nofc available, he should apply
simple matheraatical transformations to try to reduce the funcfcion to a
combination of known functions. For example, the intégral

X2 ,-1/x
e -/ " dx,

-x^ -

under the change of variable t = 1/x becomes

.l/xl e~t

!^\6?dt

-t „ -t
.oo ps ,oo

= /Vx. e~2 dt - /T/x. e^' dt
/X2 t2 'vxl t2

r" e-u/x2 ,„ „ ,» e-u/xl
= X2 /1 —T-' âu - xl /1 '-^— du

u u

(by the substitution t == u/x)

x^ E (1/X^) - x E^(l/x )

where E^ is the exponential intégral EN. Mathematics anâ Computation
Branch staff will give advice and assist in this task. If the function

is not available, and the programmer wishes to have it added to AELIB,
he shoulâ forward fche request to Mathematics and Computation Branch/ and
we will try to provide an effiaient subprogram.

Most of the functions of a single real variable in this chapter are

approximated by rational minimax approximations [3], possibly combined
with elementary functions. A rational approximation is a function of

the fonn P(x)/Q(x), where P and Q are poiynomials. In a minimax approx-
imation the coefficients in P and Ç are adjusted to make the error in
the approximation "equal ripple"; that is to make the error oscillate

between equal positive and négative extrême values over the range of

approximation.

Rev. D
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1-2 SPECIAL MATHEMATICAL AND STATISTÎCAL FUNCTIONS

Functions of more than one variable and functions of a complex variable
are calculated by a variety of techniques including power and asymptotic
séries expansions^ recursion/ and continued fraction expansions.

J.M. Blair

May 1981

Références

[l] M. Abramowitz and I.A. Stegun (Ed.), Handbook of Mathematical

Functions, National Bureau of Standards Applied Mathematics Séries
55, Washington, DC 20402, 1964.

E 2] IMSL Library Référence Manual.

E3] J.F. Hart, et al./ Computer Approximations, Wiley/ New York, 1968.

Rev. D



TITLE

ENTRY

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

AUTiïORS

Exponential Intégral

Ei(x) = -f:x
—00

at = _-f" dt (x>0)

where -f- denotes the Cauchy principal value of the in-

tegral.

R = El (X)

X real input variable

This function returns to the calling program, storing the

real value of El(X) in R. If x<0/ a message is printed
and El(X) is set to -00.

Accurate to at least 13 significant figures.

0<x<6 ^140 Vis (6600, May 1973)
x>6 ^ 90 Us (6600, May 1973)

J.M. Blair and S. Bérubé DATE May 1973

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

El

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-00



TITLE Exponential Intégral

E (X) -
n

•e
-xt

n
dt

ENTRY R == EN(X,N)

X real input variable
N integer input variable 0<N<200

EXIT This function returns the real value of E fx)*
n

If X<0, or N<0, an error message is printed anâ EN (X, N)
is set to 0.

ïf X = 0 and N = 0 or l, a message is printed and an
infinite result is returned.

If N > 200, a message is printed and an infinite
result is returned.

ACCURACY EN(X^N) is accurate to at least 13 digits for all X anâ
N.

SPEED x

AU
All

x<5

x>5

x>5

x>5

N

5<n<80

n>80

TIME (6GOO September 1970)

0

l

All

n<5

^80

VL40

^130

Us

ps

N ps

Variable E
3

E3

(10)

(40)

^2

^1.6

ms

ms

E, (100) ^2.2 ms

^ _- + .013|X-N

?x
^. .9 + .013!x-Ni

ms

ms

AUTHORS J.M. Blair and J.H. Schmidt DATE September 1970

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

EN

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

1-2-01



TITLE Inverse Error Function inverf(x), 0 < x < l

If y = inverf(x), then x = erf(y), where erf(y) denotes

the error function.

ENTRY

EXIT

R == AINERF(X)

X real, input variable, for arguments not close

to 1.0.

R = AZNERFC(Y)

Y real input variable, where Y = -ALOG(l.O-X).

If x is close to l, this entry point should be
used to avoid cancellation errors in calculating
l - X.

For 0 < x < l the function returns the real value of

inverf(x). For any other x, the function returns an

infinite result anâ issues an appropriate message.

ACCURACY

SPEED

13 significant figures

73 - 109 ps (6600, December 1972)

AUTHOR J.M. Blair DATE December 1972

AINERF
AÎNERFC

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE
Sept. 1978

NAME
AINERF

PAGE

l

NUMBER
1-2-06



GAMMA

TITLE
,00 x~l —t

Gaimna Function T (x) ^ J te dt
0

ENTRY R = GAMMA(X)

X real, input variable.

COMMUN
BLOCKS
USED

AELERCM

EXIT This function returns the real value of F(x). If

x is a négative integer, 0, or oufcsiâe the range
[-164.1, 177.8], the function value Hx) is set

to infinity anâ an error message is issueâ.

ACCURACY <vl4 digits for most cases. However, if x is very

close to a négative integer, a loss of significant
figures occurs during the calculation.

AUTHORS

REVISBD

J.M. Blair anâ C.J. Johnson DATE January 1969

B.E. Purcell DATE July 1977

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

GAMMA

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-10



GAMLN

TÏTLE Natural Logarithm o£ the Gamma Function,
An F(x) , x > 0

ENTRY R == GAMLN(X)

X real input variable

EXIT The function returns the real value of the natural

logarithm of the Gamma function. If X < 0, an error

message is printed, the function is set to infinity, and
control is returned to the calling program.

ACCURACY ^13 significant figures

SPEED V75 ps (6600, March 1975)

AUTHORS D.E. Amos anâ S.L. Daniel, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque,

New Mexico, Implemented at CRNL by A. Perreault and

J.M. Blair.

DATE March 1975.

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

GAMLN

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-11



TITLE

ENTRY

CGAMMA
CGAMLN

.oo Z~l —t
Gamma Function F(z)= / tedt

and &n F(z), z complex.

C = CGAMMA(Z) for F(z)
C = CGAMLN(Z) for AnFtz)

Z complex input variable

The calling program must déclare C, CGAMMA, anâ CGAMLN to
be COMPLEX, if it uses them.

EXIT This function returns the complex value of F(z) or
W(z) .

If z =x+ iy, the limits for x and y are:

(l) For x > 0 and < 194:

x < 177.8 + 0.0057 [y| + 0.0043 y'

(2) The smallest z thafc can be used is

z = -118. ± 118i

(3) For y==0. and x a nonpositive integer, an error

message is printeâ and the function is set to an
infinite value.

(4) For values outsiâe the ranges given in (l) and

(2), the function returns an infinite value for

F(z) but no error message is printed.

ACCURACY For 0. < x < 10. and iy| < 10., the results are accurate

to at least 12 significant âigits except for a région
very near the origin. No tabular checks are available
outsiâe this range; however/ for large values of x or y^

Stirling's asymptotic séries should give even greater
accuracy.

-n
If 5(=10 , n integer > 3) is the distance in the complex

plane from z to the nearest pôle, the minimum nuraber of

significant figures = 14~n.
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CGAMMA
CGAMLN

SPEED x Time(ms) (6600, June 1976)

x<-10 0

|x[<l 0

l<|x|<10 0

2î>10 0

0 |y|5.12
o !y!>l2

|<xo !yj<lo

|y|<M|x|>10

ixj>10 |y|>W

.55

1.5

1.4-

.33

1.5

.12

1.5

.4

.4+.

.lix|

y|

12(|y|-|x|)

AUTHOR

REVISED

J.H. Schmiât

J.M. Blair

DATE May 1971

June 1976

NUM8ER

1-2-12
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GAMIN

TITLE Incomplète Gamma Function

-00 _-h A—'

F(a,x) - /_. e " tu " at where x > 0, a > 0,
x — '—

ENTRY R = GAMIN(A,X}

A real input variable
X real input variable

ROUTZNES
CALLED

EXIT

GAMMA from AELIB

This function returns the reai value of F(a,x)

unless the following errors occur: If X < O, or
A<0, orX==A:=0/ an error message is printed and

the function value is set to 0.

ACCURACY The error is not greater than 1.5 in the 13th figure

SPEED . 3 ms for x > a

.7 ms for x < a

AUTHOR J.L. Barton DATE April 1971

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE
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NAME
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ELK
ELKCOMP

TITLE Complète Elliptic Intégral of the First Kind

•î<
K(m) = f'y (1-m sin^ 9)~'2 dÔ 0 < m < l

ENTRÎES R == ELK(M) computes K(m)

R = ELKCOMP(MX) computes K(m), where m., = 1-m.

This entry point should be used if m is close to l

anâ m., is known accurately.

M, Ml real input variables

EXIT This function returns the value of the required

elliptic intégral. If m<0 or m > l, the value of the

function is set equal to zéro anâ an error message is

printed.

ACCURACY The accuracy is about 14 digits for most cases. If

m is close to one, accuracy is increaseâ by using
entry point ELKCOMP.

SPEED Approximately 1.20 ms for ail values (6600, June 1970)

AUTHOR S.L. Likeness DATE June 1970

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE
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l
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ELE
ELECOMP

TÎTLE Complète Elliptic Intégral of the Second Kind

E(m) = f[/2 (1-m sin2 0)^ âQ 0 ^ra < l

ENTRIES

EXIT

R = ELE(M) computes E(m)

R == ELECOMP(Ml) computes E(m), where m, ^ 1-m.

This entry point should be used if m is"close to

l and m, is known accurately.

M, Ml real input variables

This function returns the value of the required elliptic
intégral. If m < 0 or m > l, the value of the function
is set to zéro anâ an error message is printed.

ACCURACY The accuracy is about 14 digits for raost cases. If

m is close to one, accuracy is increaseâ by using

entry point ELECOMP.

SPEED Approximately 1.183 ms for all values (6600, June 1970)

AUTHOR S.L. Likeness DATE June 1970

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE
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NAME
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CEL3
EL3COMP

TITLE Complète Elliptic Intégral o£ the Thirâ Kind

TI(n,m) = f'ïï/2 (l~n sin2 6)-1 (1-m sin2 9)~^ de

0 < m < l

n < l

ENTRÏES

ROUTINES
CALLED

R ^ CEL3(N,M,EPS) computes 7T(n,m)

R ^ EL3COMP(N,M1,EPS) computes 7T(.n,m), where
m., = 1-iîi. This entry point shoulâ be used if m

is close to l and m, is known accurately.

N real input variable

M real, input variable

Ml real, input variable Ml =: 1-M

EPS real, input variable, the relative error
criterion requireâ by EINCO to calculate

the incomplète elliptic intégrais wbich are

used in the calculation of this function.

ELE/ELECOMP, ELK/ELKCOMP, EINCO from AELÎB

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

AUTHOR

The function returns a real value for the complète
elliptic intégral of the third îîind. The value of

the function is set to infinity anâ error messages

are printed for the following illégal arguments:

i) n > 1.0

ii) m > 1.0

iii) m < 0

The result will be within EPS of the true value.

Dépends on EPS.

^1 ms with E 10
^.8 ms with £ = 10

•14

.-09

L. Yamazaki

(6600, June 1974)
(6600, June 1974)

DATE June 1974
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EINCO

TITLE Incomplète Elliptic Intégrais of the First and
Second Kinds.

First Kind:

F (({),m) ^ /^ (1-m sin" 6) dO

Second Kind:

._2 _hE ((f),m) ^ /I (1-m sin" Q) ^ d6

0 < m < l

0 < 4> < îr/2

ENTRY CALL EINCO(Ml,PHI,CPHI, IFLAG,F,E,EPS)

Ml real input variable, Ml:=l-M is used as the argument

instead of M.

PHI real input variable, the upper limit of intégration,

CPHI real input variable, COS(PHî)

IFLAG integer input variable, contrai on the parameters

being supplied.

IFLAG=1 PHI only

IFLAG^2 CPHI only

IFLAG=3 both PHI and CPHI supplied

F real output variable to return the incomplète
intégral of the first kind.

E real output variable to return the incomplète
intégral of the second kind.

EPS real input variable, the relative error criterion.

ROUTINES
CALLED

ELECOMP, ELKCOMP, XPI from AELIB

AECL FTN UBRARY
REV.
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EINCO

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

The subroutine returns with real results in F and E.

Error messages are printed for the following illégal
arguments :

i) if Ml > l

ii) if Ml < 0

iii) if 4) > TT/2
or cos(^) < 0

iv) if (j) < 0
or cos(^) > l

F^E^TT/2.

E==l, F set to infinity.

F and E are set to the values

of the complète elliptic
intégrais.

F=E=0.

The result will be within EPS of the true value.

Dépends on EPS as well as internai bounâary conditions
which détermine which of two différent methods within

the routine is used.

Average tiraes are:

1.15 ms with EPS 10
.68 ms with EPS = 10

-14

-9
(6600, June 1974)
(6600, June 1974)

AUTHOR L. Yamazaki DATE June 1974

NUM8ER
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AJYBES

TITLE Bessel Functions J^(x^ Jl(x^/ Y0^x)' Yl^x^

ENTRY R = AJYBES(X,1.,0) for J^(x)

R = AJYBES(X,2. .0)
R = AJYBES(X,3.,0)
R = AJYBES(X,4.,0)

for J;(x)
for Y^(x)
for Y^(x)

R ^ AJYBES(X,P,1) for all four functions.

x real input variable

P(4) real output array to return all four Bessel
function values/ if required.

(Note: When only one value is to be returned, the second

parameter in the function call must be given as a real

number.)

EXIT The function returns the value of the requesteâ Bessel
function. When all functions are requested, J^ is stored

at P(l), J at.p(2ï' YQ
also returned in R.

at P(3) and Y, at P(4)° with J,

STORAGE

ACCURACY

1500.

13 significant figures except near zéros of the

functions where précision decreases as a zéro is

approacheâ.

SPEED

AUTHOR

x<8 x>8

J0<x)
J^(xï
Y^(x)
Y^(x)
AU four

A.E. Russon

.32

.31

.62

.62

1.22

ms
ms

ms
ms

ms

DATE

.53

.53

.54

.53

1.22

April

ms
ms
ms

ms

ms

1969

6600 April 1969
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AIOBES

TITLE Modified Bessel Function I^(x)

ENTRY R == AIOBES(X)

X - real input variable

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXIT

LEGVAR from FORTKAN

Normal Exit: If x is a légal argument/ the function

returns the value of the Bessel Function I^(x) to the

calling routine.

Error Exit: If x is indefinite or infinite/ the function

value is set to indefinite, the message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BESSEL FUNCTION

is issued, and control is returneâ to the calling routine.

ACCURACY l^(x) is accurate to approximately 14 digits.

SPEED For x < 15, the function requires 58 ps. (6600, July 1975)

For x > 15, the function requires 89 ps. (6600, July 1975}

AUTHOR B.E. Purcell DATE July 1975

AECL FTN UBRARY
REV.
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DATE
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AI1BES

TITLE

ENTRY

Modifieâ Bessel Function I,(xï

R ^ AIIBES(X)

X - real input variable

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXIT

LEGVAR from FORTRAN

Normal Exit: If x is a légal argument, the function

returns the value of the Bessel Funcfcion I,(x) ta the

calling routine.

Error Exit: If x is indefinite or infinite, the function

value is set to indefinite, the message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BESSEL FUNCTION

is issueâ, and control is returneâ to the calling routine.

ACCURACY I,(x) is accurate to approximately 14 âigits.

SPEED For x < 15, the function requires 58 ys. (6600, July 1975)

For x > 15, the fimction requires 88 ys. (6600, July 1975)

AUTHOR B.E. Purcell DATE July 1975

AECL FTN UBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME
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AKOBES

TÎTLE

ENTRY

ROUTÎNES
CALLED

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

Moâified Bessel Function K^(x).

R = AKOBES(X)

X - real input variable, x > 0.0.

LEGVAR from FORTRAN

Normal Exit: If x is a légal argument, the function

returns the value of the Bessel Function K^(x) to the

calling routine.

Error Exit: If x ts indefinite, infinite, négative, or

zéro, the function value is set to indefinite, tîie

message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BESSEL FUNCTIQN

is issued, and control is returned to the calling routine.

K^(x) is accurate to approximately 14 âigits.

For 0 < x < 1.0, the function requires 80 us. (6600, July 1975)

For x > 1.0, the function requires 89 ps. (6600, July 1975)

AUTHOR B.B. Purcell DATE July 1975

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.
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DATE
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NAME
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AK1BES

TITLE Modified Bessel Function K,(x)

ENTRY

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

R = AKIBES(X)

X - real input variable, x > 0.0

LEGVAR from FORTRAN

Normal Exit: if îî is a légal argument, the function

returns the value of the Bessel Function K, (x) to the
calling roufcine.

Error Exit: If x is inâefinite, infinite, négative, or

zéro, the function value is set to indefinite, the
message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BESSEL FUNCTION

is issued, and control is returned to the calling program.

K^ (x) is accurate to approximately 14 âigits.

For 0 < x < 1.0, the function requires 83 ps. (6600, July 1975)
For x > 1.0, the function requires 91 ps. (6600, July 1975)

AUTHOR B.E, Purcell DATE: July 1975
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BESGEN

TITLE

ENTRY

Bessel Functions J^(x), Y_,(x) , I__(x) and K_ (x) of

Integer Order

CALL BESGEN(X,N/BIJ,BKY/M,NCALC)

X real input variable, 0.0 < x < 667.2

N integer/ input variable, the highest order

required/ N > 2

BU real output array of length (N+l) to store

l (X), .../ I^(X) or J (X), .../ J (X)

BKY real output array of length (N+l) to store

K (X), .../ K^(X) or Y (X), ..., Y^(X)

M integer, input variable^ useâ to select l's anâ

K's or J's and Y's.

ROUTINES
CALLED

M = +1 returns !„, ..., !„ in BIJ(l)/ .../

BIJ(N+1) âad K^/ .N., K,, in BKY(l),
..., BKY(N+1).'

M == ~1 returns J^, .... J., in BIJ(l), .../

BIJ(N+1) ânâ Y^/ .N./ ¥„ in BKY(l)/
..., BKY(N+1).°

NCALC integer, output pararaeter (see EXIT).

AIOBES, AIlBES/ AKOBES/ AK1BES/ AJYBES from AELIB

EXIT The subroutine returns with real results in BU and
BKY. The number of orâers calculated is returned

in NCALC.

An error message is issued if X < 0, and BU and BKY

are set to infinity. NCALC is set to 0.

In cases where N » X anâ the high order terms cannot

be calculated/ a message is issued giving the highest
order +1 calculated. NCALC is set to the highest orâer

+1, and the remaining éléments of BU anâ BKY are set
to infinity.

AECL FTN U8RARY
REV.
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BESGEN

ACCURACY Normally at least 12 significant figures, except at zéros.

SPEED 1-15 ms depenâing on the argument and order (6600, August

1974).

AUTHOÎîS A. Perreault anâ J.M. Blair DATE: August 1974

(BESGEN incorporâtes the subroutine BESLRI published by
D.J. Sookne, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C

20234).

NUMBER

. 1-2-38
AECL FTN L18RARY

REV.

Orlg.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME
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JBESS

TITLE

ENTRY

Bessel Function J,., ,(x), k^l, 2, ..., n^ of

Real Order and Reâî Ârqument for a > 0 and x > 0.

CALL JBESS(ALPHA,N,X,Y)

ALPHA

N

real input variable, order of first
member of the séquence Ot > 0

integer input variable; ni.unber of J Bessel

Functions in the séquence, N > l

real input variable, argument of Bessel Func-

t ion s

real output array of lengfch N to return the
séquence of J Bessel Functions

ROUTINES
CALLED

GAMLN, JAIRY from AELIB

STORAGE 2200
8

EXIT The subroutine returns real results in the first N

entries of Y, l.e.

Y(K) =J^^i(xï, K=1,2,...,N

Error messages are issued for illégal arguments and the
éléments of Y are set to infinity or zéro depending on

the type of illégal arçument.

ACCURACY Normally at least 12 significant figures, except at
zéros.

SPEED .5 - 20 ms depending on the argument and orâer (6600
August 1976)

AUTHORS D.E. Amos, S.L. Daniel and M.K. Weston, Sandia Laboratories,

Albuquerque, N.M. 87115 DATE: August 1974

AECL FTN L18RARY
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IBBSS

TITLE

ENTRY

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

AUTHORS

Bessel Function I.., ,(x), k=l, 2, ..., n, of Real

Order anâ Real Argument for a > 0 and x > 0.

CALL IBESS(KODE,ALPHA,N,X,Y)

KODE integer input variable, a flag to indicate

the scaling option.

KODE=1 returns Y(K) ^ !„,., , (x) ,
K-1,2,...,N. U+K-J

KODE=2 returns Y(K) = e !_.., , (x) ,
K-1,2,...N. ut^~J

ALPHA real input variable^ the order of the first
meraber of the séquence a > 0.

îî integer input variable, the number of l Bessel
Functions in the séquence.

X real input variable, the Bessel Function argu-

ment.

Y real output array of length N to return the
séquence of î Bessel Functions.

GAMLN from AELIB

The subroutine returns real results in Y whose first N

components contain the séquence :

Y(K) - Ia+k-l(xï/ K=1,2,...,N

or

Y(K) = e~XI _ (x)/ K=1,2,...,N

Error messages are issued for illégal arguments anâ the

éléments of Y are set to infinity or zéro depending on

the type of illégal argument.

Normally at least 12 significant figures.

.5-20 ms depending on the argument anâ order (6600 August 1974)

D.E. Amos/ S.L. Daniel anâ M.K. Weston^ Sandia Labora-

tories. Albuaueraue. N.M. R7115 nATE • Anrmcit- 1074
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COMBES

TITLE

ENTRY

Bessel Functions l (z) and J (z) of înteger Order and

Complex Argument.

CALL COMBES(Z,N,BESU,M,NCALC)

Z complex, input variable, the Bessel function
argument :

N

real(Z)

imag(Z)

< 741.68 for l"s

< 741.68 for J's

integer input variable, the highest order required
N > 0.

BESIJ complex output array of length (N+l) to store

l (z),.......î^(z) or J (z),...,J (z).

M integer input variable, used to select l's or

J's.

STORAGE

NCALC

1300.

M = +1 returns l^(z),....,! (z) in

BESIJ(l) ,0... .... »BE§U(N+1) .

M s= ~1 returns J^(z), ..... ,3_ (z.) in

BESIJ(l),u.....,BESÎJ?N+1).

integer, output parameter (see EXIT).

EXIT The subroutine returns with complex results in BESIJ.

The number of orders successfuliy calculateâ is returned
in NCALC.

An error message is printed if 2 or N is illégal and both

real and imaginary éléments of BESIJ are set to infinity.
NCALC is set to 0.

ACCURACY

In cases where N » 2 and the high order terms cannot
be calculateâ to required accuracy, NCALC is set to the

highest order +1 calculated, and the reraaining éléments
of BESIJ are set to (O.,0.).

At least 11 significant figures.
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COMBES

SPEED 2-40 ms depending on the argument and order
(6600 August 1974)

AUTHORS A. Perreault anâ J.M. Blair DATE August 1974

(adapted from the subroutine BESLCI published by
D.J. Sookne, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D.C. 20239)

NUM8ER

1-2-41
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JBESCPX

TITLE

ENTRY

EXIT

ROUTINES
CALLED

STORAGE

ACCURACY

SPEED

AUTHOR

Bessel Functions J^(z) for 0 < p < l anâ Complex z.

CALL JBESCPX(P,X,Y,U,V)

P real input variable, the orâer of the Bessel

function

X,Y real input variables specifying the real and imaginary
parts o£ z; i.e. z ^= x + iy.

U^V real output variables, specifying the real and
imaginary parts of J_(z); i.e, *î^(z) = u + iv.

Normal Exit: The subroutine returns to the calling routine

with the values of the real and imaginary parts of J_(z)

in U and V respectively.

Error Exit: If V, X, or Y is infinite or indefinite, or

ifp<Oorp>l,U anâ V are set to inâefinite, the
error message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BESSEL FUNCTION

is printeâ, and control is returned to the calling routine.

GAMMA from AELIB, LEGVAR from FORTRAN

2000,

Approximately 11 significant figures.

for p = 0.5, t ^ .5 ms (6600, November 1975)
for p ^ 0.5 and R < 20, 1.5ms <t < 6 ms. (6600, Nov. 1975)

C.J. Johnson

Revised by B.E. Purcell

DATE April 1969
DATE November 1975
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JAIRY

TITLE The Airy Function and its Derivative

Ai (x) = ^vÇ[I , /,(Ç) - I, /,(Ç)]--1/3 •1/3

l
Ai(-x) =y^I^/3(Ç) +J-i/3^)l

Ai (x) -?X[I-2/3(S> -I2/3(ç)]

Ai (-x) - -fx^_2/3(0 - J2/3(^

ç =
3/2

ENTRY CALL JAIRY(X/RX,XI/AI,DAI)

X real input variable, the Airy function argument

RX real input variable, RX = / x

2
XI real input variable,, XI -^ -^ x'

AI real; output value of the Airy function at x.

DAI real; output value of the dérivative of the Airy
fonction at x.

STORAGE

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

AUTHORS

1200.

The subroutine returns the real value of the Airy
function in AI and the real value of the derivative
of the Airy function in DAI. No error messages are

issued.

VL3 significant figures.

^185 ms (6600 March 1975)

D.E. Amos, S.L. Daniel and M.K, Weston

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, N.M.

87115 DATE: March 1975
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CBESYO

TITLE

ENTRY

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXIT

Complex Bessel Function Y^(z).

C = CBESYO(Z)

2 - complex input variable, Z ^ 0.

e

JBESCPX from AELIB, LEGVAR from FORTRAN.

- complex, the Bessel Function value, Y^(z).

Normal Exit: îf z is a légal argument, the function

returns Y^(z} to the calling routine.

Error Exit: îf z is indefinite, infinite or zéro, the

function value is set to inâefinite, the message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BESSEL FUNCTION

is issued and control is returned to the calling routine.

ACCURACY |Y,,(z) | is accurate to at least 10 âigits except at zeroes
of the function. If the real and imaginary parts of

Y^(z) are of the same order of magnitude, each is accurate
tô at least 10 digits. If not, the larger is accurate to

at least 10 digits and the smaller to the same number of

décimal places as the larger.

SPEED

AUTHOR

If lzl < 12, the function requires 2.8 ms
(6600, Sept. 1975)

If [z[ > 12, the function requires 2.0 ms
(G600, Sept. 1975)

B.E. Purcell DATE Sept. 1975
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CBESY1

TITLE

ENTRY

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

Complex Bessel Function Y., (z) .

C = CBESYl(Z)

Z - complex input variable, Z i- 0

C - complex, the Bessel Function value Y., (z).

JBESCPX from AELIB, LEGVAR from FORTRAN.

Normal Exit: If z is a légal argument, the function

returns Y., (z) to the calling routine.

Error Exit: If z is indefinite, infinite» or zéro,
the function value is set to indefinite, tîie message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BESSEL FUNCTION

is issued, and control is returneâ to the calling routine.

Y., (z)| is accurate to at least 10 digits except at zeroes

of the function. If the real anâ imaginary parts of Y^ (z)
are of the same order of magnitude, each is accurate tÔ

at least 10 digits. If not, the larger is accurate to
at least 10 digits anâ the smaller to the same number of

décimal places as fche larger.

If < 12, the function requires 3.2 ms

(6600, September 1975)

If > 12, the function requires 2.1 ms
(6600, September 1975)

AUTHOR B.E. PurceXl DATE September 1975

AECL FTM LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

CBESY1

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-45



TITLE Bickley Function Ki (x) ï= /_ K^(t)dt, x J> 0, the intégral
of the raodified Bessel FuncÇion Kn(t).

ENTRY

ROUTÎNES
CALLED

R ^ AKI1(X)

X - real input variable x >^ 0.

LEGVAR from FORTRAN

EXIT Normal Exit: If x is a légal argument, tlie function

returns Ki,(x) to the calling routine.

Error Exit: If x is négative, indefinite or infinite,

the function value is set to indefinite, the message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BICKLEY FUNCTION

is issued and control is returned to the calling routine

ACCURACY At least 13 significant figures.

TIMING 0 < x < l 34 us

x > l 37 vs
for Cyber 170 Model 175
(March 1977)

ÂUTHOR P. Christie & J.M. Blair DATE March 1977

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

AKII

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-50



TITLE Bickley Function Ki,(x) = /_, Ki^(t}dt, x > 0, the
intégral of the Bicîîley Function Ki^(t). (See write-up
for KIN for complète définition of Bickley Functions/

Ki (x).}

ENTRY R = AKI3(X)

X ~ real input variable, x > 0

ROUTINES
CALLED

LEGVAR from FORTRAN.

EXIT Normal Exit: If x is a légal argument, the function

returns Ki^(x) to the caliing routine.

Error Exit: If x is négative, indefinite or infinite,
the function value is set to indefinite, the message:

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BICKLEY PUNCTION

is issued and control is returned to the calling routine

ACCURACY At least 13 significant figures.

TIMING 0 < x < l 36 ps

for Cyber 170, Model 175 (March 1977)
l < x 37 ]Js

AUTHOR P. Christie & J.M. Blair DATE March 1977

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orxg.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

AKI3

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-51



TITLE Bickley Functions Ki (x), n=l,2^...,10 for x ^ 0.

Ki_(x) is defined as Ki(x) == / Ki^ -, (t)dt, n-1,2,3,
whgre'Ki (x) - K^(x). n x n~

ENTRY CÂLL KÎN(X,AKÎN)

X real input variable, x > 0.

AKIN real, output array of length 10 to store Kl_(x),
n-l,2,...~,10. ' ~ n

B.OUTINES
CALLED

LEGVAR from FORTRAN

EXIT Normal Exit: If x is a légal argument, the subroutine

returns the values of the BicUey functions Ki_ (x) ,

n=l,2,...,10 in AKIN.

Error Exit: ïf x is négative, indefinite or infinite,
the éléments of the array AKIN are set to indefinite, the

message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT FOR BICKLEY FUNCTION

is issued and control is returned to the calling routine.

ACCURACY At least 12 significant figures.

TÎMING

AUTHOR

0 < x < l 90 us

l < x < 6 86 ys

x > 6 84 ps

for Cyber 170, Model 175
(March 1977)

P. Christie & J.M. Blair DATE March 1977

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

KIN

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-52



TITLE

n/2 /n\/2n-2m^
m j

Legendre Polynomials P_(x) A s (-D
,n m==0

n-2m

n
rx

ENTRY CALL PN(X,A,M)

X real input variable

A real output array of length(N+l) whlch stores
the polynomials.

M integer input variable, =N+1, where N = highest order

polynomial required.

EXIT The polynomials are stored in A with A(l) = P^(x)»
A(N+1) = Ï^W. No error messages are issued.

ACCURACY 13 significant figures

SPEED ^.01 N ms (6600, October 1972)

AUTHOR J.H. Schmidt DATE October 1972

AECL FTN L1BRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

PN

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

i~2~60



ALEGEND

TITLE Associated Legendre Function

F (6) for 0 < 9 < TT and m=0,1.2,... ,n
n —

ENTRY CALL ALEGEND(THETA,A,L,N)

THETA real input variable, the argument in radians
A real oufcput array of length (N+l) to return

the polynomials
N integer input variable, the highest order of

polynomial required
L integer input variable, L^N+l

EXIT The polynomials are stored in A with A(l) =

A(2) = P1,...,A(N+1) = Pn

No error messages are issued.

p°'
n

ACCURACY Approxiraately 12 significant figures. Considerably
less near multiples of îr/2.

SPEED For n > 2, 0 < 6 < TT; .15 + .015 N ms (6600, Aug. 1969)

AUTHOR T.T. Tan DATE August 1969

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

ALEGEND

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-61



TÎTLE Chi-square Probability Function

Q(x|n) = [2n/2r<n/2)]-1 /: t<n/2)-1 e-t/2 dt

ENTRY R=CHISQ(X,N) X > 0, N > l.

X real input variable, the chi-square value whose
probability is fco be tested.

N integer input variable, the number of âegrees of
freedom associated with X.

EXIT CHISQ returns a real result; the probability P^ 0.0 < P < 1.0

of obtaining a value > X, given that X has a \~ distri-

bution with N degrees of freeâom.

The following error messages may be printed and the

function set to négative indefinite:

(l) If X < 0.0

•ERROR IN CHISQ - ATTEMPTING TO TEST A NEGATIVE CHI-

SQUARED ESTÎMATE'

(2) If N < l

•EKROR IN CHÏSQ - DEGREES 0F FREEDOM LESS TiïAN l'

(3) If N > 320 or if X > 200

•ERROR IN CHISQ - PARAMETER(S) TOO LARGE'

ROUTINES
CALLED

GAMIN anâ GAMMA from AELIB.

ACCURACY V12 or 13 significant figures.

AUTHORS C.H. Kerr anâ J.M. Blair DATE April 1974

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

Orlg.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

CHISQ

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

1-2-80



TDISTN

TITLE

ENTRY

Student's t-âistribution

^
A(x|n) = ^ B(l/2,n/2)]-l / _(1 +t2/n)-(n+lï/2 dt (one-tailed)

-l
A(x|n) = [/n B(l/2,n/2)]~-L / (l + t-/n)2/_,-(n+l)/2

dt (two-tailed)

R==TDISTN(X,N,TAIL)

X real input variable, the t value to be tested.

N integer input variable^ the number of degrees of
freedom associateâ with X. N > l.

TAIL integer input variable, a flag to indicate whether a
one- or two-taileâ probability is desireâ.

TAIL=1 one-tailed probability

TAIL=2 two-tailed probability

EXIT TDISTN returns a real result; probability P, 0 <P< 1.0,
of obtaining a result .

(a) < X if TAIL=1

(b) < x if TAIL^2

given that X has a student's t-distribution with N degrees
of freedom.

If N < l, the messaqe

'ERROR IN TDISTN - DEGREES 0F FREEDOM LESS THAN l'

is printed and the value of the function is set to

négative inâefinite.

ACCURACY ^12 or 13 âigits.

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

TDISTN

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

1-2-81



TDISTN

EXAMPLES In the following diagrams, the shaded area under the curve

représenta the probability TDISTN that will be calculateâ
for the given value of X.

(a) X < 0

One-Tailed Test Two-Tailed Test

-X

AUTHORS

(b) X > 0

C.H, Kerr and J.M. Blair

x -y

DATE April 1974

NUMBER

1-2-81
AECL FTN L18RARY

REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

TDISTN

PAGE

2



ARSINH

TITLE Inverse Hyperbolic Sine, arcsinh(x), for All Real x

ENTRY R=ARSÎNH(X)

X real input variable

ROUTINES
CALLED

PRESET from AELIB.

EXIT The function returns to the calling program, storing in R

the real value of arcsinh(x). No error messages are

issueâ.

ACCURACY VL4 significant figures.

SPEED ^240 ps (6600, June 1974)

REFERENCE C.W. Clenshaw, Mathematical Tables, Vol. 5, pages 9, 26,
1962.

AUTHORS J.M. Blair and S. Berube DATE June 1974

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

ARSINH

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-2-90



l- 3 FHYSICS FUNCTIONS

00-09 SPECIAL IKTEGKÂLS

1-3-00 RESIN RESONANCE INTEGRAL
1-3-01 GLINT GAUSSIÂN/LORENTZIAN CONVOLUTION

10-19 COULOMB WAVE FUNCTIONS

1-3-10 COULOMB COULOMB WAVE FUNCTIONS

20-29 CLEBSCH-GORUON,RACAH(W) AND X COEFFICIENTS

1-3-20 CLEBSCH FCLEBSH
CLEBSCH-GORUAN COEFFICIENT

1-3-21 WCOEF FWCOEF
RACAH OR W-COEFFICIENT

1-3-22 XCOEF X-COEFFîCIENT



RESIN

TITLE Résonance Intégral

.co ^-<x"yî'

Tp(X,t) == —1- /WJ——^ dy for -°° < x <
-°o - 2

1+y- 0 < t <°°

ENTRY R=RESIN(X,T); X,T are real input variables.

EXIT This function returns the real value of ^(x,t)

ACCURACY VL3 significant figures.

SPEED 0.8 ms for t<(0.5/27T) ; 1.0 ms for t>(0.5/2TT)2 (6600,

September 1969).

AUTHOR C. J. Joîmson DATE September 1969

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

KESIN

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-3-00



GLINT

TITLE Convolution Intégral of Ga'ussian and Lorentzian Functions.

,00 ^(E'-E)2/2a2

G - r__e-, —^ dE-
ez + (E'-E )2

ENTRY CALL GLINT(E,E1,EPS1,SÏGMA,G)

E real, location parameter E of Gaussian.

El real, location parameter E, of Lorentzian.

EPS1 real, non-zero, width parameter e, of Lorentzian/

(half width at half maximum) .

SIGMA real, non-zero, width parameter a of Gaussian/

(standard deviation) .

G real/ value of convolution intégral.

ROUTINES
CALLED

LEGVAR from FORTRAN.

EXIT Normal Exit: The subroutine returns to the calling routine
with the value of the intégral in G.

Error Exit: ïf E, El, EPS1 or SIGMA is infinite or
indefinite or if EPS1 or SIGMA is zéro, G is set indefinite/
the error message

*A* ILLEGAL VARIABLE FOR GLINT

1s printed and control is returned to the calling routine.

ACCURACY 12
Relative accuracy is better than l in 10 , unless

(E-E )/0| ^17 or | £.[/CT | >_ 28, approximately/ in which

7
case the relative accuracy is better than l in 10'. If this
case ®ccurs, the message

*** THIS BRANCH 0F GLINT GIVES REL. ACCURACY BETTER THAN
l IN 10**7

is printed before control is returneâ to the calling routine.

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

r^

DATE

1981 May

NAME

GLINT

PAGE

l

NUMBEK

1-3-01



GLÎNT

SPEED Dépends on the value of (E-E,)/CT, approximately

1.25 + 0.18 (E-E )/CT milliseconds per évaluation, over a

wind range of input variables. (6600, June 1976)

AUTHORS B.E. Purcell and W.N. Selander DATE November 1975

NUMBER

1-3-01
AECL FTN L18RARY

REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

GLINT

PAGE

2



TÎTLE Couloinb Wave Functions Fo (ri,p) ,F/> ' (ri,p) ,G^ (ri,p) ,G^ * (n,p)
for 0 < n < 12 and ^ < 5t

COULOMB

ENTRY CALL COULOMB(RHO,ETA,LP,F,FP,G,GP)

RHO real input variable ta specify the argument p.

ETA real input variable to specify the argument f|.

LP integer input variable with value ^ L+l,

specifying that function values are to be
calculated for A==0 to L.

F,FP,G,GP real output arrays of length LP to return the
wave function values.

EXIT Tables of F^(n,p),F^(n,p),G (n,p),G^(n,p) for &=0
to L are stôred in the arrays. F, FF, G, GP. If p=0 and

r| or L^O, the answer spaces are set to zéro anâ "COULOMB
FAILS" together with the values of Q,TÏ, anâ L is printed,

This also happens when ri>12.

STORAGE 1500.

ACCURACY Approximately five significant figures when p is small,

otherwise about five décimal places.

SPEED Variable, depending on the values of p, n anâ A. Typical
speeds to obtain the four functions are:

.3 ms for Jl==0 and 2.0 ms for &>0 (6600, June 1969).

REFERBNCES (l) A. Tubis, "Tables of Nonrelativisitic Coulomb Wave
Functions", L.A. 2150 (1958) p.29.

(2) C.E. Froberg, "Numerical Treatment of Coulomb Wave

Functions"/ Revs. Modem Phys. 21-, 399 (1955).

AUTHOR C,J. Johnson DATE June 1969

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept, 1978

NAME

COULOMB

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-3-10



TÏTLE Clebsch-Gordan Coefficient, C(j,,j^,j^; m^ ,m^ ,m^)(uses

Conâon and Shortley Phase convention)7

CLEBSCH
FCLEBSH

ENTRY R==CLEBSCH (RJ1 / RJ2 / RM1, RM2 , RJ3 )

where all arguments are real, or a high-speed version may

be called by

R=FCLEBSH(NX,N2/N3,N4,N5)

where all arguments are integer and

N1 = RJ1 + RJ2 - RJ3
N2 = RJ1 - RM1
N3 == RJ2 - RM2

N4 = RJ1 + RMI

N5 = RJ2 + RM2

Note: CLEBSCH must be called to set up tables of log-
arithms and square roots before FCLEBSH can be used.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

CLEBSCH contains three common blocks CGRACAH (162 worâs)/
KLEBSYS (9 worâs) anâ TRIANG (l word).

EXIT This function returns the value of C(j,,j^,j^;m,,ra^,m^)

to the calling routine.

CLEBSCH checks the argiiment list for illégal parameters
A zéro function value is returned in case of

i) Triangle condition failure,

ii) Array size exceeâeâ, i.e. (RJ1+RJ2+RJ3) > 78,
iii) Other sélection rule failures.

An error message is always printed for the latter two

errors, but is only printed for a triangle condition
failure if the first (and only) word in the labelled

common block TRIANG is set to l (default value is 0) .

FCLEBSH does no testing anâ âoes not issue any messages

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

CLEBSCiï

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-3-20



CLEBSCH
}?'CLEBSH

SPEEû CLEBSCH ^.22 ms

PCLEBSH ^.12 ms

(6600, August 1971)

ACCURACY All coefficients were accurate to 12 âigits; for some 13

and even 14 digits were obtaineâ (référence 1}.

REFERENCES (l) M. Rotenberg, R. Bivins, et al./ The 3-j and 6-j

Symbols/ Technology Press, MIT, 1959.

(2) L.C. Biedenharn and H. van Dam, Quantum Yheory of
Angular Momentum, Académie Press/ 1965, p. 246 anâ

296.

AUTHORS J.H. Schmidt and R.Y. Cusson DATE August 1971

NUMBER

1-3-20
AECL FTN L18RARY

REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

CLEBSCH

PAGE

2



WCOEF
FWCOEF

TITLE Racah or W-Coefficient

a+b+c+â f a b e{" " "}
-à e fjW(abcd,ef) = (-1)

The curly backets contain Wigner's 6-j symbol.

ENTRY R=WCOEF(A,B,C,D/E,F)

where all the arguments are real; or a high-speed version

where ail the arguments are integers raay be called by

F=FWCOEF(II,12,13,14,15,16)

Il
12
13
14
15
16

A
A
A
e
A
B

+
+

+
+

+
+

B

D
B
D
e
D

+
+

+
+

+
4-

e
E
E
E
F
F

+
+

D
F

Note : WCOEF must be called to set up tables of log-
arithms before FWCOEF can be useâ.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

WCOEF uses four COMMUN blocks, CGRACAH (162 words),

RACSYS (14 words), XRACAH (2 worâs} and TRIANG (l worâ).

EXIT This function returns the value of W(abcâ,ef).

WCOEF checks all sélection rules and prograra array sizes

If illégal parameters are encountered,, the value 0. is

returned. An error message is printed, except when the

triangle condition fails. If this is the case, the
message appears only if the first word in the labelled

common block TRIANG is set to l (default value is 0).

FWCOEF âoes not check the Regge symbol for négative
integers. The mode of exit is unpreâictable if this
entry is useâ with illégal parameters/ even reasonable

looking results may be generated.

ACCURACY 12 significant figures at least (Référence l).

AECt FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

WCOEF

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

1-3-21



WCOEF
FWCOEF

SPEED WCOEF

FWCOEF

^.

^-.

25

20

+

+

.015

.015

M

M

ms

ms

where M -= MIN{l3,I4,l5,I6}

May 1972}.
- MAX{ll,I2,b+c+e+f} (6600,

REFERENCES (l) M. Rotenberg, et al., The 3-j and 6-j Symbols,

Technology Press, MIT, 1959.

(2) J. Schwinger, Quantum Theory of Angular Momentum,
L.C. Biedenharn and H. van Dam, Editors, Académie

Press, 1966, p. 229 and 298.

AUTHORS R.Y. Cusson and J.H. Schmidt DATE May 1972

NUMBER

1-3-21
AECL FTN L18RARY

REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

WCOEF

PAGE

2



XCOEF

TITLE

ENTRY

X-Coefficient on Wigner 9-j Symbol

[X] = X /a i> c>fa b c>

[âefl
<9 h k>

R=XCOEF(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,K)

where A,...,K are real.

ROUTINES CALLED

WCOEF from AELZB.

EXIT This function returns the value of the X-coefficient
illégal parameters are encountered, the value 0. is

returned and an error message is printed.

If

ACCURACY VL2 significant figures.

SPEED ^.75 + (ZMAX-ZMIN) ms

where 2MÎN ^ MAX( B-F A-Ki , |D-H| }
2MAX = (B+F,A+K,D+H)

(6600, April 1972) .

AUTHORS R.Y. Cusson and J.H. Schmidt DATE April 1972

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

XCOEF

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-3-22



l- 4 ENGINEERING FUNCTIONS

1-4-UO PSATLW SATURATION PRESSURE 0F LIGHT WATER
1-4-01 TSÂTLW SATURATION TEMPERATURE 0F LIGHT WATER
1-4-02 STENLW SURFACE TENSION 0F LIGHT WATER
1-4-03 ÏCONLW THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 0F LIGHT WATER
1-4-04 VISLW DYNAMIC VISCOSITY 0F LIGHT WATER



1-4 ENGINEERING FONCTIONS

This section contains subroutines for the évaluation of various functions

which are useful in engineering problems. It is not intended to include
methods for the solution of spécial engineering problems/ such as heat
transfer or fluiâ flow.

The initial set of subroutines included in this révision (i.e./ Révision D)
are for the évaluation of several thermodynamic or transport properties

of light water as fonctions of thermodynamic variables. Thèse "stand-

alone" subroutines are intended for rapid/ efficient évaluation of

properties for the user who requires only single properties and who
wants ta avoiâ the overhead incurred in using one of the standard thermo-

dynamic or transport "packages" available at CRNL. A more complète

description of routines supported by the Mathematics and Computation Branch
1s given in the branch document MCTD-25, Thermodynamic and Transport

Property Subroutines for Light Water.

W.N. Selander

1983 May 31

Rev. D



PSATLW

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENYRY

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

SUPPORT
DIFFERENCES

REFERENCE

AUTHOR

Saturation pressure of light water as a function of température.

Function PSATLW returns the saturation presâure of light water at

a given température. The formula for PSATLW is given in [l], page 17
PSATLW is the g_ function multiplied by the critical pressure in

megapascals.

R=PSATLW(TDEGC}

TDEGC real input variable, température in degrees Celsius.

R real oufcput variable into which the saturation pressure
in megapascais is stored.

Normal Exit: If 0.0 < TDEGC < 374.15 then the function returns

the corresponding saturation pressure.

Error Exits: If TDEGC is infinite or indefinite, the function
value is set to indefinite, the message

*** ILLEGAL INPUT VARIABLE IN PSATLW

is issued and control is returned to the calling program.

If TDEGC is outside the closed interval EO.O, 374.15] then the

function value is set to indefinite, the message

*** ÎNPUT TEMPERATURE = x OUT 0F RANGE IN PSATLW

(where x is the input argument) is issued anâ control is returned

to the calling program.

This function reproduces each value in Table l of the ASME Steam

Tables [l].

27 ysec

64 psec
210 V-tsec

(175 May 1982)
(6600 May 1982)
(720 May 1982)

An FTN4 version of this routine is not available. PSATLW is

supporteâ on AELIB5 on NOS anâ NOS/BE.

[l] Meyer C.A., McClintock R.B., Silvestri G.J., Spencer R.C.,

"ASME Steam Tables: Thermodynamic and Transport Properties of
Steam", ASME, New York/ 1967.

M.D. Kent Date 1982 May

AECL FTN U8RARY
REV.

D

DATE

1983 June

NAME

PSATLW

PAGE

l

NUMBETi

1-4-00



TSATLW

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENTRY

EXIT

ACCURACY

Saturation température of light water as a function of pressure.

Function TSATLW returns the saturation température of light water
at a given pressure. TSATLW is a rational function approximation

to the inverse of function PSATLW (see routine 1-4-00). This

means of approximation produces code which is eight times
faster than conventional run-time inversion methods.

R=TSATLW(PMPASC)

PMPASC real input variable, pressure in raegapascals.

R real output variable into which the saturation température
in degrees Celsius is stored.

Normal Exit: If 0.610801E-03 < PMPASC < 22.12 then the function
returns the corresponding saturation température in degrees Celsius.

Error Exits: If PMPASC is infinite or indefinite, the function

value is set to indefinifce/ the message

*** ILLEGAL INPUT VARIABLE IN TSATLW

is issued and control is returned to the calling program.

If PMPASC is outside the closeâ interval [0.610801E-03, 22.12]
then the function value is set to inâefinite^ the message

*** INPUT PRESSURE = x OUT 0F RANGE IN TSATLW

(where x is the input argument) is issued and control is returned

to the calling program.

When converted to British units/ TSATLW agrées with Table 2 of [l]
when three decimals are retained. Rounding off to two decimals

causes an error of + 0.01°F at eight points within the table. This
anomaly is illustrated in the following example.

Pressure

Exact Température

ASME Température

TSATLW Température

The TSATLW température/ when rounded to three decimals/ gives 644.115,

anâ when rounâeâ to two deciraals/ gives 644.11°F/ which differs from
the ASME référence value by 0.01, TSATLW produces a roundeâ triple-

point température of 0.01°C/ however, when the unrounded function

value is converted ta British units a value of 32.017 °F is obtained.

2120.0
644.1150
644.12
644.1148

PSI
°F

°F

ap

AECL FTN U8RARY
REV.

D

DATE

1983 June

NAME

TSATLW

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-4-01



TSATLW

SPEED

SUPPORT
DIFFERENCES

REFERENCE

AUTHOR

42 ^sec

109 Tjlsec
240 ïisec

( 175 May 1982)
(6600 May 1982)
( 720 May 1982)

An PTN4 version of this routine is not available. TSATLW is

supported on AELIB5 on NOS anâ NOS/BE.

[13 Meyer C.A., McClintock R.B., Silvestri G.J., Spencer R.C.,

"ASME Steam Tables: Thermodynamic and Transport Properties
of Steam", ASME, New York, 1967.

M.D. Kent Date 1982 May

NUMBER

1-4-01
AECL FTN L18RARY

REV.

D

DATE

1983 June

NAME

TSATLW

PAGE
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TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENTRY

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

SUPPORT
DIFFERENCES

REFERENCE

AUTHOR

STENLW

Surface tension of light water as a function of température.

Function STENLW returns the surface tension.of light water at a

given température. The formula for STENLW is given in [l]/ pg. 173

H=STENLW(TDEGC)

TDEGC real input variable/ température in degrees Celsius.

R real output variable into which the surface tension in
Newton per meter is stored.

Normal Exit: If 0.01 < TDEGC < 374.0 then the function returns
the corresponding surface tension.

Error Exits: If TDEGC is infinite or indefinite, the funcfcion

value is set to indefinite/ the message

*** ILLEGAL INPUT VARIABLE IN STENLW

is issued anâ controi is returned to the calling program.

If TDEGC is outside the closeâ interval [0.0l/ 374.0] then

the fonction value is set to indefinite, the message

*** INPUT TEMPERATURE = x OUT 0F RANGE IN STENLW

(where x is the input argument) is issued and control is returneâ

to tîie calling program.

The accuracy of this function varies with température. From 0.01
fco 180°C the function is accurate to 0.5%. The function loses

accuracy steadily up to a maximum of 3% at 360°C. There is an

anomaly at one point, namely 370°C/ where the value given in the
skeleton table in Réf. [l] is approximately 10% larger than the

computed value.

37 psec (175 May 1982)
92 psec (6600 May 1982)
240 psec (720 May 1982)

An FTN4 version of this routine is not available. STENLW is

supported on AELIB5 on NOS and NOS/BE.

[l] E. Schmidt, "Properties of Water and Steam in SI Units",

(2nd Edition) Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1979.

M.D. Kent Date: May 1982
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TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENTRY

EXIT

ACCURACY

SUPPORT
DIFFERENCES

SPEED

TCONLW

Thermal conâuctivity of light water and steam as a function

of température and volume.

Function TCONLW returns the thermal conducfcivity of light water
and steam at a given température and volume. The formula for

TCONLW is given in [11, pg. 1235, and in [2] pg. 189.

R=TCONLW(TDEGC/VM3KG)

TDEGC real input variable/ température in degrees Celsius.

VM3KG real input variable, spécifie volume in meters cubed
per kilogram.

R real output variable into which the thermal conductivity
in milli-Watts per Kelvin meter is stored.

Normal Exit: If 0.01 < TDEGC < 1500.0 then the function returns

the corresponding thermal conductivity. The formula imposes no

limitations on the volume proviâeâ it is positive.

Error Exits: If TDEGC or VM3KG is infinite or indefinite, or if
VM3KG is non-positive, the function value is set to indefinite/
the message

*** ILLEGAL INPUT VARIABLE IN TCONLW

is issued anâ control is returned to the calling program.

If TDEGC is outside the closed interval [0.01, 1500.0] then the

function value is set to indefinite, the message

*** INPUT TEMPERATURE == x OUT 0F RANGE IN TCONLW

(where x is the input argument) is issued anâ control is returned
to the calling program.

Approximately 4% or better over the range of température and volume/

approximately 2% in the water re9ion. See the références for
further détails. The formula used in this subroutine does not

always appear to give values of conductivity within the tolérances
given in the skeleton table in Réf. [l].

An FTN4 version of this routine is not available. TCONLW is

supported on AELIB5 on NOS and NOS/BE.

190 psec (175 Dec 1982)
1.44 msec (720 Dec 1982)
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TCONLW

REFERENCE [l] E. Schmidt, "Properties of Water and Steam in SI Units"^

(2nd Edition), Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1979.

E2] Yata J., Minamiyama T. "An Equation for the Thermal

Conâuctivity of Water and Steam"/ Bulletin of the JSME,

Vol. 22, Paper No. 171-10, pg. 1234, September 1979.

AUTHOR M.D. Kent Date 1982 December

NUMBER

1-4-03
AECL FTN U8RARY

REV.

D

DATE
1983 June

NAMË
TCONLW

PAGE
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VISLW

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENYRY

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

SUPPORT
DIFFERENCES

REFERENCE

AUTHOR

Dynamic viscosity of light water and steam as a function of

température and volume.

Function VÏSLW returns the âynamic viscosity of light water
and steam at a given température and volume. The formula for

VISLW is given in El]/ pg. 188.

R^VISLW(TDEGC,VM3KG)

TDEGC real input variable, température in degrees Celsius.

VM3KG real input variable/ vol.ume in meters cubed per kilogram,

R real output variable into which the dynamic viscosity
in kilograms per second meter is stored.

Normal Exit: ïf 0.01 < TDEGC < 800.0 then the function returns

the corresponding dynamic viscosity. The formula imposes no
limitations on the volume provided it is positive.

Error Exits: If TDEGC or VM3KG is infinite or indefinite, or if

VM3KG is non-positive, the function value is set to indefinite/
the message

*** ILLEGAL INPUT VARIABLE IN VISLW

is issued and control is returned to the calling prograra.

If TDEGC is outsiâe the closed interval [0.01, 800.0] then the
message

*** INPUT TEMPERATURE = x OUT 0F RANGE IN VISLW -

(where x is the input argument) is issued anâ control is returned

to the calling program.

Approximately 3% or better over the range of température and
volume. For water below 250°C the accuracy is approximately

1%. See Réf. [l] for further détails.

54 ysec (175 May 1982)
0.4 msec (720 May 1982)

An FTN4 version of this routine is not available. VISLW is

supporteâ on AELIB5 on NOS anâ NOS/BE.

[l] E. Schmidt/ ."Properties of Water and Steam in SI Units",

(2nd Edition) Springer Verlag/ Berlin, 1979.

M.D. Kent Date 1982 May
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l- 5 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION

00-09 EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION GENERATOR

1-5-00 RANEX KANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR - EXPONENTIAL
1-5-01 REX RANDOM NUMBER SEQUENCE - EXPONENTIAL

10-19 NORMAL RANDOM VARIABLE GENERATOR

1-5-10 RANORM RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR - NORMAL DIST
1-5-11 RNORK RANDOM NUMBER SEQUENCE - NORMAL DIST
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1-5 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION

The ranâom number generators in this chapter are more properly termeâ
pseudo-random^ since the séquences generated are strictly detenninate

and reproducible, being derived by well-defined mathematical opérations.
The séquences have the appearance of randomness, in the sense that there

is no obvious relationship between one number and the next, anâ they
pass certain tests for randomness, such as the chi-square test, in which

the observed frequency distribution of the nuinbers is compared with the
theoretical distribution; the run test, in which the distribution of

runs up or down of a given length is tested; and the sériai corrélation
test, for the corrélation between the numbers and their successors.

The generators are satisfactory for many applications, since the prop-

erties tested in the above tests are those generally required in prac-
tice. However, the user should realize that only certain aspects of

randomness, anâ only limiteâ quantities of numbers, of the orâer of
250,000^ with spécifie starting values, have been tested. If the ap-
plication demands some other requirement, or uses longer séquences of

numbers, more extensive testing should be done.

Uniformly Distributeâ Random Numbers

The FORTRAN library function RANF(n) [l] returns numbers distributed uni-

formly in the range (0,1) (with the end points excluâeâ). RANF uses a
multiplicative congruential generator. The multiplier and seed supplied
by Control Data Corporation have been replaced by those recoimnendeâ in

[2]. However^ the user may reset the seed by calling the subroutine
RANSET[13.

Numbers y; distributed uniformly in the range (a,b} may be obtained from
the x^ in"(0,1) by the transformation

y, == a 4- (b-a)x.

Uniformly distributed integers may be derived by a similar transforma-

tion of the x;. For example, to obtain integers n^ in the range E0,99]
inclusive, thë transformation is

n. = [lOOx.3
l ' i

where [x] âenotes the intégral part of the real number x. The trans-

formation may be carried out in FORTRAN by the statement

NI = 100.*XI.

The IMSL Library [3] contains a (0,1) uni form number generator GGUB. We
do not recommend this generator since (a) it uses 32-bit arithmetic, as

opposed to the 48-bit arithmetic used by RANF^ anâ hence produces poorer
distributions of points in two, three and higher dimensional space, and
(b) it is an external subprogram, and hence is slower than RftNF, which
is an intrinsic function.
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1-5 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION

Exponentially Distributed Random Numbers

Exponentially distributed random numbers have a probability ctensity
functlon

P(x) - ^ e~XAt , x > 0

where \i is the mean of the distribution. That is, the probability of
obtaining numbers in the range [x,x+dx] is P(x)âx.

The library function RANEX générâtes exponentially distributeâ numbers
with p:=:l. It uses a table lookup method with linear interpolation,

which is accurate to between 3 and 5 digits.

The library subroutine REX générâtes N exponentially distributeâ numbers
with p^l, where N is specified by the user E4] . The exponential distribution
is diviâed into a number of régions and a method o£ sampling thèse based

on an acœptance rejection technique is used. This subroutine is considerably
faster if a séquence of random numbers is required, and more accurate

than RANEX, anâ is recommenâed for use in all new programs. REX uses

RANF anâ so the séquence of random numbers generated may be changed by
resetting the seed using tîie subroutine R?\NSET [l] .

Exponentially âistribufceâ numbers x. with mean V may be obtained from
the âeviates y^ produced by RANEX or REX by the transformation

^^ = PY^.'i ^ i *

The IMSL Library [3] contains several exponential âeviate generators.

We do not recommend their use unless high accuracy is required.

Normally Distributed Ranâom Numbers

Normally distributed ranâom numbers have a probability density function

p(xï - ^JLe"(îc-uï /2CT

where y is the mean of the distribution and 0 the standard deviation.

The library contains a function, RANORM, to corapute unit normal deviates/
for which p==0 and 0==:1. RANORM uses a table lookup method with linear

interpolation, which is accurate to between 3 anâ 5 digits. It uses an
in-line function to obtain uniforraly distributed numbers.

The library subroutine RNORM générâtes N unit normal deviates for which

]j^0 and 0=1, where N is specified by the user [4]. The normal distribution is
divided into four subregions and a method of sampling thèse based on an
acceptance rejection technique is used. This subroutine is considerably

Rev. D
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1-5 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION

faster if a séquence of random numbers is required and more accurate

than RANORM/ anâ is recommended for use in all new programs. RNORM uses

RANF and 30 the séquence of random numbers may be changed by resetting

the seed using the subroutine RANSET [l].

Normally distributed numbers x; with mean p and standard deviation o may

be obtained from the unit normal deviates y produceâ by RANORM or RNORM
by the transformation

X, = ]J + Oy. .'i r" ~'ti'

The ÎMSL Library [3] contains randora unit normal âeviate generators.

Unless high accuracy is required, we do not recommend their use, as they
are based on the 32-bit (0,1) uniform generator GGUB, and are slower

than RANORM.

Other Generators

Référence [3] contains a comprehensive list of routines to generate

random deviates obeying other statistical distributions. All of the

generators use the IMSL uniform generator GGUB, which is an external
fonction, anâ consequently they are rather slow. Improvements in speed

could be made by replacing the calls to GGUB by calls to RANF.

J.M. Blair

1981 May

Revised by C.A. Wiils
1982 March

Références

[l] FORTRAN Extenâed Version 4 Référence Manual, Révision E, Publica-

tion No. 60497800, Control Data Corp./ 1979.

[23 J.E. Mulvihill anâ J.M. Blair, Muî'tzpïî-Gative Random ÎS'umbev Gen-
erators for 48-Bit Computeys, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

report No. AECL-5819, 1977.

[3] IMSL Library Référence Manual.

[4] K.R. Chaplin anâ C,A. Wills, Sampîing from tfïô Normal and Exponentiai
Distributions^ Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-7428,
1982.
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RANEX

TITLE Unit Mean Exponential Deviate Generator.

ENTRY R==RANEX(I}

l ~ oâd integer, starting nuraber useâ to generate the
séquence of exponentially^istributed random numbers X_
with unit mean (0 < l < 2*" - l). Suitable numbers art
798293 and 30169. The next random integer in the range
(0,2'"-l) is stored at I.

EXIT This function returns the value of the next real ranâom

number. The corresponding integer is storeâ at l, so a

séquence of ranâom real numbers may be generateâ by using
the statement R = RANEX(I) in a loop.

SPEED 21 ps (6600, June 1969).

REFERENCE J.P. Nicholls, Random Number Generators, Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited report AECL-3476 (1969) .

AUTHOR J.P. Nicholls DATE June 1969

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

RANEX

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

1-5-00



REX

TITLE Generator for a séquence of Unit Mean Exponential Deviates
(This routine is faster and more accurate than RANEX/ 1-5-00,
and is recommended for use in all new programs.)

ENTRY CALL REX (X,N)

X(N) Real output array, containing the exponentially
distributed ranâom numbers.

N Integer input variable, the nuraber of random nurabers
to generate.

EXIT Normal Exit: Control is returneâ to the calling routine with the

N random numbers in the array X*

Error Exit : If N is less than or equal to zéro the first élément
of X is set to indefinite/ the message

***VALUE 0F N NOT GREATER THAN ZERO

is issueâ and control is returned to the calling routine

ACCURACY Accurate to machine précision.

SPEED Average time to calculate one random number is 4.17 ps (CYBER 170
Model 175, August 1979}.

REFERENCE K.R. Chaplin and C.A. Wills, Sampling from the Normal anâ
Exponential Distributions, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Report AECL-7428, 1982.

AUTHOR K.R. Chaplin Date 1979 August

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

D

DATE

1983 June

NAME

REX

PAGE

l

NUM8ER

1-5-01



RANORM

TITLE Unit Normal Deviate Generator.

EÎMTRY R=RANORM(I}

l ~ odd integer, starting number used to generate the

séquence of normally distributed r^dom numbers X^ with
zéro mean and unit variance (0<I<2 -l). Suitabl^

numbers are 798293 and 30169.

EXIT This function returns the value of the next random real
number. The corresponâing integer is stored at I, so a

séquence of ranâom numbers may be generated by using the
statement R^RANORM(I) in a loop.

SPEED 25 ps (6600, August 1969).

REFERENCE J.P. Nicholls, Random Number Generators, Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited report AECL-3476 (1969) .

AUTiïOR J.P. Nicholls DATE August 1969

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

RANORM

PAGE

l

NUM8ER
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RNORM

TITLE

ENTRY

EXÎT

Generator for a séquence of Unit Normal Deviates

(This routine is faster and more accurate than RANORM, 1-5~10/
anâ is recommended for use in all new programs.)

CALL RNORM (X,N)

X(N) Real output array, containing the normally distributed

random numbers

N Integer input,variable, the number of random numbers

to generate.

Normal Exit: Control is ret-urned to the calling routine with the

N ranâom numbers in the array X.

Error Exit : If N is less than or equal to zéro the first élément
o£ X is set to indefinite, the message

***VALUE 0F N NOT GREATER THAN ZERO

is issued anâ control is returned to the calling routine

ACCURACY Accurate to machine précision.

SPEED Average time to calculate one random number is 3.91 ps (CYBER 170
Model 175, August 1979)

REFERENCE K.R. Chaplin and C.A. Wills, Sampling frora the Normal and

Exponential Distributions, Atomic Energy of Canada Liraited,

AUTHOR

Report AECL-7428/ 1982.

K.R. Chaplin Date 1979 August

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

D

DATE

1983 June

NAME

RNORM

PAGE
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1-6 STATISTICAL TESTING

IMSL[1] contains a wide range of statistical subroutines which we recom-

mend to users. The relevant chapters of this library are listed here
for référence:

Chapter A - Analysis of Expérimental Design Data

Chapter B - Basic Statistics
Chapter C - Categorized Data Analysis
Chapter M " Mathematical and Statistical Spécial Functions

Chapter N - Nonparametric Statistics

Chapter 0 - Observation Structure

Chapter S - Sampling

L.E. Evans

1981 May

Référence

[l] IMSL Library Référence Manual.
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l- 7 MATRIX AND VECTOR MANIPULATION

00-09 BASIC MATRIX AND VECTOR OPERATIONS

10-19

1-7-00

1-7-01

1-7-02

1-7-03
1-7-04

SPARSE

1-7-10
1-7-11

TSUM

MMULT

CMMULT

DET
CDET

MATRIX UT

PACKER
JACOB

ASUM ITSUM IASUM
SERXES SUMMATION FUNCTIONS
MADD MSUB
ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY REAL MATRICES
CMADD CMSUB
ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY COMPLEX MATRICES
DETERMINANT 0F A REAL MAÎRIX
DETERMINANT 0F A COMPLEX MATRIX

PACK A SPARSE MATRIX
EVALUATE AND PACK A SPMSE JACOBIAN



1-7 MATRIX AND VECTOR MANIPULATION

This section of AELIB contains some basic matrix manipulation routines

and two sparse raatrix routines. Chapter V of IMSLE1] contains some more
specialized matrix utilities and Chapter U provides some very useful

input/ output routines for vectors and matrices.

A matrix is said to be sparse if it contains many zeroes. The utility
routine PACKER removes thèse zeroes and condenses such a matrix into a

spécial packeâ form which is common to all AELÏB sparse matrix routines.

This routine may be used to prépare input matrices for the linear system

solvers SPARSE/SPARSEB and PDSPARL and for the nonlinear sysfcem solver

NLSPAR.

The routine JACOB defines a sparse Jacobian matrix for a user's function

anâ is also called internally by NLSPAR.

L.E. Evans

1981 May

Référence

[13 IMSL Library Référence Manual.
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TITLE Séries Summation Functions Capable of Handling Real and

Integer Arrays as well as Positive and Alternating Signs

TSUM
ASUM
ITSUM
IASUM

ENTRIES (l) Summation of Rea.1 Séries

i+n-1

R^TSUM(Y(I),N) to compute S y(j)
j=i

i+n-1 ^ ^

R==ASUM(Y(I) ,N) to corapute Z (-1) y(j)
j==i

y a real input array containing values to be
summeâ.

I,N integer input variables supplying values for i

and n respectively.

(2) Summation of Integer Séries

i+n-1

I^ITSUM(L(I) ,N) to compute E ^,(3)
j-i

i+n-1 . .

I=ÎASUM(L(I),N) to compute S ("l)3 A(j)
j^l

L an integer input array containing values to be

suïïimeâ.

Î,N integer input variables supplying values for i
anâ n respectively.

EXIT The function returns a real result for TSUM anâ ASUM; an
integer result is returned for ITSUM and IASUM. No error
checking is done.

SPEED Dépends on array size. For a ten-element array, about

.1 ms (6600, July 1970) .

AUTHOR M.B. Carver DATE July 1970

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

Orig,

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

TSUM

PAGE

l

NUMBER
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TITLE

MMULT
MADD
MSUB

Multiply/ Add or Subtract Real Matrices.

ENTRY Multiplication: CALL MMULT(P,Q,R,N,M,L,NP,NQ,NR)
computes R=P*Q

Addition: CALL MADD(P,Q,R,NP,MÇ/NR,N,M) computes
R^P+Q

Subtraction: CALL MSUB(P,Q,R,NP,NQ,NR,N,M) computes
R=P-Q

P real, input matrix dimensioned (NP,MP).

Q real, input matrix âimensioneâ (NQ,MQ).

R real, result matrix, âimensioned (NR/MR) .

NP,NQ,NR

integer, number of rows of P, Q and R respectively,
as dimensioned in the calling program.

N,M,L

for MMULT: integer, submatrices actually used are

P(N,M), Q(M,L), R(N,L).

N,M for MADD and MSUB: integer, actual number of rows
(N) and the actual number of columns (M) of P, Ç
and R to be useâ.

Note: L=l gives matrix by vector multiplication,

EXIT The new matrix generated is stored in R. Portions of
R not used remain unchanged.

Note: For addition and subtraction, R may be the same
array as P or Q.

SPEED MADD and MSUB .083 ms for N=M-4
MMULT .588 ms for N=M=L=4

(6600, July 1969)

EXAMPLE Given matrices of the following sizes:

P(5,5) 0(10,9) R(4/8)

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

MMULT

PAGE

l

NUMBER

1-7-01



MMULT
MADD
MSUB

To adâ the upper left-hanâ 3x4 portions of P and Q

CALL MADD(P,Q,R,5,10,4,3,4)

To multiply the portions P(4,2) and Ç(2,7):

CALL MMULT(P,Q,R,4,2,7,5,10,4)

AUTHOR A.E. Russon DATE August 1969

NUMBER

1-7-01

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

Orig.

DATÉ

Sept. 1978

NAME

MMULT

PAGE
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TITLE Multiply, Add or Subtract Complex Matrices

CMMULT
CMADD
CMSUB

ENTRY CALL CMMUÎ/T(P,Q,R,NP,NQ,NR,K,L,M/N) computes R=P*Q

CALL CMADD(P,Q,R/NP,NQ,NR,K/L,M/N) computes R=P+Q
CALL CMSUB(P,Q,R,NP,NQ,NR,K/L,M/N) computes R=P-Q

P(K/L) compleK input matrix

Q (M,N) complex input matrix

R complex output matrix whose dimensions dépend
on those of P and Q.

NP

NQ

NR

integer, input variable. Number of rows of P

as dimensioned in the calling program.

integer, input variable. Number of rows of @

as dimensioned in the calling program.

integer, input variable. Number of rows of R

as dimensioned in the calling program.

Matrices of différent sizes may be addeâ or subtracteâ

as long as the larger matrix compietely contains the
smaller. For example, if P is completely contained in
Q, R is computed as follows:

CMADD:R==P+Q= CMSUB:R=P"Q= j P-Q
!
h-

ROUTINES
CALLED

SETBAD, ALERPR/ TRACEE and LIBSTAT from AELIB.

EXIT A normal exit returns confcrol to the calling program

with results of the computation stored in matrix R.

Matrices P and Q are unchangeâ. If an error is defcected

in the arguments passeâ, a diagnostic message is printed

with traceback and control returns to the calling routine
with the entries of matrix R set to indefinite. The
possible errors are:

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

B

DATE

April 1980

NAME

CMMULT

PAGE

l

NUM8ER
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CMMULT
CMADD
CMSUB

***INPUT PARAMETER VIOIATÏON. ALL ZNTEGER INPUT VARÎ-

ABLES MUST BE > 0.
NP= NQ= NR= K= L= M= N=

***ARRAY BOUNDS EXCEEDED. K > NP OR M > NQ IS INVALID.
K= NP= M= NQ==

***ARRAY BOUNDS EXCEEDED.

FOR CMMULT K > NR IS INVALÎD.

FOR CMADD/CMSUB MAX(K,M) > NR ZS INVALID.
NR= K OR MÂX(K/M)'

***MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ERROR. COLUMNS IN P.NE.ROWS IN Q,
NUMBER 0F COLUMNS IN P= NUMBER 0F ROWS IN Q=

***MATRIX SIZES IN ERROR.

SMALLER MATRÏX NOT COMPLETELY CONTAINED ÏN LARGER.

P( BY ) Q( BY )

TIMING Running the example below on MFA using 10" calls to each
CMMULT, CMADD and CMSUB yielâs the following approximate
times per call to each routine:

APPROXÏMATE TIME/CALL TO CMMULT
APPROXIMATE TIME/CALL TO CMADD
APPROXIMATE TIME/CALL TO CMSUB

464.20 ps

177.74 ps

170.45 ps

EXAMPLE

e
çe
ç
e
ç
e

PROGRAM TCMULT(INPUT,OUTPUT)

THIS_EXAMPLE_ILLUSTRATES._HOW TO__SET UP_A_ÇALL__31Q_ÇMMULT^__ÇMADD AND
CMSOB7"--SOBROOTÎNÈ~ÀSSÎGN~ÎS À'USER DÈFÏNÉDmSUBROÛTÏNE'
INITIALIZES^ÏHE_ENTRIES__IN_ÇOMPLEX__MATRIÇES_X_[A,B)_AND_Y(Ç,D)_.
NX ^ ~ NY AND ~ NZ ARE THÉ-NUMBER-OF-ROWS~ -ÎN"COMPLÉX' MATRICES1X,-Ï'AND 2

.

ÇQMPLEX X(10,1Q),Y(10^10) ,Z (10,10)
INTEGER N2Î,NÎ,NZ,A;B,C,Dr
NX= NY =ÎÎZ =
A == 3
B == C = 5

D_^_7.
ÇALL ASSIGN(X,Y,NX,NY,A,B,C,D]
CALL CMMULT (X,Y,Z,ÎIX,^Y,N2,Â,È,C,D)
ÇALL ÇMADD (X,Y,Z,NX,NY,NZ,À,B,C:,D)
ÇALL CMS UB(X,Y,Z,NX,NY,NZ,A,B;C;D]

END
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CMMULT

CMADD
CMSUB

AUTHOR P.H. Green

Revised by G.L. Klawitter

DATE September 1970

February 1980
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TITLE Déterminant of a Real Matrix by Pivotal Condensation

with Partial Pivoting.

ENTRY R==DET(A,N,NRA)

A real N*N input matrix

NRA integer, nuitîber of rows in A as dimensioned in the

calling program.

EXIT This function returns the real value of the déterminant

The matrix A is âestroyed.

SPEED •-3 * N" HS (6600, October 1969).

AUTHOR C.J. Johnson DATE October 1969

AECL FTN UBRARY
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TITLE Complex Déterminant by Pivotal Condensation with Partial

Pivoting.

ENTRY C=CDET(A,N/NRA)

A complex N*N input matrix.

NRA integer, number of rows in A as dimensioned in the

calling program.

EXIT This function calculâtes the complex value of fche déterminant

and returns it as the value of the fonction. The matrix A

is overwritten.

If CDET is called with N<1 or N>NRA, CDET is set to zéro,
an error message printed and control returned to the cailing

program.

ACCURACY Dépends on âegree of ill-conditioning of matrix A anâ order

N.

SPEED 0.01 N" ms for large N (6600, 1970 August).

AUTHOR P.H. Green DATE August 1970
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PACKER

TITLE Store a Sparse Matrix in Packed Form Suitable for

Manipulation by Sparse Matrix Routines.

ENTRY CALL PACKER(A/B,IRN,IP,M,N,IA)

A real output array, dimension IA to receive packed

matrix.

B real input array/ dimension(M,N) containing matrix

to be packed.

IRN integer output array/ dimension IA to receive row

cross références.

IP integer output array/ dimension N+I to receive column

cross références.

M integer input variable, the number of rows in B.

N integer input variable/ the number of columns in B.

IA integer input variable/ the dimension of A and IRN

should be > number of non-zeros.

ADDITIONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

The output unit J^ (âefault 6) or the rounâ off error
EPS (default 10 ~~) may be changea by incluâing the

comrnon block /SPARS/LP/EPS,IS/JS. A non-zero is defined

if iB(I,J) J > EPS. IS anâ JS are requireâ by other sparse
routines.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

S PARS

EXIT A/ IRN anâ IP are filled according to the requirements

of AELIB subroutine SPARSE.

IP(N+l).returns the index of the first unuseâ location in
A and IRN and is/ therefore/ the number of non-zeros plus

one.

AECL FTN U8RARY
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PACKER

Should IA be too sraall, a message is sent to unit LP,
and IP(1) is set to -l.

AUTHOR M.B. Carver DATE October 1974
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JACOB

TÎTLE JACOB: Evaluate and Store a Sparse Jacobian Matrix in
Packed Porm.

INTRODUCTION Given the subroutine FUNC which calculâtes the functions

fi(xrx2/""xn/t) f i=l/m

JACOB évaluâtes an approximation to the Jacobian matrix A

where

a. .

8f.
l

^ij 8x,

and stores it in sparse form compatible with other sparse
matrlx routines.

ENTRY CALL JACOB(M,N,IRN,IP,FUNC,X,F,T,H,HMAX,W,A,IA,IG,Z,MBD)

M

N

IRN ( IA)

integer, input variable, number of functions f..

integer input variable^ number of variables x..
3

integer output array dimension IA, to hold row
indices of the packeâ matrix, A.

IP(NIP) integer oufcput array, dimension NIP > N+l, to hold

column indices of the packeâ matrix^ A.

FUNC the routine which calculâtes f., assumed to be of
the form

SUBROUTINE FUNC(M,N,X,F,T),

which should be written to evaluate

f.. (x,,...,x ,t) for i=l,M
ir - n

The statement "EXTERNAL FUNC" must appear in the

calling program.

X(N) Real input array of dimension N, for the value

x = (x,,...,x ) at which Jacobian is to be

calculâted.
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JACOB

F (M)

T

H(N)

HMAX(N)

rea.1 input array of dimension M, for function

values £_, (x., ,.../x_ ^_) i=l,...,m at which

Jacobian~is~to be câlculateâ.

W(IW)

A(IA)

IA

IG(ING)

Z(N)

MBD

real input variable, the value of inâependent

variable, t/ at which Jaœbian is to be

calculafced.

real array, dimension N for the initial
perturbations to be used in the calculation of

9f/9x. JACOB may alter values in this array,

real input array, dimension N for the upper limit

permitteâ on each H. If HMAX(l) is set <0, then
all steps H are limiteâ to |HMAX(I)| and the
dimension of HMAX may be one. If on entry MBD<0,
HMAX 1s not used.

real array, dimension IW > M+N, useâ for workspace.

real output array^ dimension IA, to receive the

packed Jacobian. If on entry MBD<0, A is not used.

integer input variable, the dimension of A and IR1SE
in the calling program. If the Jacobian has N2
non-zero éléments, IA must be > NZ+1.

integer output array, dimension ING > 2N+1 used to
index the most efficient way to evaluate A on the
second and subsequent calls to JACOB. If on entry

MBD<0, IG is not used.

real array, dimension N used for work space.

integer input variable, useâ for opération contrôla
set to

<0 for constructing the sparsity pattern of the
Jacobian for use with other sparse routines.

:0 for initial call, see below.

>0 for subsequent call.
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JACOB

ADDITIONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

On entry, dimensions of all arrays must be declared and
values for M, N, X, F, T, IA, MBD, all H, and if MBD>0,

at least HMAX(l) should be defined. FUNC must be supplieâ.
On initial call with MBD<0, the routine évaluâtes the

sparsity structure and sets up arrays IKN and IP. In
addition when MBD=:0, the array IG is set up and must not

be invaliâated for subsequent calls; also an initial
approximation to the derivatives is calculated and stored

in A. On all subsequent calls with MBD>0, the routine
évaluâtes and packs A with a minimum of function calls.

On initial entry with MBD<0, the variable x(l) is changea

to X(l) + H (l) and the corresponding changes to f are taken
to indicate the non-zeros in the first coluran of the

Jacobian matrix. X(l) is then restored to its original value
and the same procédure is applieâ to each column. Note that

it is important to avoid any spécial values (e.g. zéros) of
5i(J), J=1,2,...,N, which cause freak zéros in the Jacobian

raatrix and it is important that the steps H(J) be large so

that all appropriate changes to f are noticeable.

Unless otherwise requested, the routine estimâtes A by doing

a one-sided perturbation of HL to each X_,. For greater

accuracy, two-sided adjustmen-ti. with optiiàized sélection of
the IL (<HMAX) is performed.

3

To obtain this, include the sparse matrix coramon block.

COMMON/SPARS/LP,EPS/ISCALE ,IPRINT

LP is an integer denoting the unit number of auxiliary

printout in other sparse matrix routines. The
default is 6.

EPS

ISCALE

IPRINT

précision to be assumed, i.e. a non-zero., clément

|A..i>EPS. Default is 10" .-ij!-""- -——- —is defineâ if

is default zéro/ anâ must be set >0 to obtain

two-sided aâjustment described above. (ISCALE<0

adjusts matrix values as required by routine
STIFFZ anâ should not be used elsewhere.)

is not requireâ by JACOB but raust be included
if the common block is useâ.
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EXIT Normal Exit: The routine exits with the pointer arrays IRN

and IP used to index the Jacobian mctfcrix. When M£iD>0, the

routine also exits wifch the packed matrix in A and the

additional pointer array IG. W may be used for other puxpoHe
between calls of JACOB.

Error Exit: If IA is too small to accommodate all non-zero

éléments, the message

***ERROR KETURN FROM JACOB BECAUSE IA IS ÏOO SMALL

is printed, IP(1) is set to -l and control is refcurned t:o

the calling routine.

OYHER ROUTINES CALLED

FUNC provided by user.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

SPARS

STORAGE 1100.

EXAMPLE The following example program calls JACOB for the funcfcion

f(i) - x(i)2 - x(i-l)

and gives Jacobian éléments alternating 2x and -l.

PROGRAM JACK(OUTPUT)
e
C TEST PROGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE USE 0F JACOB

REAL X(10),F(10)/W(20),2(10) /A(20),H(10)
INTEGER IRN(20),IP(11),IG(2i)

SET INITIAL VALUES OP X AND H, HMAX NEG TO SET ALL H
LIMITS SAME
THEN CALL FUNC TO SET UP INITIAL VALUES 0F F

IA=20
M=N=10

MBD=0
HMAX==-1.

DO 10 1^1,N

H(I)=.001

NUM8ER
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JACOB

10 X(I)^I
CALL FUNC(M,N,X,F,T)

NOW CALL JACOB WITH MBD=0 TO GET STRUCTURE AND

JACOBIAN ELEMENTS

CALL JACOB(M,N,IRN,IP,FUNC,X,F,T,H,HMAX,W,A,IA,IG,Z,MBD)

PRINT RESULTING MATRIX

PRINT 100,A
100 FORMAT(10G12.3)

END

SUBROUTINE FUNC(M,N,X,F,T)
REAL X(N),F(M)

JACOBIAN MATRIX WILL BE ALTERNATING l AND -l IF X

ARE PRESET TO l
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE T IS NOT USED IÎSS THIS CASE

DO 10 1=2,M
10 F(I)=X(I)**2-X(I-"1Ï

F(15=X(1)**2
END

REFERENCE Curtis, A.R., Powell, M.J.D., and Reid, J.K., "On the

Estimation of Sparse Jacobian Matrices", AEKE Report
TP47G, 1972.

AUTHOR Adapted from the Harwell Routine DATE March 1975

TD02A by M.B. Carver; revised by Revised
D.E. Smith July 1975
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l- 8 LINEAR EQUATIONS AND MATRIX INVERSION
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1-8 LINEAR EQUATIONS AISÎD MATRIX INVERSION

This section deais mainly with the solution of simultaneous linear équations

of the form

AX = B

where A is an n x n coefficient matrix, B is an n x r matrix of r right-

hand sides, and X is an n x r matrix of the r solution vectors, and with

the calculation of A *, the.inverse of A* No accuracy checks are performeâ

on the computed solutions. The routines in this section solve général real,
général complex, banded and sparse linear Systems. Note that SPARSE and.

SPARSEB are to be used together as a sparse linear system solver.

If x_ is the computed solution of the équations Ax = b, where b is a column

vector, the magnitude of the residual vector r = Ax^-b is not a measure of

the accuracy o'f x_. To détermine the accuracy of x_ we need to know the
e

accuracy of A anâ b and the condition nuraber of A, or we can perturb A

and b and recalculate x.

Chapter L of [l] contains a comprehensive list of subroufcines for the solu-

tion of linear équations and matrix inversion, including a number of routines
which perform accuracy checks/ for full/ symmetric, anâ banded matrices.

J.M. Blair

1981 May

Référence

[l] IMSL Library Référence Manual.

Rev. D



SOLVEQN

TITLE

ENTRY

Real Matrix Inversion and Linear Equations Solution by

Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting.

CALL SOLVEQN(A,B,N,NR,M,NR^NRB)

A real N x N input array containing, for M=0, the

matrix to be inverted, and, for M=l, the matrix of

coefficients of the System of linear équations.

B real N x N or N x NR array used for input and output
containing, for M=0, the requireâ matrix inverse on

output^ and, for M=l, the NR right-hand sides of the

linear équations on input and the NR sets of solu-

tiens on output.

N inteqer, input variable specifying for M=0 the order

of the square matrix A/ and, for M:=l, the number of

équations.

NR integer input variable, for M=0, set NR equal to N;
for M=:l, NR (>1) is the number of right-band siâes
of the linear équations and the number of sets of

solutions.

M integer input variable; M=0 selects matrix inver-

sion, M=îl selects équation solution.

NRA integer input variable^ the number of rows in A as

dimensioned in the calling program.

NRB integer input variable, the number of rows in B as
dimensioned in the calling program.

EXIT For linear équations/ the solutions replacç the right-

hanâ siâes in B. For matrix inversion^ A "' is stored in

In both cases/ A is âestroyed. If the matrix is sing-

ular/ "SOLVE EQUATIONS FAILS" is printed.

ACCURACY Dépends on the conâitioning of the équations
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SOLVEÇN

SPEED Approximately 2.9 N" (N+3NRÏ ps for large N (6600,

January 1971).

AUTHOR C.J. Johnson and A.E. Russon

Revised by J.M. Blair

DATE January 1969

Revised January 1971
DATE March 1980
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CSOLVEQ

TÎTLE Linear Equations and Inverse of a Complex Matrix by

Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting.

ENTRY CALL CSOLVEQ(A,B/N,NR,M,NRA,NRB}

A complex N x N input matrix containing the coef-

ficients of the équations.

B complex N x NR input matrix containing the right-
hand siâes of the équations . For solution of equa-

tions set NR to the number of right-hand sides. For
inversion, set NR to N. B is also used as an output

matrix to return the N x NR array of solutions or
the inverse of A.

M Integer input control variable;

Use M^O to solve a set of équations Ax==B.

Use M==0 to find the inverse of A.

NRA integer, number of rows of A as dimensioned in the

calling program.

NRB integer, ni^mber of rows of B as dimensioned in the
calling program.

EXIT For solving a set of complex linear équations, the solu-

tion(s) replaces the right-hand side(s) in B.

For matrix inversion/ A - is stored in B.

In both cases, A and B are destroyed. If the matrix is
singular, "NO SOLUTION" is printeâ and control returned

to the calling program.

Jf the array dimensioning parameters are invalid, an
error message is printeâ and control is returned to the

calling program.

SPEED Matrlx Inversion 0.04 N^ ms for large N
Solve Equations 0.01 N" ms for large N
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ACCURACY Dépends on the conditioning of the équations and on N.

AUTHOR P.H. Green anâ J.M. Blair DATE August 1970

NUMBER

1-8-01
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TÎTLE Solution of linear équations Ax = B by Gaussian elimina-
tion with partial pivotting, where the matrices A anâ B

are stored ,out of core.

OCSOLVE

ENTRY CALL OCSOLVE(X,N,WKA,IER)

X(NRX)

N

real output array in which the solution vector
is passeâ back to the calling routine NRX > N.

Integer input variable, the number of équations.

WKA(NRW) real or integer array, which need only be

dimensioned in the calling routine , for use as
working storage by OCSOLVE, NRW > 3N.

1ER integer output variable, error flag passed back
by OCSOLVE/ with values defined in Error Exits
be low.

ADDITIONAL BNTRY INFORMATION

The input matrices are assumçâ to be on mass storage, and

intermediate résulta are stored on ECS. Before calling
OCSOLVE, the user must:

(a) Set up the data on TAPE17 using the FTN mass storage

input/output routines. In particular, this requires:

i) declaring the files named TAPE17 and TAPE18 on
the program statement. TAPE18 is local to the
subroutine and is returneâ when no longer
neeâed.

ii) calling OPENMS to set INDEX.

iii) calling WRITMS to write the columns of A and B

on TAPE17 using a numbered index.

(b) Déclare sufficient ECS on the job card, and set up
the following common blocks for ECS transfers:

COMMON/MATRIX1/ECS1(N1)
COMMON/MATRIX2/ECS2(N2)
COMMON/MATRIX3/ECS3(N3)
COMMON/MATRIX4/ECS4(N4)
LEVEL 3, ECS1, ECS2, ECS3, ECS4

AECL FTN LIBRARY
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OCSOLVE

Where Ni + N2 + N3 + N4 > N*(N~1)/2

ROUTINES CALLBD

MOVLUV from FORTRAN.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

MATRIX1, MATRÎX2, MATRIX3, MATRÏX4,

STORAGE 2200.

EXITS Normal Exit

The subroutine returns to the calling routine with the
solution in X, and IER=0. The original matrices A and B

on mass storage are left unchangeâ.

Error Exits

If any élément in A or B is indefinite or infinite, X is

set to indefinite, 1ER is set to 129, the message

***ILLEGAL ARGUMENT IN OCSOLVE, XNFINITE OR INDEFINITE IN
MATRIX OR RIGHT-HAND SIDE

is printed witîi traceback via a call to AELERR and con-

trol is returned ta the calling routine.

If A is singular» X is set to inâefinite/ 1ER is set to
130, the message

***SINGULAR MATRIX IN OCSOLVE

is issued with traceback via a call to AELERR and control

is returned to the calling routine.

ACCURACY Dépends on the conâitioning of A. The solution is

accurate to approximately 14-K âigits, where K is the
condition number of A.
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OCSOLVE

TIMING
•6 3

CP time is approximately 1.82*10 ~*îT for N > 300. 10

time is approximately ,65*N for N > 300. For four values
of N, the CP and 10 times for sample runs were:

(6600, May 1976)N
288
360
432
576

CP(s)
46
86

146
340

I0(s)
27
37
44
67

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

This sample program reaâs fche 500*500 matrix anâ right-
hand side column by column from cards, calls the sub-

roufcine OCSOLVE anâ then prints the solution.

Note: MATRIX1 has (500)* (500-D/2 = 124,750 éléments. If
more than 131,072 éléments had been required, then
MATRIX2 and possibly MATRIX3 and MATRIX4 would have to
have been dimensioned greafcer than l to store the rest.

PROGRAM TRIAL(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE17,TAPE18)

RESERVE ENOUGH SPACE FOR ECS

COMMON/MATRIX1/A1(124750)
COMMON/MATRIX2/A2(l)
COMMON/MATRIX3/A3(l)
COMMON/MATRIX4/A4(l)
LEVEL 3,A1,A2/A3,A4

REAL A(500),X(500),WKS(l500),INDEX(502)

SET UP MASS STORAGE

CALL OPENMS(17,INDEX,502/0)

READ COEFFICIENT ARRAYS FROM CARDS AND COPY THEM
TO MASS STORAGE

DO 10 1=1,500

READ 100,(A(J),J=1,500)
CALL WRITMS(17,A,500,I)

10 CONTINUE
READ 100,(X(J),J=1,500)

CALL WRITMS(17,X,500,501Ï

; SOLVE THE LINEAR SYSTEM USING OCSOLVE AND PRINT
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OCSOLVE

: SOLUTION

CALL OCSOLVE(X,500,WKS,IER)
PRZNT 200,(X(J),J=1,500)

100 FORMAT(F20.10)
200 FOîîMAT(lHl,50(10Fl0.5,i))

END

AUTHOR K.R. Chaplin DATE May 1976
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TRÏEÇN

TITLE Tridiagonal Equation Solver by LU Décomposition without

Pivoting.

ENTRY CALL TRÎEQN(DIAG,SUP,SUB,B,N)

DIA.G real one-dimensional input array containing the main

diagonal DIAG(l) to DIAG(N).

SUP real one-dimensional input array containing the super

diagonal SUP(l) to SUP(N-l).

SUB real one-dimensional input array containing the sub-

diagonal SUB (l) to SUB(N-l).

B real one-dimension al array ta supply the RHS of the
System of équations on entry and to return the solu"

tion on exit.

N integer input variable, the order of the System.

EXIT TRIEQN exits with the solution vector storeâ in B. DIAG
and SUP are âestroyed. No error messages are issued.

SPEED ^4 + .18 N us (6600, April 1972)

ACCURACY 12 significant figures. This methoâ is stable with re-

spect to rounâing errors if the matrix is âiagonally âom-
inant, i.e. if

DIAG(î)| > |SUP(I) + SUB(I""1)

The accuracy is unpredictable if this condition is not
satisfied.

AUTHOR L. Yamazaki DATE April 1972
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SPARSE

TITLE Analyze a Sparse Matrix and Perform LU Décomposition

Prior to Operating on the Matrix (for Use with SPARSEB) .

ENTRY CALL SPARSE(A,IND,IW,N,NP,G,U,IA)

A real input anâ output array, dimension IA which on

input contains the packed matrix stored by columns,

with éléments in the natural row order of each

column. Thus a typical orâer might be

allra31/a51fa22/a42^a62/a33/a53/*"

IND integer input anâ output array, dimension (ÎA,2) to
specify row cross références. If a_. ^ is held in

A(K), then IND(K,1) must contain i. -'Thus for the

above, JND woulâ contain l, 3, 5, 2, 4, &, 3, 5.

The remaining éléments are set internally.

IW integer input and output array, dimension (NP/13) to
specify column cross références. IW(J,1) contains

the position in A of the first élément of each
column J/ thus ÎW would contain l, 4, 1, ... above.

Also IW(N+1,1) should contain the position of the
first vacant élément in A (i.e. the number of non-

zéros plus one). The remaining éléments are set

internally.

N integer input variable, the number of columns in A.

NP infceger input variable, the number of rows dimen*

sioned for IW/ NP > N + l.

G real output parameter to indicate the success or

failure of SPARSE. If SPARSE fails, G is set to
•l; otherwxse G is set to 0.
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U real input variable, a fraction set 0. < U < l. to
control the choice of pivots. During the élimination

when searching for a pivot, any élément less than U
times the largest élément in the current row or

column is excludeâ. Thus decreasing U, biases the
algorithm towards maintaining sparsity at the expense
of accuracy and vice versa. A value of 0.25 is

recommended.

IA integer input variable» the dimension of array A. It

should be set about 10% higher than the number o£ non
zéros, as the routine may create extra non-zero terms

to improve the accuracy of the élimination.

ADDITIONAL ENTRY INFOïîMATÏON

The authors claim that better results are obtained when

matrix éléments are scaled prior fco élimination. The
éléments will be scaled by the routine MSCALE if

the user sets JSCALE in the common block:

unit to reçoive messages, default 6.

.-14

COMMON/SPARS/LP,EPS,ISCALE ,JSCALE

LP

EPS rounâ off accuracy, default 10

ISCALE used by JACOB.

JSCALE 0 default, no scaling.

>0 scaling will be done by MSCALE.

<0 scaling factors âetermined froHi a previous
call will be used.

MSCALE is loaded with SPARSE and is activated by setting

JSCALE>0. No other action is required.

EXIT On exit, the arrays A/ IND anâ IW have been rearrang-ed

In decomposed form, suitabie for use by SPARSEB. IW(N+1)
is set to the current number of non zéros plus one. A,

IND and IW(1) to IW(N+1,5) shoulâ be left undisturbeâ
between calls to SPARSE anâ SPARSEB but the remainder of

IW is required only within SPARSE and may be overwritten
on exit.
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The following error conditions cause G to be set -l/ and

messages to be sent to unit 6:

(l) An élément in A is out of orâer due to IW or IND
being incorrectly sequenced.

(2) The matrix is singular.

(3) IA is too small.

ROUTINES CALLED

SORTAG from AELIB and MSCALE, a utility routine loaded

with SPARSE.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

SPARS

STORAGE 1700,

REFERENCE Curtis/ A.R. and Reid/ J.K., "FORTRAN Subroutines for the

Solution of Sparse Sets of Linear Equations", AERE R6844,
1971.

AUTHOR Adapted from Harwell Routines

MA18A and MC12A by M.B. Carver
DATE March 1975
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TITLE Operate on a Sparse Matrix A with Vector V (for use with
SPARSE).

ENTRY CALL SPARSEB(A,IRN/IP,N,NP,G,MTYPE,VECT,W/NAME)

A real input array dimension IA, previously pro-
ce s sed by SPARSE.

IRN

ÎP

N

NP

G

MTYPE

VECT

w

NAME

integer input array, dimension (ÎA,2) containing
row cross références from SPARSE.

integer input array, dimension (NP,5) containing
column cross références from SPARSE.

integer input variable, the number of columns
of matrix A.

integer input variable, the first dimension of
IP, NP > N + l.

real estimate of error from SPARSE.

opération control.

If l, perform V EA 1 EV]

2, perform V ^ [(AT)~ ]EV]

3, perform V = [A] £V]

T-
4, perform V = [A~][V]

6, enter a new matrix A with the same

sparsity structure as the previous A
by calling subroutine NAME.

5, analyze and décompose the new matrix A.

real array/ dimension N to be operated on and

to return the result.

real array, dimension N for internai workspace.

subroutine supplied by the user, useâ to read in
the replacement matrix when MTYPE=5. It should
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be declared as

SUBROUTINE NAME(N,W,J)

anâ shoulâ return all the non-zero éléments A.

of column J of the new matrix in W(I) without'

altering fche other éléments of W. It will be

called N times with the J values not necessarily
in séquence.

The calling program must contain the statement
EXTERNAL NAME.

It is assumed that a given matrix A will be operafced on
several times by SPARSEB for each call of SPARSE. When

opérations on a new matrix with the same sparsity structure
as A are required, it may be entereâ via SPARSEB with
MTYPE==5 anâ analyzed via SPARSEB with MTYPE=6. This is

faster than performing the entire triangulation process
as in SPARSE. For a new matrix of différent structure/ a

call to SPARSE is required to establish a new pivotal

séquence. If JSCALE is positive, the new matrix is scaleâ
by MSCALE.

EXIT The results of a successful opération are stored in

VECT. For errors, G is set "l and a message sent to

unit 6. The following errors are reported:

(l) MTYPE out of range.

(2) No opération performed as a previous call to
SPARSE haâ an error.

(3) No opération performed as no previous cal l to
SPARSE was maâe.

(4) A zéro pivot encountered in the new matrix.

ROUTINES CALLED

MSCALE, a utility routine loadeâ with SPARSEB anâ NAME,
a routine supplieâ by the user.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

NUMBER
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STORAGE 1200
8

REFERENCE Curtis, A.C. and Reid, J.K., "FORTRAN Subroutines for the
Solution of Sparse Sets of Linear Equations, AERE R6844,

1971.

AUTHOR Adapteâ from the Harwell Routines

MA18B, MA18C, MA18D by M.B. Carver

DATE March 1975
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TITLE

INTRODUCTION

Solve a Symmetric Positive-Definite Sparse System of Linear

Equations

N
E a. , x . = b, e i=l, 2, ... , N

j=a ^ ^ 1

,^
(i.e. perform x = A ~B or related problems).

There are three types of entry:

(1} IENT=:1, which mugt always be the first call, âecom"

poses A into LDL~, where L is lower triangular and D

is diagonal, using a pivotal strategy âesigned to

maintain sparsity.

(2) IEÇîT^2 uses the factors produced.by (l) (or (3)) to find
A~ B or AB.

(3) ÎENT=Ï3 décomposes a new matrix A, of the same pattern

as A, using the pivotal sequence'detemined by an
earlier call with IENT==1.

It is envisagea that (3) may be called many times for one

call of (l) , as it is much faster. Also it is expected
that (2) may be calleâ with many différent vectors B for

the same matrix A, after it has been âecomposeâ by (l)

or (3) entry.

ENTRY CALL PDSPAKL(A,IND,XW,N/NP,IA,B,MTYPE,IENT)

A(ÏA) Real array holding the non-zero éléments of the

lower-triangular part of the matrix A on entry
to (l) or (3), and the éléments of D anâ L on
exit. The éléments are stored by columns.

For entry to (l), the éléments of A must be in
natural row order within each column and the col-

umns must be in natural order; that is a.^ ^ précèdes

a,^ if j<& or if j=A and Kk. Thus a typlcal order

m-ight be a^, a^, a^, a^, a^, a^, a^/ a^,

a55-

For entry to (3), the éléments of a new matrix

A., with the same sparsity pattern as A have to be
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loaded in a différent way to conform with the

lower triangular pattern of the reorâered raatrix
A with pivots in séquence anâ additional éléments

created during the élimination (i.e. by a prior
call to (l)ï. The îth column in this order was

column IW(1,2) in the original matrix; the Ith
column of the new matrix starts at A(ÏW(IW(I,2),1))

and ends at A(IW(IW(I-H,2) ,1}-l) . The élément
stored in A(k) is in the IND(k)th row of the

original matrix. AU éléments A(k), k=l/2,...,kA

where Ka = IW(N+1)~1 must be set (i.e. the Ith

column raust be varied from l fco N to set the A

parameter for a call to entry (3)).

IND(NRIND)

IW(NP,6)

N

Infceger input array whose first IA éléments are
useâ to hold row numbers and whose remaining

éléments are used for workspace. îf a.. is held

in A(k) then IND(k) must contain i; £orjthe above

example IND would contain l, 3, 5, 2, 4, 3, 5, 4, 5.

IND is altereâ by a call to entry (l). NRIND > 2*IA.

Integer input array. Before a call to entry (l)/
the values of IW(J,1) , J==1,2^...,N should be set

to the subscript in array A of the Jth diagonal
élément, and IW(N+1,1) should be set to the sub-

script of the first unused location in A; thus in
the above example, IW would contain l, 4, <o, 8/ 9

10. ((IW(î,J) ,l==i,N+l) / J^l,2) should be left
undisturbed between a (l) entry anâ a subsequent

entry to (2) or (3). The rest of IP is workspace.
NP > N + l.

Integer input variable set to the order of the
matrix A.

NP

IA

Integer input variable set to inâicate the number
of rows dimensioned for the array IW which shoulâ
be > N + l.

Integer input variable set to indicate the size
of the arrays A and IND, as dimensioned in the
calling routine.

For entry ta both (l) and (3), IA must be large
enough to holâ the non-zero éléments of the lower

triang-ular part of the matrix plus any éléments

createâ âuring the élimination.
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B(NRB) Real array used to hold B on entry anâ A -B or AB
on exit. Only useâ when a cal l to (2) is made.

NRB > N.

MTYPE Integer input variable controlling the actioç of
entry (2). It should îiave the value l if A -B is

required or 2 if AB is required.

IENT Integer input variable useâ to control entry to

PDSPARL.
IEîîT=l décomposes ^ into LDL- .
IENT=2 computes A ~B or AB.

IENT==3 factorizes a new matrlx A.

EXIT Normal Exit: Control is returned to thfê calling program
with the factors L and D (such thafc LDL~ == A) stored in the

array A and their associated pointer arrays IND ^nd IW if
IBNT^l or 3, or with the résultant vector x (=A .~B or AB)

storeâ in array B if IENT=2. Note, between a call with

IENT==1 and subsequent calls with IENT=2 or 3 the contents of

A, IND, IW, N, NP, and IA shoulâ not be altered.

If PDSPARL is called with IENT<1 or IENT>3, the message

***WARNÎNG: IENT^l/2/3; EXECUTION PROCEEDS AS IF ÎENT==1

is issued, IENT is set to l and exécution continues.

Error Exit: Control is returned to the calling program if

one of the following five error conditions occur. IW(N+1,2)
is set equal to - (error number) to allow the user a décision
on subsequent action.

(l) ***THE ELEMENT HELD IN A(...) IS DUT 0F ORDER

This message is caused by a sequencing error in the
data for a call to PDSPARL with IENT=1. A return is
made immediately after the error is found.

(2) ***THE ...TH DIAGONAL ELEMENT ÎS NOT PRESENT

This message is caused by the sparsity pattern pre-
sented to PDSPARL with IENT=1 not containing entries

for all the diagonal entries. A return is made
immediately after the error is found.
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(3) ***IA IS TOO SMALL, SPACE RAN OUT WHEN ELIMINATING

ON PIVOT ...

This message appears when there is insufficient room
to store a new non-zero élément generateâ in élimination

opérations using the ith pivot. Thus if i«n, much more
space will probably be needed, but if l is nearly equal
to n just a little more may suffice. A return is made
immeâiately after the error is found.

(4) ***ZERO PIVOT FOUND IN ROW ...

This message is caused by PDSPARL with IENT=1 or 3

finding a zéro pivot. The matrix presented will not
be decomposeâ but a further matrix of the same sparsity

pattern may be presented to PDSPARL with XENT=3 as
if a zéro pivot had not been found.

(5) ***RESULT MAY BE UNRELIABLE SINCE THERE IS A NEG PIVOT
IN ROW ...

This message is caused by PDSPARL ÉIENT==1/2) finding a

négative pivot. Exécution is continueâ but the results

may be inaccurate. If no action is taken by the calling

program, this message may be repeated by an IENT=3 entry.

(6) ***PREVÏOUS ENTRY GAVE ERROR RETURN

There is also an error return, if by inspecting IW(N+1,2),
PDSPARL with IENT^2 or 3 finds that an earlier entry gave

a failure that will cause this entry to fail. IW(N+1,2)
is not altereâ in this case.

ROUTINES CALLED

SORTAG from AELIB.

COMMON BLOCKS USED

AELERCM

STORAGE 1600.

NUM8ER
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SPEED

EXAMPLE

Dépends on the size (N) anâ the sparsity of the matrix. The
time example program USE takes to exécute is 0.016 seconds

(6600, July 1975).

The following program solves the équation Ax^B for

and B =

and for another matrix of similar sparsity pattern

A=|

'4

f-1
0

.0

4
-l

0

0
,1^

4
-l

0
0

-l

4

and B*

The lower triangular part of matrix A is stored in the AMATRIX
array so as to utilize the AECL routine PACKER to pack A and

set up the pointer arrays IND and IW. The lower triangular
part of the matrix A* is storeâ by columns in packed form in
the ASTAR array to facilitate the loading of the matrix in the
form requireâ by PDSPARL when IENT==3.

PROGRAM USE(OUTPUT)
ÎNTEGER IND(18),IW(6,6)
REAL AMATRIX(4,4) ,A(9) ,B(4)
REAL ASTAR(7),BSTAR(4)
DATA AMATRIX/4.0,-l.0,3*0.0,4.0,-l.0,3*0.0,4.0,-l.0,3*0,4.Q/

DATA B/-1.0,3.0,3.0,-1.0,

DATA ASTAR/3.0,1.0,3.0,1.0,3.0,1.0,3.0,

DATA BSTAR/1.0,-1.0,-1.0,1.0/

XNITIALIZATION

N=4

NP^6
IA=9

MTYPE^l

CALL PACKER(A,AMATRIX,IND,IW,N,N,IA)

PERFORM LU DECOMPOSITION

CALL PDSPARL(A,IND,IW,N,NP,rA,B,MTYPE,l)
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5
10
e
e
e

e
e
e

e

1000

PERFORM B=A ~B

CALL PDSPARL(A,IND , IW, N, NP, IA, B, MTYPE,2)

PRINT lOOO^SOLUTION^, (B(I) ,1=1,N)

SPECIFY THE NEW MATRIX -ASTAR- 0F THE SAME
SPARSITY PATTERN AS THE ORIGINAL MATRIX -A-

FOR ENTRY TO PDSPARL WITH IENT==3.

K^l

DO 10 1^1,N
INDX1==IW(IW(I,2) ,1)
INDX2=IW(IW(I+1,2),1)-1

DO 5 J==INDX1,INDX2
A(J)=ASTAR(K)
K==K+1

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

DECOMPOSE NEW MATRIX

CALL PDSPARL(A,IND ,IW/N,NP,ÏA,BSTAR,MTYPE,3 ï

PERFORM B* = A*" B*

CALL PDSPARL (A,IND,IW,N,NP/ÏA/ BSTAR,MTYPE,2 )

PRINT 1000/^SOLUTION2^, (BSTAR(l),1=1,N)
FORMAT STATEKENT
END

REFERENCES [l] J.K. Reid, "Two FORTRAN Subroutines for Direct

Solution of Linear Equations Whose Matrix is Sparse,
Syimnetric and Positive-Definite", AERE-R7119.

AUTFOP Aâapteâ from the Harwell Rc'-.itine

MA17A/B/C by D.E. Smith
DATE ,Tuly 1975
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UO-09 ËIGENSYSTEM 0F REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX

1-9-00 EIGRSYM EIGENSYSTEM 0F A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX

10-19 EIGENSYSTEM 0F REAL GENERAL MATRIX

1-9-10 EIGRGEN EIGENSYSTEM 0F A REAL GENERAL MATRIX

20-29 EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLEX HERMITIAN MÂTRIX

1-9-20 EIGCHER EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLEX HERMIÎIAN MATRIX

3U-39 EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLEX GENERAL MATRIX

1-9-30 EIGCGEN EIGENSYSTEM 0F COMPLEX GENERAL MATRIX
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1-9 MATRIX EIGËNSYSTEM ANALYSIS

Introductory Theory

The subroutines in this chapter compute the eigenvalues, and, optionally,

the eigenvectors of a gxven matrix. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors
together are termed the eigensystem.

If A is a square matrix, A is an eigenvalue and x is the corresponding

eigenvector if they satisfy the équation

A % - ^ w
A conséquence of (l) is that if x is an eigenvector, so also is

e x, where e is any constant. That is, if we multiply an eigenvector

of A by any constant, the resulting column vector is also an
eigenvector of A.

An équivalent définition of an eigenvalue À is that it is a root of

the équation

det(A-ÀI) = 0 (2)

where l is the unit matrix and det denotes the déterminant. If A

is an nxn matrix, équation (2) can be expressed as a polynomial
équation of degree n in À, from which it follows that an nxn matrix

has exactly n eigenvalues and eigenvecfcors. Since the roots of a
polynomial équation are in général complex, even if the coefficients

are real, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real or complex matrix
are in général complex.

Let ^^,À^,...,À denofce the eigenvalues and ^,x^,...,^ the eigenvectors

A ^i'= ^i* i = 1.2,...,n (3)

The n équations in (3) can be wrifcten in the form

AX*- XA (4)

where X and A are square matrices of the form X = [x^ ^,,...x_]
'^1 ^2'''^n'

A = diag (.À^,À^,... ,À ); diag denotes the diagonal màtrix with

dlagonal entries ^i»^n,...»Â_ and zeroes elsewhere.
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For certain spécial matrices, namely real symmetric and complex her-

raitian, the ei^envalues are known to be real. A real matrix A is

symmetric if A~=A/ where A* is the transpose of A. That is, if a^,=a,^

for all j/k/ w^ere a,,_ is the j-kth élément of A. A complex matrix A'~is

hermitian if A~=A, wH'ére A is the complex conjugate of A. That is, if

a^^^^ for all j,k, where a^^=x+iy, a^^=x-iy.

The generalized eigenvalue problem is to find the eigenvalues and. eigen-
vectors of the équation

A ^ = ÀB^ (5)

where A and B are square matrices. Çquatioç (5) can be reduced to
équation (l) by premultiplying by A - or B -, but this is not recom-

mended in practice, as it is more accurate to solve (5) directly.

Subroutine Capabilities

Section 1-9 contains subroutines EIGRGEN anâ EIGCGEN to détermine the

complète eigrensystem for général real and complex matrices/ EIGRSYM for
real syrametric matrices, and EIGCHER for complex hermitian matrices.

Clearly EIGCGEN could be used for all four types of matrices, but it is
more efficient to use one of the others if the matrix has the appro-
priate propertles.

The above four subroutines are interfaces to EISPACKE1], a collection
of subroutines to perform différent stages in the calculation of eigen-

values and eigenvectors. A knowledgable user may wish to call the

EISPACK subroutines directlyf since he may thereby obtain a more effi-

dent and more accurate code for his particular application. This
requires some backgrounâ in numerical analysis and matrix theory. The

EISPACK subroutines are storeâ on a magnetic tape, and information on

how fco access particular modules is available from the AELIB librarian.

Chapter E of the IMSL Library[2] contains a comprehensive list of sub-
routines to solve the eigenvalue problem. In aâdition to subroutines

similar to the four raentioned above, it contains subroutines for the

generalized eigenvalue problem, and for performing certain intermediate

steps in the calcuiation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

J.M. Blair

1981 May

Références

El] B.T. Smith, J.M. Boyle, B.S. Garbow, Y. Ikebe, V.C. Klema,

C.B. Moler/ Matrix Eigensystem Routines ~ EISPACK Guide,

Springer-Verlag, 1974.

[2] IMSL Library Référence Manual.

Rev. D



EIGRSYM

TITLE

ENTRY

Calculation of all eigenvalues and optionally,

eigeïivectors of a real symmefcric matrix.

CÂLL EIGRSYM(N,IORDER,AR,NVECS,WORKSTG,NUM,EIGVAL,EIGVEC)

N

IORDER

AR

Integer input variable; row dimension of arrays
AR and EÎGVEC, as declared in the calling

program dimension statement.

Integer input variable; order of the leading
subarray of AR for which the eigensystem is

desired. IORDER must be no greater than N.

Real input array, an IORDER x IORDER symmetric

matrix whose eigensystem is to be computed.

Only the main. diagona.1 and lower triangle need
be defined. The contents of AR are destroyed

by the routine.

Integer input variable, a flag to indicate whether
or not eigenvectors are also desired.

0 if only eigenvalues are to be found.
^ 0 if eigenvectors corresponding to all

eigenvalues should also be calculated.

WORKSTG Real; one-dimensional array of size N needed for

working storage.

NVECS

NUM Integer output variable indicating the number

of eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) that were
calculated.

If 0 < NUM < IORDER, the (NUM+l)th eigenvalue
was not obtained after 30 iterations. Those
eigenvalues that were calculated will be found

in ascending order in the first NUM positions
of EIGVAL. Corresponding eigenvectors (if

required) will be found in the first NUM columns
of EIGVEC.

If NUM=IORDER, the eigenvalues of AR will be

found in ascending order in EIGVAL.
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EIGVÂL Real output one-dlmensional array of at least

IORDER elemeufcs^ containing the eigenvalues of

ROUÏÏNES
CALLED

STORAGE

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

EIGVEC Real output IORDER x IORDER array containing

the orfchonorraal set of eigenvectors of AR,

stored by columns; l.e. the jth column of
EIGVEC contalns an eigenvector corresponding
to fche jth eigenvalue EIGVAL(J).

If only eigenvalues are desired (NVECS:=:0) ,

thls parameter can be omitted froin fche calling
statement,

IMTQL1,IMTQL2,SORT,TRED1,TRED2 and TRIDÎAG, eigenanalysis
utility routines, loaded frora AELIB and PRESET from AELIB.

2400g

NUM returns the number of eigenvalues thafc were each

calculated in les s fchan 30 iterations. Thèse are returned
in ascending order in the first NUM positions of EIGVAL.

Eigenvectors, if requested (NVECS^O) are in the correspondin^
columns of the array EIGVEC.

ïf 0 < NUM < IORDER,

one of the following xjarning messages appears on the
output file:

"ONLY NUH EIGENVALUES WERE FOimD8i

or, if NVECS^O,

"ONLY NUM EÏGENVÂLUES AND VECÏORS WERE FOUND"

13 significant figures

The following résulta represent. average times. In seconds,

of five triais, using as input matrices of random numbers
from a uniform distribution on (-1^1).

NUM8ER
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IORDER

CALCULÂTION 20 40 60 80 100

ALL EIGENVALUES

ALL EIGENVALUES
AND EIGENVECTORS

.0626 .2788 .7306 1.5306 2.7366

.1606 1.0616 3.334 7.5406 14.2956

FTN OPT=2, 6600, March 1975

Note that, in général, exécution time is dépendent on the
nature of Ehe input matrix and its eigenvalues.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

Tlie program computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
a real, symmetric 4x4 matrix. The matrix is listed as

the first part of the program output. The eigenvalues
and eigenvecfcors are real.

EIGRSYM

e
PROGRAM REALSYM(OUTPUT)

C TEST PROGRAM.TO TEST EIGRSYM.
C ÀR~ÎS~À"4"X"4-SYMMÈTÏUC-MATRÎX WITH EIGENVALUES 1.0, 2.
e

DIMENSION AR(4, 4), WORKSTG(4), EIGyAL(4), EÏGVEC(4

e

9000
e

e

9010

9020

DATA ((AR(I,

DATA N /4/,

PRINT 9000,
FORMAT (1H l,

CALL EIGRSYM

WORKSTG
'jL-I.îVi7"4î7T^ï,
l//f^€ 4;0;[/L|, ij.i

4.0, 5.0, 1.0, 1.1
î;0,r l;0,f 4;0,r 2;(
a',..î'.0', ilj'r J'.J

IORDÈR-/4/,"NVECS' /1/

5

4)

/

:AR(I,J)/..J_=_1,. IORDER]/_ l .=,1^ IORDER)
iX^"ÔATÂ'MATRIX", //, (1k, 4F8.1))

N, ÏORDER, AR, NVECS, WORKSTG, NUM, EIGVAL EÏGVEC

3TOP "FAILURE IN EÎGRSYM"
/ l = l/ IORDER)

IF ( NUM_ ._NE. IQRDER
PRÏNT 9010, (EIGVAL(I:
FORMAT _( IX,,'//, IX, "EIGENVALUÈS", //,_ 1X^ ^ 4F13 . 6( /).
PRÏNT-é02^//((EÏGVËÇ(I, J) , .J = .1, ÏORDER), ^ l = 1/ÎORDER)
FORMAT(1X,'"ÉÏGENVECTORS"/'//, (IX, 4F13.6))
END
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EIGRSYM

DATA

5.0 4
4.0 5
1.0 l
i:0 i

EIGENVALUES

1.000000

EIGENVECïORS

.707107
•"707107

0.000000
0.000000

MATRIX

.0 1.0
00 1.0
.0 4.0
.0 2,0

2,000000

.000000
-00000.0
'.707107
.707107

l.
l.
2.
4.

0
0
0
0

5 .000000

.316228

.316228

.632456

.632456

10 .000000

.632456

.632456

.316228

.316228

ÂUTHORS C.H. Kerr and J.M. Blair DATE March 1975
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EIGRGEN

TITLE Calculation of all eigenvalues and optionally, eigenvectors

of a real général (i.e. non-syrametric) matrix.

ENTRY CALL EIGRGEN(N,ÎORDER,AR,NVECS,WORKSTG,NUM, EIGVALR,
EIGVALI, EIGVÊCï^ËÎGVECI)

N Integer input variable, the row dimension of arrays
AR, EIGVECR, and EIGVECI, as declared in the calling
program dimension statement.

IORDER Integer input variable, the order of leading sub-

array of AR, for which the eigeTisystem is desired.
IORDER must be no greater than N.

AR Real input array, an IORDER x IORDER array containing

the real général matrix whose eigensystera is to be

computed. The contents of AR are destroyed by the
routine.

NVECS Integer input variable, a flag to indicate whetlier

or no£ eigenvectors are also desired.

^ 0 if only eigenvalues are to be found.
i- 0 if eigenvectors corresponding to all eigenvalues

should also be calculated.

WORKSTG Real; one-dimensional array of size 2AN needed for

working storage.

NUM Integer output variable indicating the number of

eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) that were calculated.

If 0 < NUM < IORDER, the (NUM+l)th eigenvalue was
not obtained after 30 iterations. Those eigenvalues
that were calculated will be in the Ist NUM positions

of (EîGVALR,EIGVALî). Slmilarly, if requested, the
Ist NUM eigenvectors will be found in the ls£ NUM
columns of (EIGVECR,EÎGVECI).

If NUM < 0, NVECS ^ 0, saffle as above for eigenvalues.

AR is not spécial tridiagonal, so no eigenvectors
could be found.

If NUM=IORDER, all eigenvalues of AR will be found

in (EIGVALR.EÏGVALI).
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EIGVALR Real output one-dimensional arrays of at least
EIGVALI ÏORDER éléments, containing the real and

imaginary parts respectively of the eigenvalues
of AR in ascending order of modulus.

EIGVECR Real output IORDER x TORSER arrays containing

EIGVECÏ unnormalized eigenvectors of ÂR stored by
columms; i-e. the jth columns of (EIGVECR,
EIGVECI) contain fche eigenvector corresponding

to the jth eigenvalue of (EÏGVALR,EÎGVALï).

If only eigenvalues are desired (NVECS^O),
thèse two parameters ca.n be oraifcted from the

calllng stateraent.

Note that the eigenvectors are unnormalized,
and each may be multiplied by an arbitrary
complex number.

ROUTINES CÂLLED

STORAGE

EXIT

BALANC, BALBAK, ELMHES. ELTRAN, FIGI, FIGI2, HQR, HQR2,
IMTQL1, IMTQL2, SORT and TRÏBIAG, eigenanalysis utility
routines, loaded from AELÎB and PRESET from AELIB.

6000,

NUM returns the number of eigenvalues that were each

calculated in less E"han 30 iterations. The eigenvalues
of the real général input matrix AS. are compiex in gen-

eral; their real and imaginary parts are returned in the
first NUM positions of EIGVALR and EIGVALI, respectively,

in ascending order of modulus; i.e.

/EIGVALRd) + EIGVALI(I)2

Tlie eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues of ÂJR.
are also coraplex. If requested, (NVECS^O) their real and

imaginary parts are returned in the first NUM columns of
EIGVECR and EIGVECI, respectively.

(l) ïf : NUM < 0: The warning message

"ONLY NUM EIGENVALUES AND N0 EIGENVECTORS WERE
FOUND"

NUMBER

1-9-10
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EIGRGEN

appears on the output file. The (-NUM + l)st

eigenvalue required >30 iterations to converge to a
solution. Although requested (NVECS?tO) no eigen-
vectors could be calculated, because AR is not a
spécial tridiagonal matrix.

A spécial tridiagonal matrix is one of tlie form

al

bl

0

0

0

0

cl

a2

b2
0

0

0

0

C2

a3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

bn-l

0

0

0

0

e
n

a
n

wliere b^c^. > 0, i = l,2,...,n-l

and b.c. = 0 implies b. = 0 and e. = 0
l i ~ —-.:-- ^ - __^ -^

(2) 0 < NUM < IORDER: One of the following warning
messages appears on the output file:

"ONLY NUM EIGENVALUES WERE FOUND"

or, if NVECS + 0,

"ONLY NUM EIGENVALUES AND VECTORS WERE FOUND"

ACCURACY

SPEED

13 significanfc figures

The following resulfcs represent average times, in sec"
onds, of five triais, using as input matrices of random
numbers from a uniform distribution on (-1,1)
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EIGRGEN

CALCULAT ION

ALL EIGENVALUES

ALL EIGENVALUES
AND EIGENVECTORS

20

ÏORDER

40 60 80 100

.2672 1.5592 4,3884 9.2313 18.5876

.5208 3.4064 10.2658 22.5178 45.5908

FTN OPT=2, 6600, March 1975

Note fchat, in général, exécution time is dépendent on

tl-iâ nature of the inpufc matrix and its eigenvalues.

PROGRÂM EXAMPLE

The program computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
a real 4x4 matrix. The matrix 1s listed as the first

part of the program outpufc. Two of the eigenvalues are
real, and two are complex conjugates. The eigenvectors

corresponding to the real eigenvalues are real, and the

eigenvectors corresponding to the complex eigenvalues are
complex conjugates.



;tï-'-

EIGRGEN

PROGRAM REALGEN(OUTPUT)
e
C TEST PROGRAM TO TEST EIGRGEN.
C AR IS A4 X 4 REAL MATRIX'WÎTH EIGENVALUES 0.03, -1.97 + I,
C 3.03
e

DIMENSION AR(4, 4),. WORKSTG{8 )„ _EIGVALR(4), EIGVALI(4),
, EIGVËCR'(4, 4) , .EIÔVÈCI,(4^4)
DATA ((AR(I, J)., J =,1,'4),_I =_1^_4)

,^^ ^—^' u^' 0.00^r 0/.&7^ m0ÎS77/-0.33,
/ 1^31; ~0.'36^ 1:21; 0;41;

; î:06; 2:86; 1:49; -F.34;
-2;64;. ~î;84; -|;,24; -2;0Î'/

DATA N /4/, IORDER /4/, NVECS /1/

•1.97 - I,

9000
e

e

9010

9020

PRINT 9000, ((AR(I, J), J == l,_ IQRDER] , I^_l^ IORDER)
FORMAT(1H1; Î0X,'"DATA'MATRIXft , //, (ÏX, 4F8.2))

CALL EIGRGEN( N, IORDER, AR, NVECS, WORKSTG, NUM,_EIGVALR^
EIGVÂLÎ, ÈIGVECR, BIGVECI )

IF ( NUM_,NE. IORDER ) STOP "FAILURE IN EIGRGEN"_
PRINT 9010, .CEIGVALR_(H^__EÎGyALI(I).,. I_- l,. .IÇRDER^
F6RMÂTHx^'//'7AÏx7uîtkÉÎ6éNVÂLÙEJÎ'^^,^lX,_^4(F7747"lx^_F7.,4, 3X) ,/)
PRINT-^02êt/'('(EIGVECRd, J), EIGVE<:Ï'(I, J) , 'J = l, IÔRDER);_I_=_1:

_ ' ' ' ''__''...-. . .'._ '.' - __- . -__. . 'ÎORDER;

E'ORMAT(1X, "EIGENVECTORS", //, (IX, 4(F7.4, IX, F7.4, 3X)))
END

0.
l.
l.
2.

00
31
06
64

DATA

2.
-l.

MATRIX

07
36
86
84

*

l.
l.

27
21
49
24

•

*

-l.

•

33
4l
34
01

EÎGENVALUES

.0300 0.0000

EIGENVECTORS

.4602 0.0000
-.1534 0.0000
-.4090 0.0000
..4090 0.0000

-1.9700 1.0000

.1650 .0081
-.2897 -.8413
.4547 .8493

1:3202 .0646

•l.9700 -1.0000

.1650 -.0081
-.2897 .8413
.4547 -.8493

1:3202 -.0646

3.0300 0.0000

..2107 0.0000
-.6322 0.0000
.1:6858 0.0000

.4214 0:0000

AUTHORS C.H. Kerr and J.M. Blair DATE March 1975
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EIGCHER

TITLE

ENTRY

Calculation of all eigenvalues and optionally, eigen-
vectors of a complex Hermitian matrix.

CALL EIGCHER(N,IORDER,AR,Aî,NVECS,WORKSTG,NUM,EIGVAL,
EIGVEÇR,EIGVECI)

N Integer iuput variable, the row dimension o£

arrays AR, AI, EIGVECR, EIGVECI, as declared

in the calling program dimension statement.

IOKDER Integer input variable, the order o£ leading
submatrix of inpufc matrix for whicti the

eigensystem is desired. IORDER must be no

greater than N.

AR,AI Real input IORDER x IORDER arrays containing

the real and imaginary parts, respectively,
of the complex Hermitian matrix whose eigen-

System is desired. Only the main diagonal and
lower triangle need be defined. Contents of AR

and AI are destroyed by the routine.

NVECS Integer input variable, a flag to indicate whether

eigenvectors are also desired.

= 0 if only eigenvalues are to be found.
^ 0 if elgenvectors corresponding to all

eigenvalues are also to be calculated.

WORKSTG Real; one-dimensional array of size 3ftN needed

for working storage.

NUM Integer output variable returning the number of

eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) that were
calculated.

If 0 < NUM < ÎORDER, the (NUM+l)th eigenvalue
was not obtained after 30 iterations. Those

eigenvalues that were calculated, will be in

ascending order in the Ist NUM positions of
EîGVAL.

Note: They are nofc necessarily the smallest

NUM eigenvalues.
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EIGCHER

SMMSEStS£WWa"~a^W

Simllarly, if requested, the NUM eigenvectors

will be found in the Ist NUM colurans of EÏGVECR,

EIGVECI.

If NUM=IORDER, eigenvalues of (AR,AI) will be
found in ascending order in EIGVÂL.

EIGVÂL Real output one-dimensional array of at least

ÎORDER éléments, confcaining tîie eigenvalues of

the complex Hermitian mafcrix, (AR,Aï).

EIGVECR Real outpufc IORDER x ÏORDER arrays containing

EIGVECI the real and imagina.ry parts, respectively, of
the orthonormal eigenvectors of the System;

i.e. fche jth columns of (EïGVECR,EÏGVECI) contain

fche eigenvector corresponding to the j th eigenvalue
EIGVAL(J).

Note that the eigenvectors are normalized to have

unit length; l.e,

ÏORDER
E

I==l
[EIGVECR(I,J)A*2 + EIGVECI(I,J)AA2] ^ l,

J-1.2 ,NUM

ROUTINES
CALLED

The resulting eigenvectors are dç^ined only u.p
to an arbitrary complex factor e . That is,

each eigç^vector may be inultiplied by a complex
number e -f, for any 9^ s s-nd the resultin.g System

of eigenvecfcors will bé orthonormal.

If only eigenvalues are desired (NVECS=0) thèse
two parameters can be omitted frora the calling
statement.

HTRIBK,HTRIDI,ÏMTQL1,IMTQL2,SORT, eigenanalysis
utility routines loaded from AELIB and PRESET
from AELIB.

STORAGE 2400.

NUMBER

1-9-20
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EXÏT

ACCUHACY

SPEED

EIGCHER

NLP< returns che number of eigenvalues fchafc were each

calculated in less than 30 iterations. The eigÊnvalues

of the complet Hermitian input matrix are real, and are
returned in ascending order in the flrst WM positions of

EIGVAL. The corresponding eigenvectors are complex in

général. If requested (NVECS^O) their real and imaginary
parts are returned in the first NUM columns of EIGVECR

and EIGVECI, respecfcively.

NORMAL EXIT: NUM=IORDER

ERROR EXIT: 0 < NUM < IORDER

One of the following warning messages appears on the
oufcput file:

"ONLY NUM EIGENVALUES WERE FOUND"

or, if NVECS=0

"ONLY NUM EIGENVALUES AîiD VÈCTORS WERE FOUNB"

13 significant figures

The following results represent average times, in seconds,

of five triais, using as input matrices of random numbers

from a uniform distribution on (-1,1).

IORDES.

ALL

ALL
AND

CÂLCULATION

EIGENVALUES

EIGENVALUES
EIGENVECTORS

20

.08

.2416

40

.4826

1.561

l.

4.

60

3978

8704

3

10

80

.0394

.9936

5

21

100

.6188

.1502

FTK OPT=2, 6600, March 1975

Note that, in général, exécution fcime is dépendent on the

nature of the inpufc matrix and its eigenvalues.
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EIGCHER

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

The program compufces the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
a complex hermitian 4x4 matrix. The matrix is listed
as the first part of the program outpufc; the real part of
each élément is printed first, followed by the imaginary
part. The eigenvalues are real (a property of hermitian
matrices), but the e-igenvectors are complex.

PROGRAM COMPHE;R(OUTPUT)

TEST PROGRAM TO TEST EIGCHER.
AR, AI IS A.4 X 4 COMPLEX MATRIX WITH EÏGENVALUES 0.0, 4.0,
2«'- 2. * SQRT( 2. ) , 2. + 2. *

e

l

DIMENSION AR(4,
EÎÛVÈCR'(4,

DATA ((AR(I, J) ,. J - l:
/ 3.0,

0,' 3

) , Aî_(4,_ 4) , WORKSTG.(12L"4)'TFEié^EC;EC 1(4, 4}'
.4)

t

EIGVAL(4)f

(AI (I, J) ,, J>',1," ^"/ U0;-0;f

.i_- î.r

^0, 1^
i.0; 0»
.\ï', Y.
.0; l.iu= î; ,/

^ Y) . W f U « U f

DATA N /4/, ÏORDER /4/, NVECS /!/'
/

PRINT 9000,
FORMAT(1Hl,

CALL EÏGCHER

:AR(Î, J), AÎ(I, J),.J = Ir IORDER), l = 1,_ÎORDER)
IX,'"DATÀ'MATRIX"///, (IX, 4(F5.2,'2X, F5.2, 4X)))

N, IORDER, AR, AI, NVECS, WORKSTG, NUM/ EIGVAL,
EIGVÈCR, EIGVECI

IF ( NUM .NE. IORDER ) STOP "FAILURE IN EIGCHER"
PÏUNT 9010, .(EIGVAL(I), l - l, ÏORDER)
PORMAT,(1X^'//, IX, "EIGENVALUÈS", //,'lX, 4(4X, F7.4, 7X), /)
PRINT 9020,'((E1:GVECR(I, J), EÏGVE'CÏr(I, J) ,'J = l, ÏÔRDER)/ Ï ^ l
. . .... . . . ^o^Qgp;

20 'FORMAT(IX, "ËIGENVECTORS", //, (IX, 4(F7.4, IX, F7.4, 3X)))
END

1-9-20 Orig.



EIGCHER

3.i
l.!
0..'

0.

00
00
00
00

0.00
0.00
0.00

-2.00

EÏGENVALUES

* 8284

0.0000 -.2706
0.0000 -.2706
-.6533 0.0000
.6533 0:0000

l.
3.
0.
0.

DATA

00 0.00
00 0.00
00 2.00
00 0.00

-.000

0.0000
0.0000 -
••500.0 0
-.5000 0

MATRIX

0

0.
0.
l.
i.

.5000

.5000

.0000

.0000

00
00
00
00

0
0

0.00
-2.00
0.00
0.00

4.000

.0000 -

.0000

.5000 0

.5000 0

0.
0.
l.
l.

0

.5000

.5.000

.0000

.0000

00
00
00
00

2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4 .828

0.0000
0.0000
-.2706 0
;2706 0

4

.6533 \

.6533

.0000

.0000 il

AUTHORS C.H. Kerr and J.M. Blair DATE Marcti 1975
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TÎTLE

ENTRY

Calculation of all eigenvalues and optionally, eigenvectors
of a complex général (l.e. non-Hermitian) matrix.

CALL EIGCGEN(N,IORDER,AR,AI,NVECS,WORKSTG,NUM,EÏGVALR,
EÏGVALI,EIGVEÇR^ EIGyECI)

N Integer input variable, the row dimension of

arrays AR, AI, EIGVECR, and EIGVECI, as declared
in the calling program dimension statement.

IORDER Integer input variable, the order of the sub-
matrix of- (AR,AI) for which the eigensystem is

desired. IORDER must be no greater than N.

ARaAI Real input IORDER'x ÎORDER arrays containing the

real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the
complex général matrix whose eigensystem is to

be coraputed. The contents of AR and AI are
destroyed by the routine.

NVECS Integer input variable, a flag to indicate whether

or not eigenvecfcors are also desired.

= 0 if only eigenvalues are to be found.

i- 0 if eigenvectors corresponding to all

eigenvalues should also be calculated.

WORKSTG Real; one-dimensioiial array of size 2*N needed

for working storage.

NUM ïnteger output variable to refcurn the number of

eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) that were
calculated.

If 0 < NUM < IORDER, the (NUM+l)th eigenvalue
was not obtalned after 30 iterations. Those

eigenvalues that were calculated will be in the
Ist NUM positions of (EIGVALR, EIGVALI).
Simllarly, if requested, the Ist NUM eigenvectors
will be found in the Ist NUM columns of (EIGVECR,
EIGVECI).

If NUM-ÏORDER, all eigenvalues of (AR,AI) are
found in (EIGVALR,EIGVALI).
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EIGCGEN

ROUTINES
CÂLLED

STOEAGE

EXIT

EIGVALR Real output one-dimensional arrays of at least
EIGVALÎ IORDER éléments, containing the real and imaginary

parfcs respecfcively o£ the eigenvalues of (AR,AI)
in ascending order of'modulus.

EIGVECR Real output IORDER x IORDER arrays containing
EIGVECÎ unnormalized eigenvectors o£ (AR,AI) stored by

columns; i.e. the jfch column of (EÎGVECR/ËIGVECI)
contains the eigenvector corresponding to the j fch
eigenvalue of (EÎGVÂLR.EIGVALI).

Note that the eigenvecfcors are unnormalized,

and each may be multipiied by an arbitrary
complex number

If only eigenvalues are desired (NVECS:=0) , thèse
two parameters can be omitted from the calling
statement.

CBÂBK2,CBÂL,COMKES,COMLR,COMLR2, and SORT, eigenanalysls
utility routines loaded from AELIB.

4100g

NUM returns the number of eigenvalues that were each

calculated in less than 30 iterafcions. ïhe eigenvalues

of the complex général input matrix are complex; their
real and imaginary parts are returned in the first NUM
positions of EIGVALR and EIGVÂLI, respectively, in
ascending order of moduluSs ±.e,

/EIGVALR(I) + EIGVALI(I)

The corresponding eigenvectors are also coœplex. If

requested (NVECS7(tO) their real and imaginary parts are
returned in the first NUM columns of ËIGVECR and EIGVECI
respecfcively.

NORMAL EXIT:
ERROR EXIT:

NUM=IORDER
0 < NUM < IORDER

One of the following error messages appears on the output
file:



EIGCGEN

"ONLY NUM EÏGENVALUES WERE FOUND"

or, if NVECS?ÈO,

"ONLY NUM EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS WERE FOUND"

ACCURACY 13 significant figures

SPEED The following results represent average times, in sec-

onds, of five triais, using as input matrices o£ random
numbers from a uniform distribution on (-1,1).

IOKDER

CALCULATION 20 40 60 80 100

ALL EIGENVALUES

ALL EIGENVALUES
AND EIGENVECTORS

.298 1.9504 5.8624 13.3518 24.9234

.5662 3.957 12.4622 28.7134 54.7752

FTN OPT=2, 6600, March 1975

Note that, in général, exécution Eime is dépendent on the

nature of the input matrix and its eigenvalues.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

The program computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a

complex 4x4 matrix. The matrix is listed as the firsfc
part of the program ouEput; the real part of each élément
is printed first, followed by the imaginary part. The
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are complex.
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EIGCGEN

PROGRAM COMPGEN(OUTPUT)

TEST PROGRAM TO TEST EIGCGEN.
AR, AI ISA_4 X 4 COMPLEX MATRÏX WITH EIGENVALUES l
2. + 6. I, 3, + 7. Î, 4. + 8. I

e

90

90

10

20

DIMENSION AR(4, 4), AI(4, 4), WORKSTG.(8
EIGVÈCR'(4. 4)/EÏGVECI_(4,.4)

+ 5

EIGVALR(4)

Ir

EZGVALI(4),

DATA ((AR(Î J)^l
3,
2
l

((AI (I, J)
7

3
2
l

- 1^ 4), I ^ l.
0, S.0,'-6.0, "7,

0; 6.0; -5.0; "6.0,
0, 3.0, -1.0f -"5.0,
'0^_2;0^ m3;0Î. 0;0r/

f. *? Y 1/-.41,/ I.^Llr 4)
f/ ^.e^f_C^ r:6.0^"7l0,

i', 10B.0f. -5e.0^ ~6B.0^
3.0; 3.
2,0, »3,

DATA N /4/, IORDER'/4/, NVÈCS/1/

PRINT 9000, {(AR(I, J), AI(I, J)
FORMAT(IHl,

/

^ =-Ir ÎORDER), l
2X,i4X,'"DATÂ'MATRIX"///, (IX, 4(F5.2,

CALL EÏGCGEN( N, ÏORDER,

l, IORDER)
-F5f.2F4X)Ti

AR, AI, NVECS, WORKSTG, NUM, EIGVALR,;
EIGVALI/EIGVÈCR, EIGVÈCI )

IF_._(_.NVivL «NE. IORDER ) STOP "FAILURE IN EIGCGEN"
PRINT 9010, .(EIGVALR(Î) , EIGVALÏ (I).,. 1^ l, IORDER)
FO?M_ATilX^'//, IX, "ÉIGÉNVALUES", ZZ,._lX^. 4 (F7.4( 1X^,F7^4, 3X),/)
PRÏNT^â02È//(r(EÎG<?ECR'(Ï7"jï7"ÊÏGVE/C/I/(î7"^) , VJ ' - 'l ^ÏÔRDÉR)' ; J^l:

FpRMAT(lX, "EIGENVECTORS"r //, (IX, 4(F7.4, IX, F7.4, 3X)})
END

5.00 9.00
3,00 3,00
2.00 2:00
1.00 1.00

EIGENVALUES

1,0000 5»0000

EIGENVECTORS

2.0000 -.0000
1.0000 0.0000
1.000.0 -.0000
1.0000 .0000

5
6
3
2

DATA

.00 5.00

.00 10.00

.00 3.00

.00 2.00

2.0000 6

.5000
1.0000 0.

. 5000

.5000 -.

MATRÏX

"6.00
•5.00
• 3-00
-3.00

0000

0000
0000
0000
0000

3.

2.
2.

2.

-6.00
-5.00
3.00
•3.00

0000

0000
0.000
0000
0000

-7.00
-6»00
-5:00

0.00

7.0000

.0000

.0000
..0000
.0000

-7.00
•6.00
-5.00

4.00

4.0000

2.0000
2.0000
2:0000
-.0000

8.0000

.0000

.0.0.00

.0000

.0000

AUTHORS C.H. Kerr and J.M. Blair DATE March 1975

X-9-30 A July 1979 EIGCGEN
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1-10 SOLUTION 0F NONLIÎMEAR EQUATIONS AND FUNCTION EXTREMA

Introduction

This section of AELIB contains the following subroutines:

CXJBIC to find the zéros of a cubic polynomial with real coefficients

QUARTIC to find the zéros of a quartic polynomial with real coefficients

ZERO/ ZEROM to find a zéro of a function of one variable

STEPMIN ta find a minimum (or a maximum) of a function of one variable

NLSPAR to find a solution of a System of m nonlinear équations with n
unknowns (m>n>l)

Also, the IMSL library [l] bas a chapter on zéros and extrema which includes the
following useful routines:

2CPOLY to find the zéros of a polynomial with complex coefficients

ZÇADC to find the zéros of a quaâratic function with complex coefficients

ZXlLP/ ZX2LP, ZX3LP linear programming

For nonlinear équations and nonlinear least-squares fitting problems, some

excellent routines are available in the MINPACK package E2] (see recommendations
below); also, users shoulâ note the AELIB routines NL2SOL/NL2SNO and NL2INT
described in Section 1-11.

Recommendations

(a) Zéros and extrema of a function of one variable.

The AELIB routines are recommended as all known problems with thèse routines

have been removed. When the AELIB routines are not applicable/ a user should

use the appropria te routine in the IMSL library.

(b) Solution of n nonlinear équations with n unknowns.

The following MINPACK routines are recommended:

HYBRJl requires the user to provide the Jacobian matriic (i.e. the

matrix containing the partial âerivatives of the functions with
respect ta the unknowns).

HYBRDl does not require a user to proviâe the Jacobian matrix.

(e) Solution of m nonlinear équations with n unknowns (m>n) anâ nonlinear
least squares fitting problems.

The solution here is in the least squares sense, that is, a solution which
minimizes the least squares function of the m nonlinear functions. All routines

recommended here use the quaâratic model to approximate the least squares

Rev. D
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function, and solves the minimization problem by the Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M)
method (as in the MINPACK routines) or a variant of the L-M methoâ (as in

NL2SOL/NL2SNO and NL2INT). The success of thèse methods dépends strongly on

the properties of the least squares function anâ the initial estimate of the
solution that a user has to provide. Frequently, a user may neeâ to try
many times (with widely différent initial estiraates if one has no idea where
a solution is) to obtain a solution. We recommend the following routines.

e.l Solution of m nonlinear équations with n unknowns (m>n) or nonlinear

least squares fitting problem with equal weighting.

LMDER1, NL2SOL: requires a user to provide the Jacobian matrix.

LMDÎF1, NL2SNO: does not require a user to provide the Jacobian
matrix.

NXiSPAR: use this AELIB routine when the System of équations

is too large to be treateâ by the above routines.

Notes: l. LMDER1 and LMDIF1 are MINPACK routines. Information

about the MINPACK package is available in the system
bulletin SYSBULL/MINPACK.

2. For least squares fitting problems/ the n parameters
to be fitted are the n unknowns, and the residue
functions, one at each of the m data points, are the

m nonlinear functions.

That is,

R^ ^ y^ - f(X^;P }, i=l,2,...,m; j=l,2,...n

where R. are the m residue functions and P. the
i 3

parameters to be fxtted.

e.2 Nonlinear least squares fitting with unequal weighting.

NL2INT: AELIB routine described in Section 1-11.

Methods

No attempt is maâe to describe the methods here. Ref [3] is an excellent
référence on the L-M method for nonlinear least-squares optiraization as well

as ofcher methoâs for optimization or solution of a function of one or more

variables.

Pe ter Wong
1983 May 31

Rev. D
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Références

El] IMSL Library Référence Manual.
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[3] Practical Optimization by P.E. Gill, W. Murray and M. Wright, Académie
Press, 1981.
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CUBIC

TITLE

ENTRY

EXIT

SPEED

ÂCCURÂCY

REFEREHCE

AUTHOR

3., 2
Solve a cubic équation of the form ax"+bx~+cx+d=::0

CALL CUBÎC(AA.RRE.RIM)

AA real one-dimensional input array of length four

supplying the coefficients a, b, e and d of the

équation to be solved
AA(l)-a, AA(2)=b, AA(3)=c, AA(4)=d

RRE ) real one-dimensional outpufc arrays of length three

RIM J giving the real and imaginary parts of the three
roots. The first root is always real.

The real parts o£ the roots are returned in RRE and the

imaginary parts in RIM. No error checking is done.

^0.3 ms (6600, February 1969)

^•13 significant figures

Handbook of Engineering Fundamentals, Eshbach,
Section 2-13.

Translatée! from APEX C-3-4 by C.J. Johnson Peb. 1969

AECL FTN UBRARY
REV.

Orig.

DATE

Sept. 1978

NAME

CUBIC

PAGE

l
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TITLE

ENTRY

EXIT

ACCURACY

SPEED

AUTHOR

4.. 3. 2
Solve a, quartic équation of the form ax '+bx"+cx"-h}x+e^0

CALL QUARTIC(AA,RRE,RIM)

AA real one-dimensional input array of length five

supplying the coefficients a, b, e, d and e of the

équation to be solved.

AA(l)=a, AA(2)-b, AA(3)=c, AA(4)=d, AA(5)-e

KRE) real one-dimensional output arrays of length four

RIMJ glving the real and imaginary parts of the four
roots.

The real parts of the roots are returned in RRE and the
imaginary parts in RIM.

If e-0, a failure exit is made and "ILLEGAL COEFFICIENT
IN QUARTIC" is printed. In this case, the contents of

RRE and RIM are unpredictable.

In most cases, approximately 13 figures are correct.

However, in some cases of equal roots, only about
eight figures can be correctly calculated. In thèse
cases, "QUARTIC DID NOT OBTÂIN FULL ÂCCURACY" is printed
and thèse less accurate results are returned in RUE
and RIM.

Approximately .97 ms (6600, March 1969)

C.J. Johnson DATE March 1969
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TITLE

ENTRY

ROUTINES

CALLED

Zéro of a Function f(x)

R = ZERO(A,AUX,H,E,ERROR)

A

AUX

real input variable, the initial estimate
of the root.

real function subprogram supplied by the user to
evaluate f(x). It has one formai parameter X.

real input variable^ the size and direction
of the step for the routine to take frora A
to finâ the area of the true root.

real input variable, the relative error required

for convergence of ZERO. If x^ , x. ^ are

successive approKimations to tîie roôE such that

x_. , ,,-x, l <
.1

zero'~of-f (x) .

h.e then x... is returneâ as the
"i+1

ERROR subroutine supplieâ by the user to handle the
error exits from ZERO. In the event of an

error it will be calleâ from ZERO with its one
formai parameter y set to l./ 2., or 3. depending

on the type of error encountered.

The calling program must contain the statement EXTERNAL
AUX,ERROR.

AUX,ERROR supplied by the user.

EXIT If no errors are détectée^ the real value of the root is
returned to the calling routine in R.

If there is an error, the routine exits via SUBROUTINE

ERROR (y) with:

y=l., ZERO has not found the général area of the

root after stepping 20H from A

A return from ERROR causes ZERO to search for

another 20 steps. If the root area still
cannât be found, ZERO exits with the root ^ 0.

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.
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r=s2., f. ., - f_. s 0. This error roay occur if E is

exfcremely small.

A return frora ERROR produces a successful exit.

y=3., during the process of refining the root, the
required accuracy has not been found in 10

cycles.

A return from ERROR causes further refining for

10 cycles. If fche required accuracy still cannot
be met, ZERO exits with the root ss 0.

SPEED

ACCURACY

AUTHOR

This dépends on the speed of AUX. The number of times

AUX is used dépends on A, H and E.

This dépends on the product of H and E and also on the
accuracy to which AUX is calculated.

D.C. Knowles DATE March 1969

NUM8ER

1-10-10
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ZEROM

TITLE

ENTRY

ROUTÎNES
CALLED

Zéro(s) of a Function Using Mueller's Iterative Methoâ

for Real Odd Order Roots (single/ triple, etc.) anâ STEPMIN
Function for Real Even Orâer Roots (double/ quartic,
etc.)

R = ZEROM(A,AUX,H,E,ÎFLAG)

A real input variable, the initial estimate of
the root.

AUX real function subprogram supplied by the user
to evaluate f(x). It has one formai parameter,

X, anâ must be âeclared EXTERNAL in the calling

program.

H real input variable, the size and direction of
the step for the routine to take from A to find
the real root.

E real input variable, specifying the upper bound
of the relative error of the root.

IFIAG integer oufcput variable, a flag specifying fche

type of zéro founâ or whether an error was

encountered as defined in EXIT section.

STEPMIN from AELIB, AUX supplied by the user.

COMMUN BLOCKS LASTV
USED

EXIT The function ZEROM always returns a value/ but IPLAG must

be testeâ to get the correct interprétation.

IFIAG^O function value is a real odd order root

(single, triple, etc.).

IFLAG=;1 function value is a real even order root

(double, quartic, etc.).

IFLAG=2 function value is indefinite because 2EROM

has not found a change of sign of the fonction

after stepping 20H from A and a double root
has not been founâ.

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.
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ZEROM

ÏFÎAG>3 funcfcion value is indefinifce because ZEROM has
nofc converged on a single root. IFLAG=::4 means

that the X iterates are withln relative error»
E, but £lie function values are not within

100*E, ÏFLÂG==3 indicates général nonconver-

gence,

lA

The common block LASTV is defined as follows:

COMMUN LÂSTV/X1,X2,FX1,FX2/

Ïf IFLAG is 0 or l, XI is the root
function value

FX1 is the."zéro"

SPEED

ACCURACY

REFERENCE

ÂUTHOR

If ÎFLAG is 3 or 4, XI and X2 define the interval in
which a root is suspected. FX1(FX2) is the function

value at XI(X2).

This dépends on several factors: the speed of AUX, how

good the initial approximation is, whether a double root

is indicafced and whether a search for it is atterapfced.

This dépends on fche relative error. E, and the accuracy
fco which AUX is calculated.

System 1360 Scienfcific Subroutine Package (360A-CM--03X)

Version IÎI Programers Manual, International Business

Machines Corporafcion;, 1968, pages 217-219.

L,E. Evans DATE Ocfcober 1973

Orig. Sept. 1978 ZEROM



STEPMIN

TITLE

ENTRY

Minimize (Maximize) a Function of a Single Variable F(X).

R = STEPMZN(AUX,XO,D,E,IST,NO,ISGN)

AUX real function subprogram, supplied by the user

to evaluate F(X). It has one formai parameter
X» and the calling program must contain the
statement "EXTERNAL AUX".

xo

IST

N0

ISGN

real input variable, an initial approximation
to the minimum.

real input variable, the step size of X used to

reach the minimum (maximum) région. The routine
expects that for a given D anâ N0 (see below) ,

fhe minimum (maximum) lies within the interval
(XO-NO*D, XO+NO*D).

real input variable, the absolute accuracy to

which the minimum is required.

integer output variable, to return status of
the result (see EXÎT).

integer input variable, the maximum number of

iterations required to reach the minimum (max-
imum) région. N0 < 100.

integer input variable, used as a flag as
follows:
==1 find minimum

=-1 finâ maximum

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXIT

AUX, supplied by the user.

This function returns in R the value of X at which the

minimum (or maximum) of the funotion f(X) occurs. XO is

changea only if no minimum has been found; in that case

the function returns an indefinite value and XO takes the
last value reached in the search.

Information on the type of minimum found is returned in

IST:

AECL FTN UBRARY
REV.

A

OAT£

July 1979

NAME
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PAGE

l
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STEPMIN

IST==.l normal termination

IST=2 F(X)==F(X~E.) (X being the minimum)
ÏST==3 F(X}==F(X+E)
IST^-4 F (X-E) ^P (X) ==F(X+E)
IST=5 F(X-D)<F(X)

IST=6 F(X+D)<F(X)

IST^ or 6 occurs only if no minimum was found after N0
iterations.

SPEED Tirae dépends on the speed of

EXAMPLE

Number of cal3.s to AUX varies with fche combinations of X

anâ D for the first part of the iterations. The maximum
nuïnber of calls is N0+3 since it takes three calls to set

up the search

In the second part;, convergence takes N steps; N being

the smallest integer > log^(E/D)»

Since there are fcwo calls to AUX every step/ there will

be exacfcly 2N calls to AUX in this final part.

The following program yses STEPMÏN to find the minimum of
the function y =-- (x~2) -2. The auxiliary routine and

program results are also provideâ.

Tî^RT1 /nHlîiPî"îî1

N0^2.0
ÏSGN^l

;TRPMTM/Àiïy.vn- n.^- TRTff Aw/ ff ^ y ^.t^f ^ ff ;LÏW p

:' l
2

•^ D, E, N
^MÏ^

IPEÏ.2,5/
,127

r(

>/

•/2X,13(*-*)//
-S1PE12»5)

(*u-*)



STEPMIN

FUNCTION_AUX(X)
AUX=X*X-4.*X+2.
END

STEPMIN TEST SAMPLE

XO = l.OOOOOE+00
D - 1-OOgOOE+Ol
E = l.OOOOOE-04
N0 = 20
IGSN ^ l

OUTPUT RESULTS

î,QTSf = l
XMIN == 1.99998E+00

AUTHOR A. Perreault and J.M. Blair

DOCUMENTATION
REVISED BY P.Y. Wong

DATE August 1973

DATE February 1979

AECL FIN L18RARY
REV.
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NAME

STEPMIN
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NLSPAR

TITLE NLSPAR: Solve a Sparse System of Nonlinear Equations

T^(x ,x ..,x ) = 0, i=l, M for M ^ N

and Perforra Subsequent Statistical Analysis.

INTRODUCTION T^ consists of nonlinear components f,, (x)

and linear components a^_,x, which can be expressed
13 3 N

Ti(xrx2—"XNÏ = fi(xl-x2---/XN) + j^l aijxj/ i=i/M

The linear components may be absent, in which case A
woulâ be a null matrix.

The solution requires the M by N Jacobian matrix J of the
nonlinear component. The éléments of the J matrix,

j^ = 9f^/8x^ may be specified analytically by the user
or"'compuÇed Ky finite différences within NLSPAR.

As the équations are nonlinear, the solution is not always
exact and is a solution in the least squares sense in that

the sum of the squares of residuals £ï^ is minimized. Af ter

the initial solution has been performed, the routine may
be re-enfcereâ to obtain the variance-covariance matrix.

ENTRY CALL NLSPAR(FUNC,M,N/X,SAC,STPMIN,MAXFUN,W/IW/IRN/IP,A,
IRNA,IPA,HMAX,IE)

FUNC Name of a subroutine wrifcten by the user which
ha s the f o rm

SUBROUTINE FUNC(M,N/X/F,D)

It must calculate f. (x, »x^,... ,x,,) , i==1^2,.../M

and store them in array F7 If the non-zero

âerivatives 9f./9x^ are to be specified

analytically tfiey éhould be stored by columns,

j, in array D; otherwise D is a âummy argument
and derivatives 8f./9x. are calculateâ within
NLSPAR by finite dîffesî'ence approximation.

The statement "EXTERNAL FUNC" must appear in

the calling prograra.
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NLSPAR

Infceger inpufc variable specifying the number

of équations.

Integer input variable specifying the number

of independent variables x^. N<M.
J

Real array^ dimension >N^ to be set by fche

user to au approximafce solution or starfclng
value assumpfcion. On return it confcains the
best solution found

Real variable set by the user fco an acceptable

value for the sum of the squarea of residuals

L T^ ^.X-i g X^) , ,)]
2

A return is made as soon as S<SÂC. If SAC

±a set zéro, return is controlled by STPMIN
alone.

STPMIN Real variable set by the user to indicafce the

accuracy to which the user wishes to calculate
X^ ,X^,. „ . <>X__ . À return is made if an iteration

n
makes changes 6. to x.

i l
where

such that i |ô] i<STPMIN

MÂXFUN

N ..2
= A 6Ï

ïhe user may also set STPM:IN to zéro since
return is also made if \\6\! < EPS A

where EPS is the relative machine accuracy

Infceger variable set by the user to the maxisium
number of calis of FUNC allowed. An error

return is made if a solution has nofc been found
within this number of calls.

Real array, dimension ÏW, used for workspace,

during NLSPARL and fco refcurn results to the

calling routine as defined in EXÏT section.
IW > 4*M+7*N+3AM*N+10.



NLSPAR

IW Integer input variable specifying the dimension

o£ the array W.

IRN and IP Integer arrays, dimensions NIRN and NIP

respectively, to describe the sparsity structure
of the Jacobian, J. If the Jacobian is to be

calculated in NLSPAR by finite différences, IRÎÎ
and IP are also set i.nternally.

However, if the Jacobian éléments are to be
specified analytically by the user, the Jacobian
structure must first be specified in IRN and IP

which define the location of non-zero terms.

The non-zero derivatives are stored by columns;

e.g.

9f^/9x^, 3f3/9x^ 9f^/3x^, ...,9f^/9x^. 3f^/3x^,

IP(J) points to the position of the beginning
of the Jth column in this ordering, unless this

column is null, in which case IP(J) equals
IP(J+1) and IRN(K) indicates the row number of
the Kth non-zero. ÏP(N-KL)~1 equals the uumber
of non-zero derivatives. NIRN > the number of

non-zero derivatives and NIP > N+l.

Real array set by the user to contain the non-
zéro coefficients a... âtored bv coluœns: e.^j> —- ^J ^^^^,

air à3iî a5i; a22* a42* al3' a53* a34* a55*

Dimension must be at least NIRNA below.

IRNA and IPA Integer arrays of dimension NIRNA and NIPA
respectively. Thèse are set to index a,. ^ in

the same way as IRN and ÎP index 3f_./9xlJ The
X'

spécial case where a^^=0 for all l and j may
be indicated by settîrig IPA(1)=0. (For the
matrix A above IRNA=1,3,5,2,4,1,5,3,5 and
ÎFA=1.4,6.8,9,10.)
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IE

EPS

ÏS CALE

ÏPRINT

Real iupufc variable > 0. Set HMAX to zéro

if derivafcives are to be supplied analytically

through FUNC, 01: to an upper limifc for step-
lengths Ax to be used when differencing to

derivafcives by J.. ^ Af./Ax..-ij ^ "'if~"j-

ïnteger input variable sefc fco zéro if the user
wishes £o solve a sparse System of non-linear

If the user wxshes fco generate a. column of the
variance-covariance matrix affcer a successful

call to NLSPAR with IE^O, NLSPAR is called again
with IE set to the column require-d. On the nexfc
exit, fche X array will then contain, the. ÏEfch
column of the variance covariartce aîatrix^

The subroutine also contains a coïimion block

COMMON/SPÂRS/LP,EPS,ÏSCÂLE,IPRINT

Thèse variables are set fco 6, l.OE-14^ 0^ 0

respectively. If fche user wishes to change
one of thèse, he must include the entire coinînon
block in his calling program.

Integer variable specifying the unit number for

printing of any results requested by fche IPRINT

Real variable, the relative machine accuracy
(round-off error).

Integer variable, used as an interface parameter
and must be included if fche comraon block is
used in routine FUNC, but should not be set.

Infceger variable controlling printing. IPRINT=0

gives no printing. ÏPRINT^O results in printing
at fche firsfc and last iteration and at every

IABS(IPRINT)th ifceration in between. If IPRINT>0,
tîien the iterafcion number, the Marquarb parameter

(see référence), the sum of squares of residuals S
the number of calls of FUNC made so far, and the

Euclidean norœ



NLSPAR

x 2 - l X2
±kl xl

of the current approxiœate solution, the norm
of the last change to the solution and the
norm of the -vector

v = {9ï,/9x,} T

(which is the gradient of 1/2 S) are printed. If
IPRINT<0, then the carrent solution x, current

residual vector T and the current gradient

vector v are also printed.

EXÎT Normal Exit: Control is returued to the calling program

with the best solution found in the x array, the current

residual vector T in W(I), Iîsl, ... ,M; the current vector

f (if the {s.^,^} matrix is non zéro) in W(I+M), 1=1, ... ,M;
the current mdtrix of derivatives {9f /3x^} or its
approximation stored by columas in the foilm specified by

IRN and ÏP in W(NPHI-H), 1=1,2,..., where NPHI=M if

{a^} is a zéro matrix, or 2M if not; the number of calls
of FUNC made in W(IW-l); and the leugth o£ working storage
actually used in W(IW).

Error Exit:

(l) If workspace W is not large enough, the message

***WORKSPACE W ÎS TOO SMALL

is printed, W(IW-l) is set to zéro, and control is

returned to the calling routine.

(2) If more than MÂXFUN calls for FUNC are required, the
message

***MORE THM MAXFUN CALLS 0F FUNCTION NEEDED

is prxnted, MAXFtîN is set to l, and control is

returned to the calling routine.
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NLSPÂR

ROUTÏNES
CALLED

(3) I£ NLSPAR is call£d with IE^0 without a previous
call wlth IE^O, fche message

**ACALL 0F ÎÎLSPÂR WÏTH ÎE=0 DUES NOT PRECEDE ÏHE IE^O

is printed and control is returned to the calling

routlne.

(4) Overpopulation of matrices raay cause the indices
used by NLSPÂR to exceed 217 which is not allowable

in current FORTRAN. In this case^ the message

***INÏEGER WORD LENGTH LIMITÂTÏON RENDERS THIS
PROBLEM UNSOLVABLE

is printed a.nd control is returned to the calling
routine.

User Supplied

FUNC calculâtes F (and D when HMAX^O).

AELIB Routines Used

JACOB calculâtes [J] when HMÂX-0.

SORTÂG sorfcs and tags an array.

PDSPARL solution of linear équations in positive definite

symmetric sparse matrix.

Utllity Routines Loaded with ÎÏLSPAR

NLPLXN calculâtes [Y] + Î:Â][X] or [Y] 4. [A]T[X].

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

SUMSQ calculâtes S = .S, a.b,i£l "i"i

SUBNL performs initialization for solution of linearized

minimization problems.

SFARS, NLIN, NLSNL

Orig. Sept. 1978 NLSPAR
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STORAGE

ÂCCURACY

SPEED

EXAMPLES

3700g

Specified by the users in the given value of
SAC and STPMIN.

Dépends on the complexity of the function and the required

accuracy. The time the example program USE1 takes to

exécute is 0.104 s. The example program USE2 (using

the aualytic derivatives supplied) takes 0.091 s,

(6600, July 1975)

Consider the following non-linear équations where m:=5.

T^ = -(3 - 0.5x^)x 4- 2x ~ l,

Ti " xi-l - (3 - 0.5x^)x + 2x - l, i=2,3,...,M-l,

T- ï= x_ , - (3 - 0.5x__)x__ - l.
m m~i ' m' m

Thèse équations could be programmed straight into the

FUNC subroutine and the matrix, A, would be zéro (i.e.
IPÂ(1)=0), however, for the sake of accuracy (and the

examples) fche matrix. A, will be used, linear terms are
parenthesized.

T^ = [-3x^ + 2x^] + 0.5x^ - l.

T - [X^ - 3X^ + 2x^^] + 0.5x^ - l, i-2,3,...,M~l.,

m m-1

Therefore,

l"-3

a] =i

l

0

0

0

2

-3

l

0

0

m-

0

2

-3

l

0

0

0

2

-3

l

m

0

0

0

2

-3
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fche functions are f. s= 0>5

8f./9x, := x. if t^iî.O îf .1^1.'i/ ""j "°i ^^ J ^î

X. l, i-l,2,...,M.

PROGgAM Two example programs are provided: The first, USE1, is
the case where the derivatives are supplied analytically

in FUNC. The second, USE2^ bas the derivatives approxi-

mated internally.

ïo sefc fche A array and ifcs a.ssociated pointers, IRNA and
IPA, the user can eifcher set them directly as in USE1, or

call the AELIB routin.e PÂCKER, passing the A matrix as a

parameter £o set fche arrays as in USE2.

e

PROGRAM USE1(OUTPUï,TAPE6-OUTPUT)
ÏNTEGER^ IP,(6j ,. IRN (141, IPA(6},IRNÂ (14 )REÂLUWÏ135 )' 7Â '( Î4Ï ; X°?é F'"" ' " / '
EXTERNÂL FUNC

lis ÏALÏZATIQN

M ^5
N-5
SAC-1,0E-1!
STPMIN^1,0J
MAXFUN^200
IW-13 5

ÏE^@

SET UP A AND ITS INDEX ARRAYS, IRNA AND IPA

A

:3,
IRNÀ
IRNA

^A
7

IRNA
IRNA
IRNA(ll
ÏPA(Ï
ÏPA
IPA

^A {l 0
"A (11

-•A(9)-A{12
^ÎRNAO)-!
"-IRNA
ORNA

zpà

ORNA
^IRNÂ(1

^A(13
•l ,'0

IRNA(6):-2
IRN.M9Î-3
^IRNÂ(l2)=4

:5

3

SET THE POINTER ARRAYS FOR THE JACOBIAN MATRIX
AND INITIALIZE X,

DO 10 1-1,5
X(ï)—1.0
IP(Ï)^I

_IRN(Î)^I
CONTINUE'
IP(6}-6

Orig Sept. 1978 NLSPAR
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CALL NLSPAR(FUNC,M,N,X,SAC,STPMIN,MAXFUN,W,IW,IRN,IP,A,
,IRNA,IPA,HMÂX,IE:

7 F6RMÂT(ltllÏ,*éÔLÛÎlÔ& FROM NLSPAR IS*,/, 2X, * (* ,4 (F9. 6,* ,*) ,F9. 6, *) *

e

END

SUBROUTINE FUNC(M,N,X,F,D)
DIMENSION X(N),F(M);D^

DO 10 I=1/M
F(I)=0'. 5 * X(I)**2
.Dii)_^(i)

10 CONTÎNÙE
RETURN
END

1.0

SOLUTION_FROM,NLSPARAIS.
~(--:968354,-l;i86958,-1.148478, -.958989, -.594159)

PROGRAM USE?(OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
INTEGER IP(6)',IRN(14) , IPA (6) , IRNÂ(14 )

REAL^WJ 135^/_A (14) , X ( 5 ) , AMATRIX(5,5)EXTËRNÀL^FÛ^C^-'/'"^//"l"^"A"v"r

DATA AMATRIX/^3^0 ,,1^0 ^3*0. 0,2.0,-3 ^0^1 ^0^.3*0. 0/.2. 0,-3. 0,1. 0,,""*" —v 3*07é72^È^-^0',î:0;3*0"éÎ2"&^3;0^"u' ....^.^

INITIALIZATION

M==5
N^5
X(l)=X(2)=X(3ï=~1.0
î<_î4)=x{5)=r:H
SÀC=1;0E~18
STPMÏN=1,0E~10
MAXFUN=200
IW^135
HMAX=1.0
IÀ=Ï4'
IE-0

SET UP A AND ITS INDEX ARRAYS, IRNA AND IPA,FOR (A(I,J)) MATRIX,

CALL PACKER(A,AMATRIX/IRNA,IPA,M,N,IA)

THE POINTER ARRAYS FOR THE JACOBIAN MATRIX WILL BE SET IN NLSPAR

CALL NLSPAR(FUNÇ,M^N,X,SAC^STPMIN,MAXFUN,W,IW,IRN,IP,A,rZl'~~_"""""^ÎRNÀ^ÏPA;HMAx7iÊÎA"A"rl'^^u"'"'"r''''L""fxJ''n/

?RINT_ 7, _(X(ir,T=1^5Ï'""""'
FORMÂT(iÙÏ ', *éÔLUTlÔÏ

END
FROM NLSPAR IS*,/,2X,*(*,4(F9.6,*,*},F9.6,*)*
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e

si.JBRQVTÎ^E__FUNC (M, N,X, F, D)
DIMENSION X(N),F(M)

DO 10 I==1,M
J7ID_^0'.5 * X(I}**2 - l.

CONTîNUE
RETHRN
END

SOLUTION^FROM.NLSPAR IS
T'^:968354^1:Ï86§§8 ^1.148478, .594159

REÏERENCE J.K, Reid, "FORTRA.N Subroutines for the Solution of

Sparse Systems of Non-Linear Equations", AERE-R-7293.

AUTHOR Adapfced by D.E. Smith and M.B. Carver from the Harwell
Routines NS03A and NS03C DATE July 1975

MUMBEÎ?
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1-11 FITTING USER SPECIFXED FUNCTIONS TO DATA

Introduction

The subroutines in this section of AELIB perfonn least square-s fitting

(or re9ression) of functions to data. That is, given a function

R(p) = (R^(pï,R (p),...,R (p))T

T
of m parameters p == (p., ^p/^ . .. ,?„) ~, find a parameter vector p* which

minimizes the sum-of-squares function

n _ . .2

F(p) == t R,(p)' (l)
1=1

Often the fonction R is âefined as a residual vector. In this case given a

set of n data points, (X.,y.), i=^l,...,n, and weights w^ for each y..

value, a function, f(p;x) is fitted to the data which minimizes the sum

of squares,

n . _. ..2

F(p) = E w, (y,-f(p;X,)r (2)

y is called the dépendent variable and X is called the indépendant variable

X may in fact be a vector (x., ,. .. ,x^) of variables in k dimensional space.

Linear vs Nonlinear Régression

If R or f is linear in p=(p-, /...,?„)/ then estimating values for p is

called linear régression or linear leasit squares fitting. ïf R or f is

not linear in p, estimating values for p is called nonlinear régression
or nonlinear least squares fitting. Linear régression is équivalent
mathematically to the solution of a linear System of équations and is
therefore computationally straightforward. Nonlinear régression requires

an iterative solution of a nonlinear System and is much more involved.
Therefore^ âo not use a nonlinear régression routine where a linear one

will do.

Weighting

If raeasurements of the dépendent variable y are normally distributed
with mean y; and variance v. then the ieast squares solution with w,==l/v_.l l '" - "- ~ ~ -^-—-- ----- .-.--- -.--- -^ -, -^

is the maximum likeiihood solution, that is the solution which is
statistically "most likely" based on the data.

Because of this, the weights used should be w,==(variance (y, ) ) "'. If

such variance estimâtes are not known, it is common practice to assume

the variance is constant and to weight all residuals equally. This is
called an unweighteâ fit. w.=l should be used in this case because

x

n ^ _. .. 2 .

the minimum sum of squares ^ w,(y^~f(X.))" is then used to estimate
the fixed but unknown variancë.

Rev. D
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Statistical Analysis

Statisfcical analysis of a least squares fit is a subject in itself anâ
will not be describeâ here. Consult a général régression text/ such as

[l]/ for this.

The AELIB subroutines PSTATF, MLSQQ, NL2INT, YFST and NL2SOL provide

the following statisticai data: residual (weighted) snm of squares,
estimâtes of parameter variance and covariance (in what we call the

error matrix) and estimâtes of the fitteâ function value variance.

From the variance estimâtes^ confiâence intervals may be calculated/ as

illustrated in the MLSQQ writeup; preâicteâ function value -variance may

be estimated/ as shown in the YFST writeup; or ofcher statistical analyses
can be performeâ.

If the^fit was weighted,, the reslâual sum of squares shoulâ be subjected
ta a X" or "gooâness of fifc" test.

Linear Régression, Routines

Linear régression is almost always thought of in the form of (2) .

While in theory we can fit any linear function v/e wish, the most comraon
requirement is fitting to a polynomial in the independent variables
(x^,...,x^). The AELIB routine POLFIT fits a polynomial in one independent

variable iïsing an algorithm which compensâtes for the ill-conâitioned

linear System which is characteristic of polynomial régression. No

statistical data other than thû residual sum of squares is provideâ by
POLFIT. The IMSL routine RLFOR [2] is slightly more involved to use but

employs the same aigorithm as POLFIT and also provides extensive

statistical analysis.

The AELIB routines PRFÏT anâ POLREG fifc a polynomial in several inâependent

variables (x^^*..,x_) using a stepwise régression routine, RLSTP^ from

IMSL. PRFIT'"anâ POLREG use only those polynomial terms that are significant
at the 95% significance level so the fitteâ function will most likely

not contain all the possible fcerms. Following the fit, the routine

PSTATF may be called ta provide statistical data.

PRFIT anâ POLREG are modular in form using modules COMKTM, SSCP and

PCALC. Thèse modules can be used to cali RLSTP directly to force some
terms into the moâel, to change the significance level for terms, etc.

Rev. D
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The above linear régression routines appear to fuXfill the needs of our

users. However, Chapter R of IMSL Library has qui te extensive coverage
in this area and should be consulted for other régression requirements.

Nonlinear Régression Routines

Fitting nonlinear functions to data can be an extremely difficult problem.
For nonlinear least squares fitting there are many possible iterative

algorithms. See [33 for a list of some of thèse.

The AELIB subroutines MLSQÇ and NL2SOL and the IMSL subroutine ZXSSQ [2] all
use iterative algorithms that solve a succession of linear least squares

problems. An initial guess for the parameter values is required and

from this a linear system

AD=B

where A is the m x m normal matrix,

D is the m vector of corrections to the parameters (p^,p^,.../p_)/

and

B is an m vector

is created which approximates the nonlinear problem. This System is
solved for D which gives both new values for the parameters and a new

linear system. The process is repeated untii D is very small or some
other criterion is met.

Nonlinear Régression Models

Nonlinear régression algorithms differ in the raoâels they use to create

the approximating linear System. MLSQQ anâ ZXSSQ use the quadratic Gauss-
Newton moâel in which

A = JT(p)J(p)

B = -J(p)R(p)

where J(p) is the Jacobian matrix with elemenfcs

^ (p)
D,'i/J 9pj

The doser the moâel is to the actual nonlinear problem, the faster convergence
will ta3œ place since the minimum of the model will ten<3 to coinciâe with p*,

the minimizer of the original problem. The subroutine NL2SOL uses either the
Gauss-Newton model or an augmented Gauss-Newton model, switching internally

to the one that best approximates the noniinear problera. • The augmented model

involves adding a correction to the matrix A so that the linear System better

Rev. D
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approximates a quadratic Taylor expansion about the current parameter values.

This model is âiscusseâ in more détail in E4].

Nonlinear Régression îteration

In solving the linear System AD=B^ the AELÎB subroutine MLSQQ and the

IMSL subroutine ZXSSQ both use variants of the Marquardt-Levenberg (M-L)
algorithm. (The AELÏB routine NLSPAR also employs this technique ta
solve a sparse non-linear system.) This algorithm c'ombines the two

iterative techniques of steepest descente which is slow and reliablô,

and Newton-Raphson (N~R) iteration^ which is fast but not too reliable.
A brief description follows but consult a référence such as [l] for
more détails.

By introducing the Marquardt parameter/ À/ anâ solving the modifieâ
System,

(A+ÀX)D=B

where l is the m x m identity matrix, we have, when À is large/ a
reliable steepest âescent solution and, when X is small or zéro/ a fast

N-R solution. The choice and refinement of values for À is what âistinguishes
M-L methods. Références for the particular algorithms used in MLSQQ and

ZXSSQ are provided in the writeups for thèse routines.

The subroutine NL2SOL uses a Marquardt parameter only occasionally when
solving the linear System. The algorithm décides whether or not it is

necessary.

The correction vector D may be thought of as a step in a particular direction
of a certain size ta be added to the current parameters. Thê moâel used to

calculate D may only approximate the nonlinear problem in a small région
around the current parameter values, called a trust région. NL2SOL modifies

the step D if necessary, so that the new parameters are in the inâicated
direction but remain within the trust région. This can speed up convergence

since nonlinear problem, rather than the model/ is the basis of the parameter
correction.

Nonlinear Régression Routine Recommendations

For the général problem of minimizing the sum of squares function (l) NL2SOL or

NL2SNO will have to be useâ. The only différence between thèse two routines
is that NL2SOL requires the user to supply partial derivatives of his funcfcion
while NL2SNO approximates thèse âerivatives. If the sum of squares function
has the spécifie form (2) (i.e. the problem is one of data fitting) any of the

subroutines NL2SOL/ NL2SNO, NL2INT, MLSÇQ, or ZXSSÇ may be suitable.

We recommend that NL2INT be used if possible. This subroutine has the same

calling séquence as MLSQÇ (with the minor exceptions that a larger
working storage array is needed, the arrays X and E are declared differently
in the auxiliary routine/ anâ an extra COMMUN block may have to be

defined} but it calls NL2SOL or NL2SNO to solve the least-squares problem.

Re v. D
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The algorithm used in NL2SOL is one of the best currently known and in

many cases it will converge much faster than MLSQQ. The similar calling

séquence raakes it easy to replace calls to MLSQÇ in existing programs.

The subroutine NL2INT uses more storage than a direct call to NL2SOL
would and sets many default values for the fit. NL2SOL/NL2SNO may be

called directly if necessary but much more user programming is required
and the références given in the routine writeup should be consulted.

MLSQQ and ZXSSQ are small subroutines and raay work well for many problems
The algorithm in ZXSSQ is better than that in MLSQQ in that the sum of
squares is forced to decrease at each iteration. However, ZXSSQ requires

more user programming that does MLSÇÇ and the partial derivatives may

not be supplied by the user.

Spécial Applications of Nonlinear Régression

The subroutine RADCURV calls NL2SOL to fit a circle to a set of points

proviâed by the user. From this the radias and centre of curvature of

the data and confidence intervals for thèse values are calculated.

L. E. Evans

1981 May

Revised, C.A. Wills

1982 June
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POLFIT

TITLE Least Squares Fitting of a Polynomial in One Independent

Variable. (Fitting to a séquence of such polynomials is also
possible.)

ENTRY CALL POLFIT(X/Y,W,YF,P,N,MA,E,NE,S,WS)

X(N) real input array of values of independent variable.

Y(N) real input array of values of dépendent variable.

W(N) real input array of weights for dépendent variable.
For a weighted fit use w(i)=(variance(y(i))) ~.

For a unweighted fit use w(i):=l.
Setting w(j)=0 will remove the jth data point from

the fit.

YF(N) real output array of fitted values of dépendent

variable returned from POLFIT.

P(M) real output array of coefficients of the fitted

liai returned by POLFIT. P(i) = coefficient
Of X1~-L.

N integer input variable, the number of data points.

MA input "- for fitting to a single polynomial: MA is
(and M) an integer specifying the order of the polynomial.

P must have dimension at least M=:Mfi.+l.

input - for fitting to a séquence of polynomials:

MA is an integer array, dimensioned MA(4) with
MA(1) = 0
MA(2) = minimum orâer of polynomial
MA ( 3) = maximum order
MA(4) == increment in order

In this case, P must have dimension at least M=MA(3)+1.

E(M,M) real working storage array for internai use by
POLFIT.

NE integer, number of rows dimensioned for E in the

ealling program.
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real sum of squares of residuals returned from

POLFIT

n ... . ... -....2

s = ,Z, w(i) (y(i}-yf(i})'
l

WS(NWS) real working- storage array for internai use by

POLFIT. Must be âiraensioned with NWS > m(4+n+2m)

in the calling program.

ROUTINES PRESET from AELZB

CALLED

STORAGE 1300,
REQUIRED

EXIT For fitting to a single polynomial: No messages are printed
and fitted vaues^ coefficients/ and sura of squares are returned

to the calling prograra.

For fittinçr to a séquence of pol.ynomials : the coefficients are
printed after each fit unâer the heading:

PARAMETERS FOR FIT 0F ORDER XXX ARE

The fitteâ values, coefficients^ anâ sum of squares returned

to the calling program are those for highest orâer fit.

(Note: A fit of orâer n achieved via a multiple fit of
maximum orâer >n will not be identical to a single fit of

order n because the orthogonality of legendre polynomials

used is only approximate.)

SPEED Dépends on N, MA, and whether single or multiple fits are
being performed.

The results of three timing tests are:

l) Single fitting, N==33/ MA=5 required approximately

.02 s (6600, Sept. 1974} .
2) Single fitting, N=33/ MA=2 required approximately

.008 s (6600, Sept. 1974).
3) Multiple fitting, N=33, MA=2,3,4/5,6 required

approximately .045 s including printing of

results. (6600, Sept. 1974)

1-11-00
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EXAMPLES The foilowiqg program fits a polynomial of the form y
a + bx + ex" + dx" to a maximum of 25 data points (x/y)
read in from cards.

l. Single Fit of Order 3

e
e
e

ç
e
e

ç
e
e

PROGRAM USE(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5^INPUTÏ
REAL X(25),Y(25),W(25),YF(25Ï ,P(4Ï ,E'(4,4) ,WS(148)
MA ==3
NE=4

READ THE DATA POINTS

N=1 .____...
20 READ(5,1000)X.(N) ,Y(N) ,W(N)

1000 FORMAT'{3E12,, 6:
iF~('ËOF(5y)15,10

10 N=E^+i
IF(N.LE.25) GO TO 20

15 N=N-1

DO FIT

CALL POLFIT(X,Y,W,YF,P,N,MA,E,NE,S,WS)

PRINT RESULTS

PRINT 2000
2000 FORMAT 11H1,4X,.4HX (N) / 16X, 4HY (N) / 16X, 4HW(N) ,16X,5HYF(N))

PRÏNÎ^OOO,rixiïnYÏi^wTir,AYFÏif7Ï^i7N)ïv"/ "-^r
3000 FORMÂT ~(4Hx;El2/.é^x)r'^/ '"v'/ """

PRINT 40ÛO,([P(I),Î=1,NE)
4000 FOBMATllXzÈ12.6;

PRÎNT-SÔOO,S
5000 FORMAT(IHO,3OHSUM 0F SQUARES 0F RESIDUALS IS,El2.6)

STOP
END
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2. To Convert the Above Prog-ram to âo

Multiple Fit of Orders l, 2 and 3

Replace card

MA=3

with

INTEGER MA(4)
MA(1)=0
MA(2)-1
MA(3Ï-3
MA(4)==1

REAL X(25

MA

(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5==INPUT)
,Y^(25) ,W(25) ,YF(25) ,P(4) ,E(4,4) ,WS(148)

e
ç
e

20
1000

10

READ(5,1000)X(N)
FORMÂT'(3E12^6;

.0

.Y(N) ,W(N)

e
e
e

e
e
e

IF(EQF(5))15,
N^N+1
IF(N.LE.25} GO TO 20
N=N-1

CALL POLFIT{X,YfWfYFfP^NfMA,EfNEfS,WS)

PRINT RESULTS

PRINT 2000
2000 FORMAT,(1H1,4X,4HX(N),16X,4HY(N) ,16X,4HW(N) ,16X,5HYF(N)

PRÏNT 3000, (X'(Ï) ,Y(Ï) ,W(Î) ,YF(ÏÎ,1=1,N)
3000 FORMAT(4^1X,.E12.6f7X) )

PRINT,40ÔO,;(P(I) ,Î^1',NE)
4000 FORMÂT(lX^Éi2^6}rA ^Fi

PRINT 300Û,S
5000 FORMAT(1HO,3OHSUM 0F SQUARES 0F RESIDUALS IS,El2»6)

STOP
END

NUM8ER
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POLFIT

AUTHOR

REVISED

L.E. Evans

M.T. Boulanger & C.A. Wills

C.A. Wills

DATE September 1974

April 1980

May 1981
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PRFIT

TITLE Multiple Linear Régression to a Polynomial of Specified
Degree in One or More îndependent Variables

ENTRY Call PRFrT(IDEG,X,NRX,Y,W,YFIT,M,N,B,KTRM,NRK,IH,NT,ÎER,WS)

IDEG

X(NRX,M)

NRX

Y (N)

Integer input variable, the highest degree of
polynomial to be fitted. l < ÎDEG.

Real input matrix of data points such that

x(i,j) is the ith data value of the jth
indepenâent variable. NRX > N.

Integer input variable, the number of rows

âimensioned for X in the calling program.

Real input array of data values of the dépendent
variable.

W(N)

YFIT(N)

M

N

B (NT)

KTRM(NRK,NCK)

Real input array of weights for the dépendent

variable. For a veighted fit use w(i) =
(variance(y(l) ) ) . For an unweighted fit, use

w(i) = l.

Real output array of fitteâ values of the
dépendent variable returned from PRFIT.

Integer input variable, the nuraber of indepenâent

variables.

Integer input variable, the number of data
points.

Real output array of coefficients of the fitted
polynomial returned by PRPIT. b(i) is

coefficient of the (i~l)th non-constant term a.nd

b(l) is the constant tenn.

Integer matrix returned from PRFIT defining the
non-constant terms in order of the polynoraial

being fitted. NRK > M, NCK > NT-1. KTRM(ij)
is the power of the ith independent variable

in the jth non-constant term of the régression

polynomial.
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NRK

IH(NT)

NT

Integer input variable, the number of rows

dimensioned for KTRM in the calling program.

Integer array returned from PRFIT as a vector

of plus and minus ones. IH(i)=-l implies that
the ith term is not in the fitted polynomial.
IH(i)=l implies that the ith term is in the

polynomial.

Integer input variable, to specify the number
of terms in the polynomial to be fitted. The

(M+IDEG) î
value for NT must be

M:IDEG:

1ER

WS(NRWS}

Integer/ error flag returned from PRFIT.

errors have occurreci in PKFIT, IER=0.

If no

ROUTINES

CALLED

EXITS

IER=37 or 129,130,131, or 132 inâicate that an
error was detected in RLSTP. In particular/

IER==130 means that KLSTP was undecideâ on the

best possible fit. (For more information on
thèse error conditions/ see the IMSL write-up

for RLSTP.)

Real working storage array for internai use by

PRFIT. NRWS > (NT*(2*N+NT+3))/2 + l + M. The first
(NT)*(NT+1)/2 words in this array are used to

pass the sums of squares and cross proâucts

matrix to RLSTP and on return from PRFIT will

contain the error information set up by RLSTP and
âescribed in the II^tSL write-up. The AELIB

routine.PSTATF may be called after PRFIT to
further analyse this error information.

COMKTM, POLREG from AELIB

(POLREG calls SSCP, PRESET and PCALC from AELIB and RLSTP
from IMSLÎB)

Normal Exit: If no errors fatal to the exécution of PRFIT

have been detected, then control is returned to the calling
routine with the fitted values in YFIT, the fitted polynomial

defineâ in KTRM/ IH and B anâ the error information from
RLSTP in.WS. 1ER may be one of 0 (no errors) or either 37

or 130 (non-fatal errors in RLSTP) in this case.

NUMBER
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PRF2T

Error Exit: Errors fatal to the exécution of PRFIT cause

control ta be returned to the calling routine with éléments

of arrays YFIT, B and WS used by PRFIT set to indefinite and

éléments of the array IH useâ by PRFIT set to 0. 1ER values

of 129, 131, or 132 represent errors considered fatal to
PRFIT. Suitable error messages are printed from RLSTP.

SPEED Dépends mainly on the number of terms (NT) in the polynomial
and the number of data points (N) and to a lesser extenfc on

the number of independent variables (M) in the polynomial.

The time the program example takes to exécute the PRFIT
routine is approximately 0.03 seconds. (6600, Sept. 1975)

PROGRAM The following- program fits a poXynomial of order 3 in 2

EXAMPLE independent variables to 20 data points read in from cards.

If fatal error conditions have been detected, the prog-ram is

terminated. Otherwise, output from this program is as follows:

l) The data values for the indépendant and dépendent variable,

the fitted values, and the absolute and percentage errors
in the dépendent variable are printeâ.

2) The fit is then described by tabulating the KTRM matrix

âefining the terms in the polynomial/ the IH array
specifying the significanfc terms in the polynomial, and
the B array of coefficients of those terms.

3) A plot is made of the original data, the fitted polynomial,

and the 95% confidence interval for the fitted polynomial.

e
e

PROGRAM_TEST , j[INPUTtOUTPUT^TAPE5=INPiïT,PLOT)
REArï(25T7Y^5Ï',wwÎ25)A,"y^îÏ1[25)*"AUAfJ
?EAL B(2) ^Wâ(6Ô{ , WSPLÔT(18)
INTEGEÏ^ tâ(2) ;. KtftM(l,l)
ÇOMMON^FORMAT^XL^YL,FtItLE{8),FSUBTIT(8),FXAXTIT(8),FYAXTIT(8),NSTUVAHà^sÏVARè7Ï6îu'**^""vw/ ""WUA"Alu/ /--"—--v"/ ^

DATA W/25 * 1.0,
IDEG ='_!
NRX = 25
M - i_
N = 25
NRK = l
NT = 2
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PRFIT

10 CONTINUE

e

e
e
e

t S.S J^i. \i) p £s!^.î'VUE^ f

^<3<&U »

(1,1'

.B(l:
i0;'

•l) e

e
ç
e

p LE*}

CONFÎDBNCE INTERVAL ON

YFIT,N,B,KTRM,IH,NT yWS,PROB,WSPLOï, LOPT )

PRÏNT

AUTHORS D.E. Smith anâ L.E. Evans

REVISED C.A. Wills
C.A. Wills

Date June 1975

May 1981
March 1982

1-11-10
1983 June PRFIT



POLREG

TITLE Multiple linear régression to an arbitrary polynomial in one

or more independent variables.

ENTRY CALL POLREG(X,NRX/Y,W,YFIT,M,N,B,KTRM,NRK/IH/NT,IER,WS)

X(NRX/M)

NRX

y (N)

W(N)

YFIT(N)

M

Real input matrix of data points such that

x(ifj) is the ith data value of tïie jth
indépendant variable. NRX > N.

Integer input variable, the number of rows

dimensioneâ for X in the calling program.

Real input array of data values of the
dépendent variable.

Real input array of weights for the dépendent

variable. For a weigh-^ed fit, use

w(i)=(variance(y(i))) ^. For an unweighted
fit, use w(i)==l.

Real output array of fitted values of the

dépendent variable returned from POLREG.

Integer input variable, the number of inâependent
variables.

N Integer input variable, the number of data
points.

B(NT) Real output array of coefficients of the fitted

polynoraial returned by POLREG. b(i)
is the coefficient of the (i-l)st non-constant

term and b(l) is the constant term.

KTRM(NRK/NCK) Integer input matrix defining the non-constant

terms, in order, of the polynomial to be
fitted. NRK > M,> NCK > NT-1. KTRM(i,j) is the
power of the ith inâepenâent variable in the

jth term of the régression polynomial.

NRK Integer input variable, the number of rows

dimensioned for KTRM in the calling program.
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POLREG

IH(NT)

NT

1ER

WS(NRWS)

Integer array returneâ from POLREG as a

vector of plus anâ minus ones. IH(i):=-l implies

that the ith term is not; in the fitteâ polynomial

ÏH(i)==l implies that the ith term is in fche

polynoiïiial

înteger input variable,, the number of terms in

the polynomial to be fittecL

Integer^ error flag returned from POLREG.

no errors have occurreâ in POLREG, IER=0.

If

ROUTINES
CALLED

ÎER==37 or 129,130/131 or 132 indicate that an
error was âetected in RLSTP. In particular,

IERÏ:=130 means -that RLSTP was undecideâ on the

best possible fit. (For more information on

thèse error conditions, see the IMSL write-up

for RLSTP.)

Real working storage array for internai use by

POLREG. NRWS > (NTA ( 2*N-hNT4-3) )/2 + l + M. The

first (NT) * (NT+D/2 words in this array are
used to pass the sums of squares and cross

products matrix to RLSTP and on return from

POLREG will contain the error information set

up by RLSTP and described in the IMSL write-up.
The routine PSTAT may be calleâ after POLREG to
further analyse this information.

SSCP, PRESET anâ PCALC from AELIB, RLSTP from IMSLIB.

EXIT Normal Exifc: If no errors fatal to the exécution of POLREG
are detected, tîien control is returned ta the calling routine

with the fitted values in YFIT/ the fitted polynomial âefined
in KTRM, IH and B and the error information frora RLSTP in

WS. 1ER will be one of 0 (no errors) or either 37 or 130
(non-fatal errors in RLSTP) in this case.

Error Exit: If errors fatal to the exécution of POLREG are

detectedf then control is returned to the calling routine with

éléments o^ arrays YFIT, B and WS used by POLREG set to indefinite
anâ the éléments of the array IH useâ by POLREG set to 0. 1ER
values of 129, 131, and 132 represent errors consiâereâ fatal to

PRFIT. Suitable error messages are printed from RLSTP.

1-11-11 1981 May POLREG
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SPEED Dépends mainly on the number of terms (NT) in the polynomial

and the number of data points (N) and to a lesser extent on

the number of independent variables (M) in the polynomial.

The time the program example takes to exécute the POLREG

routines is approximately 50 ras. (6600, Sept. 1975)

EXAMPLE The following program fits a user defined polynomial in two
independent variables to 20 data points read in from cards.

For this example, tîie polynoraial to be fitted is:

P(X1'X2) = bl + b2xlx2 + b3xlx2 + b4xlx2

_3,.2 . ,_ _2_3 , ,_ ..4._2 . ^ .,8+ b^x-x^ + b^x^ + b^X^ + bgX^

anâ the KTRM matrix for this polynomial is:

KTRM =
1133240
121232

Note that the KTRM matrix does not incluâe the constant term.

If fatal errors are détectée^ the program is terminated.

Otherwise^ output from this program is as follows:

l) The data values for the independent anâ dépendent
variable, the fifcted values, absolute error and percentage

error are printed.

2) The resulting fit is then describeâ by tabulating the KTRM

matrix defining the terms in the polynomial, the IH array

specifying the significant terms in the polynomial, and
the B array of coefficients of those terms.
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POLREG

PROGRAM _ USE(IN PUT,OUTPUT)
REAL B(8lFYFIT(5Q),WSI30ÛRËAÎ; X(5Ô;2)ÎY(50( ;Wl(èÔy
INTEGER KTRM'(2,7) ,ÎH(8)
DATA W/50*,1»Ô/.
DATA KTRM/1,1\1,2,3,l,3,2,2^3,4,2,0,8,
M^2
N-20
NT ^8
NRX^50

e

e
ç
ç
e

e

f
READ 1000,'(X(I, J) , J ^ l, 2), Y(I)

20 CONTINUE

DO FIT AND TEST ERROR FLAG

ÇALL__POLREGj[X,NRX^Y_,W,YFIT^M,N^B_^KTRM^NRK,IH,NT,ÏER,WS)ÏFTÏER'^GT^5V\fA?"fÈR"NÈtÎ36yFG6"<f>Ô"906"^^"'"'l'f"^vf'

PRINT RESULTS

PRINT DATA AND FITTED VALUES

DO 40 I - l, N
ERROR ^ Y(î) - YFIT(I).
PRÇNTER^;ABS^ERROR)' /^(I) *_100_»_Q_
PRÎNT 100l7-(^(Ï7-JÎ/J:=-lf 2} r Y(I), YFIT(I),

40 CONTINUE

PRINT DESCRIPTION 0F POLYNOMIAL

, IH(1), B(l)

50

[Fp

PRÏNT 10Ô3,KTRM(1,I-1),KTRM(2,1-1),IH(I),B(I)
CONTINUE
GO TO 999

TERMXNATE PROGRAM DUE TO FATAL ERRORS

1000
1001
1002 FORMAT
1003
~10Ô4

STOP
FORMAT (1H , 3FÇL4)
FORMAT{ÎH ; 10(F8;3,

î 245T,WÂÏ,f ÏTiêx, Al), 120, G20.7)
5Xr'3I2Ô, G20.7}

FORMAT(1H ,"1ER FROM'POLREG"INDICATES FATAL ERRORS"
END

AUTHORS

REVISED

D.E.' Smith and L.E. Evans

C.A. Wills

Date June 1975

May 1981



TITLE

ENTRY

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXIT

SPEED

EXAMPLE

AUTHORS

REVISED

COMKTM

Define a polynomial of given degree in one or more

independent variables in forra suitable for use by

multiple linear régression routines

CALL COMKTM(IDEG,KTRM,NRK,M)

IDEG

KTRM(NRK,NCK)

NRK

M

Integer input variable, the highest degree
of polynomial to be fitted. l < ÎDEG.

Integer matrix returned from COMKTM
defining the non-constant terms in order

of the polynomial being fitted.

NRK > M, NCK >_ NT-1, where NT ^ ^n'^E,
lïl.XDEG.

is the number of terms in the polynomial.
KTRM(i,j) is the power of the ith in-
dépendent variable in the jth term of the

régression polynomial.

Integer input variable, the number of rows
dimensioned for KTRM in the calling program

Integer input variable, the number of

indépendant variables.

PRESET from AELIB.

Control is returneâ to the calling program with the terms
of the polynomial âefined in KTRM.

Dépends mainly on the highest degree (IDEGÏ of the poly-
nomial and the number of indepenâent variables (M) in the

polynomial.

The time the example program takes to exécute COMKTM is

approximately .25 ms. (6600, Sept. 1975)

See writeup for SSCP. Combined use of the routines
COMKTM^ SSCP and PCALC is illustrated as an alternative

to PRFIT or POLREG.

D.E. Smith and L.E. Evans

B.E. Purcell

DATE August 1975

DATE March 1978
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TITLE

ENTRY

Weighted sum of squares and cross products calculation
for use with IMSL routine RLSTP to do multiple linear

régression to a polynomial.

CALL SSCÎ>(X,NRX,Y,W,M,N,KTRM,NRK,NT,WS)

X(NRX,M)

NRX

Y (N)

W(N)

M

N

Real input matrix of data points such
thafc x(i,j) is the ith data value of the

jth independent variable. NRX > N.

Integer input variable, the number of rows

dimensioned for X in the calling program.

Real input array of data values of the
dépendent variable.

Real input array of weights for the
dépendent variable. For a^weighted fit/

use w(i)=(variance(y^))} ^. For an unweighted
fitf use w(i)=ï:l.

Integer input variable, the number of
independent variables.

Integer input variable, the number of data
points.

KTRM(NRK,NCK) Integer input matrix defining the non-
constant terms in order, of the polynomial
being fitted. NRK > M, NCK > NT-1. KTRM(i,j)
is the power of the ith independent variable

in the jth non-constant term of fche régression
polynomial.

NRK

NT

WS(NRWS)

Integer input variable, the number of rows

dimensioned for KTRM in the calling program.

Integer input variable, the nuiid3er of terms

in the polynomial to be fitted.

Real working storage area. On return from

SSCP the corrected sums of squares and

cross products matrix will be stored in

WS(1) to WS((NT*(NT+1))/2. NRWS >
(NT*(2*N4-NT+3) )/2 + l.
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SSCP

EX l ÏS

SPEED

EXAMPLE

Control is returned to the calling program with the
corrected sums of squares and cross products matrix

stored in WS ready for a subsequent call to HLSTP.

Dépends mainly on the number of terms (NT) in the
polynomial and the number of data points (N) a-nd to a
lesser extent on the nuraber of independent variables (M)

in the polynomial.

The time the program example takes to exécute SSCP is

approximately 9.7 ms. (6600, Sept. 1975)

The following program illustrâtes the use of the routines
COMKTM, SSCP, PCALC anâ PSTATF in performing a weighteâ

fit using RLSTP directly. The program is similar to
fchat provided for PRFIT but allows the significance

levels, ALPHAI and ALPHAO for RLSTP to be variable.

A polynomial of orâer 3 in two independent variables is

fitfceâ to 20 data points read in from cards. The

description of this polynomial is set up by COMKTM, the
corrected sums of squares and cross proâucts matrix

calculateâ by SSCP, the fit done by RLSTP anâ the

constant term anâ fitted values provided by PCALC. A
subsequent call to PSTATF calculâtes the residual sum

or squares for the fit, an error matrix for the fitted
coefficients, and standard deviation estimâtes for the

fifcted function values.

If fatal error conditions are détectée^ the program is
terminated. Otherwise/ output is as follows:

l) The data values for the independent and dépendent
variable/ fche fitted values^ standard deviation
estimâtes, anâ the absolute anâ percentage errors

in the dépendent variable are printeâ.

2) The fit is then described by tabulating the KTRM

matrix defining the terms in the polynomial/ the IH

array specifying the significant terms in the
polynomial, anâ the B array of coefficients of those
terms.

3) the residual sum of squares and parameter error

matrix are then printed.

1-11-13 1981 May SSCP
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PROGRAÎ/LUSE3 (INPUT/OUTPUT)
RÈÂL X"C50,2) ;Y~(5Ô)-;W(5Ô]
ÎŒAL,_B_{10Ï ^YFIT^SO) ,WS(300)
DÎMÈNSÏON'ôDYÎSO;
INTEGER,KTRM.(2,9) ,IH(10) ,JX(9)
REAL E(10,10);
DATA^W/50*1.0/
M"="2'
N=20
NT=10
NRX==50.
NHK = 2
IDEG=3

READ IN DATA

DO 20 !_=_!, N
READ 1000,'(X(I, J), J == l, 2), Y(I)20 CONTÎ5uÈuvvr vn^' u/' u ~ "' 'lf

SET UP KTRM MATRIX DESCRIBING POLYNOMIAL

CALL COMKTM(IDEG,KTRM,NRK,M)

CALCULATE CORRECTED SUMS 0F SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCTS MATRIX
FOR IN PUT TO RLSTP.

CALL SSCP(X,NRX,Y,W,M,N,KTRM,NRK,NT,WSÏ

DO FIT USING RLSTP AND TERMINATE ON ERROR CONDITIONS.

IOPT==0
ÎHCÎ)=0
NTMl^NT-1
DO 30 I=1,NTM1

JX(I)=0
30 CONTINUÉ

ALFAI=ALFAQ=^Q.10
CALL RLSTP(WS,NTM1,N,ALFAI,ALFAO,JX,IH,B,IOPT, 1ER)

IF(ÎER.GT.37 .A. 1ER.NE.130) GO TO 900

COMPUTE THE CONSTANT TERM AND FITTED VALUES

CALL PCALC(YFIT,N,B,IH,NT,WS)

COMPUTE ERROR STATISTICS

NRE=1Ç
ICON^l
CALL PSTATF(ICON.IH,NT,N,E, NRE,SDY,SS,WS)
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SSCP

e
e
e

PRÏNT RESULTS

DO 40 ï ^ l, N
ERROR == Y(î) - YFIT(I).
PRÇNTER^;ABS(ERRORy /^Y(I} ft ^100_._Q.
PRÎNT-ÏOOl7~WÏ7'JÎ / J~^~lf 2), Y(I), YFIT (I) , SDY ( l , ERROR,

40 'CONTINUE

C PRINT DESCRIPTION 0F POLYNOMIAL
e

PRINT 1002, 1HO, 1HO, IH(1), B(l)
DO 50 1=2,NT

PRINT 1003 pKTRM(lyï-l) ,KTRM (2 , Ï--1) ^IH(I) ,B(ï)
50 CONTINUE

PRÎNT 1004,SS
PRÎNT 1005, ((E(I,J) ,J^1,NT) fl=21,

900 STOP
1000 F(
1001 FORMAT

1003 FORMAT

1H , 10(F8'» 3, 4X;
1H-; 24^A1^ IJlgX^, Al) f ï20, G20.7)
1H G20.7)

AUTHORS

REVISED

D.E. Smith and L.E. Evans

C.A. Wills

DATE August 1975

May 1981



PCALC

TITLE

ENTRY

Compute the constant term to complète the fit provided by

RLSTP and caiculate from this set of coefficients the

fitted values of the dépendent variable.

CALL PCALC(YFZT,N,B,IH,NT,WS)

Note: This routine is to be used only after successful

calls to SSCP and RLSTP. The parameters, N,B/IH,NT and

WS, must remain unchanged between the consécutive calls
of SSCP/ RLSTP and PCALC.

YB'IT(N)

N

B (NT)

IH(NT)

NT

WS(NRWS)

Real oufcput array of fitteâ values of the

dépendent variable returned by PCALC.

Integer input variable, the nmaber of data

points.

Real array of coefficients of the fitteâ

polynomial returned by RLSTP and required |

as input for PCALC. On return from PCALC,
b(i) is the coefficient of the (i-1)sfc
non-constant term and b(l) is the constant

term.

înteger array returned by RLSTP as a |
vector of plus and minus ones and is

required as input to PCALC. On return from
PCALC, IH(i)^-l implies that the ith term

(including constant as first term) is not

in the fitted polynomial. IH(i)==l implies

that the ith term is in the polynomial.

Integer input variable, the number of

terms in the polynomial supplied to PCALC.

Real working storage array. The first
(NT*(NT+1))/2 words in this array contain

the error information set up by the RLSTP

routine described in the IMSL writeup anâ

are not used by PCALC. The remaining
storage from index (NT*(NT+1))/2 to

(NT*(2*N+NT+3))/2 must be the values as they

were set up to SSCP. NRWS > (NT*(2*N+NT+3))/2 + l
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PCALC

EXIT

SPEED

EXAMPLE

AUTHORS

REVISED

Control is returned to the calling program with the
fitted values in YFIT, the absence or présence of terms
of the polynomial in IH, with the coefficients in B.

Dépends mainly on the number of terms (NT) in the

polynomial and the number of data points (N) and to a

lesser extent on the number of indepenâent variables (M)

in the polynomial.

The time the example program takes to exécute the PCMiC
routine is approximately 1.1 ms. (6600, Sept. 1975)

See writeup for SSCP. Combineâ use of the routines

COMKTM, SSCP anâ PCALC is illustrated as an alternative
to PRFIT or POLREG.

D.E. Smith and L.E. Evans

C.A. Wills

DATE: August 1975

May 1981
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PSTATF

TITLE

ENTRY

Error statistics calculation for the polynomial fit from

RLSTP providing the covariance and corrélation of pairs
of coefficients, the standard deviation estimâtes for the

coefficients anâ fitted function values/ anâ the (weighted)

sum of squares of residuals.

CALL PSTATF(ICON,IH,NT,N,E,NRE,SDY,SS,WS)

(Tîiis routine may be called after AELIB routines PRFIT,

POLREG, or RLSTP. If called after RLSTP but before
PCALC, the constant term is not part of the fit and

statistics for it on the fitted function values are,

therefore, not available. If called after PRFIT/ POLREG
or PCALC following RLSTP, the constant term is inciuded
in the fit and statistics for it anâ the fitted function

values are calculateâ.)

ICON Integer input variable, which should be 0
if the constant term is not included in the fit
and l if the constant term is included. ICON

should be set to 0 only if PSTATF is calleâ

directly after a call to RLSTP. Otherwise ICON
should be l.

IH(NT)

NT

N

înteger input array set up by a prier call to
one of the four routines mentioned above as a

vector of plus or minus ones. IH(i):=~l implies

the ith term is not in the fitted polynomial.

IH(i)=l implies that the ith term is in the

polynomial.

Integer input variable, the number of terms in

the polynomial supplied to PCALC/ PRFIT
or POLREG (including the constant term).

Infceger input variable, the nnmber of data
poihts.

E(NRE,NT) Real array, NRE > NT, returned by PSTATF
containing the error matrix defined as

follows:

E(i,j)=0 if either the ith or jth term are not
in the fitteâ model.
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PSTATF

NRE

SDY(N)

ss

E(i,j)== standard âeviation of tenu i if
i=j (diagonal)

covariance of ith and jth terms if

i<j (above âiagonal)
corrélation of ith anâ jth terms if

i>j (below diagonal)

ïnteger input variable, the number of rows

dimensioneâ for E in the calling prograra.

Real output array. îf ICON=1, SDY returns
the standard deviation estimâtes for the fitted

function values. If ICON=0, this array is set
to indefinites.

Real returned by PSTATF as the (weighted) sum
o£ squares of residuals,

ROUTINES

CALLED

EXÎT

SPEED

WS(NRWS) Real working- storage array containing data set
up by a prior call to PRFIT/ POLREG or RLSTP.

The first (NT*(NT+1))/2 words contain the error

information set up by RLSTP and will be altered

by PSTATF. Also required as set up by PRFIT/
POLREG or SSCP are fche means of the non-constant

terms of the polynomial sorteâ frora index
(NT*(NT+1))/2 + l to (NT*(NT+1))/2 + NT-1 the
mean of fche dépendent variable stored at index
(NT*(NT+1))/2 + NT, and the sum of weights

stored at index (NT*(2ftN+NT+3))/2 + l).
NRWS > (NT*(2*N+NT+3))/2 + l

RLSUBM from IMSLIB.

Control is returned to the calling program with the
statistics stored in the matrices E anâ SDY/ and the

(weighteâ) sum of squares of resiâuals in SS.

Dépends primarily on the number of terms (NT) in the
polynomial and also on whether or not the constant term
is incluâed.

The time requireâ for the exécution of PSTATF in the program

example is approximately 1.2 ms. (6600, Sept. 1975)
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PSTATF

EXAMPLE

AUTHORS

REVISED

See writeup for SSCP. The use of PSTATF is illustrated
along with COMKTRM/ SSCP, RLSTP and PCALC.

D.E. Smith and L.E. Evans

L.E. Evans

C.A. Wills

DATE August 1975

DATE March 1977

May 1981
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CIPLOT

TITLE For a régression équation in one independent variable founâ
by RLSTP/ POLREG, or PRFIT plot a complète f rame with axes and

labels containing the original data, the fitted curve, and
either the confiâence limits for the predicted mean values or

for the predicted individual values of the dépendent variable.

INTRODUCTÎON

The model fitted by RLSTP, POLREG, or PRFIT has an associated

variance as expressed in the error matrix for the fitted

parameters. CIPLOT uses this information to calculate
confidence intervals either for predicted mean values (l) or
for predicted individual values of the dépendent variable (2)

If, for a given value of the independent variable x. the

predicteâ value of the dépendent variable is y^/ then the two
kinds of confidence intervals for v. are:

i

(l) y, +^ t(n-nt/ p/2) a,

(2) y^ + t(n~nt, p/2) /a2 + ss (unweighteâ)
l — - ^

y, + t(n~nt, p/2) /of + l.0/w(i) (weighted)

where w, n, nt, ss are as defined for PRFIT or PSTATF/ CT_. is

the standard deviation estimate for the predicted value y^,

t is Student's t distribution, and p âefines the confidence
interval.

ENTRY CALL CIPLOT(X,Y,W,YFIT ,N,B,KTRM,IH,NT,WS , PROB,WSPLOT,LOPT, 1ER)

Note: This routine is to be used only after successful calls

to RLSTP, POLREG, or PRFIT. The parameters X/ Y, W, YFIT, B,
KTRM, IH, NT, and WS romain unchanged from those calls. If
RLSTP has been called directly the routines KTRM, COMKTM, SSCP,

and PCALC must also have been called before calling CIPLOT.

The PLOT file musfc be defined on the PROGRAM card. Plots are made

from CÏPLOT via calls to SïMPLT and PLODA, AELÎB routines number
2-1-20 anâ 2-1-03. The plat symbol is defined to be .08" in size
and the length of the dash cycle (Dl, Bl, D2, B2) is âefined to
be (0.4", 0.2'\ 0.2", 0.2"). Non-default parameters for the plot

may be supplied in COMMON blocks as describeâ in the SIMPLT
writeup with the one exception that the subtitle FSUBTIT shouid

not be changea by the user.
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CIPLOT

X(N) Real input matrix of data points of the independent

variable

Y(N) Real input array of data values of the dépendent

variable

W(N) Real input array of weights for the dépendent variable.

For a weighted fit, use w(i)=:1.0/variance (y(i) ) . For
an unweighted fit, use w(i}:::;l.

YFIT(N) Real input array set up by a prier call ta PCALC,

PRFIT, or POLREG containing the fitteâ values of the
dépendent variable.

N Integer input variable, the number of data points.

B(NT) Real input array of coefficients of the fitfceâ polynomial.

returned by PCALC, POLREG, or PRFIT. B(i) is the
coefficient of the (i~l)st non-constant term anâ B(l) is
the constant term.

KTRM(1,NCK) Integer input matrix âefining the non-constant terms,.
in order of the polynomial fitted by RLSTP, PRFIT/ or
POLREG. NCK > NT-1.

IH(NT) Integer input array containing a vector of plus or minus
ones as âefined for PRFIT or POLREG. IH(i)=-l implies
the ith term is not in the fitted polynomial. IH(i)=l

implies that the ith term is in the polynomial.

NT Integer input variable, the number of terms including the
constant in the polynomial supplied fco PCALC, PRFIT, or

POLREG. To be able to calculate confidence intervals N
must be greater than NT.

WS(NRWS) Real working storage array containing data set up by a
prior cali to PRFXT, POLREG, or RLSTP. The first
(NT*(NT+1))/2 words contain the error inforEnation^ the

means of the non-constant terms of the polynomial are

stored from index (NT*(NT+1))/2 + l to (NT*(NT+l))/2 + NT,
and the sum of weights stored at index (NT* (2*N4-NT4-3) ) /2 + l

' NRW > (NT*(2*N+NT+35)/2 + l + M.
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CIPLOT

PROB Real input value, 100*(1-PROB)% confidence limits will be

calculateâ.

WSPLOT(NRW2) Real working storage array for internai use by CIPLOT.

(NRW2 > max(NT*NT, 18))

LOPT Integer input variable set to l for confidence interval
for mean values or to 2 for confidence interval for predicted

values.

ROUTÎNES
CALLED

EXÏT

PLODA, PSTATF, SIMPLT from AELIB, MDSTI, VMULFS from IMSLIB.
SUBPLOT a utility routine loaded with CIPLOT.

If no fatal errors have occurreâ CÎPLOT will terminate by a

normal exit which returns control to the calling routine.

If an error occurs control is returned to the callinq routine

but no plot will be generated. Possible values of 1ER n^d
associated errors are described below:

1ER Description

SPEED

EXAMPLE

0 No errors.

l Fatal error. The value of PROB is not between
0 and l. The message ***PROB DOESN'T LIE BETWEEN
ZERO AND ONE-NO PLOT PRODUCED is printed.

2 Fatal error. The value of N is less than or equal

to the value of NT. The message ***DEGREES OH'
FREEDOM (N~NT) ARE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ONE-NO

PLÛT PRODUCED is printed.
3 Fatal error. An internai error has occurred in

the IMSL subroutine MDSTI. The message
***INTERNAL ERROR IN IMSL ROUTINE MDSTÎ-NO PLOT

PRODUCED is printed.

This dépends on the number of terms in the polynomial NT
and the number of data points N. The exécution time for

CIPLOT in the program example is 0.15 seconds (CYBER 170
Model 175, Noveraber 1981).

See writeup for PRFIT.

illustrated.

The use of CIPLOT after PRFIT is

AUTHORS C.A. Wills and M.T. Boulanger DATE 1981 November
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TITLE Weighted Least Squares Fitting of Data to a Function of
One or More Independent Variables With or Without User

Supplieâ Partial Derivatives.

ENTRY CALL MLSQQ(IOPT,X,NRX,Y,W,YF,P,NC,N,M,AUX,E,NE,S,RERR,
WS,1ER)

IOPT integer input variable to define the type of

solution required as follows:

ÎOPT Derivatives Solution Method for

supplied in Normal System
AUXt

0
l
-l

No
Yes
Yes

No

Marquardt*

Marquardt*

Newton-Raphson* *

Newton-Raphson* *

if âerivatives are not supplied,
they are approximated by MLSQQ.
should be chosen if fitting function is

non-linear in parameters.

must be chosen if fitting- function is
linear.

X(NRX,NCX)

real input array of values of the independent
variables, X(i,j) being the ith data.value of
the jth independent variable.

NRX > N, NCX = number of inâependent variables.

NRX number of rows of X as dimensioned in the
calling program.

Y(N) real input array of values of the dépendent
variable.

W(N) real input array of weights for dépendent

variable. For a weighted fit, estimâtes of the

variances of the dépendent variable values

should be used as follows:
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W(i) = l/var(Y(i5)/ i=I,...,N

For an unweighted fit, any non-zero constant

value may be used but

W(i) = l, 1=1,

is recommended

,N

YF(N) real output array of fitted values of dépendent

variable returneâ from MLSQQ.

P(M) real input anâ output array of parameters for
user supplieâ function. Initial values are

passed to MLSQÇ and final values returned from
MLSQÇ.

NC(M) integer input array specifying whether para'
meters are to be fixed or varied. NC(i)==0

means ith parameter fixed anâ NC(i)=:l means ith
parameter varieâ. MU is the number of non zéro

entries in NC which defines the number of

parameters to be varied.

N integer, number of data points.

M integer/ number of parameters in the fitting
function.

AUX subroutine supplieâ by the user to calculate

the fitting function. It must be âeclareâ

EXTERNAL in the main program. Its calling
séquence and arguments are described below.

E(NE,M) real array, NE > N, used in two différent ways
by MLSQQ:

(l) E(N,M) is useâ internally by MLSQÇ ta

store the négative of the Jacobian of the
user's function at each iteration.

(2) E (M,M) is an output array containing the
estimated error matrix for the fitted
parameters as follows:

E(i,j)==0 if P(i) and/or P(j) are fixed
parameters; otherwise,

NUMBER
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NE

HERR

WS(L)

1ER

E(i,j)

/var(P(i) ) , i:=j /i=l/ ...,m (diagonal)

cov(P(i) ,P(j) ) / ^2,... ,m; (above
i=!;l,...,j-l diagonal)

cov(P(i),P_(j)} , i=2,...,m; (below

/var(P(i)).var(P(j)) j=l,...,i-l diagonal)

integer, number of rows of E as dimensioned in

calling program.

real output variable to return the weighted
residual sum of squares from MLSÇQ.

N ... . ... ....2

S - S W(i) (Y(i)-YF(i))
i==l

real input variable specifying relative error

necessary for convergence of MLSÇÇ. If the
value of the ith parameter after jth iteration

is P.. ,;, then MLSÇQ has convergeâ if

p ~p
i,j ~i,j-l

p. .

i/J

< RERR, 1=1,2,...,M

real, working storage array for MLSÇQ. îts
dimension. L, must be at leasfc N+M+MU(MU+5)/2

where N and M are as above and MU is the number
of varying parameters.

integer output variable to return from MLSQQ

the error flag value, as defined in the EXIT
section.

ADDITIONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

(l) Optional adâitional parameters for MLSQQ are contained in
labelled common block MLSÇOPT as described below:

/MLSQOPT/LIST,NITER,IWT

LIST integer input variable to control printing.

LISTÎ=0 Only error messages will be printed.
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LISY:=:1 In adâition to error messages, para-

œeter values/ weighted sum of squares,

of residuals/ and Marquardt parameter

will be printed at each iteration at
full printer width

LIST^2 Same as LISTAI/ except line width of
printing is suitable for terminal

viewing.

LÎST^3 Outpufc as with LIST==1 plus diagnostic
âump proviâinq normal matrix, right-
hand side^ lower triangula-r matrix

anâ its inverse is also printeâ at
each iteration.

LIST==4 At each iteration,, the Jacobian is
printed in aâdition to the LIST=3

dump.

Default value is LIST=1 for first call to MSLQQ
and previous value fchereafter.

NITER integer input variable specifying the maximum •

number of iterations. Default value is 100.

IWT , integer output variable specifying whether a.
weighteâ (îWT=l) or unweighted (IWT=0) fit was
assumed to calculate the error matriXe An un-

weighted fit is assuiïied if all weights W(i) are

equal. Otherwise, a weighted fit is assumeâ.

(2) Auxiliary subroutine, AUX;, written by the user/ is calleâ
by MLSQÇ with calling séquence dépendent on ÎOPT value.

If IOPT = 0 or -2, the call is

CALL AUX(X,NRX,F,P,N,IËRAUX) (standard form)

If IOPT=±1, the call iss

CALL AUX(X,NRX,F,P,N,E,NE,IERAUX) (derivative form)

Since the storage for arrays used in AUX is allocated in

the main prograra, one of the following dimension state-
ments will suffice in AUX:

NUM8ER
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REAL X(NRX,1),F(1),P(1) for standard form
and

REAL X(NRX,1),F(1},p(l),E(NE,1} for derivative form

X(NRX,NCX)

NRX

F (N)

P(M)

N

E (N,M)

NE

IERAUX

real two dimensional input array of independent
variable values as defineâ for MLSÇQ. NCX =

number of indepenâent variables.

number of rows of X as dimensioned in ttie

calling program.

real output array of function values defined by

this subroutine.

real input array of current parameter values
passed to AUX from MLSQQ.

integer input variable specifying number of

data points as âefined for MLSÇÇ.

real output array of négative partial deriva-
tives, as defined for MLSQQ

E(i/j) = -
3f(x,p)

^T
i=l,...,n

j=l,...,m

where f is the fitting function. (Note that

only partial derivatives with respect fco

varying parameters are used by MLSÇg so
E(i,k) i=l,...,n does not need to be calculated

if p, is fixed.)

integer input variable supplying the number of
rows of E as dimensioned in the user's program.

integer output variable which may be used to
pass a user set error flag to MLSÇQ. Any non

zéro value returned in IERAUX will force fatal
error termination of LSQQ. The value of the
MLSQQ error flag 1ER is affected by the value
of IERAUX as follows:

IERAUX

0 or not âefined in AUX

< 10
> 10

1ER

Unchangeâ
10
Same as IERAUX
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ROUTINES
CALLED

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

STORAGE
REÇUIRED

AUX supplied by the user, anâ PRESET/ ALERPR and TRACEB

from AELÏB.

MLSQOPT

2200
8

EXÏT There are two possible exits from MLSÇQ. Thèse are:

(l) Normal Exit (0 < IBR < 2)

Control is returned to the calling routine with
fitteâ parameter values in P/ fitted function values

in YF, (weighted) residual sum of squares in S and
error matrlx in E.

(2) Error Exit (1ER > 3)

Control is returned to the calling routine with the

last approxiraation to the parameters in P. YF anâ
S are set to contain indefinites.

If no fatal errors have occurred, MLSQQ will terminate

by a normal exit. Possible values of 1ER and associated
errors are described below:

1ER

0

l

Description

No errors.

Non-fatal error. Value of ÎOPT supplied by MLSÇQ
was not 0, l, -l, or -2. The message

***ÎNVALID OPTION SELECTED - IOPT=0 ASSUMED

is printeâ, IOPT is set to zéro and MLSQQ is allowed
to continue.

Non-fatal error. Convergence has not been achieved

in specified number of iterations. The message

***NO COÎMVERGENCE AFTER ITERATIONS. MAXIMUM

RELATIVE CHANGE IN PARAMETERS IS
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ACCURACY

>10

is printed and MLSÇQ is terminated as if convergence

achieved.

Fatal error. Weights supplied to MLSQQ are not

positive. The message

***WE1GHTS ARE ZERO, NEGATIVE OR UNDEFINED

is printed, E is set to contain indefinites, and

MLSQQ is terminated via error exit.

Fatal error. Least squares normal System is not

numerically positive défini te. The message

***TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION REQUIRES SQUARE ROOT
0F IN ROW

is printed and MLSÇQ is terminated via error exit.

Fatal error. User has specified termination from
AUX. E is set to contain indefinites and MLSÇQ is

terminated. via error exit.

The accuracy of the parameter values fitted by MLSÇQ
dépends directly on the relative error criterion spec-

ified by the user. (Whether thèse fitted parameters are
correct dépends both on the performance of the least

squares algorithm on the function specified and on the
starting values supplied' by the user. It is left to the
user to ensure that the minimum sum of squares of resid-

uals has indeed been achieved and that this is an ap-
propriate (local) minimum for the problem being solved.)

TIMING The exécution time for MLSÇQ dépends directly on the

number of data points, parameters being fitted, and
iterations performed as well as on the calculation time

for fche user*s fitting function.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

A weighteâ least squares fit of the non-linear function

_P1+P2X
y = e

to N data points (x,y) is desireâ. (N is variable but
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assumed to be less than 100.)

The values for x,y and standard âeviation of y, sd(y)/
are proviâed on puncheâ cards with one set of x/y/sd(y)
values per card.

For this problem MLSQQ is useâ with IOPT=1 since the
âerivatives are easily calculated and proviâed in AUX.
The AELIB routine YFST is used with the IMSL routine

MDSTI to calculate confidence intervals for function

values fitted. by MLSQQ.

e
e
e

e
ç
e

401
402
403
404
405

406

40

e
e
e

e
e
e

50

PROGRAM_FIT_(INPUT,QUTPUTETAPE1^ÏNPUT)
REAL X(10Q^Ïi,Y(lôO)^W^lôO),SD{iÔÔ),YF(100),P(2) ,E(100,2)
HSAL_SDYFj[lQÛi ,CINT'(100) ,Wë'(2iÔ}
ÎNTEGÈR-NC(2)
EXTERNAL AUX
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT

3F15.8)
" PREMÂTURE TERMINATION FROM AUXILIARY ROUTÏNE ")
" ERRQR MATRIX"Ï
1X,2G12.5)
"0 X Y YFIT ce

,ÏNT*<)
FÔRMÂT(1X,4(G12.5,1X),1H(, Gl2.5,lH,, G12.5, 1H))

SET UP PROBLEH DEPENDENT PARAMETERS FOR MLSQQ

DATA NRX/100/,NC/2*1/,M/2/,NE/100/

READ IN DATA AND SET WEÎGHTS

N=1
READ 401/X(Nrl) rY(N),SD(N)
IF(EOF.di.NE.Q)'GOTÔ'50

lW(N)'-1.7SD(î3)*~fr2
N=N+1'
GOTO 40

N=N-1

SET UP CASE DEPENDENT PARAMETERS FOR MLSQQ AND CALL MLSQQ

ÏOPT^l
RERR=1.E-"3
P(l)-15,
P ( 2} =:i- . 36E—3
CÂLL MLSQQ(îOPT,X,NRX,Y,W,YF,P,NCfN,M,AUXfErNE,S,RERR,WS,ÎER}

CHECK ERROR FLAG FOR EXIT FROM AUX

IF(IER.NE,10) GOTO 75
PRINT 402'
GOTO 900
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• PRINT ERROR MATRIX FOR FITTED PARAMETERS.(FINAL PARAMETER
'_ VALUES_AND SUM 0F SQUARES HAVE BEEN PRINTÉD BY MLSQQ)
75 PRINT 403

DO 100 I=1,M
.PRINT 404,(E(I,J),J=1,M)100 CONTÏNUÉ -"-^UIA'U/ '---/•

USING YFST TO PROVIDE STANDARD DEVIATION ESTIMATES, CALÇULATE
95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ABOUT FITTED VALUES.( IMSL ROUTINE
MDSTî IS REQUIRED FOR T VALUE)
PRINT FIT RÈSULTS

CALL_YFST(IOPT,X,NRX,Y,SDYF,P,NC,N,M,AUX,E,NE,WS,IER)
Q=.05
DEG=N~M
CALL_MDSTI(Q, DEG/TVAL)
PRÏNT"40'T^'
DO 150 1=1,N

ÇJNT_(I )^TVAL*SDYF (I )
_PRINÎ 406,X(I),Y(Ï),YF(I),SDYF(I),YF(I)-CINT(ï) , YF(I ) 4-CINT (I )

150 CONTINUE

900 STOP
END

e
e
e
ç
e
e
e
e

10

20
90

SUBROUTINE AUX(X,NRX,F,P,N,E,NE,IERAUX)

AUXILIARY ROUTINE TO COMPUTE
EXP(P1 + P2*X)

NOTE -
THE NUMBER 0F_INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IS IMPLICITLY l.
THE ERROR FLAG IS USED TO TERMINATE GRACEFULLY FROM MLSQQ IF

EXPONENTIAL ARGUMENT IS OUT 0F RANGE

gEA^ X^NRX^1),F(1),P(1),E(NE,1)
ËARG=,(PIH__+_P.(21*X(J,1
IF(_(EÂRÛ.<3T.74Ï.67) :0;(ÉÂRG.LT.-675.84)) GOTO 20
EVÂÏ,^EXP(EARG} ' '
E(J/1)=::-ÉVAL_
E(J/2)=-X(J;1)*EVAL
F (J) =Ê VAL

CONTÎNÙE
GOTO 90

IERAUX=10
RETURN
END
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REFERENCES "Derivative Free Analogues of fche Levenberg-Marquardt
and Gauss Mgorithms -for Numerical Least Squares

Approximation", K.M. Brown,, J.E. Dennis/ Numerische

Mathematik, 18, 289-297.
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TITLE Calculation of Standard Deviation Estimâtes for the
Function Values Fitted by MLSQQ.

INTRODUCTION The moâel fitted by MLSgQ has an associated variance as

expressed in the error matrix for the fitted parameters.
YFST expresses this variance in terms of the fitted func-

tion values by calculating a standard deviation estimate,
Cf., for each fitteâ value YF..^ -„ ^^. -^^.^^^ .^.^»^. —^

A coramon practice is to calculate confidence intervals

for a preâicted function value, Y,. For this the standard
deviation estimate, o'_* should be ûsed where

CF. =
l

v&^7 S/N-M if MLSQQ fit was unweighted

^2Y l/W(i) if MLSQQ fit was weighted

ENTRY

where S, N, M, W(i) , i==l,...,N are as defined for MLSQQ.

CALL YFST(IOPT,X,NRX,y,SDY,P,NC,N,M,AUX,E,NE,WS,IER)

IOPT integer input variable to specify whether

or not derivatives are proviâed in AUX.

If |IOPT| ^ l, YFST assumes derivatives
are calculated by AUX. For any other

value of IOPT, YFST approximates dériva-
tives. (This is consistent with the IOPT

parameter used by MLSQQ.)

X(NRX,NCX) real input array of values of the in-
dépendent variables as defined for MLSQQ.

NRX nmnber of rows of X as dimensioned in the

calling program.

Y(N) real input array of values of the de-
pendent variable.

SDY(N) real output array of standard deviation

estimâtes for the fitted function values.

P(M) real input array of parameters fitted by
MLSQQ.
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YFST

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXZT

NC(M) iriteger input array specifying whether
paramefcers are fixed or varying. See
MLSQQ write-up for détails.

N integer, number o£ data points.

M integer, number of paramefcers in the
fitting function.

AUX subroutine supplied by the user to cal-

culate fche fitting function, See MI,SQQ
write-up for détails.

E(NE,NCE) real input array containing the error

raatrix defined by MLSQQ.

NE number of rows of E as dimensioned in the

calling program.

WS(L) real ^orking storage array for YFST,
L > M" + 2N.

1ER infceger outpufc variable to return from
YFST the error flag value as defined in

the EXIT section below.

AUX supplied by the user and PRESET from ÂELIB.

There are two possible exits from YFST. Thèse are:

(l) Normal Exit (0 < 1ER < l)

Control is returned to the calling routine. If
IER==0, all N entries in SDY are standard deviation
estimâtes, îf IER=1, one or more variance estimâtes

were calculated to be négative. In this case, fche

corresponding standard deviation estimâtes are set
to contain indefinites.

(2) Fatal Error (1ER > 10)

User bas specified termination of YFST from AUX.

User fcermination of YFST from AUX is accomplished in

NUMBER
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thç same way as for MLSQQ and the effect on the YFST
error flag is the same. (See MLSQQ write-up for
détails.) In this case, SDY is set to contain in-
définîtes and control is returned to the calling

routlne.

ÂCCURACY The accuracy of thèse estimâtes is difficult to estab-

lish. They are intended to be used in a général sta-
fcistical analysis of the least squares solution, not in

subsequent calculations requiring a great deal of pre-
cislon.

TIMING The exécution time for YFST dépends on the number of data

points, the number of parameters being fitted and the

complexity of the user s function. In général it will be
much less than the exécution time for MLSQQ.

PROGRAM
EXÂMPLE

The use of this routine 1s illustrated in write-up

for MLSQQ.

ÂUTHOR & REVISION HISTORY

L.E. Evans and E.G. Long May 1977
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NL2INT

TITLE Weighted Least Squares Fifcting of Data to a Function of
One or More Inâependent Variables With or Without User

Supplied Partial Derivatives. (Recoramended for use over

MLSQQ.)

ENTRY CALL NL2INT(IOPT,X,NRX,Y,W,YF,P,NC,N,M,AUX/E,NE,S,RERR,
WS,1ER)

IOPT integer input variable indicating whether or not

derivatives are supplieâ. If they are not they
will be approximated.

0,2 no âerivatives supplied
+1 derivatives supplied

X(N/NCX} real input array of values of the independent

variables, X(i,j) being the ith data value of
the jth indépendant variable. Note: If there

is more than one independent variable, NCX must
be defined in COMMUN block NL2COM described below.

NRX integer input variable, the number of rows o£ X

as dimensioned in the calling program.

Y(N) real input array of values of the dépendent
variable.

W(N) real input array of weights for dépendent

variable. For a weighted fit, estimâtes of -the

variances of the dépendent variable values
should be used as follows:

W(i) = l/var(Y(i)), i=l, . . . ,N

For an unweighted fit, any non-zero constant

value may be used but

W(i) = l, i=l,...,N

is recommenâed.

YF(N) real output array of fitted values of dépendent
variable returned from NL2INT.
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P(M) real input and output array of parameters for
user supplieâ function. Initial values are

passed to NL2INT and final values returned from

NL2INT.

N

M

AUX

NC(M) integer input array specifying whether para-
meters are to be fixed or varied. NC(i)=0

means ith parameter fixed anâ NC(i)=::l means ith
parameter varied. MU is the number of nonzero

entries in NC which defines fche number of
parameters to be varied.

integer/ number of data points.

integer^ number of paramefcers in the fitting

function (M < N) .

subroutine supplied by fche user to calculate
the fitting function, It must be declared
EXTERNAL in the main program. Its caUing
séquence and arguments are âescribed below.

E(N,M) real array, used in two différent ways by NL2ZNT:

(l) E(N/M) is used internally by AUX to store the

négative of the Jacobian of the user"s function
at each iteration-

(2) E(M,M) is an output array containing the estimateâ
error matrix for the fitted parameters as follows:

E(i/j)=0 if P(i) anâ/or P(j) are fixed
parameters; otherwise,

E(i.j) =

v'varTp (i) ) , i=j/i=::l^ . . . ,m (diagonal)

cov(P(i) /P(j) ) / j:=2,.../m; (above

1=1,...., j~l âiagonal)

covîP(ii_'p(J))
/var (P ( i ) ).var (P ( j )}

, i=2,.../m; (below

j=l,.../i-l diagonal)
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NL2INT

NE

RERR

WS(L)

1ER

integer^ number of rows of E as dimensioned in

calling program.

real output variable to refcurn the weighted
residual sum of squares from NL2INT.

N ... . ... ....2

S - Z W(i)(Y(i)-YF(i5)
i=l

real input variable specifying relative error
necessary for convergence of NL2INT. The program

calculâtes

max
l

p ~p
__i_J_. ~i/J-1

p. .

1/3

i=l,2,...,M

where the value of the ith parameter after the jth

iteration is P. ^. If this value is less than RERR
i/3 ' """'- '"-"- ~~ ~~~~ '"

and the âecrease in the sum of squares for the jth

iteration is at most twice the preâicteâ âecrease,
then NL2INT has converged.

real, working storage array for NL2INT. îts

dimension/ L, must be at least
93+MU(3MU+35)/2 + N(MU+NCX+6) + M(N+2) where N anâ
M are as above, MU is the number of varying parameters/

NCX is the number of indepenâent variables.

integer output variable to return from NL2INT

the error flag value, as defined in the EXIT
section.

ADDITIONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

(l) Optional additional parameters for NL2INT are containeâ in
labelled common blocks MLSQOPT anâ NL2COM as âescribed below:

/MLSÇOPT/LIST,NITER/IWT

LIST integer input variable to control printing.
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LIST=0 Only error messages will be printed.

LISTAI,3 In addition to error messages, a summary

Une is printed at each iteration in the form
of a table with:

Heading Meaning

IT Iteration number.

NF Number of calls to AUX
specifically to évalua te
the function (i.e. no t

concerned with the partial

derivatives).
F 0.5*residual sum of squares.

RELDF Relative différence between previous

and current residual sum of squares.

PRELDF Preâicted value of RELDF from
quaâratic model.

RELDX Half fche relative change in P caused

by step j us t taken.
MODEL Code inâicating models useâ in

choosing current step (G=Gauss-

Newton model/ S=augmenteâ model).

STPPAR Marquardt parameter.

S Sizing factor.

D*STEP 2-norm of the scale vector (D)

times the step just taken.
NPRELDF > 0 Predicted value of RELDF from

full Newton step.

= 0 Hessian approximation not

positive definite.
< 0 Négative of predicted value

of RELDF for maximum aliowable

step.

An informative message about the reason for

termination of the iterations is also printed.

LIST=2 Same as LIST==1/3 except line width of printing

is suitable for terminal viewing anâ only the
first 6 items listed above are printed.
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LIST==4 In addition to the information provided if LIST=1,3

the following are printed: the initial values of
the varying parameters and the scale vector (under
the heaâing INITIAL X(IÏ D(î)); the final values
of the varying parameters/ the scale vector, and

the gradient vector (under the heading FINAL X(î)
D(I) G(I)); summary statistics such as half
the final residual sum of squares, the final
values of RELDX, PRELDX, and NPRELDX; and the
number of times AUX was called fco calculate
function values and to calculate partial
derivatives excluding the calculation of the
varlance-covariance matrix and the number of times

AUX was called to calculate the calculation
of the variance-covariance matrix; and the
varlance-covariance matrix.

Default value is LIST==1 for first call to NL2INT and
previous value thereafter.

NITER integer input variable specifying the maximum number

of iterations. Default value is 100.

IWT Integer output variable specifying whether a weighted
(IWT^l) or unweighted (IWT=0} fit was assumed to

calculate the error matrix. An unweighted fit is
assumed if all weights W(i) are equal. Otherwise, a
weighted fit is assumed.

/NL2COM/ NCX,IV(100)

NCX

IV

integer input variable speclfying the nuraber of

independent variables. Default value is l for the
first call to NL2INT and previous value thereafter.

integer working storage for NL2ZNT. (If more than
40 parameters are being varied the source code of
NL2INT wili need to be recompiled with NIV(60+MU).)

(2) Auxiliary subroutine, AUX, written by the user, is called by
NL2ZNT with caliing séquence dépendent on ÏOPT value.

If XOPT = 0 or -2, the call is

CALL AUX(X,NRX,F,P,N,IERAUX) (standard form)
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If IOPT == + l, the call is

CALL AUX(X,NRX,F/P,N,E,NE,IBRAUX) (derivative form)

Since the storage for arrays used in AUX is allocated in

the main proqram, one of the foliowing dimension stateraents
is required in AUX:

REAL X(NRX,1),F(1),P(1) for standard form, and

REAL X(NRX,1),P(1),P(1),E(NE,1) for derivative form

X(NRX,NCX)

NRX

F (N)

P(M)

E(NE,M)

NE

real two dimensional input array of indepenâent
variable values as defined for NL2INÏ. NCX =

number of independenfc variables,

integer variable specifying the number of rows of

X as passed to AUX. This value may 01: may not equal
the number of rows of X as âimensioned in the user's

calling program. However, it is important fchat X be

dimensioned as X(NRX,1) since X may or may not be
the actual array X as defineâ in the user*s calling

program.

real output array of function values defined by
this subroutine.

real input array of carrent parameter values

passed to AUX frora NL2INT.

integer input variable specifying number of

data points as defined for NL2INT,

real output array of négative partial âeriva-
tives, as âefined for NL2I^T

E(i/jï
5f(x,,p)

~w
i=l,.../n

j=l,...,m

where f is the fitting function. (Note that only
partial derivatives with respect to varying parameters
are used by NL2INT so E(i,k) i=l,.../n does not

need to be calculated if p, is fixed.)

integer variable specifying the number of rows of E

as passed to AUX. This value may or may not equal
the number of rows of E as dimensioned in the user's

calling program. However/ it is important that E be

dimensioned E(NE,l) since E may or may not be the
actual array E as âefined in the user's calling progx.
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NL2INT

IERAUX integer output variable which may be used to

pass a user set error flag to NL2INT. A nonzero

value returned in IERAUX may cause the calculation of
a more acceptable set of parameter values to be attempteâ

or it may cause fatal error termination of NL2ÏNT. The

value of the NL2INT error flag 1ER is affected by the
value of ÎERAUX as follows:

ROUTINES
CALLED

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

EXIT

IERAUX

0 or not defined in AUX
< 10
> 10

1ER

Unchanged
10
Same as IERAUX

AUX supplied by the user/ and NL2SOL/ NL2SNO, SETBAD,
PRESET, ALERPR and TRfaCEB from AELIB. Utility routines

loaded with NL2INT: CALCJ, CALCR.

MLSQOPT, NL2COM

There are two possible exits from NL2INT. Thèse are:

(l) Normal Exit (0 < 1ER < 4)

Control is returned to the calling routine with

fitted parameter values in P, fitted function values
in YF, (weighted) residual sum of squares in S and,

usually, error matrix in E.

(2) Error Exit (1ER > 3)

Control is returneâ to the calling routine with the
last approximation to the parameters in P. YF,

S, and E are set to contaxn indefinites.

If no fatal errors have occurred, NL2INT will terminate

by a normal exit. Possible values of 1ER and associated

errors are described below:

1ER

0 No errors.

Description

l Non-fatal error. Value of ÎOPT supplied by NL2INT

was not 0, l, -l, or -2. The message

***INVALID OPTION SELECTED - IOPT=0 ASSUMED
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is printeâ, IOPT is set to zéro and NL2INT is alloweâ

to continue.

Non-fatal error. Convergence has not beën achieveâ

in specified number of iterations. ïhe message

***NO CONVERGENCE AFTER ITERATIONS.

is printed and NL2INT is terminated as if convergence
was achieved except that the variance-covariance matr-ix

will not be returned anâ the message for IER==3 will

be printed.

Non-fatal error. The variance-covariance matrix

could not be calculated. This is either due to
non-convergence or because in the calculations it

was found that the model contained too many parameters
The message

*** VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX NOT CALCU3-ATED

is printed/ E is set to contain inâefinites, and

NL2INT is terminateâ normally.

Non-fatal error, The number of non-varying parameters

is 0 (i.e. all éléments of the array NC are 0). The
message

A*A N0 VARYING PARAMETERS SPECIFIED

is prinfceâ and NL2SOL is terminated normally except
that E is set to contain indefinifces and the message
for IER=3 is also printed.

Fatal error. Weights supplied to NL2INT are not

positive. The message

*A* WEIGHTS ARE ZERO, NEGATIVE OR UNDEFINED

is printeâ anâ NL2INT is terminateâ via error exit.

Fatal error. Value of N not positive or M < N.

The message

*** VALUE 0F N OR M l S ILLEGAL N= M =

is printed and NL2INT is terminated via error exifc,.

AECL FTN U8RARY D 1983 June NL2INT
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ACCURACY

TIMING

7 Singular convergence. The current value of the

residual smn of squares may or may not be minimum.

The model breaks down near the current parameter

values usually because it has been overspecified
(i.e. contains too many parameters)- A différent

starting guess may yield convergence at another set
of parameters. The message

*** TOO MANY PARAMETERS AT P

is printed and NL2INT is terminated via error exit.

8 False convergence. The iterates appear to be

converging to a noncritical point. The message

*** CONVERGED ON A NONCRITICAL POINT

is printed and NL2INT is terminated via error exit.

9 Fatal error. . An unexpecfced internai error has

occurred in NL2INT. The message

*** INTERNAL ERROR

is printeâ and NL2INT is terminateâ via error exit.

> 10 Fatai error. User has specified termination from

AUX from which NL2INT cannot recover. Termination
is via error exit.

The accuracy of the parameter values fitted by NL2INT

dépends directly on the relative error criterion specified
by the user. (Whether thèse fitted parameters are correct

dépends both on the performance of the least squares algorithm
on the function specified and on the starting values supplied
by the user. It is left to the user to ensure that the
minimum sum of squares of residuals has indeed been

achieved and that this is an appropriate (local) minimum
for the problem being solved.)

The exécution time for NL2INT dépends directly on the
number of data points, parameters being- fitted, and

iterations performed as well as on the calcuiation time
for the user's fitting function.
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PROGRAM EXAMPLE A weighted least squares fit of the non-linear funcfcion

P1+P2X
y = e

to N data points (x/y) xs âesired. (N is variable but
assumeâ to be less than 100. )

The values for x,y anâ standard deviation of y/ sd(y),

are proviâed on punched cards with one set of x,y/sd(y)

values per carâ.

For this problem NL2INT is used with IOPT=1 since the

derivatives are easily calculated and proviâed in AUX,

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

PROGRAM_FIT_(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE1^
REAL X(100-4^Y<1ÛO) 'wîlûo) fSD(lOO) ,YF(100) ,P(2) ,E (100, 2)
REAL SDYF(IOO),CÏNT(100),WS(1201)
INTEGER NC(2)
EXTERNAL AUX

401 FORMAT(3F15.8)
402 FORMAT(" PREMATURE TERMÏNATION FROM AUXZLÎARY ROUTINE ")
403 FORMAT(" ERROR MATRIX")
404 E'ORMAT(1X,2G12.5)
405 FORMAT("O X Y YFIT SDYF

,INTHÏ

406 FORMAT(1X,4(G12.5,1X),1H(, G12.5/1H,, G12.5, IH)}

SET OP PROBLEM DEPENDENT PARAMETERS FOR NL2INT

DATA NRX/100/,NC/2*1/,M/2/,NE/100/

READ IN DATA AND SET WEIGHTS

N^1

40 READ 401,X(N,l) ,Y(N) ,SD(N)
IF(EOF(1).NE.O) GOTO 50

W(N)^1./SD(N)**2
N=N+1
GOTO 40

50 N==N-1

SET UP CASE DEPENDENT PARAMETERS FOR NL2INT AND CALL NL2INT

CONF

NUMBER
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e
e
e

e
e

e
e
e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e
e
e
e

IOPT==I
RERR=1.E-3

P(l)=15.
P(2)=-.36E-3

CALL NL2INT(IOPT,X,NRX,Y,W,YF,P,NC,N,M,AUX,E,NE,S,RERR,WS,IER)

CHECK ERROR FLAG FOR EXIT FROM AUX

IF(IËR.NE.IO) GOTO 75
PRINT 402
GOÏO 900

PRI^Î ERROR MATRIX FOR FIÏT^D PARAMETERS.(FINAL PARAMETER
; VALUES AND SUM 0F SQUARES HAVE BEEN PRINTED BY NL2INT)
75 PRÏNT 403

DO 100 1=1,M
PRINT 404, (E(I,J) ,J==1,M)

100 CONTINUE

USING YFST TO tJRÛVIDE STANDARD DEVIATION ESTIMATES, CALCULATE
95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ABOUT FITTED VALUES.( IMSL ROUTINE
MDSTI IS REQUIRED FOR T VALUE)
PRINT FIT RESULTS

CALL YFST(IOPT,X,NRX,Y,SDyF,P,NC,N,M,AUX,E,NE,WS,IER)
Q=.05
DEG=N-M
CALL MDSTI(Q, DEG,TVAL)
PRINT 405
DO 150 1=1,N

CINÏ(l)^TVAL*SDYF (I)
PRINÎ 406,X(I),Y(I),YF(Ï),SDYF(I),YF(I)-CINT(I) ,YF(I)+CINT(I)

150 CONTINUE

900 STOP
END •'

SUBROUTINE AUX(X,NRX,F,P,N,E,NE,IERAUX)

AUXILIARY ROUTÎNE TO COMPUTE
EXP(P1 + P2*X)

NOTE
THE NUMBER 0F INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IS IMPLICITLY l.
THE ERROR FLAG IS USED TO TËR14INATE GRACEFULLY FROM MLSQQ ÎF

EXPONENTIAL ARGUMENT IS OUT 0F RANGE
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10

e
20
90

REAL X(Nfl),F(1),P(1),E(Nfl)
DO 10 J==1,N

EARG^(P(1) + P(2)*X(J,1))
IF((EARG.GT.741.67).0.(EARG.LT
EVAL^EXP(EARG)
E(J,1)==~EVAL
E(J,2)==~X(J,1)*EVAL
F(J)^EVAL

CONTINUE
GOTO 90

IERAUX^IO
RETURN
END

•675.84)) GOTO 20

REFERENCES [l] "An Adaptive ÎSionlinear Least-Squares Algorithm,"
John E. Dennis, Jr., David M. Gay, anâ Roy E. Welschr

TOMS, Vol. 7, pp 348-368.

[2] Algorithm 573, "NL2SOL - An Aâaptive Nonlinear Least-
Squares Algorithm," John E. Dennis, Jr./ David M. Gay,,

anâ Roy E. Welsch, TOMS, Vol. 7, pp 369-383.
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TITLE

ENTRY

NL2SOL
NL2SNO

Minimize the sum-of-squares function of a continuously

âifferentiable function (residua,j, vector) R(x)=(R (x) ,R (x) , . .. /R^(x) )
of p parameters x==(x^ ,x^,. . ./x ) ~ with or witl'iout~user

supplied partial deriva-Eives.

If partial dérivatives are being supplieâ, the call is

CALL NL2SOL(N,P,X,CALCR,CALCJ,IV,V,UIPARM,URPARM,UFPARM)

If partial derivatives are not being supplied the call is

CALL NL2SNO(N,P,X,CALCR,ÎV,V,UIPARM,URPARM,UFPARM)

N integer input variable/ the number of éléments in
the residual vecfcor R.

P integer input variable/ the nuiaber of parameters on

which R dépends.

T

X(P)

CALCR

CALCJ

IV

v

reai input anâ output array of parameters. Initial
values are passed to NL2SOL or NL2SNO and the best

estimâtes found so far are returned from NL2SOL or

NL2SNO.

subroutine supplieâ by the user to calculate the
residual vector R given values of the parameters. It

must be declared EXTERNAL in the calling program. Its
calling séquence and arguments are described below.

subroutine supplied by the user ta calculate the

Jacobian matrix J of first partial derivatives given
values of the parameters. It must be declared

EXTERNAL in the calling program. Its calling séquence
and arguments are described below.

integer working storage array of length P+60. On input,

IV(1) should be set to 0 unless the user is changing
certain defauit values (see section 3 below for more

détails).

real working storage array of length
93+N(P+3)+P(3P+33)/2. Ifcs contents are described

in section 3 below.
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NL2SNO

UIPARM,

URPARM,
UFPARH

thèse may be real or integer variables, real or

integer arrays, or subroutine names. They are

passed without change to CALCR and CALCJ where
they may be used in the calculations. If one or
more subroutines are passed, they must be declared

EXTERNAL in the calling program.

ADDITÏONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

(l) ïhe subroutine CALCR(, written by tlte user to calculate the residual vector,.

is caileâ by NL2SOL or NL2SNO with the following calling séquence:

CALL CALCR (N,P,X/NF/R,UIPARM,URPARM,UFPARM)
^k/ —-

N integer input variable, the number of éléments in
the residual vector R.

P integer input variable, the number of parameters
on which R dépends.

X(P) real input array of current parameter values.

NF integer input anâ output variable which indicates

whether the residual vector R was properly
calculated at the current parameter values. If

valid values of R are returned/ NF should not be
changed. If R cannât be calculated set NF to 0.

(This causes NL2SOL or NL2SNO to try to calculate

new parameter values.)

R real output array of values of the residual vector.

UIPARM, real or integer variables^ real or integer arrays^ or

URPARM, subroutine names as âefined by the user when calling
UFPAKM NL2SOL or NL2SNO.

(2) The subroutine CALCJ, written by the user to supply partial derivatives, is
called by NL2SOL with fche following statement:.

CALL CALCJ (N,P,X/NF/J,UÎPARM,URPARM,UFPARM)
••-f —

N ' integer input variable, the number of éléments in
the resiâual vector R.

p integer input variable^ the number of parameters

on which R dépends.

X-ll-25 1983 J'une NL2SOL
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X(P) real input array of current parameter values.

îïF integer input and output variable which indicates

whether the Jacobian matrxx J was properly
calculated at tîie current parameter values. If

valid values of J are returneâ, MF shoulâ not be
changea. If J cannot be calculateâ, set NF to 0.

This will force termination of NL2SOL.

J(N,P) real oufcput array of partial derivatives defined as:

9 R. (x)
J(i/j) = -^—— i = l,2,...,n

"J J = 1,2,...,p

J must be declared to have exactly N rows, as/

for example:

REAL J(N,l)

UIPARM, real or integer variables, real or integer arrays,
URPARM, or subroutine names as defined by the user when
UFPARM calling NL2SOL.

(3) On input to NL2SOL anâ NL2SNO, the IV and V arrays contain certain values that

control the behaviour of NL2SOL or NL2SNO. Setting IV(1) ^ 0 ensures that

default values are supplied by NL2SOL or NL2SNO. Thèse âefault values

include:

(a) the maximum number of interations allowed is 150.

(b) the maximum jnumber of function values allowed in 200.

(e) the covariance matrix is computed using- the formula

v CT"H~-L (J'J) H~

where H is a finite-difference approximation to tïie Hessian and o- is

the estimated variance about the régression.

(d) the initial and final x values are printed, a summary line is printed

after every iteration (incluâing the sum of squares), summary statistics
are printed just before returning to the calling program^ and the
covariance matrix is printeâ at the solution.

(e) the absolute function convergence tolérance is 10
-20
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10
(f) the relative function convergence tolérance is about 7.1 x 10

8
(g) the X-convergence tolérance is about 8.4 x 10 ~.

(h) the false convergence tolérance is about 7.1 x 10

Thèse values, and ofchers, may be changed.

To supply nondefault values for selected components of IV and V,,

the user should first set up thèse arrays with their default values

by

CALL DFAULT(IV/V)

and then assign the appropriate nondefault values before calling

NL2SOL or NL2SNO, See référence [2] for a description of the valid
values for each component of IV anâ V.

One change from référence [2] should be noted. IV(21) does not

contain the output unit number in this version. AU printing is
automatically done on the file OUTPUT. However/ setting IV(21)==0

still suppresses all printing-»

(4) On output the IV and V arrays contain information about the solution

of the problem. Thèse include,

(a) IV(l) is the return code with values as described in the EXIT section

(b) IV(26) indicates whether a covariance matrix was computed. If
IV(26) > O/ then the lower triangle of the covariance matrix

is stored row-wise in V/ sfcarting at V(IV(26)). If IV(26)<0/
then no covariance matrix was coraputed.

(e) IV(50) is the starting subscript in V of the residual vector

R corresponâing to the final X.

(à) IV(10) is the index in V of half the residual sum of squares
at the current X.

V(IVdO)) = ^ E R, (X)2
i=l x

Many other values are also available anâ thèse are âescribed in

référence [2].

1-11-25 1983 June
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ROUTINES CALCJ, CALCR, and up to 3 additional subroutines supplied by

CALLED the user as well as ALERPR and TRACEB from AELIB. Utility routines

loaded with NL2SOL/NL2SNO: ASSESS, COVCLC, DFAULT, DOTPRD/ DUPDAT,

GQTSTP, ITSMRY, LINVRT/ LITVMU, LIVMUL, LMSTEP, LSÇRT, LSVMIN, LTSQAR,
NL2ITR, PARCHK, QAPPLY, QRFACT, RELDST, RPTMUL, SLUPDT, SLVMUL,

STOPX, VAXPY/ VCOPY, VSCOPY, V2NORM.

STORAGE
REQUIRED 16,302,

EXÏT There are three possible exxts from NL2SOL. Thèse are:

(l) Normal Exit (3<IV(1)<6)

Control is returned to the calling routine with the final

parameter values in X and the residual vector, half the residual
sum of squares/ and covariance matrix starting in V(IV(50))/

V(IV(10)) andV(IV(26)) respectively.

(2) Exit on non-optimal parameter values (7<IV(1)<10)

Control is returneâ to the cailing routine with the best
parameter values found so far in X anâ the current residual

vector and half the residual sum of squares in V(ïV(50)) and

V(ZV(10)) respectively. The covariance matrix is not calculated

(3) Error Exit (IV(1)> 11)

Control is returned to the calling program with no guarantee
as to the contents of the X/ IV, or V arrays.

The user should test IV(1) before continuing.

Some of the possible values of IV(1) are described below. See
référence [2] for a complète list of return codes.

(l) 3 ^ IV(1) ^ 6 (Normal Exit)

3 X convergence. The scaled relative différence between the

current parameter vector X and the true locally optimal

par^meter x* is very Xikely at most V(33) . The message

***** x-CONVERGENCE *****

is printed and control is returned to tïie calling routine.
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4 relative function convergence. The relative différence

between the current function value and its locally optimal

value is very likely at most V(32). The message

***** RELATIVE FUNCTION CONVERGENCE *****

is printed and control is returned to the calling routine.

5 both X anâ relative function convergence. The conditions for
IV(1Ï=3 and IV(1)=4 both hold. The message

A**** x- AND RELATIVE FUNCTÎON CONVERGENCE *****

is printed and control is returned to the calling roufcine.

6 absolute function convergence. One half the current sum of

squares is at most (V(31) . The message

***** ABSOLUTE FONCTION CONVERGENCE *****

is printed and control is returned to the calling routine.

(2) 7 ^ IV(1) < 10 (Exit on non-optimal parameter values)

7 singular convergence. The Hessian near the current X appears

to be singular or nearly so and relative function convergence

has occurred. This means that the moâel is over-specified
(i.e. contains too many parameters) , at least near X. It is

possible that a différent starting guess would lead NL2SOL

or NL2SNO to find an X giving a smaller sum of squares and
strong convergence (IV(1)=3^4/5,or 6). The message

***** SÏNGULAR CONVERGENCE *****

is printed and control is returned to the calling routine

with the best estimâtes found so far.

8 false convergence. The iterates appear to be converging

to a noncritical point. This may mean that the faise

convergence tolérance V(34) is too large» that the convergence
tolérances V(31), V(32)/ and V(33) are too small for the

accuracy to which CALCR and CALCJ compute R and J, that
there is an error in computing the Jacobian matrix^ or
that R is discontinuous near X. The message

***** FALSE CONVERGENCE *****
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is printed and control is returneâ to the calling routine

with information about the noncritical point found.

9 function évaluation limit reached without other convergence.

The message

***** FUNCTION EVALUATION LIMÏT *****

is printed and control is returned to the calling routine
with the best estimâtes found so far.

10 iteration limit reached without other convergence. The
message

***** ITERATION LIMIT *****

is printed and control is returned to the calling routine

with the best estimâtes found so far.

(3) IV(1Ï ^11 (Error Exit)

13 F(X) cannot be calculated at the initial X. The message

***** INITIAL SUM 0F SQUARES OVERFLOWS *****

is printed and control is returned to the "caliing program
with the initial parameter estimâtes.

15 the Jacobian could not be computed at X. The message

***** j COULD ÎSEOT BE COMPUTED *****

is printed and control is returned to the calling routine

with the best estimâtes found so far.

16 N or P out of range (P<0 or N<P). The message

///// BAD NN, N, OR P...NN= , N= / P==

is printed and control is returned to the calling routine

with the initial parameter estimâtes.

ACCURACY The accuracy of the parameter values returneâ by NL2SOL or
NL2SNO dépends directly on the convergence tolérances used in the

calculations. It is recommended that the user exécute the subroutine

with the various default values and then consult the références listed
below if changes are needed.
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TÎMING The exécution time for NL2SOL or ML2SNO dépends directly on the

number of éléments in the residual vector, parameters on which
the residual vector dépends/ and iterations performed as well

as on the calculation time for the user supplied functions
CALCR and CALCJ.

The fcime the program example takes fco exécute witïi N = 9 is

approxiraately 0.064 seconds ( CYBER 170, Moâel 175 , 1982 May) .

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

The sum-of-squares function to be minimized is

F(PÏ - Ï |^(x,-p,)2 + (y,-p^ï p-

The n values (x^^y^) are proviâed as data and reaâ in wifh one
point on each card~image. Since the dérivatives of this function

are easily calculated the subroutine NL2SOL is called.

A sample output from NL2SOL is proviâed with a short explanation.

e
e
e
e

ç
e
e
e
e
e

PROGRAM TEST(ÏNPUT, OUTPUT, TAPES = ÎNPUT)

REAL/.PJ31jL,Y1^6) , X(50), Y(50)fNTÊGÈÂ^l^(ëâr'/v/' "x"/r

EXTERNAL CALCJ, CALCR

JiêDT§É SH§A^MJ§?N?I DATA POÏNTS (ASSUMED To BE No MORE TH^N 50)

RBAD 100, N
100 FORMAT(là)

D0_10 1^1,N_
REAP_(5r'UO) X(I) , Y(I)

110 ^FORMÂT(E8Î2/, ÏX^ÉS^àî
'10 CONTINUE'""*"' A"'

READ IN THE INITIAL ESTIMATES FOR THE THREE PARAMETERS

M = 3

D0_l_2 1=1, M
.READ^5/'110) P(I)

12 CONTINUÉ

THIS^ÇALL^TO_NL2SgL_PRINTS_THE INITIAL ANÛ FINAL VALUES 0F THE
PARAMETERS^_A_SHORTENED SUMMARY LÎNE FOR EÂCH ÏTERATIÔN
HA^THÊ"RESÎDUAL^SM"SF"SQUÛXRÈSy^^ND^Hê^

NUMBER
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ÇALL_DFAULT(IV, V)ïvTLsF^î^1' '
CA£L ^L2SOL(N, M, P, CALCR, CALCJ, ÎV, V, X, Y, UFPARM)

e
C PRÎNT THE RETURN CODE
e

PRINT_12Q/ IY_(U
120 FORMÂTÎÏHi^"^V/(l) - ", 12)

e
C PRINT THE ORIGINAL DATA POINTS AND THE RESIDUAL FOR EACH ONE
e

DO 20 1=1,N
PRINT 122, X{I), Y(I), V(IV(50) -1-1-1}

122 FORMAT(1HÔ, 3E1S.6)1
20 CONTINUE

e
STOP
END

ç
ç***********************************************************************

e
SUBRQUTINE ÇALCJ(N, M, P, NF, J, X, Y, UFPARM)
INTEGER_N^M,_NF.
RËÀL-J-(NV1)V'P-(1) , ROOT, X(l), Y (l)

DO 10 I=a,N
RQOT_^IX(JI -_P(1H_**_2 + (Y(I)
IF^~(RpOrÏ'";LÉ. 0~} 'GÔfQ 20

P(2)) ** 2

io com
RETURN

J(I,1) = (P(l} - X(î
j(l;2i - ;p(2) - Y(î
Jil.i.31 =: ~ 1.0'

/ SQRT(ROOT)
/ SQRT(ROOT)

C ERROR, ROOT EQUALS ZERO—CANNOT COMPUTE JACOBIAN
e

20 NF = 0
RETURN
END

e***********************************************************************

e
SUBROUTINE CALÇR(N, M, P, NF, F, X, Y, UFPARM)
INÏEGER N, M, NF
REAL F (l); P'(l), ROOT, X(l), Y (l)

DO 10 1=^1,N
RQOT = ÏX_(I)_-,P_(I)) ** 2 + (Y(I) - P(2)) ** 2

_F(I) - âQRT'(ROOT)'~-'P(3)
10 CONrMUE

RETURN
END
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l

l
2
3

IT

0
i
2
3

ÎNÎYÏAL X(I)

NF

l
2
3
4

865621E+04
488061E+04

:9i25ÔOÉ+Ô2

F

.389E+01

.282E-01

.282E-01
«282E-OÏ

Di

.294E+Q1

.575E+00
;3ÔÔÈ+Ô1

RELDF

.993E+00

.805E-03

.127E-08

PRELDF

.993E+00

.804E-03

.127E-08

RELDX

.169E-03

.565E-05

.761E-08

***** X-CONVERGENCE *****

l FINAL X(î) D(I) G(î)

2
3

COVARIANCE

ROW
RÔW
ROW

l
2
3

,865319E+04
.488064E+Ô4
.932866E+02

SCALE * H**-l *

.44QQE4-01
:3567È~Ô1
.4323E+Ô1

-3Q64E
3503E

295E+01
557E+00
300E+01
(J**T *

.01
•ôi

-.390E-08
.357E-09
.39ÙE-08

J) * H**-l

4248E+01

HEADING

l

INITIAL X(I)

D(I)

IT

NF

F

RELDF

PRELDF

EXPLANATION

parameter number

initial parameter values

scale vector for parameters

iteration number

number of function évaluations excluding any needed for

computing the covariance matrix or approximating the
Jacobian

half the residual sum of squares

the relative différence between the previous and current
resiâual sum of squares

the relative différence between the previous residual sum

of squares and the current residyal sum of squares predicteâ
by the mode!

MUM8ÊR
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HEADING

RELDX

FINAL X(I)

G(I)

COVARIANCE

EXTERNAL VERSION

REFERENCES

NL2SOL
NL2SNO

EXPLANATION

the maximum relative change in a parameter value between

the previous and current iteration

final parameter values

the final value of the gradient vector

the formula used to calculate the covariance matrix and the
value of tïie matrix

Source code of the versions of NL2SOL and NL2SNO discussed

in the références may be obtained from the AELIB UPDATE
program library by using fche UPDATE directive

*DEFINE EXT

The versions of NL2SOL and NL2SNO which- are currently in

AELIB are the same as the originals except that:

(a) subroutines DOTPRD and V2NORM have been replaceâ by

faster versions which do not continually check for

underflow,

(b) all WRITE statements have been ctianged to PRINT

statements,

(e} all error messages include calls to ALERPR and TRACEB

to allow printing to be controlled by the user.

Source code obtained from the AELIB UPDATE program library
without the DEFINE directive will be the AELIB version.

(l) "An Adaptive Nonlinear Least-Squares Algorithm",
John E. Dennis, Jr., David M. Gay, and Roy E. Welsch,

ACM TOMS, Vol. 7, No. 3, pages 348-368.

(2) "Algorithm 573 NL2SOL - An Adaptive Nonlinear

Least-Squares Algorithm", John E. Dennis, Jr.,

David M. Gay, and Roy E. Welsch/ ACH TOMS, VoX. 7,

No. 3, pages 369-383.

REVISION HXSTORY

Adapted from Algorithm 573 by Anne Wills 1982 May
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TITLE

ENTRY

Find the approximate radius and centre of curvature given

a set of data points that define the curve.

CALL RADCURV (X,Y/N/RERR,Q,P/CINT/WK,WS,1ER)

X an input array of length N containing tîie
inâependent variable. The values must be in
order around the curve.

Y an input array of length N containing the

corresponâing dépendent variable values.

N inpufc number of data points (N > 3).

RERR real input variable specifying relative accuracy
to which the radius anâ centre of curvature are
ta be calculated.

Q input variable defining the confidence intervals

to be calculated for the parameters defining the
curve. Usually set to 0.05 to get 95% confiâence
intervals.

P Real output array of length 3 containing the final
estimâtes for the centre (h,k) and radius r, of

curvature where îï(l), P(2) anâ P(3) are h, k and r
respectively.

CINT Real output (3,2) array where each row contains

the lower and upper values of the confidence
intervals for parameters in P.

WK Double précision work vector, length is 4*N.

WS Real working storage array. Dimension must be
at least 156+6N where N is as above.

1ER Error parameter. Flag indicates which/ if any,
errors occurred âuring exécution — defined in

EXIT section.

ROUTINES
CALLED IMSL Routines LINV1P/ MDSTI, RLFQR, VCVTSF, VTPROF.

AELIB Routines ALERPR, NL2SOL, SETBAD/ TRACEB.
Utility Routines loaâeâ with RADCURV: RESID/ DERRES.
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COMMUN BLOCKS NL2PRNT
USED

EX l TS Normal exit/ IER=0
If no fafcal errors have occurred during exécution then control is,
returned to the calling program and estimâtes for the centre (h,k)

and radius of curvature r are passed back in array P where P(l},
P(2) and P(3) are h, k and r respectively. The confidence

intervals about the parameters in P are also returned in array
CINT.

Error exits, IER= l/ 3, 4, 5 or 6

iER=a

ÎER=3

XER=4

IER=5

IER=6

Fatal error has occurred.

The message

The value for N is invalid.

***INVALÎD VALUE FOR N, N=

is printed and RADCURV terminâtes via error exit.

Fatal error has occurred. The data is not in order
around the curve. The message

***DATA NOT IN ORDER AROUND THE CURVE

is printeâ and RADCURV is terrainateâ via error exit.

Fatal error has occurred. There is no curvature in

the data. The message

***DATA DEFINE A STRAIGHT LINE

is printed anâ RADCURV terminâtes via error exit.

No convergence in routine NL2SOL. The message

***PREMATURE TERMINATION FROM NL2SOL, IV(1}=

is printed anâ RADCURV terminâtes via error exit

except that the best estimâtes found so far for
h, k, and r are returned in P.

Fatal error has occurred in RADCURV. An error

has occurred which is inexplicable. The message

***INTERNAL ERROR IN RADCURV

is printed and exécution is terminated.

NUMBER
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ACCURACY The accuracy of the radius and centre of curvature fitted

by RADCURV dépend directly on the relative error criterion

specified by the user.

TIMING The exécution time for RADCURV dépends âirectly on the number

of data points N, involved.

The time the program example takes to exécute with 8 data
points is 0.057 seconds (CYBER 170 Model 175, March 1982).

e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

The following program finds the approximate centre and radxus

of curvature and confidence intervals of the curve defineâ by

N data points reaâ in from carâs (N is assumed to be no more

than 50).

If fatal errors are âetected the program is terminated and
indefinites are returned in the output parameters. Otherwise,

the printed output from this program includes

the centre of curvature

the radius of curvature
- a matrix containing the confidence intervals.

PROGRAM CURVE(INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPES = INPUT)
INTEGER I,1ER,N
REAL P(3),CÏNT(3,2),Q,W(50),WS(360) ,X(50) ,Y(50)
DOUBLE PRECISION WK(200)
DATA ÎER/0/

OBTAIN THE DATA POINTS DEFINING THE CURVE (ASSUMED TO BE N0 MORE
THAN 50)

READ(5,*)N

DO 20 1=1,N
READ(5,*)X(Î),Y(I)
PRINT 2600, X(I) , Y(I)

20 CONTINUE

SET UP PARAMETERS NEEDED FOR SUBROUTINE RADCURV AND CALL IT TO
CALCULATE CENTRE AND RADIUS 0F CURVATURE

Q = 0.05
RERR == l.E-2
CALL RADCURV(X,Y,N,RERR,Q,P,CINT,WK,WS,IER)
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e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

CHECK ERROR FLAG FOR ABNORMAL TERMINATION 0F RADCURV

IF (1ER .EQ. 0) GOTO 60
PRINT 2700
GOTO 999

PRINT PARAMETER VALUES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR EACH PARAMETER

60 PRINT 2200,P(l),P(2)
PRINT 2300,P(3)
PRINT 2400
PRINT 2500
DO 70 I = 1,3

PRINT 2600,(CINT(I,J),J^1,2)
70 CONTINUE

999 STOP

FORMAT STATEMENTS

2200 FORMAT(" THE CENTRE 0F CURVATURE IS (",E12.5,",",E12.5")")
2300 FORMAT(" THE R^DÎUS 0F CURVATURE IS ",E12.5)
2400 FORMAT(" ")
2500 FORMAT(" CONFIDENCE INTERVALS")
2600 FORMAT(IX, 3F12.2)
2700 FORMAT(" ***ABNORMAL TERMINATION FROM RADCURV")

END

AUTHORS J.M. Blair

Jane Fisher

C.A. Wills 1982 April
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00-09 SMOOÎH CURVE FITTING BY SPLINES

1-12-00 SMOOTH SMOOTH CURVE FITTING BÏ SPLINES

10-19 USAGE 0F SMOOTH CURVES

1-12-10 HDERIV DIFFERENTIÂTION 0F DATA BY SPLINES
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1-12 DATA SMOOTHING

A common problem in computing is to fit a smooth curve to a set of data.

The problem may be one of interpolatxon^ in which the curve passes

through the data points, or approximation, in which the curve passes

close to, but nofc necessarily through, the points. Whether interpola-

tion or approximation is appropriate dépends in général on the magnitude
of the errors in the data. This section deals with approximation/ while

interpolation is treated in section 1-14.

The subroufcines SMOOTH anâ HDERIV use a cubic spline to approximate the
unknown function. The number of knots is increased progressively until

the scatfcer of the data points about the curve ceases to show statisti-
cally significant trends. The method, due to M.J.D. Poweil and des-

cribed in [l], appears to be the most accurate smoothing algorithm

currently available.

The resulting cubic spline approximation may be differentiated to give

approximations to the derivatives of the data. This approach/ rather
than using the polynomial interpolation formulae in section 1-15, is
recommenâed for "noisy" data, that is for data in which the errors are

significant.

Chapter l of [2] also contains a number of useful subroutines for inter-

polation» smooth interpolation, anâ approximation of data by cubic

splines.

J.M. Blair

1981 April

Revised
1983 June

Références

[l] M.J.D. Powell, "Curve Fitting by Splines in One Variable"/ Chapter
6 of "Numerical Approxiraation to Functions anâ Data", J.G. Hayes

(Ed), Inst. of Math. & Its Appl., Athlone Press, 1970.

E2] IMSL Library Référence Manual.
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TITLE Smooth Curve Fitting - Calculâtes a smooth curve s(x)
which approximates given weighted data. The output is in
a form which allows évaluation of the fitted cubic spline,

s(x), or its âerivative, s*(x), at any point in the data

range. (If fitted function values and derivatives are
required only at the data points, use AELIB routine

HDERIV insteaâ.)

ENTRY CALL SMOOTH(M,ÎSI,XD,YD,WD,RD,XN,FN,GN,IPRINT,WS,IER)

M infceger input variable, the number of data points
(see note below *). M raust be at least 6.

N integer input variable which should be set to an
overestimate of the number of knots in the final

fit. (See next section for advice on estimating N.)

Zf a curve has been fitted, the value of N returned
will be the number of knots used in the function

s(x).

XD a real input array of length M, containing the

abscissae of the data points in strictly increasing
order (see note below *) .

YD a real input array of length M, containing the
ordinates of the data points, (see note below *).

WD a real input array of length M containing the

weights, WD(J)=::W., the weight for the jth data point
(see note below *) .

For an unweighted fit, use W^=l, j==l,...,M.

For a weighted fit, use W.=l/sâ^ where sd, is an

estimate of the standard deviatlon for thé ordinate

of the jth data point.

In addition, W^=0 wili remove the jth data point
from the fit ariâ is recommenâed in préférence to

giving a point a small weight relative ta other
points.

It is also possible to force s(x) to pass near

sel^cted data points by using very large weights
(10 times normal is suggested).
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SMOOTH

IPRINT
integer input variable specifying the printing

required.

IPRINT=0 no printing, except for error messages.
IPRINT>0 prints détails of the final fit only.
ZPRINT<0 prints détails of the fit at every itera-

tion using new knots.

WS a real input array of length at least 7M+11N+6
words, used as working storage.

The following arguments are set by SMOOTH:

RD a real output array of length M which is set by

SMOOTH to contain the residuals RD(J)=YD(J)-S(XD(J)),
J=1,2,...,M.

XN a real output array of length N, the knot positions,

Ç^ j ==1, N, used by the fitting functiôn.
3 f

FN a real output array of length N, the values of s(5tï

at the knots.

GN a real output array of length N, the values of s'(x)

at the knots.

1ER integer output variable, an error flag with values
defined in EXIT section below.

*îf data points are deleted by SMOOTH, N,XD,YD,WD will be
changea to âefine the new data set.

ESTÏMATÎNG N Since the final fit s(x) is determineâ automatically, the

number of knots. N, is initially unîcnown; however, the

user is responsible for dimensioning arrays depending on
N. The following remarks are intended to help the user

make an overestimate of the space required:

(l) N must be at least 5.

(2) îf there are a large number of data points fairly

uniformly âistributed over the range XD(1) < X < XD(M)
then N==M/2 should be an over-estimate.
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SMOOTH

(3) If the data are concentrated in a small région of
the range/ then N should be approximately equal to
M.

(4) It may be necessary for N to be greater than M.
However^ N must not be greater than 2*M.

EXIT Normal Exit (-IER=0)

A smooth curve has been successfully fitted. The residuals
at the data points or the spline values at the knots can

be used to define s(x) or s'(x) as described in the next
section.

Error Exits (IER^O)

(l) IER=1

The next iteration requires more than N knots. The

value returned in N is the number of knots in the

last iteration. The residuals for the fit at the M
data points are sfcoreâ in RD anâ therefore the func-

tion values at thèse points may be recovered from

the expression YD(J)-RD(J)/ J=1,.../M. The arrays

XN, FN and GN are set to contain indefinites. The
message

*** ESTIMATE FOR N IS TOO SMALL - NEXT ITERATION
REQUIRES "15 KNOTS"

is printed with traceback and control is returneâ to

the calling routine.

(2) IER==2

Some data points have been removeâ to force XD to be
strictly increasing. The cubic spline has been
fitted and all output arrays are defineâ but the fit

may not be suitable. The message

*** SOME DATA POINTS HAVE BEEN DELETED

is printeâ with traceback. N, XD/ YD/ and WD are

changea to define the new data set and control is
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SMOOTH

returned to the calling routine. Function and
derivative values may be calculateâ as described in
the next section.

(3} IER^3

Not enou9h data was supplied to define the spline
uniquely. A cubic spline has been fitted anâ all

output arrays are defined but the spline may not be
suitable. The message

*** INSUFFICIENT.DATA_TO DEFÎNE THE SPLÏNE UNIQUELY
RESULTS UNRELIABLE

is printed with traceback and control is returneâ to
the calling routine. Function anâ derivative values

may be calculated as âescribed in the next section.

(4) IER=4

Value of N supplied is less than 5 or greater than 2*M.

AU output arrays are set to contain inâefinites,
the message

*** INITIAL ESTÎMATE FOR N IS LESS THAN 5 OR ÎS GREATER

THAN (twice the number of data points)

is printed with traceback anâ control is returned to

the calling routine.

(5) IER-5

Value of XD(1) is greater than value of XD(M). Ml

output arrays are set to contain inâefinites, the
message

*** ABSCISSA 0F FIRST DATA POINT MUST BE LESS THAN

ABSCISSA 0F LAST DATA POINT

is printed with traceback and control is returned to
the calling routine.

EVALUATION 0F THE FITTED FUNCTION, S (X) /
AND/OR ITS DERIVATIVE St(X)

If 1ER ==0, 2 or 3, fitted function values at the data

points are given by
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SMOOTH

YD(J)=RD(J)/ J=1/M

Fitted function anâ derivative values at the knots, Ç_,

are provided in th.e arrays FN and GN respectively.
evaluate the fitted function or derivative values at any

other points, the following interpolation formula may be
used:

If ^ < x < Ç r then

s(x) = U,(x)s(Çj + U,., (x)s(Ç,,,) + V,(x)s*(Ç,) + V,., (x)s'(Ç^,}
3 D D ~^-^ .] ~*~-l- D

where

U,(x) =

(x-Ç,)

1+2
(^rçj>J

t5±^CT^ )
"j+l(x) = 1+2

(x-Ç^)

<^-w
-h
ç.j-hl ^: )

V. (x) .=-

<x-S)(x-çj+i)

(Ç3-^1)2

wx) =
(x-Ç^)(x-^)

^-^2
anâ

sl(x) = U^(x) [s(Ç)-s(Ç ^)] +V^(x}s'(Ç) + V^^(x)s'(Ç ^)
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SMOOTH

where

U_; (X) =
6(x-Ç Hx-Ç ^)

<^i-s/

Vj(x) =
(x-Ç ^)£(x-Ç ^) + 2(x-Ç )]

^-^2

vj+l(x) °

(x-ÇJ[(x-Çj + 2(x-Ç^,)]

<^1-Ç3'2

ROUTINES
CALLED

VB06A, a utility routine loaded from AELÎB with SMOOTH
anâ ALERPR, TRACEB and LIBSTAT from AELIB.

STORAGE 3000
8

EXAMPLE This example reaâs in a set of data points, assigns equal
weights anâ makes a cali to SMOOTH requesting âetaileâ
printout. Fitteâ function values are calculated anâ

printed at each data point and midway between each pair
of data points.

PROGRAM SHOW(INPUT=/80,OUTPUT=/136,TAPE5=INPUT)

Ç PRQGRAM SHOW ILLUSTRATES THE INTERPOLATION 0F A
C FITTED FUNCTION RETURNED BY SMOOTH

1D^E?J0IW?^00W§^01À'(^)(100)'WS(1256)'YFIT(200)'X(200)'

Ç READ_THEJ)ATA POINTS FROM CARDS UNTIL AN END 0F FILE
Ç IS REACHED OR 100 CARDS HAVE BÈEN'RÈÂD
e
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SMOOTH

DO 10 1-1,100
M=I
WD(I)=1.
REÂD'_(5,*) XD_(I) ,YD(I)
IF (EÔF'(5)) 15,

10 CONTINUE'
GOTO_17

15 M^M-1
17 CONTINUE

N = M/2
IPRIN'T =="1

CALL SMOOTH(M,N,XD,YD,WD,RD,XN,FN,GN,ÎPRINT,WS,IER)
PRINT*," NUMBÈR'ÔF'KNÔTS'IS'",:
IF(IER.NE.0) GO TO 900

SET UP THE X POINTS AT WHICH THE FITTED FUNCTION IS TO BE
EVALUAT E D

K=0
MM=M-1
DO 20 1=1,MM
K=K+1
X(K)=XD(I)
K=K+1
X (K ) ==XD ( l ) +0 . 5 * ( XD ( î +1 ) -XD ( l ) )

20 CONTINUÉ"
K=K+1
X(K)=XD(M)

; EVALUATE THE FITTED FUNCTION AT EACH X POINT

J=0
KK=K~1
DO 30 1=1,KK
IF(X(I) .GÈ.XN(J+1)) J=J+1
Z1=X{I)-XN(J)
Z2=X{I)-XN?J+1)
Dl=XNp+l)-XN(J)
D2^-DÏ
UJ=(1+2*21/D1)*(22/D2)**2
ÙJl=-(l+2*2/2/DS)*'(Zl/Dl)**2
VJ=(Z1*Z2**'2}/D2**2'
yJl=(Z2*Z_l**S_Y/Dl**2_._
YFIT (î ) =ÛJ*FN'(ÛT}+UJ1 *FN (J+l )+VJ*GN (J )+VJ1 *GN (J+l )
PRINT*,X(I) ,YFIÎ(I)

30 CONTINUE
YFIT(K)=FN(N)
PRINt*,X(K)',ÏFIT(K)
STOP

900 CONTINUE

AT THÎS POINT THE ERROR FLAG CAN BE CHECKED TO DETERMINE
WHAT ERROR CONDITION PRËVAILS AND APPROPRIATE ACTION TAKEN
FOR THÎS EXAMPLE HOWEVER THE ERROR FLAG IS JUST PRINTED

PRINT*," ERROR FLAG IS ",1ER
S TOP
END

AUTHOR Adapted from the iïarwell library routine VC03A by B.V. Riff,
June 1977.

REVISED BY C.A. Wills DATE November 1979
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HDERÎV

TITLE Smooth Curve Fitting and Smoothed Derivative Evaluation.

Given M data points (x.,y^), i=l,2,...,M anâ the corres-

ponding weights w; , i=;:I,27.../M/ this subroutine calcu-

lates a cubic spline fit s(x) with derivatives s' (x) at

each of the data points using the AELIB routine SMOOTH.

ENTRY CALL HDERIV(M,N,XD,YD,WD,YS,YPRI?Œ,WKA,IER/IPRINT)

M integer input variable, the number of data points.
M must be at least 6.

N integer input variable, the estimate o£ the-number
of knots in final fit. Use N^max(M/2,5) or make an

estimate for N as described in the writeup for
SMOOTH. If a curve has been fitted, the value of N
returneâ will be fche number of knots used.

XD a real input array of length M, the abscissae of the

data points in strictly increasing order.

YD a real input array of length M, the orâinates of the
data points.

WD a real input array of length M, the weights, W_,.

Use W.=l for an unweicrhfced fit and W.=l/sâ. whëre

sa. ié the standard deviation estimafe for~JYD..

Spécial weiçhting options are describeâ in tht

writeup for SMOOTH.

Yë a real output array of length M^ tîie smoothed func-
tion values returned by HDERIV.

YPRIME

a reai output array of length M, computed âeriva-

tives calculated by HDERIV.

WKA real input working storage array; should be dimen-

sioned at least 7M+14N+6 in the calling program.

1ER integer output variable, an error flag with values
defineâ in EXIT section below.
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îPRINT
integer input variable specifying the printing

required.

IPRINT=0 no printing, except for error messages.

IPHINT>0 prints détails of the final fit only.
IPRINT<0 print détails of the fit at every itera-

tion using new knots.

EXIT Normal Exit (IER==0)

On a normal refcurn N contains the number of knots used in

the fitting function s(x), anâ arrays YS, YPRIME contain
the smoothed function value and âerivative value res-

pectively for each data point.

Brror Exit (IE;R^O)

AU error exits are a direct result of errors encountered

in SMOOTH. See the writeup of SMOOTH for furthér détails
anâ for the text of error messages issued.

IER=1 next iteration requires larger number of knots
than N specifieâ.

IER=2 some data points which were out of orâer have
been removed, data points must be strictly

increasing. (In this case. N, XD, YD, WD will
be changea to reflect the new data set.)

IER=3 insufficient data to define the spline uniquely

IER==4 initial estimate of N must be at least 5.
IER=5 XD(1) must be less than XD(M).
IER==6 number of data points M raust be at least 6.

For IER=1, 4, 5, or 6, the arrays YS and YPRIME are set
to indefinite.

For IER=^2 or 3, the arrays YS anâ YPRIME contain the best
values available.

ROUTINES
CALLED

SMOOTH and LIBSTAT from AELIB,

EXAMPLE This example reads in a set of data points, assigna equal
weights and calls HDERIV requesting detâiled printout.

The function and âerivative values are then printed for
each data point.
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PROGRAM SHOW(INPUT^/8 0 ,OUTPUT=/136,TAPE5=INPUT)

C PROGRAM SHOW ILLUSTRATES THE USE 0F HDERIV
e

DIMENSION XD(100),YD(100),WD(100),WS(1406) ,YFIT(100),YPRIME(100

15
17

READ THE DATA POINTS FROM CARDS UNTILL AN END 0F FILE
IS REACHED OR 100 CARDS HAVE BEEN READ

DO 10 1=1,100M=ÎA" '~^f

WD(I).=1,
REÂD'(5,*) XD_(I] ,YD(I)
ÏF(ÊÔF'(5h"Ïâ7
CONTINUE'
GOTO_17
M=M~1
CONTINUE
N == M/2
IPRZNT ="1
CALL HDERIV(M,N,XD,YD,WD,YFIT,YPRIME,WS,IER,IPRZNT)
PRINT*," NUMBÈR'OF'KNÔTS'IS ",N
IF(IER:NE.0) GO TO 900

PRINT*,"_ X Y FITTED Y FITTED DERÎVATIVE"
DO 20 Î=1,M
PRINT*,XD(I),YD(Î),YFIT(I),YPRIME(I)20 CÔNTÎNÛÊ"1^ '-"^/ '

STOP
900 CONTINUE

AT THIS POINT THE ERROR FLAG CAN BE CHECKED TO DETERMINE
WHAT ERROR CONDITION PREVAÎLS AND APPROPRIATE ACTION TAKEN
FOR THIS EXAMPLE HOWEVER THE ERROR FLAG IS JUST PRINTED

PRINT*," ERROR FLAG ÎS ",1ER
S TOP
END

AUTHOR B.V. Ri f f

REVISED BY C.A. Wills

DATE June 1977

DATE November 1979
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1-13 TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

A time séries is a collection of observations made sequentialiy in tirae.

The intervals between observations may vary, but in most applications,

which range from économies to engineering^ they are of equal duration.

There are two basic problems in time séries analysis. The first is the
détection of trends in the data (mean values, variances, cycles, sériai

corrélations), and the second is the spectral (frequency) analysis of
the data EU . In the second type of problem the more obvious trends

will usually have been removed, so that the residual data approximates
to a stationary random process .

The subroutine FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) [2], [3], is useâ in spectral

analysis/ provided the number of observations îî satisfies certain require-
ments. The advantage over ordinary fourier analysis is that whiie j^he

latter corresponds formally to matrix multiplication and requires N'

opérations, FFT uses trigonometric identities (hence the restriction on

N) and requires the order o£ N log N opérations. This results in a
considérable saving of machine time if N is large. FFT has also been
used with spatial data in the solution of elliptic boundary value

problems [4].

A number of routines for time séries analysis can be found in Chapter F
of the IMSL library [5] , and in the MAC/RAN data analysis System [6].

W.N. Selander

1981 April
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TITLE Fast Fourier Transform

ENTRY CALL FFT(Y,X,N)

Y complex output array of the Fourier transforms.

X complex input array of the Fourier coefficients.

N integer, number of Pourier coefficients in the array.
It must be an intégral power of 4; i.e. N=4"* : m=3,4,...

EXIT The Fourier transforme are stored in Y. Original contents of

X are destroyeâ. No error checking is done.

ACCURACY 12 significant digits.

SPEED 1.05 N log^ N ms (6600, February 1970}

AUTHOR P.Y. Wong DATE February 1970
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1-14 INTERPOLAÎION

00-09 UNIVARIATE INTERPOLATION

1-14-00 SPINT INTERPOLATION 0F EQUALLY SPACED DATA
1-14-01 ALAGIN CUBIC LAGRANGE INÎËRPOLATION
1-14-02 AIKINT AITKEN INTERPOLATION

10-19 MULTIVARIATE INTERPOLATION

1-14-10 INPOL MULTÎVARIATE INTERPOLATIOÎI

l -14





l -

l-14 INTERPOLATION

Given a table of values of a function f(x) at arguments x^x, ,x^,. . . ,

the problem in interpolation is to compute f(x) at some oïhef argument
x=:z. The two most common methods of estiraating f(z) use either a

Lagrange interpolating polynomial or a cubic spline approximation.

The Lagrange polynomial of degree 2 interpolating f(x) at x^,x^/x^ is

given by

(x"x^)(x-x^} (x-x )(x~x^) (x-x^)(x-x^)

f0,l,2(x) = (V-iXx^) f(XO) + <^o>(xl:x2) f(xl) + <X2-XO) <X2:X1) f(x2>'

with higher degree polynomials defineâ similarly. This parabola coin-
cides wifch f(x) at x=x^/x,,x^, but not, in général/ for any other value

of x. If z lies betweën x^ ând x^, f^ ^ ^,(z) may be used as an approxi-

mation to f(z}. The accuracy of this âpj^roximation dépends on the

smoothness of f(x). In général, higher degree polynomials are more

accurate approximations than lower degree polynomials, but we cannot

predict the error for any particular âegree. Thus the main difficulty

in interpolation is to know what degree of Lagrange polynomial to use in
order to achieve the requireâ accuracy in the interpolated value.

The routines in this chapter all use the Lagrange polynomiai for inter-
polation. SPINT is designed for equally spaced data; it uses a modified l

f ifth degree polynomxal in the interior of the argument range, and second

degree polynomials in the end régions. AIAGIN accepts unequally spaced

data, and uses a third degree polynomial. AIKINT is an adaptive routine,
which computes first, second, thirdy ... degree polynominals, until two

successive approximations agrée to the specified accuracy or until a
maximum of nineteen iterations have been performed. INPOL uses a

generalization of the Lagrange polynomial to several independent variables,

and requires the user to specify the degree of the polynomial in each
dimension.

Chapter l of El] contains routines for interpolation by cubic splines in
one and two dimensions.

J.M. Blair

1983 June
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SPINT

TITLE Quintic Interpolation of equally spaced data.

ENTRY R^SPINT(2/Y,N/XO,H)

Z real input variable, point for which value of function

is required.

Y reai input array providing a table of n function

values, £(x), as follows:

Y(j) - f(îî-,_jL) = fîxo + (j~l)h)/ J=^2,.../n

N integer input variable, the nmnber of éléments in

Y.

XO real input variable/ the value o£ x for the firsfc table
entry in Y.

H real input variable, the x interval used to define the
table in Y.

EXIT This function returns the real interpolated value of f(z) to the

calling routine. There is no error checking performed.

ACCURACY Dépends on the sraoothness of f(x) anâ on the mesh spacing h. For

x^, < z <x^ ^, raodified f if th degree polynomial interpolation is
used, and ïor z <x^or z >x_ ^, quadratic interpolation

is used.

SPEED ^0.084 ms (6600, April 1969).

AUTHOR J. Nicholls DATE April 1969
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ALAGIN

TITLE Cubic Lagrange interpolation

(ALAGIN uses cubic interpolation. If there is any doubt if

this is appropriate, use AIKINT insteaâ.)

ENTRY R=ALAGIN(Z,X,Y,N)

Z real input variable, the value of z for which f(z) is

to be calculated.

X,Y real input arrays specifying a table of function values
as follows: Y(i) == f(x_. ), i==l,...,n. X must be mono-

tonically increasing.

N integer input variable, the ninnber of éléments in X

and Y.

EXIT This function returns the real value of f(z) to the calling

routine. No error checking is perfomeâ.

SPEED 168 ms (6600, August 1969).

AUTHOR C. Foxworthy DATE August 1969
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AIKINT

TITLE Aitken Interpolation

ENTRY R==AIKINT(2,X,Y,N,EPS)

Z real input variable, the value of x for which £(x) is to

be calculated.

X,Y real input arrays specifying a table of function
values as follows: Y(I) = f(x^), i=l,...,n. X

must be monotonically increasing.

N integer input variable, the number of éléments in X

and Y.

EPS real input variable, the absolute error for convergence,
i.e. two successive approximations of the required

value must differ in magnitude by less than EPS.

EXIT This function returns the real value of f(z) unless the

following errors occur:

If N<2, the function exits with an error message and the
function value is 0.0, f(x), or f 3(2) (the linearly inter-

polafceâ value) for N<0, N=î, or N==2 respectively.

If convergence is not achieveâ after ten iterations, or
after all the N values in the array have been useâ if N<10,

the routine exits with an error message, stating the value
of Z. The function value is the last one evaluateâ before-
the différences between successive approximations began to
increase.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

AELERCM

ACCURACY Dépends on the accuracy requested and the distribution of
the given values of X.

SPEED Dépends on the accuracy requireâ, the distributions o£ the
arrays and the length of the arrays.
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When n==12, it takes approximately 42 }Xs to obtain a value

for AIKINT when three iterations are required. (6600, Sept. 1970)

AUTHOR J.L. Barton DATE September 1970

NUMBER

1-14-02
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INPOL

TITLE Multivariate Interpolafcion of a Function f(x,,x^,...,xJ

where d<5.

ENTRY CALL XNPOL(T,NT,Z,N,RES)

T real input array to supply the following data:

NT

z

T(l) contains d, the number of inâependent vari-

ables, d<5.

T (2),...,T(d+l) contain m,,...,m.,/ the number of

values of the independe n t- variable x., ,. . . ,x.,,

respectively.

The next m, cells of T contain the values of x., ,

followed by m^ values of x^, etc. The values Ôf

each inâependënt variable must be distinct anâ
monotonically increasing.

Next corae m,m^...m, values of the function f(x,,...,x,)

âefined on à rectangular griâ. Thèse must be arrange<

in the form of ir^ sets of m, , set of ...m. values'd ~"~ ~ "d-1 --- ~- '''"l

of f(x .,d ).'

integer input variable, number of éléments in T.

real input array of length à specifying the values
of the indépendant variables z^,...,z^ at which

interpolation is required.

N integer input array of length 5 to specify the
number of points to be used for interpolation in

each dimension, n,, the number of points to be used

for interpolation în the ith dimension, must be >2

and <min(30, m.). If n. is outsiâe thèse liraits, it
is set to be tïie neares-E limit. Also,

d
n n. must be < 1000.

i=l "i

RES real, output variable/ to return the result of the

interpolation.
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EXIT This routine exits after storing the result in RES,

unless one of the following errors occurs:

(a) d<l. Error message printed is INPOL EBRORi.

(b) une of the given z^ is outside the range (x; (l) ,x; (m^. ) )
Error message printed is INPOL ERROR2.

In either case, the job is terminated.

STORAGE 2200
8

ACCURACY The accuracy dépends on the function f(x,,
number of points used for interpolation.

., x„) anâ the

SPEED T(l) N(I) TIME (6600, April'1969)
18 2 ms
2 4,5 4 ms
5 4,4,5,5,2 62 ms

AUTHOR T. Tan DATE April 1969
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1-15 DIFFERENTIATION

00-09 DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATED FUNCTÏON

1-15-00 DUDX DUDX1
FIRST DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATED FUNC

1-15-00 DUDXX DUDXX1
SECOND DERIVATIVES 0F A TABULATED FUNC



DUDX
DUDX1
DUDXX
DUDXX1

TITLE
.2 .-2

Derivatives du/dx or d~u/dx" of a Tabulated Function,

u(x).

For meaningful results the tàbulated values should be
smooth continuous functions. Expérimental data should be

smootheâ, or the routine HDERIV used instead.

ENTRIES CALL DUDX(U,DU,X,N,NCUPL) to calculate ^-| 1=1,...,n
dxix.

l

R = DUDX1(U,X1,X,N,NCUPL) to calculate
du i
âx'x.

CALL DUDXX(U,DU,X,N/NCUPL) to calculate

R == DUDXX1(U,X1,X,N,NCUPL) to calculate

d2U|
.2'x,âx~ "i

d2U,

i=l,... ,n

âxzlxl

DU

real input array containing values of the

fonction u. , i=:l,... ,n.

real outpufc arr^y to return the derivatives
du/âx or d u/dx .

real input array containing the values of

indépendant variable, X. (X shoulâ be monotonically
increasing.)

XI real input variable supplying the point, XI, at

which derivatives are required.

N integer input variable, the number of entries in

U, DU/ X.

NCUPL integer input variable, the nî^mber^of points to be
used in evaluating du/dx or d~u/dx~, NCUPL < N.

The order of the formulae useâ will be (NCUPL-1).

For all odd NCUPL > 3, central différences are
us éd.

For all even NCUPL > 4, central différences with

one point backward bias are used.
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DUDX
DUDX1
DUDXX
DUDXX1

For NCUPL = l, two point forwarâ différences

are useâ for du/dx.

For NCUPL = 2, two point backward différences

are used for du/dx.

For NCUP = l and 2 correspQnding three point

différences are used for â~u/dx~.

EXIT The subroutines-DUDX anâ DUDXX return a full array of

âerivatives in DU. The value of the functions DUDXl and
DUDXXl are the single derivatives required. No'error

checking is done.

AUTHOR M.B. Car ver DATE August 1974
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1-16 INTEGRATION 0F USER SUPPLIED FUNCTIONS

The content of this section of AELIB is the result of an extensive study

and évaluation of available quadrature algorithms. The report describing

this project [l] is recoiïmiended reading for ail users doing numerical
quadrature. (Note that the writeups for the quadrature routines in this

report should be used in préférence to those in the appendix of El]•)

In général, all the quadrature routines contain an auxiliary routine to
be supplied by the user/ and an error flag. The auxiliary routine

âefines the function, anâ may call library or other user supplied
routines to do so. The error flag is used on input to direct whefcher

messages will be printed, and on output to diagnose that an error has
occurred and which error has occurred. Most routines also have as input

parameters, the required tolérance or formula order. In all cases/

except for the routines dealing with infinite limits, tïie limits are

parameters and must not be infinite or indefinite. The orâer A < B is

iraplied but not mandatory [23 .

Recommended'Décision Tree for Selecfcing a Library Routine £3]

The décision tree on the next page is an attempt to guide the sélection
of one of the available library routines for a given quadrature problem.

For each décision question, a yes inâicates proceed to the right, a no
indicates proceed downward.

M.B. Carver

June 1978

REFERENCES

[13 An Evaluation of Available Quadrature Algorithms and Sélection for

the AECL FORTRAN Matheraatical Library, M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones,
May 1977, AECL-5605.

[2] Ibid, pg. 64.

E33 îbid, pp. 59-60.
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1-16 INTEGRATION 0F USER SUPPLÎED FUNCTÎONS

Dimension > l

Inde f inite Limits1"
Infinite Limita

Singularity

Rapiâ Oscillation

Functional
Properties Known

CADRE

Décision Tree for Sélecting

a Suitable Çuadrature AXgorithm(3)

Properfcy —fr-Yes

No
-»• Dimension > 2

Non"standard form'

...i.DUBLINT

•*- See Site Consultant

See Site Consultant

Convergent

Funcfcion

Possible form of
Hermite or Laguerre • GAHER

GAIA
Possible
Tr ans formation

•*- GAJAC or possible transformation

^ FILON

•*- Peak •*- Narrovr -«- COSIMP

ÎSUB < 10

OsciUatory

(
Jump Dis-

continulty

Removable
Singularity

AGAUSS

ÇUAD

CADRE
AGAÏÎSS

Near Exïd Points

ÇUAD
CADRE

AGAUSS

WelI-Behaveâ ——Knowledge o£

Related functions

COSIMP
With ISUB
se t

Note:

ÇUAD
AGAUSS

For speeâ alone. where only a général knowleâge of accuracy is
required, use COSIMP with a suitable XSUB and request a 3arge
error tolérance,



CADRE

TITLE Intégration by Extrapolafcive Romberg Methoâ

R == / f(x)dx
s,

INTRODUCTION Although a large routine, CADRE is probably the best

quadrature routine for général use, anâ is particularly
useful for difficult integrands, as it will recognize

problem areas and has an option permitting thèse to be
reporteâ in some détail.

ENTRY R = CADRE(A,B,AUX,EPS,IFLAG)

A,B real input variables, the lower anâ upper intégration
limits.

AUX real function subprogram supplied by the user to

evaluate f(x). The calling program must contain the
statement "EXTERNAL AUX." AUX has one parameter, x.

EPS real input parameter ta specify the required relative
error tolérance in the result. CADRE will subdivide
the interval until the error estimated is less than

EPS.

IFLAG integer parameter useâ as input to controi the
type of diagnostic printout during the progress of
intégration and as output to return error status as

described in EXIT.

On input, if |IFLAG 13

0 or l No printout.

2 List any singularities encountered.

3 In addition, list all çubdivisions used to

evaluate R/ and any regular behaviour

associated with each.

4 In addition, list décision procédure to
set up internai subdivision.
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CADRE

In addition, list the Romberg T tables used
(see référence).

EXÎT CADRE returns the estiîflate of R. This is accurate to a

probable tolérance of EPS unless any problems are en-

countered.

Thèse are reported via IFLAG as described below but all
errors are non-fatal.

If IFLAG returns

>-1 AU is well.

-2 One or more singularities were successfully detected

and handled.

-3 In soœe interval(s) the estimate was accepted be-

cause the error was small although no predictable

behaviour was recognized.

•4 Failure to converge to EPS due to available storage

llmit being reached by too many function évaluations
being required in the interval* The message

***TOO MANY FUNCTION EVALUATIONS REQUIRED IN ÎNTERVAL
( , ) is printed with traceback in this case.

-5 Failure because the interval has become too small in
comparison with attainable accuracy. The message
***TOO SMALL A SUBINTERVAL REQUIRED IN ÎNTERVAL
( , ) is printed in this case.

ROUTÎNES
CALLED AUX, supplied by the user

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED:

STATS, PARAM and AELERCM

îhe conffîion block STATS may be used in the calling program

fco access the following information on return from CADRE.

NUMBER

1-16-00

f
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CADRE

COMHON/STATS/BREST,KOUNT, INTS

EREST real variable, estimate of probable
maximum error in the answer obtained as

the suîti of the errors on accepted intervals.

KOUKT integer variable, number of function evalua-
tions performed to compute R to within EPS.

INTS integer variable, the number of subdivisions

needed to compute R wifchin EPS.

ACCURACY Should be withln the relative tolérance of EPS if

IFLAG is >-3.

STORAGE 6600,

EXAMPLE The following code uses CADRE to evaluate

R - /Q f(x)dx

for f(x) == i^î, 0 < x < l

x+2, l < x < 2

CADRE diagnoses the discontinuity at xï=l and the

characteristic behaviour of vÇ.
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PROGRAM TCADRE(OUTPUT)

EXTERNAL DISC

PRINT *," TEST AND ILLUSTRATE CADRE

EXACTE. 5+2. ,3.
A=0
B=2.
IFLAG==2
EPS=1.0E-5

RÎNT==CADRE(A,B,DISC,EPS,IFLAG)

PRINT *,"
PRÎNT f<'f"
PRINT *,"

S TOP.
END

EXACT ANSWER
RESÙLT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
IFLAG RETURNS

"/EXACT
"/RINt
",ABS(EXACT"RINT)
";IFLÂG

FUNÇTION^DISC(X)
DISÇ==SQRT_(X;
ÏF(X.LË,1)'RÈTURN
DlâC==X+2
RETURN
END

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE CADRE
BETWEEN ^TEGRArosHÔWSAiNGUL^0|Jg^ê2iloF TYPE x*lt ( -50)

BETWEEN_ JJiJJ?.JfiDTO HîîJ0Jï||ESllsIZE •2WaE+0^
E^ÇT_ANSWER____ ;-__ "~ ""4:166666666667
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION 4.166662884316
!^GR RETINS' """""• ,J000037§2350688653

SOURCE C. DeBoor, "An Algorithm for Numerical Quadrature",

Mathematical Software, J.R. Rice, Editer, Académie Press,

1971.

ADAPTED FOR AELIB by Valérie Jones DATE August 1976

REFERENCE M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones, AECL-5605.
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COSIMP

TITLE Intégration by Adaptive Simpson s Rule

R := /" f(x)dx

INTRODUCTION COSIMP is a sinall fast quadrature routine for well-

behaved integrands and is particularly useful for in-

tegrating several related integrands, or integrands with

narrow peaks, as the amount of subdivision of the inte-
gral can be specified.

ENTRY R = COSIMP(A,B,AUX,EPS,ISUB)

A,B real input variables, the lower and upper intégration
limits.

AUX real function subprogram supplied by the user to

evaluate f(x). The calling program must contain the

statement "EXTERNAL AUX." AUX has one parameter, x.

EPS real input parameter to specify the required relative

error tolérance. COSIMP will subdivide the interval
until the error estimated 1s less than EPS.

ISUB Integer parameter used as input to control the

initial subdivision and diagnostic printout and as

output to return error status. The interval is
estimated initiâlly using

N1=2 ISUB
and N2 = 2N1

subdivisions. If thèse agrée within a relative

error of EPS, the second result is returned. Other-

wise, the intervals are successlvely halved until

successive estimâtes converge to within EPS.
ISiïB ,20

EXIT

mus t be less than 19 as a maximum of 2'

divisions are allowed. ISUB may be set négative to
activate error diagnostics, ît returns the required
subdivision, as described in EXIT.

COSIMP returns the estimate o£ R, which is within a

probable tolérance of EPS if converged. ISUB 1s returned

such that the number of subdivisions used was
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COSÏMP

ISUB

When the calculation converges, ISUB will be returnei

positive, but if convergence was not attained with 2'

subdivisions, and if activated by entering a négative
ISUB, the following message is priïited with tracework:

AAATROUBLE INTEGRATING OVER (
AND ERROR ARE AND

). EST. INTEGBAL

ROUTINES
CALLED

The estimate of the interval is accepted and intégration
continues. ISUB is then returned as -20. If higher

accuracy is required, the intégral can later be evaluated
separately over the problem interval.

AUX, supplied by the user.

COMMUN BLOCKS QSTATS and AELERCM.
USED

The common block QSTATS defined by

COMMON/QSTATS/EREST,KOUNT»INTS

may be used in the same way as the common block STATS
in CADRE to get further information from COSIMP.

ACCURÂCY

EXAMPLE

Should be within a relative tolérance of EPS unless
ISUB returns -20.

The following code uses COSIMP fco evaluate

.1 dx
R - /

0 i.,_-x1+e'

The résulta are shown.
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COSIMP

PROGRAM TCOSIMP(OUTPUT)

EXTERNAL COSF

PRINT *," TEST AND ILLUSTRATE COSIMP

EXACT=.3798854930417
A=0
B=l
EPS=1.0E-5
IFLAG=0

RINT=COSIMP(A,B,COSF, EPS,IFLAG)

PRINT *," EXACT ANSWER
PRINT *," RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
PRINT *,

S TOP
END

ERROR
ÎFLÂG RETURNS

FUNCTIQN COSF(X:
ÇQSF==l/(l+EXP{xi)
RETURN'
END

",EXACT
",RINT
<SABS_(EXACT~RINT)
";IFLÀG'

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE COSIMP
EXACT ANSWER
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
IFLAG RETURNS

.3798854930417

.3798834965601

.,00000199648157384

PROGRAMMED BY D.H. Howden in APEX Language, 1965.

C.J. Johnson in FORTRAN, 1969.

REVISED BY Valérie Jones, August 1976.

REFERENCE M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones, AECL-5605.
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AGAUSS

TITLE Intégration by Adaptive Gauss Method.

R = /u f(x)dx

INTRODUCTION AGAUSS is a small routine which does not store any

intermediate function values. Because of this it can
divide intervals very finely if necessary, but is slower

than similar routines. It is useful for intégrais con-

taining pea^, singularities or discontinuities. It can
use up to 2^" subinfcervals.

ENTRY

EXIT

R - ÂGAUSS(A,B,AUX,EPS,IFLAG)

A,B real input variables, the lower and upper intégration

limits.

AUX real function subprogram supplied by the user to

evaluate f(x). The calling program must contain the
statement "EXTERNAL AUX.*' AUX has one parameter, x.

EPS real input parameter to specify the required relative

error tolérance in the result. ÂGÂUSS will sub-
divide the interval until the error estimate is less

than EPS.

IFLAG integer parameter used as input to control diagnostic
printout during the progress of intégration as

described below and as output to report error stafcus
as described in EXIT.

If inpufc as

0 No printout.

^0 List any problems encountered.

AGAUSS returns the estimate of R. This is accurate to a

probable tolérance of EPS, unless any problems are
encountered. Thèse are reported via IFLAG as follows:
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AGAUSS

ROUTINES
CALLED

If IFLAG returns

0 AU is well.

<0 IFLAGj intégration problems were detected.

In the latter case, if input value of IFLAG was ^0, the

following message is printed with tracework for each
problem area.

AAATROUBLE INTEGRATING OVER (
ERROR ARE AîîD

). EST. INTEGRAL AND

The estiœate of the interval is accepted and intégration

continues. ÎFLAG is then decreraented by l. Zf higher
accuracy is required, the intégral can later be evaluated

separately over the problem interval.

AUX, supplied by the user.

COMMUN BLOCKS QSTATS and AELERCM
USED

The common block QSTATS defined by

COMMON/QSTATS/EREST,KOUNT,INTS

may be used in the same way as the common block STATS

in CADRE to get further information for AGAUSS.

ÂCCURACY

EXAMPLE

Should be within a relative tolérance of EPS unless IFLAG
returns négative.

The following code uses AGAUSS to evaluate

dx
0 .x

e"-l

The results are shown.
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AGAUSS

PROGRAM TAGAUSS(OUTPUT)
COMMON/QSTATS/EREST,KOÛNT,INTS

EXTERNAL EFUN

PRÎNT *," TEST AND ILLUSTRATE AGAUSS

EXACT=.77750463411
A=0
B=I
EPS=1.0E~5

RINT=AGAUSS(A,B,EFUN,EPS,IFLAG)

PRINT *,
PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"

STOP
END

EXACT ANSWER
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
ESTIMATED ERROR
N0 0F FONCTION EVALUATIONS
N0 0F SUBDIVISIONS
IFLAG RETURNS

",EXACT
",K?NT_
",ABS(EXACT~RJNT)
SERÊàT"""" --—-'

",KOUNT
",INTS
";IFLAG

FONCTION EFUN(X)

DEFINE THE FUNCTION . AS AGAUSS DOES_NOT EXPLIÇITLY USE ENDPOINTS
DO NOT WORRY ABOUT THE SINGULARITY AT X==0.

EFUN=X/(EXP(X)~1)
RETURN'
END

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE AGAUSS
EXACT ANSWER
RESULï FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
ESTIMATED ERROR
N0 0F FUNCTION EVALUATIONS
N0 0F SUBDIVISIONS
IFLAG RETURNS

.77750463411
,7775046341123.
2.3057ÎÎ177542E-12
i;0658i4i0364E-13
11
i

SOURCE D.K. Kahanar, "Comparison of Numerical Quadrature Formulas ,
Mathematical Software, J.R. R^ce, Editor, Académie Press,
1971.

ADAPTED FOR AELIB BY Valérie Jones DATE August 1976

REFERENCE M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones, AECL-5605.
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TITLE Intégration by Adaptive Newton Cotes Metho^.

R - /" f(x)dx
3.

INTRODUCTION QUAD is an efficient routine which stpres function
évaluations to attain greater speed. It is particularly

good for oscillatory functions and is reliable at de-

tecting peaks and singularities but is sometimes unable

to subdivide the interval suffici^tly to integrate over
thèse. It can use a maximum of T~" intervals.

ENTRY R == QUAD(A,B,AUX,EPS.mAG)

À,B real input variables, -the lowet and upper intégration
limita.

AUX real functiou subprograœ supplied by the user to

evaluate f(x). The calling program must contain the
statement "EXTERÎÎAL AUX." AUX bas one parameter, x.

EPS real input parameter to specify the required relative

error tolérance in the result.

XFLAG integer parameter used as input to control diagnostic

printout during the progress of intégration as

described below and as output to return error status
as described in EXÏT.

EXIT

If input as

0 No printout.

^0 List any problems encountered.

QUAD returns the estimate of R. This should be accurate

to a probable tolérance of EPS unless any problems are
encountered. Thèse are reported via IFLAG as follows:

If IFLAG returns
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ROUTINES
CALLED

0 AU is well.

<0 [IFLAGj intégration problems were detected.

In the latter case, if input value of ÎFLAG was ?ÉO, the

following message is printed with traceback for each
problem area:

AAATROUBLE INTEGRATING OVER (
AND ERROR ARE AND

). EST. INTEGRAL

The estimate of the interval is accepted and intégration

continues. £f higher accuracy is required, the intégral

can later be evaluated separately over the problem interval

AUX, supplied by the user

COMMUN BLOCKS QSTATS and AELERCM.
USED

The common block QSTATS defined by

COMMON/QSTATS/EREST,KOUNT,INTS

may be used in the same way as the common block STÂTS

in CADRE to yet further information from QUAD.

ACCiïRACY Should be within relative error of EPS unless IFLÂG
returns négative.

STORÂGE

EXAMPLE

VL3508

The following code uses QUAD to evaluate

/ 2dx
0 2+sinaOTTx) • The results are shown.
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PROGRAM TQUAD(OUTPUT)

EXTERNAL SINFUN

PRINT * TEST AND ILLUSTRATE QUAD

EXACT=1.15470066904
A^0
B==i
IFLAG=1
ÈPS=Î.0E-5

RINT=QUAD(A,B,SINFUN,EPS,IFLAG)

PRINT *," EXACT ANSWER
PRINT *; RESULT FROM INTEGRATION

NUMBÈR 0F POINTS REQUIRED

STOP
END

FUNCTION SINFUN(X)
DATA PI_/3,141592e
SINFUN=2/(2+SIN(10*]PI*X))
RETURN
END

",EXACT
",RINT
";ABS(EXACT~RINT)
";N^

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE QUAD
EXACT ANSWER
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
NUMBER 0F POINTS REQUIRED

1.15470066904
Ï.15470060065?
6.838124733122E-
0

SOURCE D.K. Kahaner, "Comparison of Numerical Quadrature Formulas ,

Mathematical Software, J.R, Rice, Editor» Académie Press,
1971.

ADAPTED FOR AELIB BY

M.B. Carver and V.J. Joues, AECL-5605.
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FILON

TITLE Filon Intégration

e = /" f(x)cos(wx)dx or s
3.

/_ f(x)sin(wx)dx
s.

INTRODUCTION FILON is designed for integrands with oscillating com-
ponents.

ENTRY CALL FILON(AUX,W,A,B,EPS,M»C,NC,S,NS,IFLAG)

AUX real function subprogram supplied by the user to

evaluate f(x). The calling program must contain the
statement "EXTERÎîAL AUX." AUX has one parameter, x.

W real input parameter containing the frequency component.

A,B real input variables, the limlts of the intégration.

EPS real input parameter to specify the required relative
error tolérance in the result.

M integer input variable, the maximum number of subdivisions
to be considérée! is 2 . The interval (A,B) is

subdivided successively, uutil two successive estimâtes
converge to within EPS.

C,S real output parameters to receive intégrais as

defined above.

NC,NS integer input parameters. If NC=1 at entry, the

routine computes C. NS similarly controls S. On
exit NC and NS report required subdivision.

IFLAG integer parameter used as input to control error

printing and as output to report errors as described
in EXIT.

EXIT If convergence is achieved, C, S return the integ^ls and
the number of required subdivisions for each is 2 and

NS
2 . IFLAG is unchanged.
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If convergence isr not achieved, C, S return the estimate

for 2 subdivisions, the offender of NC and/or NS is set
to "M, and IFLAG is set négative. Unless ÎFLAG was set

zéro on entry to suppress printing, the message
***FILON FÂILED TO CONVERGE TO REQUIRED TOLERANCE IN 2
SUB DIVISIONS
is printed with traceback where will be the value of
M.

ROUTINES
CALLED

AUX, supplied by the user.

COMMON BLOCKS AELERCM
USED

ACCURÂCY Should be within EPS if IFLAG is not returned négative,

EXAMPLE The following shows the code to estimate

f'^ e'T" sin(2.5x)dx and f'^ e-r" cos(2.5x)dx

using FILON, and the results obtained.
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FILON

PROGRAM YFILON(OUTPUT)

EXTERNAL FILF

PRINT *," TEST AND ÎLLUSTRATE FILON

EXAST=~608.78717058639
EXACT=-169.345717190
A=0
B-2
W=2.5
NC=NS==1
M=20.
EPS=1.0E-5

CALL FILON(FILF,W,A,B,EPS,M,C,NC,S,NS,ÎFLAG )

PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"
PRÎNT *,"

PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"

STOP
END

EXACT VALUES
RESULTS FROM INTEGRATION
ERRORS

N0 0F SUBDIVISIONS 2**
IFLAG RETURNS

%EXACT,EXAST
** ' ç" g

",ÂBé''(EXACT~C) ,
ABS{EXÂST-S<

",NC,NS
",IFLAG

FUNCTION FILF(X)
FILF=EXP(4*X)
RETURN
END

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE FILON
EXACT VALUES
RESULTS FROM INTEGRATION
ERRORS
N0 0F SUBDIVISIONS 2**
IFLAG RETURNS

-l 69. 34571719,-608 .,78717058 64.
-169.3457101069_~608._7872581403.

.000007083093805704 .00008755391172599
8~7

SOURCE Chase and Fosdick, "Mgorithm for Filon Quadrature",

Coimn. ACM, Vol. 12, 1969.

PROGKAMMED BY M.B. Carver

REVISED BY M.B. Carver

REFERENCE M.B. Carver and

AECL FTN LIBRARY
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TITLE Gauss-Laguerre Intégration

00 —'

R = /Q f(x)e-Adx

INTRODUCTION Because of the time involved in calculation, and the

amount of space required to store the constants neeâed

for Gauss-Laguerre Intégration, this routine is limzted
to formulas involving 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64-points. This

provides adéquate accuracy for intégrais where f(x) is
well-behaved, but may be inadequate for complicated

functions f(x).

ENTRY R = GÂLA(AUX,N,EPS)

AUX real function subprogram supplied by the user to
evaluate f(x). The calling program must contain the

statement "EXTERNAL AUX". AUX has one argument, x.

N integer parameter useâ

(a) as Input to specify to the number of points to use;
or

(b) as input to control error reportlng and as output
to return error status as described in EXIT.

EPS real input parameter to specify required relative
error tolérance in the result, see EXIT.

EXIT (a) If N is input as one of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, the in-
tegral is evaluated only once using an N point

formula, EPS is not used, there is no estimation of

accuracy, and N is returned unchanged.

(b) If N is set to any other integer, the routine begins
by evaluating A for N=4 and N^8(EST8). ïf the
différence between thèse two estimâtes is less than
EPS*EST8, the estimate with N=8 is returned. If

not, the routine increases N through 16, 32, and 64
until fcwo successive estimâtes converge. N is

returned containing the current value to permit this
to be used for subsequent calls for related func-

tions.
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GALA

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

If converge has not been attained when N reaches 64,

the last estimate is returned, N is set to -64, and

unless N was input as zéro to suppress printing, the
message

AAAREQUESTED ERROR NOT ATTÂÏNED. ERROR IN GÂLA
PROBABLY LESS THAN

is printed with traceback wîiere
befcween the last two estimâtes.

AELEHCM

is the différence

ROUTINES CALLED AUX, supplied by fche user.

ÂCCURÂCY Unknown for case (a) unless approximately known from
related functions.

For case (b) the result should be accurate to EPS if N is
returned positive.

EXÂMPLE The following shows code to estimate

,00 —^ ^Q
K- = /^ e x dx

using GALA, and the results obtained

1-16-11
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PROGRAM TGALA(OUTPUT)

EXTERNAL X10

PRINT * TEST AND ILLUSTRATE GALA
EXACTE. 6288E06
A=0
B==l
N=i
EPS^1.0E~5

RINT=GALA(X10,N,EPS)

PRINT *,"
PRÎNT *,"
PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"

STOP
END

EXACT ANSWER
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
NUMBER 0F POINTS REQUIRED

",EXACT
"/RINT
",ABS(EXACT-RINT)
";NL

FUNCTIQN_X10(X)
xi0=x**i0
RETURN
END

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE GALA
EXACT ANSWER
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION

NUMBER 0F POINTS REQUIRED

3628800.
3628800..
Ï:639i27731323E~7
16

SOURCE Stroud and Secrest, "Gaussian Quadrature Formulae",
Prentice Hall, 1966.

PROGRAMMED BY Judy Barton, April 1971.

REVISED BY Valérie Jones, August 1976.

REFERENCE M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones, AECL-5605
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GAHER

TITLE Gauss-Hermite Intégration

2
R= f f (x) e "dx

INTRODUCTION Because of the time involved in calculation, and the

amount of space required to store the constants needed

for Gauss-Hermite Intégration, this routine is limited to
formulas involving 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64-points. This

provides adéquate accuracy for intégrais where f(x) is
well-behaved, but may be inadequate for complicated

f une tiens f(x).

ENTRY R = GAHER(AUX/N,EPS)

AUX real function subprogram supplied by the user to

evaluate f(x). The calling prograra must contain the
statement "EXTERNAL AUX". AUX has one argument, x.

N integer parameter used

(a) as input to specify the nuraber of points to use,
or

(b) as input to cpmtrp; error reporting anâ as
output to return error status as described in EXIT.

EPS real input parameter to specify required relative
error tolérance in the résulta see EXIT.

EXIT (a) If N is input as one of 4, 8/ 16, 32, 64, fche

intégral is evaluated only once using an N point
formula^ EPS is not used and there is no estimation

of accuracy.

(b) If N is set to any other integer, the routine begins

by evaluating A for N=4 and N=8 (EST8). If the
différence between thèse two estimâtes is less than

EPS*EST8/ the estimate with ?=8 is returned. If not,

the routine increases N through 16, 32, and 64 until
two successive estimâtes converge. N is returneâ

containing the current value to permit this to be

used for subsequent calls for related functions.
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GAHER

If convergence has not been atfcained when N reaches

64, the last estimate is returned, N is set to -64,

and unless N was input as zéro to suppress printing,

the message

AAAREQUESTED ERROR NOT ATTAINED. ERROR IN GAHER
PROBABLY LESS THAN

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

is printed with traceback, where

between the last fcwo estimâtes.

AELERCM

is the différence

ROUTÏNES CALLED AUX, supplied by the user.

ACCURACY Unknown for case (a) unless approximately known from
related functions.

For case (fo) the result should be accurate to EPS if

N is returned positive.

EXAMPLE The following shows code to estiroate

2
o0

^ ss f -.e " cos(3x)dx

using GÂHER, and the résulta obtained

NUMBER
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PROGRAM TGAHER(OUTPUT)

EXTERNAL FCOS

PRINT * TEST AND ILLUSTRATE GAHER

EXACT=SQRT(XPI(l.))*EXP(-9./4.)
A=0
B=l
N=Ï
EPS=1.0E~5

100 RINT=GAHER(FCOS,N,EPS)

PRINT *," EXACT ANSWER_
PRINT *," BESULT FROM INTEGRATION
PRINT *," _ ERRÔR
IF(EPS.ÈQ.0)STOP

EPS=0
N=8
GOTO 100

END

NUMBER 0F POINTS REQUIRED

REPEAT FOR FIXED N (=8) "

",EXACT
"/?INT,
";ÂBS-(EXACT~RZNT)

",N

FUNCTION FCOS(X)
FCOS=COS(3*X)
RETURN
END

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE GAHER
EXACT ANSWER
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
NUMBER 0F POINTS REQUIRED
REPEAT FOR FIXED N 7=8}
EXACT_ANSWER
RESULT FRÔM INTEGRATION
ERROR

.1868152614571

.1868152614571
1,33226762955E~14
32

.1868152614571

.Î866187Î96885

.0001965417686423

SOURCE Stroud and Secrest, "Gaussian Quadrature Formulae",

Prentice Hall, 1966.

PROGRAMMED BY Judy Barton, April 1971.

REVISED BY Valérie Jones, August 1976

REFERENCE M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones, AECL-5605
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TITLE Gauss-Jacobi Intégration

R - /b(b-x)a(x-a)f3f(x)dx
3.

INTRODUCTION GAJAC is designed to integrate fynctiogs which can be
written in the form g(x) = (b~x) (x-a) f(x), which
contain a singularity at one or both end points if a
and/or ^ are négative. As the nodes and weights of the

corresponding n point Jacobi polynomial dépend on a and

they must be calculated at least once for each set of
(a,b,a,g,n). Thls is done by an internai call to the
associated routine JACOBÎ.

ENTRY R == GAJAC(AUX,A,B,ALF,BET,N,EPS)

AUX real function. subroutine supplied by the user to

evaluate f(x). The calling program must contain the
statement "EXTEIRNÂL AUX". AUX bas one argument, x.

A,B real input variables containing the intégration end

points a,b which may also be singularities of g(x).

ALF,BET real input variables containing a,@ which if

négative cause the singularities.

N integer paramefcer used

(a) as input to specify the number of points to use
and whether the nodes and weights of the Jacobi

polynomial have been previously calculated, or
(b) as input to control error reporting and as output ta

report error status as described in EXIT.

EPS real input parameter to specify required relative
error tolérance in the resulfc, see EXIT.

EXIÎ (a) ïf N is other than zéro or one, the intégral is

estimated only once using an |N[ point formula, EPS

is not used, there is no estimation of accuracy and
N is returned unchanged. If N is positive, fche
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roots of the Jacobi polynomial are calculated^ if
négative the roots used by the previous call are
used (this assumes that the previous call had the
same (a,b,0t, |3..n) set).

(b) If N is zéro or one/ the intégral is estimated for
N=4 (EST4) anâ 8 points (EST8). îf the différence

between thèse two estimâtes is less than EPS*EST8/
EST8 is returned. Otherwise^ the routine increases

N through 16, 32, 64, 128 points until two succes-

sive estimâtes converge to within EPS*the most
récent estimate. N is returned at the current value

to permit this ta be used for subsequent calls to
related functions.

If convergence is still not attained when N reaches

128, the last estiraate is returned^ N is set to -
-128, anâ unless N was input as zéro to suppress

printing, the message
***REQUESTED ERROR NOT ATTAINED, ABSOLUTE ERROR IN

GAJAC PROBABLY LESS THAN
is printed with traceback, where is the différence

between the last two estimâtes.

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

AELERCM

ROUTINES
CALLED

JACOBI, a utility routine loaded with GAJAC and AUX,

supplied by the user

ACCURACY Unknown for case (a) unless approximately known for
related functions.

For case (b) the results shoulâ be accurate ta EPS
if N is returned positive.

STORAGE 1720. GAJAC 1310,
JACOBI 410:

NUM8ER
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EXAMPLE Thfe following program estimâtes the intégral

R - /Q|x-l/3
-.7

dx

by splitting it into two, such that the singularity
now résides at the end points

R - /^/3(l/3-x)-t7(x-0)°.l.dx + /^(l-x)°(x-l/3)-'7.1.dx

The required number of points is established for the
first intégral and the same number used for the

second*

PROGRAM TGAJAC(OUTPUT)

EXTERNAL FMOD

PRINT *," TEST AND ILLUSTRATE GAJAC

EXACT=5.348968622
ALF—.7
BET=0
THIRD^l./3.
N=r
A=0
B=l
EPS=1.0E-5

RÎNT=GAJAÇ(FMQD,ArTHIRD,ALF,BET,N,EPS)
+GAJAC{FMOD,THIRD,B,BET,ALF,N,EPSi

PRÎNT *
PR IN T *
PRINT *

EXACT ANSWER
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
NUMBER 0F POINTS REQUIRED

STOP
END

FUNÇTION FMOD(X)
FMOD=Î:
RETURN
END

.EXACT,
",îU:NT
",ABS(EXACT~RINT)
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GÂJAC

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE GAJAC
EXACT ANSWER_________
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
NUMBER 0F POINTS REQUIRED

5.348968622_
5.348968622055
5.485389920068E-11
8

SOURCE

PROGRAMMED BY

REVÎSED BY

REFERENCE

Stroud and Secrest, "Gaussian Quaârature Formulae",
Prentice Hall, 1966.

Suzanne Berube, December 1972.

Valérie Jones, August 1976.

M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones, AECL-5605.
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DUBLÎNT

TITLE Double Intégral Using the Gaussian Method

R ° !\ g(y)dy /^g f(x,y)dx

ENTRY R - DUBLINT(G,A,B,NO,F,C,D,NI)

G»F,C,D

real function subprograms supplied by the user to do
the following:

G calculâtes g(y)(one formai paramefcer, y).

F calculâtes f(x,y)(two formai parameters, x and

y).

G calculâtes the limit c(y)(one formai parameter,

y).

D calculâtes the limit d(y)(one formai parameter,

y).

AU thèse functions must exit with the function name
as the left-hand identifier of a replacement state-

ment.

The calling program must coutain the statement,
."EXTERNAL G,F,C,D".

A,B real input variables, the lower and upper limits,
respectively, of the outer intégral.

N0 integer input variable, == 4, 6, 8, 16 or 32, number
of points in the intégration of the outer intégral.

NI integer input variable, =: 4, 6, 8, 16 or 32, number
of points in the intégration of the inner intégral.

If N0 or NI is not one of the above values, N0 or NI == 4
will be assumed and one of the following messages will

be printed with traceback to so warn the user:
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DUBLINT

*A*ERROR IN SPECIFYING N0, N0=4 IS ÂSSUMED
***ERROR IN SPECmiNG NI, Nî=4 IS ASSUMED

EXIT This function returns the value of the double intégral

ROUTINES
CÂLLED

Functions G,F,C, and D supplied by the user

ACCURÂCY Increases with NI and N0 but DUBLIÎîT makes no estimate of

accuracy.

EXÂMPLE This program uses DUBLINT to find the volume of the unit

sphère

v =

-/î=y2

using 32 data points for both inner and outer intégrais.

It prints fche calculated value and the theoretical value

PROGRAM TDUBINT(OUTPUT)
EXTERNAL F,G,C,D

PRINT *," TEST AND ILLUSYRATE DUBLINT "

E;XAÇT^XPI(4./3.)A^-'Ï^ —^B/—
B=l
N0^1
EPS=1.0E~5
NO=NÏ=32

RINT=DUBLÏNT(G,A,B,NO,F,C,D,NI)

P?ÏN? S" EXACT ANSWER
PRINT *,
PRINT *,"

STOP
END

RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR

",EXACT
"fîUNT
",ABS(EXACT~RINT)

NUMBER

1-16-20
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DUBLINT

FONCTION F(X,Y]
F=SQRT(1-X**2-^**2
RETURN
END

FUNCTÏON G(Y)
G^2
RETURN
END

FUNCTION_C(Y)
Ç=-:SQRT(1~^2)
RETURN
END

FUNÇTION.D
P=+SÔRt(l~^**2
RETUHN
END

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE DUBLINT
EXACT ANSWER
RESÙLT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR

4.188790204786
4.188854244009
.00006403922276377

PROGRAMMED BY E.A. Okazaki in ÂFEX Language, November 1962,

T. Tan in FORTRAN, January 1967.

REVISED BY K. Chaplin, May 1976.

REFERENCE M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones, AECL-5605
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SPLINT

TITLE Intégration of Tabular Data with Provision for Subsequent

înterpolation.

/_ y(x)dx
s.

INTRODUCTÎON SPLINT will integrate equally or unequally spaced tabular
data and also return parameters which can be used for
subsequent interpolation^ as it uses a cublc spline fit

to the data.

ENTRY R = SPLINT(X,Y,N,A,B,Y^,Y2,Y3,E,IFLAG)

X real input array dimension N in monotonic ascending
séquence containing values of the independent

variable.

Y real input array dimension N containing corresponding

values of y(x).

N integer input variable containing number of points,
which must be > 3.

A,B real input variables, the limits of intégration, not

necessarily coïncident with any x.

Y1,Y2,Y3 real output arrays dimension N to return values
needed to interpolate using the spline formula.

y(x) - y(I) + yl(I)*(x-x(I)) 4- y2(I)*(x-x(I))2

+ y3(I)*(x-x(I))3 , x(I) < x < x(I+l)

E real input array dimension 2N which is needed for
workspace.

IFLAG integer parameter to control diagnostic printout

and report any errors as described in EXIT.

If IFLAG has input value

0 No printout of errors.

>0 Error messages printed.
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SPLÎNT

EXIT SPLINT returns the estimate of the intégral unless errors

are encountered. Thèse are reported via ÏFLAG as follows
If IFLAG returns

The same value as was input to SPLINT, then all is well.

-l fchen N has been detected < 3.

•2 then X has been detected not monotonic.

In either-event,.. intégration cannot proceed. SPLINT

returns the value 0. If ÎFLAG has been input non zéro,
one of the following messages is printed:

AA*N= IN SPLINT AT LEAST 3 POINTS REQUIRED
***X AND NOT IN ÂSCENDING ORDER IN SPLINT

COMMUN BLOCKS AELERCM
USED

ACCURACY Accuracy is data dépendent.

EXAMPLE The following code uses SPLÎNT to evaluate the intégral

from a. table which is generated artificially for 11-

lustration by evaluating y(x) = e at 10 unequally spaced
points:

R = /Q y(x)dx

and évaluâtes y(0.5) by the interpolation formula. The
results are shown.
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SPLINT

PROGRAM TSPLINT(OUTPUT)

REAL X(11),Y(11),Y1(11),Y2(11},Y3(11),E(22)
DATA X/0.,.079,.163,.211,.359,.480,.533,.621,.777,.911,1.0,

PRINT *," TEST AND ILLUSTRATE SPLINT

SET_UP Y ARRAY ARTIFICIALLY USING Y(X)=EXP(X)
N=11
DO 20 1=1,N

20 Y(I)=EXP(X(I) )

EXACT=1.7182818k28
À==0
B=l
EPS==1.0E-5

RINT=SPLINT(X,Y,N,A,B,Y1,Y2,Y3,E,IFLAG)

PRÏNT *, EXACT ANSWER_
RESULT FROM INTEGRATION
ERROR

DETERMINE Y AT X=0.5

Z=0.5-X(6)
YMID=Y{êl+Yl(6)*Z +Y2 (6 ) *2**2-î-Y3 (6 ) *2**3
z==Èxp^:é}

PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"
PRINT *,"

STOP
END

Y
Y
Y

0.
0.
0.

5
5
5

SHOULD BE
FROM SPLINT
ERROR

",EXACT
",RINT
",ABS(EXACT~RINT)

" z
",YMID
",ABS(2-YMID

TEST AND ILLUSTRATE SPLINT
EXACT ANSWER
RESULT PROM INTEGRATION
ERROR
Y (0.5) SHOULD BE
Y(0.5) FROM SPLINT
Y (0.5) ERROR

1.718281828
1.-71832441339.
700004258538974256
1:6487212707
1,648723144392
700000Ï873691743981

SOURCE Davis and Rabinowitz, "Mefchods of Numerical Intégration",
Académie Press, 1975.

REVISED BY Valérie Jones DATE August 1976

REFERENCE M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones, AECL-5605.
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00-09 FIXED STEF , FIXED ORDER METHODS
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1-17 INTEGRATION 0F ORDÎNARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Introduction

Any set of ordxnary differential équations can be reâuced to the explicit
définition of tïie initial value problem

d
dt y^(t) = f^(t,y y ..,y ..,y) i=l,...,n

y (0) ^ y ^ i=l,...,n

where the y^ are n dépendent variables and y_ are the initial conditions
on the variables y. .

i

This set is normally solved over a prescribed interval in t by setfcing

the initial values y^. (0) and then calling an intégration algorithm which

complètes the intégration by repeatedly calling an auxiliary subroutine
in which the functions f are defined.

The accuracy of the solution thus obtained naturally dépends on the
number anâ size of steps used to cover the intégration interval. A good

algorithm controls accuracy by aâjusting the step size to maintain an
error estiraate below a given maximum acceptable value.

The difficulty of solving differential équation sets efficiently and

accurately, increases directly with the size of the équation set, its
non-linearity» and its stiffness, i.e. the spreaâ of magnitude o£ the
time constants of the various transient components. Another difficulty
is the présence of discontinuities in the définition of the functions

f.. Thèse tapies are reviewed in détail in [l] .

AELIB Routines

AELIB has two main intégration subroutines:

i) RKFÏNT - A small, fast routine using the Runge Kutta Fehlberg
intégration algorithm which uses a combination of a

fourth orâer Runge Kutta method and associated fifth
orâer error estimate to control its step size.

ii) STIFFZ - A large package of routines with the option of using

either Gear or Adams predictor corrector formulae of

variable orders, and their associated error estimâtes to

control its step size. The efficiency of thèse methods

dépends heavily on the accuracy anâ economy with which
the Jacobian matrix éléments J ^ ^fj/^y^ can be com-

puted. Varions options for doiilg this ara incluâed in
the package.
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As RKFINT and STIFFZ attacîc the same problem, their calling séquences are

identical, specifying the routine to evaluate the f;, the y vector. N,
T, the intégration interval, error limit, time step7 option control,

error indicator, and working storage. Each has associated optional
common blocks which may be useâ occasionally for finer control.

Finally we incluâe, for historical reasons only, the single step fourth
orâer Runge Kutta routine RKONE whi,ch performs one step of specified
size. Thîs should not be used on any net! pvograms^ as it returns no

error estimate anâ any attempts by users to use RKONE with some error
control of their own âevising is extremely ill-advised.

Sélection Criteria

If storage is at a premium, or the équation set is not excessively non-

linear^ use RKFINT. If this requires too much time, the équation set is
probably stiff, so try STIFFZ with the Gear option.

If storage is available and the équation set is predominantly non-linear,

use STÎFFZ, Aâams option. If time steps remain extremely small switch
to the Gear option.

If the équation set is known to contain a large range of time constants
use STÏFFZ with the Gear option.

Within STIFFZ, use the full Jacobian option for N<20 or the sparse

option for N>20, unless the équation set is known to be banded. For

large dense équation sets, the diagonal approximation option may be the
only viable choice. The nil option is a iast resort when storage is
restricted.

M.B. Carver

1978 June

Référence

(l) M.B. Carver, D.G. Stewart and J.L. Liu, "Evaluation, Validation and

Sélection of Robust intégration Algorithms for Practical Applica-

tions", Atomic Energy of Canada Limited report AECL-6220.



RKONE

TITLE Single Step Fourth Orâer Runge-Kutta Intégration Without
Error Estimate. (This routine is retained for continuity

only and should not be used in new programs. 5

INTRODUCTION This routine performs one step in the intégration of a set

of first orâer âifferential équations of the form

dYl/âyl ' fl - x

dyydy, = f,(y,,y^y^.../yj 2 ^n^ Nn - ± n

(y-, is équivalent to t in the initial value problem in the
introduction to this section.)

ENTRY CALL RKONE(H,N/AUX/VAL,DERIV,WS)

H real input variable, the intervai of intégration.

H can be <0 if the user wishes to integrate backwards
in the inâepenâent variable.

N

AUX

VAL

DERIV

ws

integer input variable, the number of équations;

i.e. the length of VAL/ DERIV and WS.

subroutine supplieâ by the user to calculate

f, /£„, .. . ,f__. AUX is entered from RKONE by
n

CALL AUX(VAL,DERIV)

Using the values of y^/.. .,y_ in VAL(l)/. ../VAL(N),

AUX must calculate thë values of f^,...,f__ and store

them in DERIV(2),...,DERIV(N) . 11 mus t aîso.set

DERIV(l) to 1.0.

The calling program must contain the stâtement

EXTERNAL AUX

real array useâ as input to pass the starting

values y,,y^(y^),..-/y__ (y,) to RKONE. On return

from RKOEIE, "this array"contains y,+h, y^ty-i+h) , . . ./

yn<Yl+h)-

real array used by AUX to return values of f_ to

RKONE.

real working storage array of length N.
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ROUTINES
CALLED

AUX supplieâ by the user,

EX1T Control is returned to the calling routine with new y values

stored in VAL.

ACCURACY Truncation error is O(H').

SPEED Dépends largely on the speed of AUX which is called four times

by this routine.

AUTHOR Translateâ from APEX by

C.J, Johnson

DATE January 1969

DOCUMENTATION
REVISED BY L.E. Evans DATE June 1978

NUM8ER
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RKFINT

TITLE

ENTRY

Error Controlled Intégration of Ordinary Differential Equations

by Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg Algorithm. A reasonably small/ efficient

algorithm suitable for intégration of most .équation sets.

CALL RKFINT (EQNSF,Y,N,T,DTINT,EPS,DTUSED,MF/INOUT,WS}

EQNSF The auxiliary subroutine to be supplied by the user
and declared external in the routine whicïi calls RKFINT.

Its calling séquence is

EQNSF(N,T,Y,DY),

anâ it must specify the équations by defining each
âerivative DY(X) in équation 17-1.

Y Real inpufc/output array, dimension N. Each élément musfc

be set to the initial value y.. (o) prior to the first cail
to RKFINT anâ will thereafter-contain the current value

y^ (t) of the dépendent variables.

N Integer input variable to be set to the number of
differential équations N

T Real input/output variable to be set to the initial

value o£ the indépendant variable, t, prior to the
first call to RKFïNT, and will thereafter confcain the
current value of t.

DTINT Real input variable to be set to the interval in t after

which RKFINT is to return to the calling proqram. DTINT

is always taken as positive by the prograra. Therefore,
backwards intégration is not permitted.

EPS Real input variable to be set to the acceptable error

tolérance required by the user and used by RKFINT to
govern the step size DTUSED. A step is deemed acceptable
if the estimated relative local truncation error is less
thai^EPS for each^y.. . Realistic bounds are
10" < EPS < 10~ /

DTUSED Real output parameter which holds the current step size

used by RKFINT. The user may monitor DTUSED, but may
not change it. On the first call to RKFINT, fche initial

triai value of DTUSED is calculated from the user's input
data. On subsequent calls the last vlaue used is the
one taken.
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MF

INOUT

ws

Integer input parameter to control error
diagnostics» a non-zero value suppresses non

fatal error diagnostic messages anâ thèse

errors must then be assessed by examining

INOUT.

Integer input/output variable, the operate flag
which must be setïs:0 for the first call to

RKFINT, and which returns a value of l when
intégration is successful. Négative values

indicate that errors have occurred. (See EXIT

below.)

Working storage array of size 8N ta be reserved
in the calling program.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

The common blocks need not be included in the calling
routine unless the user wishes ta change default values

in RKTÎNT or more thoroughly examine the solution.

(a) COMMON/BASINT/YCUT ,DYCUT,DTMAX/ DTMÎN

YCUT

DYCUT

DTMAX
DTMIN

lower bound of significance of Y used for

compufcing the relative error.

lower bound of significance of DY used for

computing the relative error.

To avoiâ problems approaching, leaving, or
crossing zéro, the relative error is

EPS*AMAXX(IYI,YCUT,DYCUT~IDy[)

defaults are YCUT=1.0E-14,DYCUT=1.0E-9
which are appropriate for Y values of the

order of unity. For very small or large Y
values, âefault values should be modifieâ

xn ratio.

tîpper and lower bçpnds. pçymitted in DTUSEDj
âefault values 10'"", 10 '".
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(b) COMMON/STAT/KOONT(5 )

RKFÎNT

This block may be used to track progress of intégration,
its éléments are

l) The total number of calls to EQNSF
2) Tîie number o£ successful steps taken
3) The number of calls at DTMAX
4} The number of calls at DTMÎN
5) The number of calls with DTUSED so small that the

accuracy of the algorithm may be degraâeâ.

Steps of type 4 and 5 are accepted, but not rated as
successful.

ADDITIONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

l) The subroutine EQNSF must be provided to define the
équations 17-1 as follows:

SUBROUTINE EÇNSF(N,T,Y/DY)

Real Y(N),DY(N)

DY(1) -
DY(2} =

END

This will be called repeatedly at times selecteâ by

RKFINT to evaluate the values of DY. in tenns of Y.
and T as the intégration proceeâs. ""It may call

other routines as required.

2) For the first call to RKFINT, set INOUT^O, T to T_

and Y, to Y, (o) . RKFINT will then attempt to in-
tegraie to î, ^ T + DTXNT. If it is unable to do

so diagnostics wiïl be printed if not suppressed,
and INOUT will be returned négative. If the step is
successful, INOUT will return +1 and the control

program should arrange for printout of relevant
variables, make any change required to DTINT and

return to RKFINT to integrate from T. to T, + DTINT.

The actual step size DTUSED taken by the routine
must not be controlled by the user other than in-

directly via DTMAX, DTMIN and EPS/ but it should
normally be printed out to assess the progression of
intégration.
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EXIT RKFÎNT returns the current values of T and Y. If INOUT re-

turns a positive value, the Y values have been obtained within
a per step relative accuracy of EPS.

Values of INOUT less than -l indicate that the returneâ solu-

tions may be inaccurate, as steps which do not satisfy the
error criterion may have been accepteâ for the following
reasons

INOUT

~1

-3

-4

REASON

A number of steps KOUNT(3) were taken at DTMAX so
efficiency was degradeâ.

Intégration failed to satisfy the error test at
DTMIN for a total number of KOUNT(4) steps.

DTUSED vas so small in relation to Y that the ac-

curacy of the algorithm may have been degraded for a.
total nurober of KOUNT(5) steps.

The imposed error criterion appears to be too

stringent for this problem as 3-0 consécutive steps
have failed the above two criteria.

•5 Illégal value entered for DTMIN or DTMAX, prob"

ably because of a user blunder, or core overwrite.

The latter two errors are fatal, and a subsequent entry to
RKFINT with thèse values of INOUT causes the job to be stoppeâ

by the System as further results woulâ be raeaningless.

Approprlate messages are printed with each of the above fatal
errors and unless print is suppressed by entering a négative
value of MF, non fatal errors also produce messages.

STORAGE 4100
8

EXAMPLE The following routines use RKFINT to compute the solution to a
set of three ordinary differentiai équations:
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10

20

30

40

e
50

100
101
110
120

Y{ = 4.5(y^-y ) 5.5 y.

RKFINT

y^ = 49.5(Y^-y ) - 50.5 y^

y< = 45.0(y -y ) - 55.0 y^

with initial condition y., ^ y^ = y^ =î 2.0. The calling

program EG sets up paramêfcers, performs printout and calls
RKFINT. The routine EQNSF defines the équations.

PROGRAM EG(OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)

EXAMPLE PROGRAM FOR RKFINT

REAL Y(.3) ,WS(24)
COMMON/STÀT/KOUNT(5)
EXTERNÀL EQl^SF

SET INITIAL VALUES AND CONTROLS

PRINT 101
t^0.0
EPS=1.0E~05
N=3
MF=0
INOUT^0
DTINT=5.
DO 10_I=1,N
îaî=2: ^f'

TRANSFER TO RKFINT

CALL RKFINT(EQNSF,Y,N,T,DTINT ,EPS,H,MF, INOUT,WS)

TEST ERROR FLAG

IF(INOUT.LT.0) GO TO 40

PRINT RESULTS

WRITE(6,100) T,H,Y

CONTINUE UNTIL T = 10

IF(T,LT,10.) GO TO 20
GO'TO 50

WRITE(6,110) INOUT^KOUNT

ERROR FLAG LT 0 PRINT AND CONTINUE IF ERROR NON-FATAL

IF(INOUT.GT.-4) GO TO 30
STÔP

CONTINUE
PRINT 120

FORMATf* TIME*G10.3* STEP*G10.3* Y1*G10.3* Y2*G10.3* Y3*Gl0.3)
FORMAT(1H1)
FORMAT(* I^ÎOUT = *,I3* KOUNT =*,7I5)
FORMAT{* RKFINT SUCCESSFUL FINÏSHED AT TIME ^ 10.*)
END
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RKFINT

e

SUBROUTINE EQNSF(N,T,Y,DY)
REAL Y(N),DYÏN)

DEFINE THE EQUATIONS HERE

DY
DY
DY

END

^5*^2; -Y f 3:
=49:5^7i)::Y'
-45.0*(yfiS-Y?2

Y.CU):-Y.Œ
-Yi3S)-YiS)
)-â5:^Y-(Jy

ÏÎM 5.00 STEP -290E-01 Yl .674E-02 Y2
^^ljù^ESS^ÊPFIN!y!D0LYèmÈ4Ê4!004Y2

.674E-02 Y3 .200E-11

.454E-04 Y3 -.9l8È"i2

REFERENCES

[l] M.B. Carver, D.G. Stewart and J.L. Liu, "Evaluation,

Validation and Sélection of Robust Intégration Algorithms

for Practical Applications", Afcomic Energy of Canada
Limiteâ report AECL-6220.

AUTHOR James Liu DATE June 1977
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STIFFZ

TITLE

ENTRY

Error Controlled Intégration of Ordinary Differential
Equations/ using a Modified Gear Aigorithm. A package of

subroutines to integrate large, non linear, or stiff sets
of orâinary differential équations.

CALL STIFFZ(EÇNSF,Y,N,T,DTINT,EPS,DTUSED,MF,INOUT,WS)

EQNSF The auxiliary subroutine supplied by the user,
and declared external in the routine which
calls STIFFZ. Its parameter séquence is

EQNSF(N,T,Y,DY)

and it must specify each of the N differential

équations by defining each of the derivatives
DY(I) in équation 17-1.

y Real input/output array of dimension N. Each
élément must be set to the initial value y.(0)
prior to the first call to STIFFZ/ anâ wili

thereafter contain current values y^ (t) of the
dépendent variables.

N Integer input variable to be set to the number

of differential équations N.

T Real input/output variable to be set to the
initial value of the independent variable, t,

prior to the first call to STIFFZ and will
thereafter contain the current value of t.

DTINT Real input variable to be set to the interval
in t after which STÎFFZ is to return to the

calling routine. DTINT is always taken as
positive by the program. Therefore, bâckwards

intégration is not permitted.

EPS Real input variable to be set to the acceptable

error tolérance required by the user/ and used

by STIFFZ to govern step size used, DTUSED. A

step is deemed acceptable if the estimated
relative local truncation error is less than

EPS foy^each y^ . Realj,stic values are

1.0 E < EPS:L< 1.0E~ .

DTUSED Real output parameter which hoids the current

stepsize useâ by STIFFZ. The user may monitor
DTUSED but may not change it, except in spécial
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STÎFFZ

MF

INOUT

cases where discontinuities are ta be handleâ
via the coïnmon blocks /DISCO/ and /STIFS/ as
discusseâ below.

Two-digit input integer, specifying

(a) Method inâicator, mn=[MFj, âefined as
follows:

îf n==l, use Adam* s Bashforth predictor corrector

(for non-linear équation Systems).

n==2, use Gear's stiff system predictor

corrector (for stiff équation Systems).

m==l, use explicit method, no Jacobian analysis

mï:=2, use implicit methoâ, full Jacobian

analysis.

m=ï3/ use implicit method, diagonal Jacobian

approxlmation.

m=4, use implicit methoâ, banded Jacobian

analysis.

m^, use implicit method, sparse Jacobian
analysls.

The full and sparse Jacobian analyses are the

most accurate anâ permit the greatest efficiency
of the routine. Banâed approximation is next,
followed by the diagonal anâ explicit methoâs,

unless the Jacobian happens to be truly banded,
in which case m==3 is idéal. The choice is
normally a traâe off between efficiency and

storage requireâ in the WS array.

(b) Printing Control: Négative values of MF
suppress printing of messages concerning non
fatal errors.

integer input/output variable, the operate
flag, which must be set = 0 for the first call

of STIFF2 and which returns the current order
of the method when intégration is successful,

or a négative value when an error has occurreâ.

(See EXÎT below.)
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STIFFZ

WS(NWS) real working storage array used by STIFî'Z
chiefly to hold the Jacobian matrix 9f/9y.

When STIFFZ is called with INOUT=0,. WS(l) must contain

the value of NWS. In all other cases WS(l) must not
be modified outside STIFF2. The dimension requirements
dépend on the method indicator, nm, as follows:

m==l

2
3
4
5

NWS > 10N+1
> N(N+11)+1
> 11*N+1

> N(12+2ML+MU)+1
> 17 + N(26+4ML)

where ML and MU are defined below.

ADDITIONAL l) The subroutine EÇNSF must be provided to define the

ENTRY INFO équations(17-1} above as follows:

SUBROUTINE EQNSF(N/T,Y,DY)
REAL Y (N) /DY(N)

DY(1)=...

DY(2)==. . .

END

This will be called repeateâly at times T determined

by STIFFZ to evaluate the derivatives DY. in terms of Y.
anâ T as intégration proceeds. It may câll other routines
as requireâ.

STIFFZ will attempt to ïntegrate

îf it is unable to âo so,

2) For the first call to STIFFZ, set INOUT=0, T to T_/ WS(1) to
NWS and the Y, to Y.(o). STIFFZ will attempt to ît
from time T^ €o T, s T^ + DTÎNT.

âiagnostics'will Ee prînted if not suppressed and INOUT will

be returned négative. Ïf the step is successfui^ INOUT will
be returneâ positive anâ equal to the current order of approxi-

mation used by the algoritbm. The control program should
then arrange for printout of relevant variables/ make any

change required to DTINT, anâ return to STIFFZ to integrate
from T, to T, + DTINT.
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STIFFZ

The actual step size DTUSED taken by the routine
must not be controlleâ by the user other than in-
directly via DTMAX/DTMIN anâ EPS, but it should

normally be printed out to assess the progression of
the intégration. The subroutine may integrate to a
larger value of T than the printout value required

by the user. If the user wishes to limit the range
of T, this may be done through DTMAX, at the possible

risk of some loss in efficiency/ or through the use
of RESTART, as explaineâ below.

COMMON BLOCKS USED

The common blocks need not be included in the calling

routine unless the user wishes to change default values

in STIFFZ or more thoroughly examine the solution.

(a) COMMON/BASINT/YCUT ,DYCUT,DTMAX, DTMÎN,ML,MU

YCUT Lower bound of significance of Y/ used for
computing the relative error.

DYCUT

DTMAX
DTMIN

ML, MU

Lower bounâ of significance of DY, useâ for
computing fche relative error.

To avoid problems approaching/ leaving, or
.crossing zéro the relative error is based on

EPS*AMAX1(|Y[/YCUT/DYCUT-IDY!).

Defaults are YCUT=1.0E-14,DYCUT=1.0E-9, which

are appropriate for Y values of the order of
unity. For very small or large Y values,

default values should be moâified in ratio.

Upper and lower bçpnds pgrmitteâ in DTUSED/
âefault values 10""', 10 -~ .

integer variables whose use dépends on the
methoâ, nm, default values are l.

For m < 3, ML and MU are unused.
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STXFFZ

For m=4, ML anâ MU are the width of the upper
and lower banâs excluding the âiagonal.

For m=5, ML is the sparsity indicator of the
Jacobian/ and the total number of non-zero

éléments permitted is ML*N. The structure of

the Jacobian is reassessed every MU évaluations

in case new non-zéro terms have evolved.

Suggest ML=MU=10. If MU is négative, only one
initial évaluation of the Jacobian structure is
performeâ. Obviously for m==4 or 5 to be use -

ful/ the resulting Jacobian array must be
considerably smaller than it would be at m==2.

(b) COMMON/STIFS/RESTART/JSTART.MAXDER

is optional but may be includeâ to give the user finer
control over known âiscontinuities in the définition of
the équation System.

RESTART Normally when RESTART has its default value of

0, the algorithm permits T to exceed T + DTINT

and fchen interpolates. A discontinuity normally
occurs in the middle of a step size and will

cause STIFFZ to adjust step si.ze accordingly to
compute the transition, but this may be âone
inefficiently.

If a âiscontinuity is to occur at a known T^T*,

it is more efficient to forbid T to exceed T*

by setting RESTART négative. For the call to
STIFFZ immediately prior to T*, set DTUSED so
that the next value is T*, anâ set RESTART
positive. STIFF2 will then return the exact

values at T*. The discontinuity may then be
introâuceâ without causing problems if the next

entry is with JSTART=0. This effectively
starts a new problem from initial values -at T*.

JSTART JSTART is normally l/ but if the user wishâs to

change DTUSED/ MF or EPS during a run, he must
also set JSTART == -l when the change is made.

To restart the problem from current values, set

JSTART = 0.
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(e) COMMON/DISCO/DISC1/DISC2

This block is used for control of discontinuities which

occur at arbitrary times depending on the évolution of
the intégration. If DISC1 is set .TRUE. by the user,
STZFFZ will return once, after every successfully com-

pleted step with DISC2 set .TRUE. The user then may
check the définition of discontinuity functions and
direct the intégration using JSTART if necessary. The
theory of discontinuities is too complex to be further

âiscussed here,, but is covered adequately by références
l and 2.

(d) COMMON/STAT/KOUNT(7Ï

This block may be used to track the progress in inte-

gration,, its éléments monitor the following:

1} The total number of calls to EÇNSF

2) The number of successful steps taken
3) The number of calls to EÇNSF used for Jacobian

evalution

4) The nuraber of Jacobian évaluations
5) The number of steps at DTMIN failing the error
6) The number of steps at DTMIN failing the convergence

test
7) The number of steps at DTMAX

Steps at DTMIN are accepfced but rated as unsuccessful.

(e) The following three common blocks are useâ ta com-

municate between various modules in STIFFZ but are
not required by the user

CNTROL,SPARS,ZNT1
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STÎFFZ

ROUTINES
CALLED

STIFFZ loaâs and calls a number of auxiliary routines,
some of which may also be useâ inâepenâently. They are

GEAR2 - Gear's algorithm, all options

COSET - Coefficients for GEARS, all options
DECOMP - Décompose a full matrix, m==2

SOLVE - Solve équations from DECOMP, ra==2

DECB - Décompose a banded matrix, m=:4

SOLB - Solve équations from DECB, m^4

JAKOB - Détermine and pack a sparse Jacobian, m=5

SPARSE - Décompose a sparse matrix, m=::5

SPARSEB - Solve équations from SPARSE, m=5
SORTAG - Sort an array of numbers, m^S

MSCALE - Scaling routine for SPARSE, m=5

In the event that a particular option is decideâ upon,
one may jprevent the unwanted routines from loading by
including dummy subroutines of the same name in the
user's deck.

STORAGE 12,000^ including all routines.

EXI-F STIFF2 returns the current values of T anâ Y. If INOUT

returns a positive value, this is the current order used

by the method (maximum 5) / anâ the Y values have been

obtained within a per step relative accuracy of EPS.

INOUT less than -l indicates that the returned solutions

may be inaccurate, as steps which âo not satisfy error

criteria may have been accepted for the following reasons

INOUT REASON

-l

-2

-3

A number of steps (KOUNT(7)) were taken at
DTMAX so efficiency has been degraded.

Intégration failed to satisfy the error test at
DTMIN at a total number of KOUNT(5) steps.

Corrector convergence was not achieved at

DTMIN at a total number of KOUNT(6) steps.
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Trouble with the sparse matrix option, but

sparsity was detected to be decreasing, further
matrix restructuring was prohibited. The user

should increase ML anâ NWS .

-5 The error criterion imposed appears to be
entirely too strict for this probiem as 10
consécutive steps have generated INOUT == -2

or -3 having failed the above criteria

-6 Illégal value of N, EPS/ or MF probably due to
a user blunâer or over-write.

-7 The âeclared working storage contains insuf-

fiaient roora for the requesteâ Jacobian option.
If this occurs at T^O/ user should change
options or increase NWS. It may also occur in

the sparse matrix option when sparsity de-
creases are not âetected in advance. In this

case increase ML and NWS. This may also indicate
a problera with the définition of WS(1). See
previous notes.

The last three problems are fatal, and if STIFFZ is

entered again the prograra is stopped by the System as
furfcher results would be meaningless. Appropriate non-

fatal error messages are printed unless MF is entered
négative to suppress printing. Messages are always

printed for fatal errors.

EXAMPLE The following routines use STÎFF2 to compute the solution
to a set of three ordinary differential équations:

y^ = 4.5(y -y ) - 5.5 y

l ^^ = 49.5(^-7^ - 50.5 y^

^ = 45.0(y,-y^) - 55.0 y,

with initial condition y, == y^ == y^ = 2.0. The calling

program EG sets up paramëters7 performs printout and
calls STÎFFZ. The routine EQNSF defines the équations.

NUM8ER
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STIFFZ

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

10

20

40

50

100
101
110
120

PROGRAM EG(OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)

EXAMPLE PROGRAM FOR STÏFFZ

DIMENSION Y(13),WS(155)
COMMON/STAT/KQÙNT(7)
COMMON/BASI^T/YCUf,DYCUT,DTMAX,DTMIN,ML,MU
EXTERNÀL EQNS'F

SET INITIAL VALUES AND CONTROLS

PRINT 101
T^0;0
EPS=1.0E~05
N=3
MF==25
INOUT=0
DTINT=5.
ML=5
MU=5
WS(l)=d55.
DO '10_Z=1,N
YOÎr2: ^'

TRANSFER TO STIFFZ

CALL STIFFZ(EQNSF,Y,N,T,DTINT,EPS,H,MF,INOUT,WS)

TEST ERROR FLAG IF LT 0 STOP

IF(INOUT.LT.0) GO TO 40

PRINT RESULTS

WRITE(6,100) T,H,(Y(I),1^1,N)

CONTINUE UNTIL T = 10

IF(T.LT.10.) GO TO 20
GO 'TO 50

ERROR FLAG_LT 0 PRINT INOUT AND KOUNT THEN STOP
WRITE(6,110) INOUT,KOUNT
S TOP

CONTINUE
PRINT 120

FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
END

* TÏME*G10.3* STEP*G10.3* Yl*Gl0.3* Y2*Gl0.3* Y3*G10.3)
1H1)
* INOUT == *,î3* KOUNT =*,7I5;
* STIFFZ SUCCESSFUL FINÎSHÉf) AT TIME = 10.*)

AECL FTN L18RARY
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STIFFZ

SUBROUTÎNS EÇNSF(N,T,Y,DY)
REAL Y (N) /DYÏN)

DEFÎNE THE EQUATIONS HERE

END

;Ï:4,5*(Y(2)-
=Ï49.5*(^U:
=45:0*{YîÏ'

Y131~YlUîrY.(UïWM^-Ïî2)rY^
•Y{2i)"55

:^I?Ï

TIME 5 ^Q s^f .111 Yl .674E~82
Ï.™LJO__..._ STÊP :Î48 Yl :45^E^04
SÏIFFiÏ SUCCESSFUL~FINÎSHED AT*TIME^"Ï0^

Y2 .674E-02 Y3
Y2 .454È-04 Y3

•252E-14
.617Ê-16

RËFERENCES EX] M.B. Carver, "Efficient Handling of Discontinuities

in Ordinary Differential Equation Simulation" in
press for Mathematics S Computers in Simulation, 1978

[2] M.B. Carver anâ S»R. MacEwan, "Simulation of an
împlicitly defined Differential Equation System Sub-
ject to Nuraerous Discontinuities", in press for

Applied Mathematical Modelling, 1978.

AUTHORS STIFFZ was written by M.B. Carver and D.G. Stewart and

incorporâtes modifications of the GEAR routines of
A.C. Hindmarsh, LRL, and the sparse matrix routines of
A.C. Curtis and J.K. Reid, Harwell.
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2- l PLOTTING

00-19

20-29

BASIC PLOTTING ROUTINES

PLOTM PLOTC
BASIC PLOTTING ROUTINE
PLOGXM
BASIC SEMI-LOG X PLOTTING ROUTÎNE
PLOGYM
BASIC SEMI-LOG Y PLOTTING ROUTINE
PLOGXYH
BASIC LOG-LOG PLOTTING ROUTINE
VÂRSIZ
PLOT TEXT WITH TWO CHARACTER. SIZES
PLODÂ
PLOT DASHED LINES, OPÎIONAL SMOOTHING
AXLIÎîM
LINEAR AXES LABELLING ROUTINE
AXLGXM
SEMI-LOG X AXIS LABELLING ROUTINE
AXLGYM
SEMI-LOG Y ÂXIS LABELLING ROUTINE
AXLGXYM
LOG-LOG X ANI) Y AXES LABELLING ROUTINE
SMLOGXM
PLOT AND LABEL AXES FOR SEMI-LOG X PLOTS
SMLOGYM
PLOT AND LABEL AXES FOR SEMI-LOG Y PLOTS
LOGLOGM
PLOT AND LABEL AXES FOR LOG-LOG PLOTS

ROUTINES PRODUCING FIGURES OR COMPLETE PLOTS

2-1-20 SIMPLT SIMPLTM DUMPON DUMFOFF
SIMPLE PLOTTING ROUTINE

2-1-00

2-1-01

2-1-01

2-1-01

2-1-02

2-1-03

2-1-10

2-1-10

2-1-10

2-1-10

2-1-11

2-1-11

2-1-12

PLOT

PLOGX

PLOGY

PLOGXY

VARSIZM

PLODAM

AXLIN

AXLGX

AXLGY

AXLGXY

SMLOGX

SMLOGY

LOGLOG

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

THREE-DIMENSIONAL AND CONTOUR PLOTTING ROUTINES

2-1-30 SPACE SPACEM
THREE-DIM PERSPECTIVE SURFACE PLOTTING

2-1-31 PLOT3D PLOT3DM
THREE-DIM SURFACE PLOTTING

2-1-35 CONTOUR CONTOUM
CONTOUR SURFACE PLOTTING

PRINTER PLÛT ROUTINES

2-1-40 PROT PRINTER PLOTTING ROUTINE

PLOTÎER CONTROL

2-1-50 SPLOT POSITION FLOTTER PEN ON GRAPH PAPER

CÂLCOMP PLOTTING ROUTINES

2-1-60 PLOTCI PLOTI
CALCOMP INITIALIZATION ROUTINE

2-1-61 FACTOR SET CALCOMP PLOTTIÎÏG FACTOR
2-1-62 WHERE RETRIEVE CALCOMP FACTOR AND COORDINATES
2-1-63 PLT BASIC CALCOMP PLOTTING ROUTINE
2-1-64 SYMBOL PLOT TEXT AND SPECIAL SYMBOLS
2-1-65 NUMBER PLOT FLOATING POINT NUMBERS
2-1-66 SCALE CALCOMP SCÂLING ROUTINE
2-1-67 AXIS CÂLCOMP AXIS PLOTTING &OUTINE
2-1-68 LINE CALCOMP LINE PLOTTING ROUTINE
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Introduction

The plotting facilities at CRNL were developed locally and are most
likely quite différent from those at other installations. Plotting is

accomplished in two distinct steps:

l. A user s plotting program créâtes an output file of plotting data.

2. On job termination, the 3300 System uses this file to produce
plotfced output on a Calcomp plotter. (Suifcably modified plot files

a3;e also used to produce plotted output on graphical display ter-
minais.)

Thls file of data, called PLOT, is a file associated with tîie user's job

and musfc therefore be declared on the program card along with INPUT,
OUTPUT and any other files being used. The low level plotting routine,

PLOT, is the only routine that actually générâtes the data for Step l.
AU other routines, except for the printer plot routine PROT, eventually
call PLOT.

The basic features of our plotting System (i.e. of PLOT) are:

l) définition of a drawing area

ii) drawing axes

iii) drawing a line or a set o£ points with the option of using spécial

symbols

iv) drawing a string of text.

The write-up of PLOT describes tliese features in détail.

Most AELIB routines allow either English or metric units to be used to

specify physical plotting dimensions or coordinates. To do this, thèse

routines have two entry points, one assuming English units (inches) and
the ofcher assuraing metric units (millimètres). In most cases plotting
coordinates are not specified in either System but as numbers defined by
tlie user's program (or what we call user units). The subroutine PLOT
automatically scales such user unit coordlnates to the drawing area
deslred. (The drawing area is defined by calling PLOT or PLOTM with
MODE==1 or MODE=10.) Even if user units are used, all plottlng on a

given drawing area must be done by either all metric or all English
plotting calls. If English and metric calls are mixed, an error message
is printed and the job is terminated.

The six groups of plottlng routlnes will now be briefly discussed:
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Basic Plotting Routines

In addition to the Basic routine PLÛT, there are three routines for

logarithmic plotting; PLOGX for semi-log plotting with X axis logarith-
mic, PLOGY for semi-log plotting with Y ^xis logarithmic and PLOCXY for

log-log plotting. The général purpose axis labelling routines AXLIN,
AXLGX, AXLGY and AXLGXY are to be used wifch PLOT, PLOGX,PLOGY and I>LOGXY
(respectively). We recommend thèse routines for low-level plottiag.

The extra logarithmic plotting routines SMLOGX,SMLOGY and LOGLOG plot
and label the axes in one call but the data must be plotfced using PLÛT.

This means fchat tlie useras program must calculate the necessary loga-
rithms..

VARSIZM is an extension of the basic plotting routine, PLOT, that plots
character strings using two character sizes. Note that VARSIZH requires
Hollerith string inpufc while PLOT with MODE==3 requires a variable format

with opfcional variable list.

PLODAM is a routine for plotting dashed lines but may also be used to

plat smooth curves through data points. It uses the IMSL routine ICSICU
to fit a smooth curve to the data and then plots this curve using a
dashed line specified by the user.

Routines Producing Complète Figures or Plots

SIMPLT is a général purpose subroutine which will produce complète

linear, semi-log or log-log plots. Although SIMPLT is used mainly to

get a quick look at a set of data points, this subroutine allows the
user extensive control over the appearance of the resulting plot.

ïhe write-up has been prepared with the basic calling information first.
Only those users wishlng to modify the default SIMPLT format should read

beyond the first program example.

Three Dimensional and Contour Plotting Routines

AU three routines in this section, SPACE,PLOT3D and CONTOUR, process a

single valued function (i.e. a surface) defined on a rectangular x-y
grid. SPACE plots a perspective view of this surface with or without a
three dimensional f rame while PLOT3I> plots a parallel projection of the

surface only. Some flexibility of surface orientation is provided with
each routine.
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CONTOUR plots a contour map of the surface for a given set of equally

spaced contour values. The user œust define the plotting surface
(using PLOT) before calling CONTOUR. The necessary frame is set up
automatically by SPACE and PLOT3D.

There is a possibility of some confusion about the axes and définition
of the surface used in thèse routines. SPACE and PLOT3D assume a three

dimensional axis System as in Fig. l, whereas CONTOUR uses one as in

Fig. 2.

x

Fig. l
-^ y •»-x

Fig. 2

To use CONTOUR interchangeably with SPACE or PLOT3D, the rôles of the
formai parameters x and y must be reversed.

Prmter Plotting

The printer plot routine PROT plots up to three curves per frame and is
adéquate for our very limited printer plotting requirements.

Spécial Flotter Control

If spécial ruled forms, for example, graph paper, are to
be used for plotting, SPLOT should be used to allow the operators to
set the initial pen position.

CÊLLcomp Plôtting Subrôutines

The subroutines in this group provide very nearly the same plotting

capability as the standard Calcomp subroutlnes of the same names whicti

are supported at other computer installations. This means that programs
coming from or being sent to such installations can produce plotted

output with very little conversion effort. Also, thèse routines support
some features not easily provided by our other plotting software based
on PLOT. Two of thèse are:
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i) independent control over the plotting of axes via the routine AXIS;

thus non-standard and multiple axes are easily produced.
ii) automatic génération o£ formats for real or integer numbers using

the routine NUMBER.

Note, however, that prograras should be written to use either Calcomp
routines or our other plotting software. Mixing calls to thèse two
Systems is usually fatal.

The coordinafce System used by tlie Calcomp routines is quite différent

from PLÛT s. A brief description follows:

The coordinate System used in Calcomp plotting routines is rectangular,
is based on units of inches, and is characfcerized by a variable plotting

origin (x^,y^) and a variable plotting size factor, f. The pen co-
ordinates (x,y) specified by the user are scaled by the plotting factor

and translatée! from the origin to yield an actual pen position, in
inches, of (xAf+x yftf+y ).

Both the origin and factor are under program control. The origin may be

changea by a spécial call of PLT and the factor may be changed by cal-
ling FACTOR. The default values for the origin and factor are (0,0) and

l respectively. Below are tbree sets of pen coordinates and their
équivalent pen positions with différent orlgins and factors in effect.

User Specifled Actual Pen Position (in inches) on

Pen^Coordinates Plotting Surface

Origin (0,0) Origln (2,1) Origin (2,1)
Factor l Factor l Factor .5

(0,0) (0.0) (2,1) (2,1)
(^3) (4,3) (6,4) (4,2.5)
(-1.1) (-1,1) (1»2) (1.5.1.5)
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Points To Note

i) Standard Calcomp plottiug requires that the current peu position

be known to and maintained by the Calcomp plotting routines. This

requirement is supported locally by using as the current peu
position a value determined from the previous position and the

last opération performed. Position assumptions used are contained
' in the writeup of the routine WHERE. Each time a Calcomp routine

requests that the pen be moved, the pen position is updated.

ii) The routines PLT, NUMBER, SYMBOL and AXÎS all allow the programmer
to specify either or both pen coordinates as the coordinates of
the current pen position by using the spécial pen coordinate 999.

This option is useful when plotfcing character strings with variable
constituents or when labelling plotted curves.

Because the Calcomp routines are implemented by calls to our local

routine PLOT, there are some local restrictions to be noted:

i) Character sizes and orientation of character strings are limited

to those supported by our local PLOT. (See NUMBER,SYMBOL or AXIS
writeup for détails.)

ii) Spécial symbol set is limited to that supported by PLOT.

iii) The plotting surface must be initialized by calling PLOTCI. The
Calcomp standard buffer initialization routine PLOTS is uot

required or supported here.

iv) Our version of the Calcomp routine PLOT is called PLT. (Programs
need not be modified for this since the loader can do the
substitution.)

L.E. Evans

April 1978
Revised by G.N. Williams
July 1979



TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENTRIES

PLOT
PLOTM
PLOTC

Low Level Plotting Subroutxne

This subroutine provides all the basic plottmg features
of which the following are the most often used:

a) define a drawing area

b) set up axes
e) draw a line or séries of points anywhere in the

drawing area, anâ

d) output a string of text in the drawing area.

This subroutine has three entry points: PLOT (for English units)/

PLOTM (for metric units} and PLOTC (used by the Calcomp routines)
PLOTC calls are identical to those for PLOT.

Note that this subroutine proâuces a file called PLOT fchat is

subsequently processed to produce plotted output. The handling
of this file is incompatible with FORTRAN 5 OPEN and CLOSE
instructions.

Note that several of the arguments of PLOT may be of type
INTEGER or REAL. Thèse are markeâ with an asterisk(*);

all other arguments must be of type REAL.

l) Define a Drawing Area, Calculate
Scale Factors anâ Set Up Axes

A A A A A
CALL ^PLOT \ (MODE,XL,YL, XMIN,XMAX,YMIN ,YMAX/TICX, YICY)

(PLOTM)

MODE =1

XL/YL lengths of the axes in inches (PLOT) or
millimètres (PLOTM).

for PLÛT .005 < XL < 160.0
.005 < YL < 28.175

for PLOTM .127 < XL < 4064.
.127 < YL < 715.645

If YL > 10.175 (PLOT) or 258.445 (PLOTM)/ the wide

plotter is automatically selected. Otherwise^ the
narrow plotter is used.

XMIN/XMAX t real/ bounds on variable values for x
YMIN/YMAX } and y axes. XMÎN(YMIN) may be larger

than XMAX(YMAX) if desireâ.
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TÏCX =-1, scale factors are calculateâ,

the drawing area is âefined, but no
axes are drawn.

TÏCY

=0, Unes of length XL are drawn at

YMIN/YMAX.

>0, lines of length XL are drawn at
YMIN^YMAX anâ ticks are drawn on

thèse lines at those points X = ±N x
TICX, N=0,1,2,... which fall within

the interval XMIN < X < XMAX.

Analogous to TICX.

Note: A MODE l call of PLOT(PLOTM) is converted

into

CALL fPLOT l (10,XD,YD)
^PLOTM)

CALL (PLOT f (H,XO,YO,XL,YL/XMIN,XMAX/YMIN,YMAX,TICX,TICY)
^PLOTM)

where

for PLOT: XD=XL+3.0

YD=28.675 if YL>10.175
=10.675 if YL<10.175

X0=2.0

Y0=0.5

for PLOTM: XD=YL+76.2
YD=728.345 if YL>258.445

=271.145 if YL<258.445

X0=50.8

Y0=12.7

2) Plot a Set of Points

* A * *
CALLpLOT \ (MODE/PEN,SYMB,XX,YY,N)

(PLOTMj

MODE =2

NUMBER

2-1-00 AËCL FTN LIBRARY
REV.

A

DATE

July 1979
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PLOT
PLOTM
PLOTC

PEN =0, pen is raised between points.

=1, pen is left on paper between points.

SYMB symbol to be plotted at each point 0 < SYMB <
Values outside this range revert to no

symbol. Symbols generated by odd numbers
in tîie range l to 19 are l mm (.04") in

size; symbols generateâ by even numbers in
the range 2 to 20 and by numbers 21 and 23

are 2 mm (.08") in size; symbols generated
by numbers 22 and 23 are 4 mm (.16") in
size.

24.

SYMB Symbol SYMB Syiabol

l/

3,

5,

1,

9,

11.

0
2
4
6
8

10
12

No syrabol

e
A
-4-

x
+

—*~

13,14
15,16

17,18
19,20

21,22
23,24

0
v
<
0
X.

XI

XX,YY real arrays containing the (x,y) coordinates
of the points to be plotted, in the user's

units.

N integer variable, where |N| is the
number of points to be plotted.

If N>0, coorâinate pairs are plotted in
the order (XX(1),YY(1));...;(XX(N),YY(N))

If N<0, coorâinate pairs are plotteâ in
the orâer (XX(N) ,YY(N) );...; (XX(1) .YYd) )

3) Plot a String of Text

PLOT
PLOTM

^c A ^
CALL ( PLOT l (MODE,FORM,SIZE,DIR,XLOC,YLOC,FW,N)

PLOTM

or

* * * *
CALL jPLOT l (MODE,FORM,SIZE,DIR,XLOC,YLOC)

t PLOTM

AECL FTN L18RARY
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PLOT
PLOTM
PLOTC

MODE =3 or 13

FORM variable or array used to transmit a

format. PLOT will process FORM only up to
the first line terminator. Aââitional
spécifications are ignored.

SIZE size of characters to be plotteâ,
l < SI2E < 10. Values outsiâe this range

will be replaceâ by 3. The size of the
characters is SIZE x 2 mm (.08'*) if DIR is

even and SIZE x /2 x 2 mm (.08") if DIR is

odd.

DIR

FW

If SIZE is real valued, the next lowest

infceger value will be used.

spécifies the direction of the character

line.

6
7

4*-^ fr- 0

XLOC, real variables, specify the position

YLOC where the Une of characters is to begin
(lower left corner of the square enclosing

the first character).

For MODE=3/ XLOC/YLOC must be in user

units. For MODE=13, XLOC.YLOC must be in

inches (PLOT) or millimeters (PLOTM) ,
measured from XO,YO, the origin specifieâ
in the last mode 11 call.

N

real or integer variable or array con-

taining the variable value(s) to be
plotted under the format passed in FORM.
The type of éléments in FW must match the
format descriptions in FORM.

number of data items to be used from FW.

NUMBEN
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PLOT
PLOTM
PLOTC

4} Return Parameters Passed in Last
MODE1 or MODE11 Call of PLOT

CALL ^PLOT \ (MODE,XLR,YLR,XMINR,XMAXR,YMINR,YMAXR,
^PLOTMj TICXR,TICYR)

MODE 4

The other arguments store the previous MODE l or
MODE11 arguments.

5) Send Messages to the 3300 Console

CALL ^PLOT ) (MODE,FÔRM,FW,N)
(PLOTM j

or

iv A
CALL <PLOT ( (MODE.FORM)

tPLOTM)

MODE = 5

FORM variable or array to transmit a format.

FW real variable or first worâ of a real

array of variables to be typed at the 3300
console unâer the format passed in FORM.

N number of variables to be used from FW.

6) Specify Time Limit or Disposition of File PLOT

CALL }PLOT l (MODE,I,ITIME/NOW)
(PLOTM)

MODE = 6

î spécifies disposition information for file
PLOT as follows:

=0, no disposition information given.

=1, spécial plotter instructions (supplied

by user on a job slip).
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=6, request wiâe plotter (also âone
automatically if YL > 10.75 (PLOT) or
258.445 (PLOTM) in MODE1 call, or if
YD > 10.675 (PLOT) or 271.145 (PLOTM) in
MODE10 call).

Any other value, same as 1=0.

ITIME This parameter is ignored at présent. It
is retained for compatibility with pre-
vious versions of PLOT.

NOW spécifies time of release of PLOT file as
follows:

Notes:

=0, plot file to be released at enâ of job
(default)
==1, whatever is in plot file to be releaseâ

now.

(a) If I==0 and NOW=:0, no action will be taken.

(b) If NOW=1, the next call to PLOT must have
MODE=1.

7) Close or Evict the File PLOT

CALL( PL01'\ (MODE,I)
IPLOTM t

8}

MODE ^ 1

l =0, close plot file and fiush buffers.

This is normally âone automatically at the
end of FORTRAN exécution and need not be
done by the user.

=1, evict plot file. This destroys the
plot file and no plotting occurs. The
user may then create a new plot file.

Define a Drawing Area

A A Tlf

CALL ) PLOT ((MODE,XD,YD)
\PLOTM)

MODE 10

NUMBER
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XD,YD dimensions of the ârawing area in inches
(PLOT) or millimètres (PLOTM).

for PLOT .005 < XY < 163.0
.005 < YD < 28.675

for PLOTM .127 < XD < 4140.2

.127 < YD < 728.345

If YD > 10.675 inches (PLOT) or 271.145 mm
(PLOTM), the wide plofcter is selected

automatically. Otherwise, the narrow

plotter is useâ.

Notes :

PLOT

PLOTM
PLOTC

(l) A MODE10 call of PLOT(PLOTM) always sets up a
new frame and must précède any other call to

PLOT(PLOTM) (except a MODE1 call).

(2) A MODE10 call can be regarded as containing
within it an imaginary MODE11 call of the form:

CALL (PLOT l(11,0.0,0.0,XD,YD,0.0,XD,0.0,YD,~1,-1)

^PLOTM^

which initializes the user's units to inches

(PLOT) or millimètres (PLOTM) .

9) Calculate Scale Factors anâ Set Up Axes

"k

CALL ) PLOT t(MODE,XO,YO,XL,YL,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,
PLOTMf TÎCX.TÎCY)

MODE =11

XO,YO real, coordinates of the axes f rame origin

in inches (PLÛT) or millimètres (PLOTM)
measured from lower left corner of ârawing

area.

XL/YL lengths of the axes, in inches (PLOT) or
millimètres (PLOTM). The axes must fit

completely witîiin the drawing area âefineâ
in the last mode 10 call;'i.e.

XO+ YL < XD, YO+YL < YD
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PLOT
PLOTM

PLOTC

XMIN, real, bounds on variable values for x

XMAX axis.

YMIN, real, bounds on variable values for y

YMAX axis.

TICX tick flag for x axis.

=-1, scale factors are calculateâ but no

axis is ârawn.

=0, lines of length XL are ârawn at YO and
YO+YL.

>0, lines of length XL are drawn at YO and
YO+YL/ and ticks are drawn on thèse lines

at those points X = ±NATICX, N=0,1,2 which

fall within the interval XMIN < X < XMAX.

TICY tick flag for y axis, values are analogous
to TICX.

NOTES

Note: A MODE11 call resets the user's units so that

x-coordinates in the range (XMIN,XMAX) are mappeâ

onto the drawing area région (XO,XO+XL) and sim-
ilarly for the y-coordinates.

A MODE10 call âefines a drawing area, and a MODEI1 call

defines a frame within that area. Therefore,

(a) The first call to PLOT must be either a MODE1 or
MODE10 call.

(b) All subsequent calls to PLOT will refer to this

drawing area until a new drawing area is âefined in
another MODE10 (or l) call.

(e) MORE2 and MODES calls are drawn using the user"s

units âefined in the last MODE11 (l) call.

(d) MODE13 calls are drawn with respect to the axes
frame orgin defined in the last MODEll(l) call.

(e) Any number of MODE11 calls may appear within one
drawing area. The user is responsible for any

overlap of axes f rames.
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EXIT

PLOT
PLOTM
PLOTC

Normal Exit: If no errors are detected by PLOT, then
control is returneâ to the calling routine.

Error Exits: Any error detecfceâ by PLOT will cause the
printing of a diagnostic message and the termination of

the job with a FTN error number 52. The following is a
list of error messages with error condition explanation

where necessary:

***BAD MODE PARAMETER IN CALL TO PLOT or PLOTM

The mode parameter has a value other than those

alloweâ.

***FIRST CALL TO PLOT or PLOTM MUST BE MODEl
***ZERO, NEGATIVE OH HUGE VALUE FOR XL
***ZERO/ NEGATIVE OR HUGE VALUE FOR YL

XL(XD,XO) and YL(YD,YO) on a MODE1(MODE11) call must
be within the range specified for MODE1(MODEll)

call.

***X OR Y MAX AND MIN VALUES EQUAL

***FIRST 40 CHARACTERS 0F MESSAGE ARE BLANK

This error is detected in a MODES call.
***ILLEGAL NUMBER 0F PARAMETERS

***ERROR IN MODE6 CALL - BAD DISPOSITION PARAMETER

The disposition parameter bas a value other than
those allowed.

***ATTEMPT TO RELEASE EMPTY PLOT FILE

This error is detecteâ in a MODE6 call.
***ILLEGAL VALUE FOR ... ÏN CALL TO PLOT or PLOTM

AU parameters are checked by PLOT or PLOTM. This
error message reflects the first inâefinite or

infinite value founâ.
***ERROR IN MODEl(MODEll) CALL - BADLY SCALED PLOT

***ZERO VALUE FOR NUMBER 0F X,Y PAIRS
***CAN ONLY CHANGE SYSTEM 0F DIMENSIONS ON MODE1

CALL 0F PLOT OR PLOTM
This error results from mixing English anâ metric
plot calls on the same f rame.

***ERROR IN ATTEMPT TO SET TIME LIMIT. SEE DAYFILE.
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P LOT
PLOTM
PLOTC

COMMUN BLOCKS AELERCH.
USED

STORAGE
REQUIRED

EXÂMPLE

3000.

The following program illustrâtes the use of PLOT.
The AELIB routine AXLIN is used to plot centred axis

titles and tick labels on the graph. (The plotted

output has been reduced to half size for publication.)

PROGRAM,LINPLTHNPUT=/80,OUTPUT,PLOT)
iEAOYl0)7YTÎÔr,'FÔRM/(2)'/uu^u'Lr
Ï'NTEGEiTÏ^r(2r"/ '
DATA N/10/
Ç^Ib ^//r2'.,9,.~2.0,~l,l^,5, .,8tl.l,2.2^2,4,2.6,,2.8,
DATA Y^lT0^.8;?;379^,12;07i2;2;Î2^^l3:?;ÏêÎ2^l9.5/XL=4.0/ -•"^•U''--J'"-"^A""^--£-^---/^~--"-"U--^-/B

YL=4.0
XMIN—3 .0
XMAX=3.0
YMIN=0.0
YMAX^20.0
TICX=1.0
TICY=2.5

PL(;)^A,GRAPH WITH_X-AXIS__BUNNI_N_G,FROM_r3__TO_.3_AND Y-AXIS FROM 0 TO
20._POSITION TÏCKS"AT"ÎNTËGÈR~VÂLOÈS-'ALÔNG~X^AXÏS,~AND~AT~MÙLTÏPLÉS
0F 2.5 ALONG Y-AXÎS.

CALL PLOT(1,XL,YL,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TICX,TICY)

PLOT CENTERED AXIS TITLES AND TÏCK LABELS ON THE GRAPH.

ÇALL ^AXLIN(16H("X~AXIS TITLE"),12,16H("Y~AXIS TITLE") ,12,6H(F3.0),

'F6RM(i)I=îéA^/'LINEAR P
Ç'Ç^(2)=10HLOT")
SI2E=3.0
DIR=0.0
XLCK>0.68
YLOC=4.2

PLOT TITLE "LINEAR PLOT" ABOVE THE GRAPH.

ÇALL.PLÛT(13,FORM,S lZ E,DIR, XLOC,YLOC)P^^Q--^-'—^----'—-'—'
SYMB=8.0

PLOT DATA POINTS

NUMBER
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P LOT

PLOTM
PLOTC

ÇALL .PLOTr2,.PEN,.SYMB/X,Y,N)
FORM(iFîéH'("o7fl7îî7i-"^'
FORM\2^UHÙ^Î2r,ÎÙ^}
SIZE=1.0
DIR=1.0
XLOC=IX(1)=0.
YLOC=IX(2)-l0.

PLOT AND LABEL THE POINT (0,10)

CALL PLOT(3,FORM,SIZE,DIR,XLOC,YLOC,IX,2)
STOP
END

>-

LINEHR PLOT

X-PXIS TITLE

AUTHOR C.J. Tanner
C.J. Tanner

DATE December 1975
July 1979
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TITLE

ENTRIES

Logarithmic Plotting Subroutines:

PLOGX or PLOGXM for x axis logarithmic

PLOGY or PLOGYM for y axis logarithmic
PLOGXY or PLOGXYM for both axes logarithmic

Each of thèse subroutines has two entry points, one for
English units and one for metric units.
PLOGX,PLOGY and PLOGXY assume English units and PLOGXM,
PLOGYM and PLOGXYM assume metric units. As with PLOT,

arguments raarked with an asterisk (*) may be INTEGER or
REAL.

l) Calculate Scale Factors and Plot the Frame for

the Graph

PLOGX(MODE,XL,YL,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,LGTICX,TÎCY)
PLOGXM
PLOGY(MODE,XL,YL,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TICX,LGTÏCY)CALL
PLOGYM ^ A A
PLOGXY(MODE,XL,YL,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,LGTICX,LGTICY)
PLOGXYM

PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGY
PLOGYM
PLOGXY
pT.n^YYM

MODE =1 (can be either real or integer).

XL,YL Real, lengths of the axes

For PLOGX,PLOGY and PLOGXY:
.005 < XL < 160.0
.005 < YL < 28.175

For PLOGXM,PLOGYM and PLOGXÏM:
.127 < XL < 4064.

.127 < YL < 715.645

XMIN,XMAX Real, bounds on variables. (XMIÎÏ,YMIN) may be
YMIN,YMAX larger than (XMAX,YMAX) if desired. If thls is

the case, the plot will be scaled in descending
order from left to right or bottom to top for
the x~axis or y-axis, respectively.

TICX Either real or integer, used.if x-axis is
linear.

<0 scale factors are calculated, the plotting

area is defined, but no f rame is drawn.
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PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGY

PLOGYM

PLOGXY
PLOGXYM

=0 as above, but f rame is drawn; i.e. lines

of length XL are drawn at YMIN anâ YMAX or

log^ (YMIN) and log^(YMAX), whichever is

approprlate.

>0 as with "=0" above, plus ticks are drawn

along frame at those points x == ±N*TICX

(N=0,1,2,3^...) which fall on or between

XMIN and XMAX.

LGTICX Either real or integer, used if x-axis is

logarithmic.

=-1 scale factors are calculateâ, the plotting

area is defined, but no frame is ârawn.

=0 as above, but f rame is drawn; i.e. lines

of length XL are drawn at YMÎN and YMAX or

log,^ (YMIN) anâ log,^ (YMAX),.whichever
is appropriate.

>0 as with "=0" above/ plus lines or ticks

are ârawn at those values of x as deter-

mined from the following table:

LGTICX Result

l

2

3

4

5

Unes drawn

appropriât e

lines drawn

lines drawn
5"x~ÏOÎr-

lines drawn

Unes drawn
x~ÏON/

at

Nï

at

at

at

at

x

x

x

x

x

11

12

13

ticks drawn at x

priate N).

ticks drawn at x

ticks drawn at x

5 x 10".

= l x 10 (for all

l x 10 / and 5 x 10 .

N _ - -N
l x 10"/ 2 x 10"/ and

= {1,2,4/6 anâ 8}*10 .

{1,2,3/4,5/6,7,8 anâ 9}

= l x 10" (for all appro-

l x 10 , anâ 5 x 10 .

N _ - .N
l x 10"/ 2 x 10", and
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14

15

ticks drawn at x = {l,1, 4,6, and 8} x 10

ticks drawn.^at x = 1(1,2,3^4,5,6,7,8,

anâ 9} x 101\

PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGY
PLOGYM
PLOGXY
PLOGXYM

Any other
value

LGTICX = 3 assumed

TICY
LGTICY

Analogous to TICX/LGTICX, but for the y~axis.

Note: A MODE1 call of PLOGzz always sets up a new f rame

anâ raust précède all corresponding MODE 1, 3, or-4 calls

of PLOGzz.

2) Plot a Set of Points

CALL

PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGY
PLOGYM
PLOGXY
PLOGXYM

(MODE,PEN,SYMB,XX/YY/N)

MODE

PEN/SYMB

=2 (can be either real or integer).

Either real or integer; same as in

MODE 2 ça 11 of PLOT or PLOTM.

XX, YY Real arrays containxng the (X,Y)

coorâinates of the points to be
plotteâ^ in the user's units. The

PLOGzz subroutine will plot the
logarithms of the numbers/ where

appropriate. The actual values

within the coordinate arrays, however,

will remain unaltered upon return

from the MODE2 call of PLOGzz.

N Either real or integer; number of

points ta be plotted; sign as in
MODE2 call of PLOT or PLOTM.
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PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGY

PLOGYM
PLOGXY
PLOGXYM

3) Plot Titles

i PLOGX
IPLOGXM

CALLipLOGYM
fPLOGXY

i PLOGXYM

A A A ^ A" T*;

(MODE/FORM,SIZE/DIR,XLOC/YLOC,FWA,N)

or

CALL

PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGY
PLOGYM
PLOGXY
PLOGXYM

(MODE,FORM/SI2E/DIR, XLOC,YLOC)

MODE ==3 (can be either real or integer).

FORM^SIZE Either real or integer; same as in

DÏR,FWA,ÎM MODES call of PLOT or PLOTM.

XLOC,YLOC Real variables to specify the position,
in the user's units, where the line

of characters is to begin (lower left
corner of the square enclosing the

first character). The PLOGzz sub-

routines will begin the line of

characters at the logarithms of XLOC
anâ YLOC, where appropriate . The

actual values of XLOC and YLOC,
however, will remain unaltered upon

return from the MODES call of PLOGzz.

4) Return Modified Parameters Passed in Last MODE1
Call of PLOGzz

CALL

PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGY
PLOGYM

PLOGXY
PLOGXYM

(MODE,XLR,YLR,XMINR,XMAXR,YMINR/YMAXR/
TICXR^TICYR)

MODE =4 (can be either real or integer)

NUMBER
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PLOGX
PLOGXM
PLOGY
PLOGYM
PLOGXY

PLOGXYM

The other arguments store the previous PLOGzz MODE1
arguments/ modifieâ as follows:

XMINR^XMAXR The axes mascima and minima/ with

YMINR/YMAXR logarithms taken where appropriate.

TICXR/TICYR The tick value if axis linear and the

tick code (as an integer) if axis
logarithmic.

ROUTINES PLOT and PLOTM, from AELIB. LOGPR12 and LOGPRn,

CALLED l < n < 8/ utility routines loadeâ with the logarithmic
plotting routines.

STORAGE 400^ for each of PLOGX/PLOGY and PLOGXY

REQUIRED 1000^ for utility routines.

EXIT A normal exit returns control to the calling program. ïf

errors are detected in the arguments passed/ a diagnostic

message is printeâ with traceback. If the error is

fatal, the job is terminated. The possible errors are:

***MODE NOT l, 2, 3/ OR 4

First parameter invaliâ. Fatal error.

***INVALID LOG SCALE TIC VALUE SPECIFIED - DEFAULT IS 3

In a MODE1 call of PLOGzz/ the LGTICz value was other

than -1,0,1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13,14 or 15. Informative

message. Exécution continues with LGTÎCz set to the

default value of 3.

****NO MODE1 CALL BEFORE MODE 2, 3 OR 4 CALL
A MODE1 call of PLOGzz raust always précède a MODE 2, 3,

or 4 call. Fatal error.

***ILLEGAL VALUES SPECIFIED FOR LOGARITHMIC SCALE

In a MODE1 call of PLOGzz, the MIN and MAX values for a log-
arithmic scale must both be greafcer than zéro since fche

logarithms of négative numbers are not defineâ. Fatal

error.

Since PLOT or PLOTM is called by PLOGzz, many of the PLOT
diagnostic messages can be encountered as well.
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PLOGXM

PLOGY
PLOGYM
PLOGXY
PLOGXYM

EXAMPLE
PROGRAM

The following program illustrâtes the use of the
logarithmic plotting, routine PLOGY. The routine AXLGY is

used to plot centered axis titles anâ tic labels on the
graph. (The plotted output has been reduced to half size

for publication.)

PROGRAM,PLOGE}ij[INPUT=/80,OUTPUT,PLOT)REÀL'T(10)'7YTÏÔ)7FÔRiY[/(2ÏrvuA^U^'
DATA N/:Î0^f/ v!"//'
DATA X/;--4'^6,^3^75^2.0^-l,25,^.8,^3^.6,2^0,3.,5^4.6/
DATA Y^.02^025;^i67:2§^4Î'Ï;8;5;0,'^:8;25^,80^~1'
XL=4 . 0
YL^4.0
X^ÎN=~5.0
XMAX==5.0
YMÏN^0.005
YMAX=125.0
ITICX==1
LGTICY=4

PLQT_A GRAPH_WÎTH A LINEAR,X-AXIS.RUNNING FROM ~5 TO 5 AND A
LOGARITHMIC Y-AXIS FROM-.~005 TÔ~125:
POSITION TICKS.AT INTEGER VALUES ALONG X-AXIS AND DRAW UNES AT
(1,2,4,6,8)*10**N ALONG Y-AXIS

CALL PLOGY(1,XL,YL,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,ITICX,LGTICY)

PLOT CENTERED AXIS TITLES AND TICK LABELS ON THE GRAPH

CALL AXLGY(17H^"LINEAR X-AXIS"),13,22H("LOGARITHMÎC Y-AXIS"),18,^"uu ""uu"4H7Î2y;3TlT " l"^u /^-,-—v ^^^..^^ . ^.^ /,..,

PLOT TITLE "SEMI-LOG PLOT" ABOVE GRAPH

ÇALL,PLOT(l3,17H("SEMI-LOG PLOT"),3,0,0.44,4.2)PEN^0UA'A^^"' UU"A uvu ^uu" //^^,^.^^^.

SYMB^2.0

PLOT DATA POINTS

ÇALL . PLOGY(2 ,. PEN, SYMB , X, Y, N)
FORM(l)=10ri(('+(0;ipr
FORM(2')==10H)'
SIZE=1;0
DIR=0.0
XLOC=0.0
YLOC==1.0

PLOT AND LABEL THE POINT (0,1)

CALL PLOGY(3, FORM,SIZ E,DIR, XLOC,YLOC)
STOP
END

NUM8ER
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PLOGY
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_PLOGXYM

SEMI-LDG PLOT
10:

en
10',

>-

UÎO'

10

10

Â-

~ZL

^L

-s-4 -3 -2 -i e s 2 a 4 S

LINEflR X-PXIS

AUTHORS J.W. Wendorf and L.E. Evans DATE June 1975
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VARSI2M
VARSIZ

TITLE Plot a String of Text Using Two Character Sizes.

INTRODUCTION This routine is similar to a PLOT or PLOTM call with MODE

3 or 13 except that a string of text can be plotted using
two character sizes. The routine has two entry points:

VARSIZM used to label graphs if metric units have been

used to plot the frame of the graph, i.e. a PLOTM MODE l
call to plot the frame has been made before calling

VARSIZM.

VARSIZ used to label graphs if English measure units have

been used to plot the f rame of the graph, i.e. a PLÛT
MODE l call to plot the frame has been made before cal-
ling VARSIZ.

ENTRIES CALL^ARSIZM {.(MODE, STRING, SI2B,DIR,XLOC,YLOC,CODE,LENGTH)

MODE either real or integer input variable speci-

fying whether XLOC,YLOC are expressed in user's
units (MODE==3) , or in inches (VARSIZ,MODE=13)

or millimètres (VARSIZM, MODE=13).

STRING an integer input variable or array containing a
left justified Hollerith string. This iïollerith

string contains the string of text to be plotted,

SIZE either real or integer input variable specifying

the larger of the two sizes of text to be

plotted. The smaller size is equal to SIZE/2,
roundeâ up if SI2E is cdd, l < SIZE < 10.

Values outside this range will be replaced by

SIZE=3. The size of the characters plotted is
SÎZE x 2 mm (.08") if DIR is even, and SIZE x
,2 x 2 mm (.08") if DIR is odd.

DIR either real or integer input variable speci-

fying the direction of the character Une, 0
< DIR < 7. Values outside this range will be

replaced by DIR=0. The angle the character
line is plotted at is the same as with PLOT

(i.e. 360 - (DIR x 45)°).
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VARSIZM

VARSIZ

^ 0

XLOC/YLOC real input variables specifying the position where
the line of characters is to begin (lower left
corner of the square enclosing the first char-

acter).

For MODE=3/ XLOC, YLOC must be in user's units.

For MODE=13, XLOC, YLOC must be in inches (VARSIZ},

or millimètres (VARSIZM).

CODE an integer input variable or array containing a

left justified Hollerith string specifying' the

size of the characters ta be plotted from STRING.
For each character in STRING inciuding blanks

there must be a corresponding letter in CODE to
specify the size of test to be plotted. To plot
the larger size of text an L is placed in CODE
and for the smaller size an S is requireâ.

LENGTH an integer input variable specifying the number of

characters from STRING that are to be plotteâ,
L > l.

ROUTINES

CALLED
XIP and PLOT or PLOTM from AELIB.

EXIT If no errors are detected a normal exit returns control to

the calling program. Any errors detected in the arguments

passed to VARSIZ or VARSIZM result in the printing of a
diagnostic message. The error conditions, associafced

messages and conséquences are 9iven below:
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VARSIZM
VARSIZ

Fatal Errors (i.e. errors causing job termination):

*** ILLEGAL VALUE FOR MODE - MUST BE 3 OR 13

value for MODE invalid. MODE must be equal to 3 or

13. Job terminated.

*** ILLEGAL VALUE FOR LENGTH - MUST BE > l

Value for LENGTH invalid. LENGTH must be greater

than or equal to l. Job terminateâ.

*** ILLEGAL CODE CHARACTER

Illégal character in CODE. CODE characters must be
either L or S. Job terminated.

Non-fatal Errors:

*** VALUE OUT 0F RANGE FOR SIZE - DEFAULT IS 3

Value for SIZE invaliâ. Exécution continues using a
default value of SIZE?=3.

*** VALUE OUT 0F RANGE FOR DIRECTION - DEFAULT IS 0

Value for DIRECTION invalid. Exécution continues

using a dëfault value of DIR==0.

PROGRAM
EXAMPLE

The following program illustrâtes the use of VARSIZM

by plotting a text string with the first letter of each
word in "capitals".
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VARSIZM
VARSÎ2

PROGRAM VARTEST(INPUT,OUTPUT,PLOT)_ _ .
INTEGER STRÎNG1(3),STRING2(3),CODÈ1(3),CODE2(3)
DATA STRING.1/22I|IPL6T_TEXT ÛSÎ^îG VARÔI^/
DATA CODEl/2'2HLSSSSLSSSSLSSSSSLSSSSS/
DATA STRINi32/22HWITH 2 DÎFFERENT_SIZÈS/
DATA CODE2/2'2HLSSSSLSLSSSSSSSSSLSSSS/

DEFINE PLOTTING SURFACE

CALL PLOT(1,8.,8.,0.,8.,0.,8.,-1.,-1.)

INITIALIZE PARAMETERS FOR VARSI2

MODE^3
SIZE=4.
DIR=0,
XLOC=1.
YLOC==6.
LENGTH==22

PLOT FIRST LINE 0F TEXT

CALL VARSIZ(MODE,STRING1,SIZE,DÎR,XLOC,YLOC,CODEl,LENGTH)

PLOT SECOND LINE 0F TEXY

YLOC^5.
ÇALL VARSIZ(MODE,STRING2,SIZE,DIR,XLOC,YLOC,CODE2,LENGTH)
STOP
END

PLOT TEXT USING URRSIZ

ITH 2 D IFFERENT 5 IZES

AUTHORS P. Christie and L.E. Evans DATE July 1976
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TÎTLE Plot a Dashed Line î'hrough a Set of Data Points with

Optlonal Smoothing.

PLODAM
PLODA

INTRODUCTION Given a set of N data points, (X(I),Y(I)}, I==1,...,N/

this routine first defines a line (either a smooth curve
or a line consistin9 of straight line segments joining

the points)which passes through thèse points, anâ then
plots this Une using dashes. The âashed Une is made up
of repeateâ dash cycles, each cycle comprising four seg-

ments, a dash Dl, a blank Bl, a dash D2, and a blank B2.
Tîie dashed line is completely specified by a référence

dash cycle length and four fractions proviâing the rela-
tive lengths of the segments in the âash cycle. Thèse
are the parameters DLENG and FRAC describeâ below. Ï'here

are two entry points to this routine, PLODAM (main entry}
anâ PLODA. For PLODAM, all dimensioned quantities are in

millimètres and for PLODA, all âimensioneâ quantities are
in inches.

ENTRY [PLODAM
CALL^^" l (IOPT,X,Y,N,FRAC/DLENG,WS,LWS)

ÏOPT integer input variable specifying the type of

line desireâ to join the data points.

If IOPrP=0, the data points are joined by

straight line segments.

ïf IOPrIl=l, the data points are joined by a

smooth curve (a cubic spline) .

X(NX) real input array of length NX>N containing the

abscissae of the data points to be plotted in
the user's units. If IOPT=1, X must be strictly

increasing, i.e. X(I)<X(I+i).

Y(NY) real input array of length Ny>N containing the

ordinates (or function values) of the data
points in the user's units.

N integer input variable. N is the number of

data points and must be >2. N<0 spécifies that
the dashed Une is to be ârawn backwards through

the data points, i.e. in the order (X(N),Y(N)),...,

(X(1),Y(1)).

FRAC real input array of dimension 4 to define
relative lengths in tîie dash cycle.
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PLODAM

PLODA

DLENG real input variable. If DLEÎÏG^O, then it
spécifies the référence length for the dash
cycle in millimètres for PLODAM and in inches

for PLODA. If DLENG^O, the référence length

used is l/4(average distance along the Une

between data points + minimum distance along
the Une between data points).

The parameter FRAC and the référence length

togefcher define the dashed line as follows:

FRAC(l)*reference lengtli spécifies length of
segment Dl.

îi'RAC(2)Areference lengfch spécifies length of

segment Bl.

FRAC(3)ftreference length spécifies length of
segment D2.
FRÂC(4)Areference lengfch spécifies length of
segment B2.

S FRAC(i)*reference length xs then the actual

l
length of the dashed cycle plotted.

WS(LWS) real input array of working storage required by
PLODAM for IOPT=1. Por IOPT=0, use a dummy

variable for this argument.

LWS integer inpufc variable specifying the length of
WS as dimensioned in the calling routine.
LWS>4A(N-1) for IOPT-1. For IOPT=0, use a

dummy variable for this argument.

ROUTINES
CALLED

COMMUN
BLOCKS USED

ICSICU from IMSLIB
COSIMP from AELIB
FCNINT, COSÂUX - utility routines provided with PLODAM.

INTVL, DPARS

STORAGE
REQUIRED

1000
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EXÎT Normal Exit

If no errors are detected by PLODAM, control is returned

to the calling routine.

(Note that input arrays X and Y are used internally by
PLODAM to store the scaled coordinates for plotting.

Tt-iey then have been transformed back to contain the
supplied user unit values. If high précision is required

for subsequent processing, copies of thèse two arrays
should be made before calling PLODAM.)

Error Exits

If an error is detected by PLODAM, the job will be ter-

minated following the printing of an error message witlï
traceback. The following is a list of error messages

with error condition explanation (when necessary):

**A LESS THAN TWO INPUT DATA POINTS.
*** WORKING STORAGE PROVIDED IS NOT LONG ENOUGH.

Î.WS is not > 4AN-1]
*** ÎNPUT DATA NOT lîï ASCENDING ORDER 0F X.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

The following program and plotted output illustrate the

use of PLODAM to draw unsmoothed and smoothed dasïied

Unes. (The plotted output has been reduced to half size

for publication.)

PROGRAM^DAPLQT^INPUT^OUTPUT.PLOT)
REAL"x7l0Ï^Y'(ÎÔÎ7wsî40)'^FRÂâUy
REAL FORMAI ^vf '"" ^"/ '

INJTIALIZATION,OF_PARAMETERS FOR PLOT FRAME AND THE DASH LINE.WILL SPËCÏFY~TO-ÙSÈ"DËFAÙLT~DLÊNG^"~* — — — — —.

DATA XL^YL,XMIN^XMAX,YMIN^YMAX,TIÇXt.TICY,DLENG,FRAC/60. ,.""" 7::l:ï;r/î7é7070^070^é,'0V4^0Î27È^270;^u""riAl"v'/ "'"' '

_SET_UP THE ARRAYS SPECIFYING THE DATA POINTS,WHICH ARE
CH03EN TO BE POINTS FROM A SINE CURVE FROM 0.'ÏÔ 2*PÏ

. ,6.3
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50

N=iy
DO 50 1=1,N

X(I)=:2l*3_._1415926*(I-l)/(N-l)
^ii)^sîN(xay)

CONTÎNÙE

SET UP FRAME AND PLOT TITLE

CALL PLOTM(1,XL,YL,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TICX,TICY)
SIZE=2.
XLOC=8.0
YLOC=90.0
DÎ.R==0.0
FORM(1)=10H("PLODAM T
FORM(2)==10HÉST")
CALL'PLOTM(13,FÔRM , S l Z E, DIR, XLOC,YLOC)

PLÛT AND LABEL CURVE USING STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTS

XLOC=18.0
YLOC-70.0
FORH(l)=10H("IOPT=0 " )
CALL'PLOTM(Ï 3,FORM ,SIZ E,DIR,XLOC ,YLOC)
IOPT=0
CALL PLODAM(IOPT,X,Y,N, FRAC,DLENG,WWS ,LLWS)

SET UP FRAME, PLOT, AND LABEL CURVE USÎNG CUBIC SPLINE

CALL PLOTM(l,XL,YL,XMIN, XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TICX,TICY)
FORM(l)^10H(() IOPT=l"y
CALL;PLOTM(l 3,FORM,SÏZ E, DIR,XLOC,YLOC )
LWS=40
IOPT^I
ÇALL PLODAM(IOPT,X,Y,N,FRAC,DLENG,WS,LWS)
STOP
END

PLDDQH TEST

IDPT=D IDPT^l

/' \

/' \

/ \

/ ^

\ /
\ /

\ ./
\ /

PROGRAMMED BY James Liu DATE June 1977

MUMBER

2-1-03

T
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TITLE

ENTHIES

AXLIN
AXLINM
AXLGX
AXLGXM
AXLGY

[ AXLGYM
AXLGXY
AXLGXYM

Axis labelling subroutines:

AXLIN and AXLINM for both axes linear
AXLGX and AXLGXM for x axis logarithmic
AXLGY and AXLGYM for y axis logarithmic
AXLGXY and AXLGXYM for bofch axes logarithmic

Each of thèse routines has two entry points, one for

English units and one for metric units.
AXLÎN,AXLGX,ÂYLGY and AXLGXY assume English units and
AXLINM,AYLGXM,AXLGYM and AXLGXYM assume metric units.

CALL<iAXLIN3 (FORMX,NCX,FORMy,NCY,FOEMXS,NCXS,FORMYS,NCYS)(AXLINMÎ ^-"—ï"""»'--—»""-»-"—»-"""?--—">

CALL^7^ f (FORMX, NCX ,FORMY,NCY, ITICXS,FORMYS,NCYS )

CÂLL^T^n^ (FORMX,NCX,FORMY,NCY,FOîîMXS,NCXS,ITICYS)tAXLGYM^ \-—»"""»-—?""***'-—»"'-"">

CALL^^^^(FORMX,NCX,FOSMY,NCY,ITICXS,ITICyS)

AU of the arguments are listed below, grouped according
to their functions and the axis fco which they pertain.

Parameters for x-axis Title

FOSMX(LFX)

NCX

Real or integer input array containing a
variable format for the x-axis title,

for example,

FORMX(l) = IOH(AX-AXIS T
FORMX(2) = 10HITLE*)

Integer input variable to specify the

number of characters in the x-axis title.
If zéro, no title will be plotted and

FOEMX paramefcer will be ignored. Otherwise,

this parameter is used to center the title

parallel to and below the x~axis.
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AXLIN
AXLÏNM
AXLGX
AXLGXM
AXLGY
AXLGYM
AXLGXY
AXLGXYM Parameters for y~axis Title

FORMY(LFY) Analogous to FORMX/NCX, but for the y~axis
NCY title.

The title will be centereâ parallel to anâ
to the left of the y-axis.

Parameters for Linear x-axis Tick Labels

FORMXS(LFXS)

NCXS

Real or integer input array containing a
variable format for the x-axis tick labels/

for example,

FORMXS(l) = 10H(F3.1)

For AXLGX, AXLGXM, AXLGY, AXLGYM anâ
AXLGXY, AXLGXYM, this may be a real or an

integer format. (If the format contains

the letter I, it is assuraed to be an
integer format. Otherwise it is assumed

to be a real format.) If the TICX value

used in the PLOT (or PLOTM) mode l or 11
call is not of the type specified by the
format, then tick values are converteâ

before being plotted.

For AXLÎN and AXLINM, the format mus t be

real.

Normally each tick. along the x-axis will

be numbered, but this may be reduceâ to

every second tick to prevent overlap of

labels.

Integer input variable to specify the
number of characters in the x-axis tick

labels. If zéro/ no tick labels will be

provided and FORMXS parameter will be
ignored. Otherwise, this parameter is

used to center the tick labels below the

ticks.
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AXLIN
AXLINM
AXLGX
AXLGXM
AXLGY
AXLGYM
AXLGXY
AXLGXYM

Parametçrs for Logarithmic x-axis Tick Labels

ITICXS Integer input variable, x-axis logarithmic
tick label switch. If it equals zéro, no

x-axis tick labels will be printed. If
it equals -l, only the powers of 10 will

be labelled. Otherwise, each tick on the

axis will be labelled using an appropriate
format.

ROUTINES
CALLED

Parameters for Linear y-axis Tick Labels

FORMYS(LFYS) Analogous to FORMXS, NCXS, but for the
NCYS y-axis tick labels.

The labels are printed to the left of the

ticks.

Parameters for Logarithmic y-axis Tick Labels

IÎICYS Analogous to ITICXS, but for the y-axis
tick labels.

PLOT or PLOTH, from AELIB.

LOGFRn, for n=4,5 or 9 and LOGPRnn for n-10,11 or 12
are utility routines loaded with the axis labelling
routines.

COMMUN
BLOCKS USED

AELERCM

STORÂGE
REQUÎRED

EXIT

200o for each of AXLIN, AXLGX, AXLGY and AXLGXY.
1200^ for utility routines.

A normal exlt returns control to the calling program.
If errors are detected in the arguments passed, a
diagnostic message will be printed with traceback. Sorae

of thèse errors are fatal, causing the job to be
terminated. Others are non-fatal, causing certain parts

o£ the axis labelling to be abandoned but allowing the

job to continue exécution. The possible errors are:
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AXLIN
AXLINM
AXLGX
AXLGXM
AXLGY
AXLGYM
AXLGXY
ÂXLGXYM

(ÂXLGX
AA^AXLGY

(AXLGXY
CALL NOT PRECEDED BY

PLOGX )
PLOGY }- MODE1 CALL
PLOGXY)

AXLGzz makes a MODE4 call o£ PLOGzz in order to retrieve
the scaling factors and tic values. Therefore, a MODE1
call of PLOGzz must précède a call fco AXLGzz in the

calling program. Fatal error.

**AKEGATIVE VALUE SPECIFÎED FOR NUMBER 0F CHARACTERS
DEFÂULT IS 0

EXAMPLE

A négative value was given for NCX, NCY, NCXS, NCYS. The
value is assumed to be zéro by the subroutine (which
means the title or tick labels will not be plotted) and
exécution continues.

AAANO MODE1 CALL.BEFORE CALL 0F MODE2,3,4 or 5

AXLIÎï(AXLINM) makes a MODE4 call of PLOT(PLOTM) in order
ta retrieve the scaling factors and tick values. There-
fore, a MODE1 call of PLOT mus t précède a call to AXLIN

in the calling program. Fatal error.

Note About Tick Labels:

The tick labels are printed in accordance with the scalin^

and ticking performed by the previous MODE1 call of PLOT

or PLOGzz. If no ticking was done, no tick labels will
be printed. If scaling was done in reverse order, i.e.

XMIN was greater than XMAX, or YMIN was greater than
YMAX, then the corresponding tick labels will be printed

in descending order from left to right or bottom to top
for the x~axis or y-axis respectively.

The use of the axis labelllng routine ÂXLGY is illus-

trated in the writeup for the low level plotting routines
(PLOGX,PLOGY,PLOGXY) and the use of AXLIN is shown in the
writeup for PLOT.

AUTHOR J. Wendorf and L.E. Evans DATE June 1975
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SMLOGX
SMLOGXM
SMLOGY
SMLOGYM

TITLE

ENTRIES

Frame Définition and Axis Labelling for Semi-logarithmic

Graphs:
SMLOGX and SMLOGXM for x axis logarithmic
SMLOGY and SMLOGYM for y axis logarithmic

Both routines have two entry points, one for English
units and one for metric units. SMLOGX and SMLOGY

assume English units. SMLOGXM and SMLOGYM assume metric
unit s.

CÂLL'isffîJOG^ ik (XL ,YL ,YMÎN, YMAX, TIC, EXL, NC, FORMX, NTX ,FORMY,
'NTY,FORMSL,NCSL)

CALL^j ^ÎÎLOG^L \ (XL, YL,XMÏN,XMÂX ,TÏC,EXL, NC,FORMX,NTX , FORMY,
'NTY,FORMSL,NCSL)

XL,YL real, graph dimensions in inches (for SMLOGX,

SMLOGY) or mm (for SMLOGXM, SMLOGYM) in ttie x-
and y-directions respectively.

XMIN,XMA.X real, minimum and maximum values of the

YMIN,YMAX linear scale. T"he maximum value may be less
tha.n the minimum value.

TIC

EXL

NC

real, ticks are drawn at those points ±N A TIC

(N=0,1,...), whicli fall within the interval
(MIN,MAX) on the linear scale.

real, largest exportent of 10 on the logarithmic
scale (may be fractional). Note: If EXL is
not fractional, NC cannot be zéro.

infceger, ÎABS(NC) is the number of complète

cycles on the logarithmic scale. If N00,
lines ^re drawn ac^oss the graph at l x 10",
2 x 10" and 5 x 10" for all appropriate N. If
NC<0 ticks are drawn instead of Unes.

FORMX format statement for the x-axis label, usually
defined by a data statement in the calling

program.

NTX integer, number of Hollerith characters in
FORMX.
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SMLOGX
SMLOGXM
SMLOGY
SMLOGYM

EXIT

ROUTINES
CALLED

EXAMPLE

FORMY,NTY analogous to FORMX,NTX but for .the y~axis

label.

The above titles are plotted in size 2 (0.16'

or 4 mm).

FORMSL format of the linear scale.

NCSL integer, number of characters (sign, décimal
and digits) in the numbers of the linear scale.

Ticks on the linear scale will be numbered XMIN

(or YMIN) + N*TIC for appropriate N. The size

is l (0.08" or. 2 mm).

Control is returned to the calling program. No error
checking is done.

PLOT or PLOTM from ÂELIB.

The following prograra illustrâtes logarithmic plotting

using SMLOGX. A graph is to be plottçd which haç a log-

arithmic X scale running from l x 10 - to 5 x 10"", and a
linear y scale from -4 to 4. SMLOGX will be used to draw

the plot f rame, label the ticks and lines and print the
centred axis titles. A MODE 13 call of PLOT will be used

to position the title, "SEMI-LOG PLOT", above the graph.

N data points, read in from cards will then be plotted

using a MODE 2 call of PLOT.

PROGRAM SMLGEX(INPUT^/80,OUTPUT, PLOT)
REAL X(10),Y(10),FOÏÎMX(3),FORMY(2)
XL-4.0
YL-4.0
YMIÎÏ—4.0
YMAX=4.0

TIC^l.O

EXL^ALOG10(50.0)
NC=2

FORMX(1)=10H(ALOGARITH
FOEMX(2)=10HMIC X-AXIS
FOÏÎMX(3)=10H*)
NTX=18
FORMY(l)=10H(*LÏNEAIt Y
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SMLOGXM
SMLOGY
SMLOGYM

FO^ÎNY (2)Ï=10H-AXIS*)
N?!13
FOBMSL=10H(r'4.1)
NCSL==4

CALL SMLOGX(XL,YL,YMIN,yMÂX,TIC,EXL,NC,FORMX,NTX,FOîîMÏ,
$ mï,FORMSL,NCSL)
CALL PLOT(13,17H(*SM-LOG PLOT*) ,3,0,0.44,4.2)
REÂB*,N
READ*,(X(I),Y(I),Î=1,N)
DO 10 1-1,N

X(I)=ALOG10(X(I))
10 CONTINUE

PEN=1.0

SYMB=2.0

CÂLL PLOT(2.PEN,SYMB,X,Y,N)
STOP
END

ÂUTHOR J.F. Steljes

Revised by J.W. Wendorf
DATE February 1972

June 1975
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LOGLOG
LOGLOGM

TITLE

ENTRIES

Frame Qefinition and Âxis Labelling for Log-Log Graphs

This routine has fcwo entry points. LOGLOG assumes
Engllsh units and LOGLOGM assumes metric units.

CALL^^L^^ (XL ,YL, EXXL, NCX, EXYL, NCY, FOSm, NTX, FORMY. NTY)

EXIT

XL,YL real, graph dimensions in inches (for LOGLOG)
in mm (for LOGLOGM) in the x and y directions
respectively.

EXXL real, largest exponent of 10 on the x-axis
scale (may be fractional).

NCX integer, ÏABS(NCX) is the number of complète
cycles on the x~axis scale. If NCS2.(ï, lines
are drawn across the graph at l x 10*',

2 x 10N and 5 x 10N for all appropriate N.

If NCX<0 ticks are drawn instead of lines.

EXYL,NCY analogous to EXXL,NCX for the y-axis scale.

FORMX format statement for the x~axis label,
usually deflned by a data statement in the.

calling program.

KTX integer, number of Hollerith characters in
FORMX.

FORMY,NTY analogous to FOEMX,NTX but for the y-axis

label.

The above titles are plotted in size 2
(0.16" or 4 mm).

Control is returned to the control routine. No error

checking is done.

ROUTINES
CALLED

STORAGE
REQUIRED

AUTHOR

AECL FTN

PLOT or PLOTM from

1100g

J.F. Steljes

LIBRARY
REV.

Orig.

ÂELIB.

DATE February

DATE

Sept. 1978

1972

NAME

LOGLOG

PAGE
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SIMPLT
SIMPLTM
DUMPON
DUMPOFF

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENTRIES

Simple .Plotting Routine to Plofc Linear, Semi-Log or

Log-Log Graphs

There are three logically separate functions performed by
SIMPLT:

a) Replacement of defaults (tifcles, formats, scallng

etc.) using data card input.
b) Frame setup including the plotting of axes, titles

and axis labels.

e) Curve plotting with optional symbol key.

Combinations of thèse functions are invoked by the

parameter JOBOPT described below. Functions b and e

are requlred for each plot; a is optional.

There are four entry points to this routine. SIMPLT and
SZMPLTM use English and metric units respectively;

DUMPON and DUMPOFF control debugging printout.

a) ^SIMPLT t
CALL ISÎMPLTM^ (-ÎOBOPT,X,Y,N,PEN,SYMB,LOGOPT)

or

CALL ^gnîp^ (JOBOPT,X,Y,N,PEN,SYMB)

JOBOFT integer input variable specifying the
combination of functions to be performed

as follows:

JOBOPT Functions Performed

0 a, b and e
l b and e
2 b and e without re-calculating maximums,

mini.mums, tic values and tic label

formats. In other words, a new grapti
will be plotted on a new frame but

the axis limits will be fche same as

In the previous graph. The axis
lengths, all titles and title locations,

however, can be changed .
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SIMPLT
SIMPLTM
DUMPON
DUMPOFF

3 e only. Note fchat fonction b must

have been performed at least once
prior to this call. JOBOPT 3 plots

data on an already existing axis

f rame.

4 a only.

X,Y real arrays containing the (X,Y) coordinates of

the points to be plotfced, in the user's units.
If a logarithmic plot is being produced (see

the LOGOPT option below), the logarithms of the
appropriate coordinates will be used.

N either real or integer variable specifying the
number of points to be plotted.

N>0, coordinate pairs are plotted in the order

(X(l).Y(l)), (X(2),Y(2)), ...» (X(N),Y(N)).

N<0, coordinate pairs are plotted in the order

(X(N).Y(îO). (X(N-l),Y(îÏ-l)), .... (X(1),Y(1)).

PEN either real or integer variable specifying pen
control.

:=0, pen is raised between points.

=1, pen is left on paper between points.

SYM.B either real or integer variable specifying the
symbol to be plotted at each point (as defined
for PLOT).

LOGOPT optional integer variable specifying the type
of graph to be plotted

LOGOPT X-AXIS Y-AXIS

0 or

unspecified
l
2
3

linear

logarithmic
linear

logarifchmic

linear

linear

logarithmic

logarithmic
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SIMPLT
SIMPLTM
DUMPON
DUMPOFF

b) CALL DUMPON

Following this call, optional parameters for SIMPLT will

be printed out every time function b is executeâ.

e) CALL DUMPOFF

This call turns off the printing of optional SIMPLT
parameters.

ROUTINES
CALLED

ALERPR, TRACEB, PLOT,PLOTX,PLOGY,PLOGXY (or metric ver-
sions) anâ AXLIN,AXLGX,AXLGY,AXLGXY (or matric versions)

from AELIB. LOGPRnn/nn = 13 to 21, utility routines
loadeâ with SIMPLT.

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

SCALES/ FORMAT, SYMEAN and TITLOC

STORAGE

REQUÏRED

EXIT

5300.

A normal exit returns control to the calling routine.

Errors detecteâ in the arguments passed to SIMPLT result
in the printing of a diagnostic message with traceback.

The error conditions and associated messages are listed

below (all errors are fatal^ causing job termination):

***JOBOPT NOT 0,1,2,3, OR 4

First parameter in calling séquence is invaliâ.

***LOGOPT NOT 0,1/2 OR 3

Last parameter in calling séquence is invalid.

***X AXÏS DECLARED LT .005 OR GT 160 INCHES

Parameter XL is illégal.

***Y AXIS DECLARED LT .005 OR GT 28.175 INCHES

Parameter YL is illégal.
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SIMPLTM
DUMPON

DUMPOFF

***ZERO VALUE FOR NUMBER 0F X,Y PAIRS

Parameter N in calling séquence is zéro.

PROGRAM

EXAMPLE

***ÎLLEGAL VALUES SPECIFIED FOR LOGARITHMIC SCALE

(a) If one of the parameters XMIN, XMAX, YMIN or

YMAX refers to a logarithmic axis anâ is specifieâ
as <0; or (b) if a data value <0 is found by SIMPLT
while scanning the coordinate array (X or Y para-

meter in calling séquence) of a logarithmic axis.

***JOBOPT 2 OR 3 CALL NOT PRECEDED BY JOBOPT 0 OR l CALL.

Section b of SIMPLT must have been executeâ at least
once before a JOBOPT 2 or 3 call of SIMPLT is made.

This program produces a complète plot of a set of N data

points. The graph has a linear x scale anâ a logarithmic
y scale. The default size (8" x 8") plot has been re-

duced to one-quarter size for publication.

PROGRAM_SIMPLEX(INPUT,OUTPUT,PLOT)
REAL X(10),Y(10)'
DATA .X/-23.0, -17.0, -12.0, -3.0, -0.2, 18.0, 28.0, 32.3, 35.1,

DATA Y/1587.6, 1217.3, 851.5, 437.2, 218.0, 93.6, 45.1, 23.3,

N=10
JOBOPT=1
PEN==1
SYMB=2
LOGOPT==2
ÇALL SIMPLT(JOBOPT,X,Y,N,PEN,SYMB,LOGOPT)
STOP
END
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.•< COOROIWTC

AAAAA END 0F BASIC CALLING INFORMATION FOR SIMPLT AAAAA

Additional Options for SIMPLT

To change the appearance of the default plot produced by SIMPLT,
additional parameters can be specified by

i) supplying input data cards and using JOBOPT==0 or 4, or by

il) defining entries in labelled coramon blocks without changing
JOBOPT.

The list of sucli parameters (with defaults) and an example program
defining some of t'hem are provided following a brief description

of the two modes of input.

i) Data Card Input

If JOBOPT has a value of 0 or 4, SÎMPLT will read data cards

from the input file. Any or all of fche optional parameters

can be defined, free-format, as follows:

SIMPLT
SIMPLTM
DUMPON
DUMPOFF
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SÎMPLTM
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DUMPOFF

format=ï(string) , END

where

variable

arrayname

arrayname(n)

format

value

raAvalue

(string)

END

ARRAYNAME(n)=value,mAvalue,value,...,value,

VARIABLE=value,. . . ,ARRAYNAME=value,aiAvaiue, . .

is the name of any parameter thafc is a simple variable,
for example: XMIN,TICY,TÏTLOCX.

is the name of any parameter that is an array (excluding

those meant to hold a variable format); values are to

be assignée! starting at Ehe beginning of the array; for
exaœple: STVARS,SYMCOD.

is used if values are to be assigned to the array
starting at the nth entry.

is the name of any parameter meant to hold a variable
format; for example: FTITLE,FXSCAL,FSYMB1.
(Note that FXSCAL and FYSCAL are considered "variable"

rather than format when they refer to a logarithmic
axis. )

is the value to be assigned to the SIMPLT parameter.

is used if that value is to be repeated m tiraes

is a format for a variable format paramefcer

signais the end of data input. It is the only requlred
input parameter.

Data items must be separated by commas. AU 80 columns of a data card

may be used and data items may be continued onto column l of the next
card.

Each time data input is requested, the next data card is read and SIMPLT

will continue to read cards and assign values £o parameters until "END"
is detected.

If errors are encountered during this data input» the offending data

card is printed wifch a pointer to the last good column, a diagnostic

message is issued, and the job is fcerminated.
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ii) Common Block Layout for Additional Parameters

The additional parameters are sfcored by SIMPLT in four labelleâ
common blocks defined as follows:

COMMUN/S CALE S/XMl N,XMAX,TICX /FXSCAL,YMIN, YMAX,TICY,FYSCAL
COMMON/FORMAT/XL/YL/FTITLE(8),FSUBTIT(8),FXAXTÎT(8),FYAXTIT(8),

NSTVARS,STVARS(10)

COMMON/SYMEAN/SYMCODdO) ,FSYMB1(2) ,FSYMB2(2) ,FSYMB3(2) /FSYMB4(2) ,
FSYMB5(2),FSYMB6(2)/FSYMB7(2),FSYMB8(2},FSYMB9(2) ,FSYMB10(2),
SYMLOCX,SYMLOCY

COMMON/TITLOC/TITLOCX,TITLOCY,SUBLOCX ,SUBLOCY,XAXLOCX/ XAXLOCY,

YAXLOCX/YAXLOCY

So/ to change the default value for any of thèse paramefcers/ define

the appropriate coramon biock to its full length, anâ then assign a

value to the âesired parameter (s)(use assignmenfc statements. not

DATA stateraents). Parameters mentioneâ in a common block but not

changea by the user will retain their default values.

Once a parameter has been âefineâ by the user, it retains that défini'

tion until changea once again by the user. Many of the parameters have

"action defaults", i.e. the default requires SIMPLT to perform some kind

of calculation. This is true of all the "scales parameters" (the éléments

of common block /SCALES/), and of the "location parameters" (SYMLOCX/

SYMLOCY and the éléments of common block /TITLOC/}. If .one of thèse

"action defaults" has been changed by the user, i.e. the user has defined

the parameter, SIMPLT will no longer perform the associated calculation,

but rather, will use the defined value. If the user should later wish to
return that parameter to its "action default", this can be done by sefcting

that parameter to the octal constant "37775555555555555555".

List of Addifcional Parameters for SIMPLT

XMIN.XMAX real bounâs on variable values. If XMIN>XMAX(YMIN>YMAX)
YMIN^YMAX the plot will be scaled in âescenâing order from left to

right (bottom to top). Default: SIMPLT computes values

TICX,TICY either real or integer variables, the fcick values to be

used in the PLOT, PLOGX, PLOGY or PLOGXY MODEl call.
Defauit: SIMPLT computes values.

FXSCAL^FYSCAL For a linear axis; either real or integer variable con-

taining a variable format for the axis tick labels; for

example, FXSCAL=10H(F3.l).

If the format contains the letter "I", the fcick label

numbers plotted will be integers. Otherwise, they will
be real numbers.
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XL/YL

For a logarithmic aKis; infceger variable controlling the

logarithmic tick labelling. If it equals zéro/ no tick
labels will be printed on that axis. If it equals -l,

only the powers of 10 will be labelleâ. Otherwise/ each

tick on the axis will be labelled using an appropriate
format.

Default: SIMPLT coraputes values appropriate to the âata.

Real variables specifying the lengths of the axes in

in. for SIMPLT and in mm for SIMPLTM.
.005 < XL < 160.0 for .127 < XL < 4064. for
.005 < YL < 28.175 SIMPLT .127 < YL < 715.645 SIMPLTM
Default values: XL==YL==8.0 for SIMPLT

XL=YL=203.2 for SIMPLTM

FTITLE

FXAXTIT,
FYAXTIT

FSUBTIT

S.TVARS

NSTVARS

Real or integer array 8 words long^ containing a variable

format for the plot title. The format must consist of a list

of format spécifications enclosed in parenthèses/ but without

the word FORMAT or the statement label.
Default: (*SIMPLT OUTPUT*)

Real or integer arrays of length 8 worâs each/ containing
variable formats for the x-axis and y-axis titles,

respecfcively. Each format must consist of a list of format

spécifications enclosed in parenthèses/ but without the word
FORMAT or the statement label.
Default: (*X COORDINATE*) and (*Y COORDINATE*).

Real or integer array of length 8 words, containing a
variable format for the plot subtitle/ for example:

(^PLOT NUMBER^/I3/20X/^DATE:^3F2.0). The format must
consist of a list of format spécifications enclosed in

parenthèses, but without the word FORMAT or the statement
label.

Default: (* *)

Real or integer array of length 10 worâs, containing
the list of variables to be plotted under the format
passed in FSUBTIT. The following data could be used
with the above format:

DATA STVARS/1,30.,1.,75.,
Default: Entire array is left unâefineâ.

Integer variable/ the number of variables ta be output

in the subtitle. in the example above, NSTVARS should

equal 4. If no data is required by FSUBTIT, NSTVARS
must be 0.

Default value: NSTVARS==0.
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SYMCOD Either real or integer array of length 10 words,

supplying the symbol codes to be included in the .symbol

key.

Default values: The entire array is preset to -1.0 (-1.0

does not correspond to any syrobol).

FSYMB1.FSYMB2 Either real or integer arrays of length two words each/

FSYMB3/FSYMB4 containing variable formats for the meanings corresponding
FSYMB5,FSYMB6 to the symbols defined in the SYMCOD array. FSYMBl

FSYMB7/FSYMB8 corresponds to SYMCOD(l),FSYMB2 to FSYMCOD(2),
FSYMB9,FSYMB10 and so on. For example/ if SYMCOD(1)=2 and FSYMB1

contains (^EXPERIMENTAL^), then " EXPERIMENTAL" will

be plotted whenever a set of points is plotted using the
symbol " " (SYMB=2).

Default: AU of the arrays are preset to (* *).

SYMLOCX,

SYMLOCY

SUBLOCX,
SUBLOCY

XAXLOCX/
XAXLOCY

Real variables specifying the position, in in./ for

SIMPLT and in mm for SIMPLTM, o£ the lower left corner
of the first symbol of the first symbol key entry to be

plotted.
Default: SIMPLT places symbol key above the plot frame
with entries one beneath the other. If not enough space

is available, SIMPLT will plot some key entries to the

right of those already plotted.

Real variables specifying the position of the plot
subtitle in in. for SIMPLT and in mm for SIMPLTM.

Default: SIMPLT centers the subtitle above the plot

below the plat title.

Real variables specifying the position of the x-axis
title in in. for SIMPLT and in mm for SIMPLTM.

Default: SIMPLT centers the x-axis title below the
x~axxs.

YAXLOCX,
YAXLOCY

Real variables specifying the position of the y-axis

title in in. for SIMPLT and in mm for SIMPLTM.

Default: SIMPLT centers the y-axis title to the left
of the y-axis.

TITLOCX,
TITLOCY

Real variables specifying the position^ in in. for
SIMPLT and in mm for SIMPLTM, of the lower left corner of

the first character of the plot title.
Default: SIMPLT centers the title above the plot frame.
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PROGRAM
EXAMPLE

This program has changed the defaults of the earlier example

by:
defining plot and axis fcitles

adding a subtitle
setting minimum value on logarithmic scale to

a power of 10.

specifying the location of the y-axis title.

specifying the x"axis tick labels to be integers.

plotting two sets of data and specifying symbol

raeanings.

The default size (8" x 8"} plot has been reduced to one-

quarter size for publication.

PROGRAM_SÏ^PLX2(ÎNPUT,OUTPUT,PLOT)
REAO"ci0LAm0)^x2aéT7Y2aé)'
ÇOMMON/SÇÂLEÔ/X^ÎN^^MAk;_TI(;X,É*XSCAL,YMIN,YMAX,TICY,FYSCAL
COMMPNZFO^AT;/XL^YL,FTIÎILE(8) ,FSUBTÏT(8) ,FXAXtîT(85 ,FYÂXTJT(8NSTVÂR^STVARèïïéP^ ——^/ r———- ^ / .- —^^^/ ,. .^..^.^/,
ÇOMMON/SYMEAN/SYMÇOD(10)_,FSYMB1(2),FSYMB2(2),FSYMB3(2),FSYMB4
êsiMB5/C2Î^SY^B672y7^SY^B7^2Ï7F^YMB8"(2y7FàYMB9l2Ï7FâYMBi0T2^ 'SYMLOC^7éYMLÔCYV/^/ f^'1'"' v "/ r——" ^-/ ^ "—-v-/ /——^K/Y^/ ,

COMMQN/TITLpÇ/TITLOCX,TÏTLOCY,SUBLOCX,SUBLOCY,XAXLOCX,XAXLOCY,YÂXLÔCk^ YÂXLÔfcY^ ^uv^" ^ ^ ^""^ ^ y"uuuv^"'"""""'""""""""'"'"""""""'

DATA X/-23.0, -17.0, -12.0, -3.0r -0.2, 18.0, 28.0, 32,3, 35.1,

DATA Y/1587.6, 1217.3, 851.5, 437.2, 218.0, 93.6,

DATA\X2/~'22.3,3870/""/ ^^"f

DATA Y2/1221.2.ï/.T/ '"/""B
N=1'0
YMIN==1.0
FXAXTIT(l}=10Hf*X~AXIS T
F^AXTITjf2^10HÏTLE*)

45..1, 23.3,

18.2, -12.8, -5.3, 6.1, 19.6, 27.3, 30.1, 35.5,

1013.7, 538.3, 178.8, 67.7, 14.3, 4.4, 2.8, 2,2,

SYMCOD
SYMCOD
FSYMB1
FSYMB1
FSYMB2
FSYMB2

1)^SYMBÏ==27
2)^SYMB2 =4.0
1Ï=10H(*DATA SET
2)^l0H'ONE*)
1)=10H(*DATÂ SET
2)=10H *TWO*)

YAXLOCY^i
JOBOPT^0
PEN=1
LOGOPT-2
ÇALL SIMPLT(JOBOPT,X,Y,N,PEN,SYMB1,LOGOPT)JOBOPT-3^ ^ — '-' - ^^ — ^ —- '
ÇALL SIMPLT(JOBOPT,X2,Y2,N ,PEN,SYMB2,LOGOPT)

END
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FXSCAL=(I3), FTITLE=(*EXAMPLE_PLOT*),
FSUBTIÎ=(*?LOT NUMBÉR* ^I2^20X,*VEftôlpN*,F3.0) ,

NSTVARS=2, STVARS=l,2.0,?YA}(TÏT=(*LOGARlTâMÎC'^- AXIS*), END

EXPr-tPLE PLOT
PL01' NUTŒR ! U£RSiON Z.

K-WÎS TiTLE

AUTHOR J.W. Wendorf

DOCUMENTATION
REVISED BY L.E. Evans

DATE August 1975

April 1978
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TITLE Three Dimensional Perspective Plotting for a Surface

INTRODUCTION Given x and y arrays defining a rectangular x-y grid^ a

surface is defineâ by providing a value for each grid

point, i.e. z (i^j)=height of the surface at griâ point
(x(i),y(j)). The only scaling carrieâ out by SPACE is
that required to fit the final 2-dimensional projection
onto the plotting surface. Therefore, it is recommended

that the values supplied in the x, y anâ z arrays should
be scaled by the user to be the same orâer of magnitude

before calling SPACE.

ENTRIES

The orientation of the surface plotted is defined by the

angles 0 and 0_. The x axis goes into the page and
and 0 aie defined as follows: y

vj?

(x axis
into page) y

0<^_<90'

-90 <0_00
y

To see all three dimensions/ 0
shoulâ be non zéro. 0 >0 looks

at the surface from thé top.

0 <0 looks at it from underneath
y

Perspective is obtained by viewing the surface from a

distance proportional to the viewing factor, VU. For

large VU (i.e. VITVLOO) , the perspective plot approaches a

parallel projection.

This subroutine has two entry points: SPACE assumes

English units and SPACEM, metric units.

CALL.

X,Y

fSPACE )
[SPACEM^

Z(NRZ,NCZ)

NX

(X/Y/Z,NX,NY,NZ,PHIY/PHI2,VU,WIDTH)

real input monotonically increasing arrays

defining on x-y griâ.

real input array of function values,

Z(I/J) is the height of the surface at

grid point (X(I),Y(J)). NRZ>NX, NCZ>NY.

integer input variable, the number of
éléments in X.
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NY

NZ

PHIY

PHIZ

vu

WIDTH

integer input variable, the number of
éléments in Y, NY<64.

integer input variable, the number of rows

of Z as dimensioned in the calling prog-ram

real input variable^ the number of degrees
the surface is to be rotated about the y

axis 0 |<90'

real input variable, the number of degrees

the surface is to be rotated about the z

axis/ 0<j0_<90 .
z—

real input viewing factor controlling the
distance of the viewing point from the

surface, VU>1.

real input variable. If WIDTH<0/ the 3D
f rame will be ârawn with the surface. If
WIDTH>0 only the surface is ârawn.

For SPACE, the plotting area will be

WÎDTHI in. wiâe^ WIDTH <10.0
For SPACEM, the plotting area will be

|WIDTH| mm wide, |WIDTH|<254.

(Wider plats are possible with a spécial

version of SPACE. Contact plotting analyst

for détails.)

ROUTINE3

CALLED
PRESET, PLOT and PLOTM from AELIB.

STORAGE

REQUIRED

EXITS

7200,,.

Normal Exit

If no error conditions are âetecteâ, the plot is
completed and control is returned to the cailing

roi^tine. SPACE (SPACEM) plots only the surface and
optionally the frame. All titles anâ labels must

be supplied by the user. Scaling information for
this can be retrieved by a MODE4 call of PLOT(PLOTM) .
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Error Exits

The message

SPACE PARAMETER ERROR NUMBER N

indicates that SPACE was unable to complète the plot
as requested. The error conditions corresponding to

values of N are as follows:

2 fS too large for viewpoint; viewpoint aâjusted and

plot finished

•l 0 too large for viewpoint; viewpoint aâjusted and
plot finished

l X or Y array not monotonically increasing or Z values

constant; no plotting done

2 0__ and/or ^)_ outside allowable range; no plotting

me

3 NY too large; no plotting done

4 WIDTH outside limits; no plotting done

5/6 overflow of internai working storage (see plotting

analyst)

7 viewing factor less than 1.0; a value of 1.0 is
used

10 plotting surface improperly defineâ (see plotting

analyst); no plotting done.

AUTHOR

REVISED

E. Myles and G. Sutherland

L. Evans

L. Evans

DATE June 1973

March 1978

May 1981
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PLOT3D
PLOT3DM

TITLE Surface, Plotting by Parallel Projection

INTRODUCTION Given x and y arrays defining a rectangular x~y grid,
a surface is defined by providing a value for each grld

point, i.e. z(i,j) == height of the surface at grid point

(x(i),y(j)). The scale and orientation of the parallel
projection of this surface are defined by the three

projected axis lengths x^,,y^ and 25, and the angle, çS,
between the projected x and y axes are as shown below:

»-. y

îhe x-y grid is not plotted but is implicitly projected
as follows:

X.

l J2 J3 Ji\ J5 •*"

ENTRIES This roufcine has two entry points, PLOT3D for English
units and PLOT3DM for metric units.

CALL^^^ (XL,YL,ZL,X,Y,Z,NX,NY,NRZ,PHI)

XL,YL,ZL real input variables, the lengths of the

projected x,y and z axes (resp.) in inches

(for PLOT3D) and in millimètres (for
PLOT3DM)
YL+YL*cos ^ < 20 in (508 mm)
ZL < 10 in (254 mm)
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X,Y

Z(NRZ,NCZ)

NX,NY

NRZ

PHI

real input arrays specifying the grid
points on which the surface is defined.

Both arrays musfc be monotonically increasin^

real input array specifying the height of
the surface at each grid point. Z(I,J)

is the height of fche surface at grid point

(X(I),Y(J)). Z values must be positive
and the minimum value is assumed to be zéro

integer input variables, the number of
éléments in X and Y resp. NY < 64.

integer input variable, the number of rows
dimensioned for 2 in the calling program.

real input variable, the angle between the

projected y and x axes. PHÏ < 90".

ROUTINES
CALLED

STORAGE
REQUIRED

PLOT or PLOTM from AELIB.

7000.

EXÎTS Normal E^it

Ttie plotting area is defined and the surface is plotted

before returning, control to the calling routine.
(Only the surface is plotted by PLOT3D(PLOT3DM). AU
titles and labels musfc be done by subsequent plotting

calls. The plotting frame defined by PLOT3D(PLOT3DM) is
y^+x^ cas ^ long by 10 in (254 mm) wide

and the user units are

0 fco 100 (y^+Xj^ cas 0) in the x plotting direction
and

0 to 1000 in the y plotting direction. Thus

the user unit coordinates of any point (x',y1) on the

projected plot are the distances frora the plotting
origin expressed in hundredths of an inch.)
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Error Exit

If Yn+Xn cas i > 20 in (508 mm) the message

PLOT LENGTH = EXCEEDS 20 IN.

is printed and the program is terminated. No

plotfcing is donc.

AUTHOR D. McPherson

DOCUMENTATION REVISED L. Evans

DATE October 1969

March 1978
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TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENÏRÏES

CONTOUR
CONTOUM

Contour plotting Routine

The plotting surface on which the contours are to be

ârawn must be set up first by a call of PLOT or PLOTM

with MODE set to l. The two entry points to the contour
plotting roufcine are CONTOUR and CONTOUM. CONTOUR
(CONTOUM) must be used if the frame was established by

PLOT(PLOTM) even though no English or metric units are

explicitly used by this roufcine.

CALL-
iCONTOUR)
(CONTOUM^

(X,Y,Z,NX,NY,NRZ,START,STEP,FIN)

X,Y real input arrays fcogether specifying a griâ of
X and Y values. X and Y should be monotonically

increasing. (Note that X and Y may define

unequally spaced grid points.)

Z(NRZ,NCZ) real input array of Z values defined on the
X-Y grid. Z(I,J) is the height of the surface

at grid point (Y(I),X(J)}. NR2>NY, NCZ>NX.
Because of working storage space limitations
within CONTOUR, NX*NY must be < 8400.

NX^NY integer input variables, the number of entries
in the X and Y arrays (respectively)

NRZ integer input variable, the number of rows of Z

as dimensioneâ in the calling program

START real input variable specifying the Z value for
the first contour to be drawn

STEP real input variable specifying the Z value
increment at which contours are to be drawn

FIN real input variable specifying the maximum Z
value at which a contour is to be drawn.

EXIT

Note: If only one contour is to be drawn, set START to

be the value of that contour anâ set bofch FIN and STEP to

a value slightly larger than START.

(a) If too many data points are supplied to CONTOUR/
i.e. NX*NY > 8400, the message

***MORE THAN 8400 GRID POINTS FOR CONTOUR PLOT,
NX= /NY=
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CONTOUR

CONTOUM

ROUTINES

CALLED

STORAGE
REQUIRED

EXAMPLE

is printeâ with traceback and exécution is terminated.

(b) Otherwise/ contours of constant Z are drawn for

Z=START+N*STEP for N==0,1/2..... If a contour value

is equal to a surface value at a border grid point/

the routine may not be able to âraw that contour.

In this case the message

***THE CONTOUR VALUE IS EQUAL TO Z ( , ) .

THAT CONTOUR MAY BE MISSED.

is printed with traceback anâ exécution continues.

Contours of value Z=START+N*STEP are atterapted for all

values of N such that Z<EIN. Control is then returned

to the calling routine.

PLOT, PLOTM anâ ALERPR from AELÏB.

2300.

The following program
defines a 50x20 x-y grid
reads in Z values, one for each g-rid point

sets up the 10 in. x 5 in. plotting f rame, and

plots a contour map of the surface.

ç
e
e

ç
e
e

e
ç
e

10

20

PROGRAM LAND(INPUT,OUTPUT,PLOT)

TEST PROGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE USE 0F CONTOUR

DIMENSION X(50),Y(20),Z(20,50)

INITIAL VALUES FOR CALL TO CONTOUR

DATA_MX,NY,N2/50^20,20,
.STEP^IQ.

START==70 .
FÎN=220.

SET UP X AND Y ARRAYS

DELX=600./49.
DO 10 î=l',50
X(I)=FLOAT(I-1)*DELX

DELY=300./19.
DO 20 I^l',20
Y(I)=FLOAÎ(Î-1)^DELY

NUMBER
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CONTOUR
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e
e
e

e
e
e

e

e

READ IN Z THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY

PQ 30_Ï=1,,2Q
30 RÈAD'3î,Wi/J) ,J=1,50)

MODE l CALL TO PLÛT TO SET UP THE PLÛTTING SURFACE FOR CONTOUR

CALL PLOT(1,10.,5.,0.,600.,0.,300.,0,0)

CALL CONTOUR(X,Y,Z,NX,NY,NZ,START,STEP,FÎN)

31 FORMAT(20F4.0)
END

AUTHOR Translated from Apex by P.C. Barnett DATE

REVISED BY D.G. Stewart and L.E. Evans DATE

November 1969

March 1978
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TITLE

ENTRY

ADDITIONAL
ENTRY INFO

Printer Plot Routine

CALL PROT(NV,NI,NT,X,Y,W,Z)

NV

NI

NT

Y,W,Z

infceger input variable/ the number of dépendent

variables to be plotted on a single set of axes
(up to 3) .

integer input variable, the number of points

per curve (up to 100) .

integer input variable/ if NT=1/ data carâs
with tifcles are to be read in. If NT=0/ no

data cards will be read and the titles printed

will be those currently stored in the common

block TITLES/ defined below. Thèse titles
retain âefault values/ set at load time/ unless

they are changea by reading of titles on a
previous call to PROT or by assignment of
values in the calling program.

real input array of length > NI/ containing the
values of the inâependent variable arrangeâ in
ascenâing order.

real input arrays containing the values of the

dépendent variables. Each array has length >

NI.

Thus the call may have 5, 6 or 7 parameters. For example

CALL PROT(1,25,0/A/B)

CALL PROT(3,50,1,D,E,F,G)

If NT=1, the user must supply three data cards as follows

GARD l Title of the plot in 8A10 format.

GARD 2 Title for the inâependent variable in 10A1 format.

CARD 3 Titles for the dépendent variables in 3A10

format (up to three titles of 10 characters
each) .

Thèse are used for labelling the plot and the axes.
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COMMUN BLOCKS USED

(l) COMMON/TITLES/TITLE(8),XTITLE(10),YTITLE(3)

This common block may be used to pass titles to PROT

where

TITLE(8) confcains the plot title in 8A10 format.

XTITLE(IO) contains 10 characters for fhe independent
variable (i.e. vertical) label with the ith character

left justified in XTITLE(i).

YTITLE(3) contains up to three dépendent variable

labels each in A10 format.

(2) COMMON/PRCNT/IPF,!

This common block may be used to direct the printer
plot to a file other than OUTPUT. IPF is an integer
variable, set by default fco 0 by PROT. If IPF is

set to l by the calling program, the printer plots

are sent to logical unit I, i.e. TAPEI, instead of to
OUTPUT.

ROUTÏNES CALLED

PRESET from AELIB.

STORÂGE REQUÏRED

2100,

EXIT The indépendant and dépendent variable values are scaled

and then the curves are plotted. The first curve is plotted
using A's, the second using +1s and the third using A's. If

two or more curves coïncide, : s are plotted for the coincident
points.

The plot title and symbol key are printed along with dépendent

variable (l.e. horizontal) axis labels above the plot and

independent variable (l.e. vertical) axis labels are printed
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to the left of the plot. Control is returned to the

calling program after the plot has been generated. No
error checking is performed.

SPEED The speed dépends on the number of dépendent variables and
the number of points to be plotted. For two dépendent vari-

ables, 50 points each, the time is approximately 50 ms
(170 Model 175, October 1978).

AUTHOR

REVISED BY

S.L. Likeness

D.G. Stewart

DATE June 1971

DATE September 1978
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TITLE

INTROÛUCTIOîI

ENTRY

EXIT

AUTHOR

Position Flotter Fen on Graph Paper

To plot on graph paper (or any other spécial îorm) the
operators must be able to set the plofcter pen to the
correct initial position on fhe paper and to check it

before proceeding with the plofc. If SPLOT is called
before the first PLOT/PLOTM mode l call, such set up is

possible.

A call to SPLOT causes the job name to be plotted, then

the plotter waifcs until a 3300 console reply is given.
The operator will respond when the pen has been posi-

tioned properly. A draftsman s L is plotted for cliecking
before the first f rame is plotted. (If multiple copies

of a plot are to be produced, the above procédure is
repeated for each copy.)

For more information about the use of spécial plotting

forms, see the informai document, Spécial Computer Output,
available from the Mathematics and Computation Brancli
Office.

CÂLL SPLOT

Control is returned to the calling routine.

J.F. Steljes DATE April 1972
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TITLE

PLOTCI
PLOTI

Define plotting surface anâ initialize parameters for

Calcomp plotting routines. This routine must be the
fxrst Calcomp routine calleâ by a user's prograra.

INTRODUCTION The original name for this routine was PLOTI/ anâ this

entry point is being retained to allow existing programs

to run.

PLOTCî is now the recommended entry point which was
introduced to take advantage of new features in the basic

graphics subroutines which support the Calcomp routines.
Users replacing their existing calls to PLOTI with calls
of PLOTCI will notice a shift in the origin of their
plots by two inches to the left anâ half an inch âown.

If the Calcomp routines are being used by an overlay

program, PLOTCI should réside in the (0,0) overlay to
ensure that the common blocks it uses are initialized

only once.

ENTRY CALL PLOTCI(XL,YL)

CALL PLOTI(XL,YL)

where arguments are defined as follows:

XL real, input variable specifying the length in inches
of plotting surface required where .005 < XL < 163.0.

The plotting surface, i.e. paper received/ will be

this long regardless of the size of the actual plot
produced.

YL real/ input variable specifying the width in inches
of surface required where .005 < YL < 28.675.

If YL is less than or equal to 10.675, the plot will
be produced on narrow paper. If greater than 10.675,

it will automatically be produceâ on wiâe paper.

ROUTINES

CALLED PLOTC from AELIB.

COMMUN BLOCKS

USED
CALCUR/ CALCNT, CALBUF
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PLOTCI
PLOTI

EXITS Normal Exit:

A new plottxng f rame is initializeâ via a call to PLOT
with MODE=10. (For PLOTI, a MODE=1 call is made.) In

addition/ the current pen position and plotting origin
are set to (O./O.), and the plotting factor is set to l
before control is returned to the calling routine.

Error Exit:

If either XL or YL is outsiâe the alloweâ range or

illégal (i.e. indefinxte or infinite) the job is ter'
minateâ by PLOT after an error message has been issued.

EXAMPLE See program example in writeup of the AELIB routine PLT
or LINE for an illustration of the use of PLOTCI.

AUTHOR

REVISED

L.E. Evans

G.N. Williams

DATE November 1975

March 1980
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FACTOR

TÎTLE

ENTRY

Calcomp routine to set the plotting factor; i.e. the
ratio of the desired plot size to the normal plot size,

for Calcomp plotting routines.

CALL FACTOR(FACT)

FACT real input variable specifying the plotting factor
required. Subsequent plotting from Calcomp routines

up to the next PLOTCI or FACTOR cail is to be pro-
duced at FACT times the normal plotting size. It
should be noted that:

(a) The allowable size of plotting surface is not
affecteâ by this call so it is up to the user

to ensure that the scaleâ plot will fit in the

plotting surface defined.

(b) The scaling of the plot may not be exact for

characters or spécial symbols because only a

discrète range of sizes is alloweâ, as speci-

fied in the writeup of PLOT.

COMMUN BLOCKS

USED
CALCUR, CALCNT, CALBUF

EXIT The plotting factor is set to the value passeâ in FACT
and control is returned to the calling routine.

EXAMPLE Assuming that the PLOTCI anâ FACTOR calls shown are the
only calls ta thèse routines in the séquence below, then

all plotting from Calcomp routines between statements 5

and 10 will be at the normal size/ plotting between
stateraents 10 anâ 20 will be at half size, and plotting
after statement 20 will be at two and one half times
normal size.
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XM=5.

YM==5.

5 CALL PLOTCI(XM,YM)

FACT=.5
10 CALL FACTOR(FACT)

FACT=2.5
20 CALL FACTOR(FACT)

AUTHOR L.E. Evans DATE January 1976
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TITLE Calcomp/routine to retrieve (a) the current factor and

(b) the current pen coordinates.

ENTRY CALL WHERE(RX,RY,RFACT)

RX,RY real output variables returning the pen co-
ordinates set by the previous Calcomp call

which changea the pen position.

(a) If preceded by a call to PLT or to SYMBOL
using spécial symbols, then (RX,RY) are the co-

ordinates of the last point or symbol refer-
enced.

(b) If preceded by a call to NUMBER or to
SYMBOL using characters, then (RX,RY) are the
coordinates of the lower left-hand corner of

the nexfc character following those plotted.

Note that LÏNE ends with a PLT or spécial
SYMBOL call at the end of the line being plot-
ted aud MIS ends with a NUMBER call labelling
the last tick.

RFACT real output variable to return the current

value of the plotting factor.

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED CALCUR, CALCNT

EXIT After calculating the coordinates (RX,RY) from the

current pen position and retrieving FACT, control is
returned to the calling routxne.

EXAMPLE Tîie use of the routine WHERE is illusfcrated in the

program example provided for the routine LINE.

AUTHOR L.E. Evans DATE January 1976.
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TITLE Calcomp /routine to control pen position and plotting

origin and to draw straight Une segments (our local

version of standard Calcomp routine PLOT).

ENTRY CALL PLT(X,Y,ÎPEîi)

X,Y real input variables specifying the coordinates

of a new pen position. A (real) value of 999.
for either coordinate means that the corres-

ponding coordinate of the current pen position
is to be used.

IPEN integer input control variable defined as

follows:

If IPEN < 0, redefine the origin to be at the

new pen position.

If |IPEN[ = 2, draw a straight line segment
from previous pen position to new pen position.

For 2<jIPEN|<999, move the pen to the new pen
position but do not draw the connecting Une
(usually ÎPEN=±3 is used for this option).

If IPEN = 999, redefine the origin to be at the

new pen position and flush the plotting buffers
This should be the last Calcomp routine called

by a user*s program.

ROUTINES PLOTC froffl AELIB; PLFL, a utility routine, which 1s loaded
CALLED with PLT.

LABELLED COMMUN
BLOCKS USES» CALCUR, CALCNT, CALBUF

EXIT Normal Exit

After updating pen coordinates and performing other

functions specified by IPEN, control is returned to the
calling routine.
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Error Exit

If either X or Y are illégal (i.e. indefinite or in-

finite), the error message

*A*ILLEGAL PEN COORDTNATES ~ JOB TERMINATED

is issued wlth Eraceback and the job is terminated.

PROGRAM
EXAMPLË

This program plots 5 concentric squares, illustratini
ttie use of PLT and FÂCTOR.

PROGRAM SQUARE(INPUT,OUTPUT,PLOT)
REAL X(4),Y(4}
DATA N/0/
DATA X/0.0, 2.0, 2.0, 0.0,
DATA Y/2.0, 2.0, 0.0, 0.0,

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e

INITIALIZE PLOTTING SURFACE

XL=2.0

YL=2.0
CALL PLOTCI(XL,YL)

DELTA^.5
FACT^l.O

PLOT SQUARE

10 DO 50 1-1,4
CALL PLT(X(I),Y(I),2)

50 CONTINUE
N==N+1

IF(N.GE.5) GOTO 900

MOVE ORIGIN AND CHANGE PLOTTZNG FACTOR

CALL PLT(DELTA,DELTA,-3)
FACT=FACT/2
CALL FACTOR(FACT)
GOTO 10

RESET ORIGIN TO (0,0) AND FLUSH BUFFERS
900 X0=0.0

YO^O.O

CALL PLT(XO,YO,999)
STOP
END

NUM8ER
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ÂUTHOR

REVISED

L.E. Evans

L.E. Evans

DATE January 1976

DATE April 1978
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SYMBOL

TITLE Calcomp.routine to plot character text or spécial symbols

ENTRY CALL SYMBOL(X,Y,H,ITEXT,A,ÎÏ)

If N is Non-Negative (Plot Characters)

X,Y

H

ITEXT

real input variables specifying the coordinates
of the lower left-hand corner of the first

character to be plofcted. A (real) value of

999. for either coordinate means that the

corresponding coordinate of the current pen
position is to be used.

real input variable specifying desired unscaled

height in inches of tlie characters to be plot-
ted. The actual size of the characters produced
dépends on whether the angle at which the

characters are plotted is an even or cdd mul-
tiple of 45 . If odd, the character size is /2

times the multiple of .08" closest to HAFACT if
H*FACT lies between .05" and .84", and /2 x

.24" if HAFACT lies outside this range. If

even, the character size is the multiple of
.08*' closest to HAFACT if HAFACT lies between
.05" and .84" and .24" if H*FACT lies outside

this range. (FACT is the plotting factor
described in the introduction to the Calcomp

routines.)

real or integer, input variable or the first
word of an array containing the display code

représentation of characters to be plotted. If
N > 0, this représentation must be left just-

ified. Ïf N = 0, a single right justified
character is assumed.

real input variable specifying desired angle in
degrees from fche fche x-axis, at which char-

acters are to be plotted. The actual plotting
angle is the next highest multiple of 45'

between 0 and 360 . (Négative angles are

converted to their positive équivalents before
being rounded up.)
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SYMBOL

N integer inpufc variable specifylng .the nuraber of
characters to be plotted as follows:

N == 0 means that the right-most character is to
be plotted from display code in ITEXT.

N > 0 means that the N left-most characters are

to be plotted from the display code starting in
ITEXT.

M_^ ±s Negatiye (Plot Spécial Symbols)

X,Y

H,A
ITEXT

real input variables specifying the coordinates

of the starting point of the symbol to be
plotted. A (real) value of 999. for either

coordinate means that the corresponding co-

ordinate o£ the current pen position is to be

used.

real input variables and integer input variable
to be used as follows :

îf A is zéro, ITEXT spécifies a spécial symbol

code from among those used by AELIB routine
PLOT and H is unused.

If A is non-zero, ITEXT spécifies spécial

symbol code from among Calcorap's spécial symbols
and H spécifies fche unscaled height of fche

symbol required. If the symbol requested is
supported by fche ÂELIB routine PLOT, then that
symbol is plotted, in one of two sizes de-
pending on the value of H*FACT. If H*FACT <

.08 , then symbol will be .04" in size and if
H*FACT > .08", then symbol will be .08" in

size. If the symbol requested is not supported
by PLÛT, an AELIB équivalent symbol, as defined

below, is plotted. (FACT is the plotting
facfcor described in the introduction to the

Calcomp routines.)

AELIB équivalent symbols for Calcomp symbol codes
are:
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SYMBOL

Symbol Code:

AELÏB Symbol:

Calcomp Symbol:

N

Ol23456;789

aa A+ XOVN><—
A+XO^XZYX

10 11 12 13

a

integer input variable used as follows: If N

is less than or equal to -2, then a straight
Une segment is drawn from the previous pen

position to the new pen position before the

symbol is plotted. If N is equal to -l, no
line is drawn.

ROUTINES PLOTC and PLT from AELIB; PLFL is a utility routine
CALLED loaded with SYMBOL.

COMMUN BLOCKS CALBUF, CALCUR, CALCtiT
USED

EXITS Normal Exit

After drawing character strings or spécial symbols and
storing new pen position, control is returned to the
calling routine.

Error Exit

If either X or Y are illégal (i.e. indefinite or in-

finite) the error message

*AAILLEGAL PEN COORDINATES - JOB TERMINATED

is issued with traceback and tlïe job is terminated.

EXAMPLE The use of the routine SYMBOL is illustrated in fche

program example provided for the routine LINE.

AUTHOR L.E. Evans DATE January 1976
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NUMBER

TITLE Calcomp/routine to plat floating point numbers to desired

accuracy in exther F or l type FORTRAN formats.

ENTRY CALL NUMBER(X,Y,H,FPN,A,N)

X,Y real input variables specifying the coordinates of

tlie lower left-hand corner of the first character of

the formatted output to be plotted. A (real) value
of 999. for either coordinate means that the corres-
ponding coordinate of the current pen position is to

be used.

H real input variable specifying desired unscaled
heiglit, in inches of the formatted output to be

plotted. The actual height of the characters pro-

duced is the same as that defined for character
plotting from the routine SYMBOL (See SYMBOL writeup
for détails).

FPN real input variable specifying the floating point
number to be converted and plotted.

A real input variable specifying the angle, in degrees
from the x-axis,at which formatted output is to be
plotted. The actual plotting angle is the same as
tlïat defined for characfcer plotting from the routine
SYMBOL (See SYMBOL writeup for détails).

N integer input variable defining tlie accuracy and the

type of format to be used for output of FPN.

If N > 0, then an F-type format is to be used with N
décimal digits to the right of the décimal point.

If N < 0, then an I-type format is to be used to

output fche integer obtained by rounding FPN to the

nearest integer and then truncating the -(N+1)

rightmost digits.

ïf N < -9, then N = -9 is assumed.

If N > 9, then N = 9 is assumed.
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NUMBER

ROUTINES PLOTC from AELIB; PLFL 1s a utility routine which is
CALLED loaded with NUMBER.

COMMUN BLOCKS CALBUF, CALCUR, CALCNÎ
USED

EXITS Normal Exit

After plotting the floating point number to desired
accuracy and storing new pen position, control is re-

fcurned to the calling roufcine.

Error Exit

If either X or Y are illégal (i.e. indefinite or in-

finite), the error message

A**ILLEGAL PEN COORDINATES - JOB TERMINATED

is issued with traceback and the job is terminated.

EXAMPLE The use of the routine NUMBER is lllustrated in fche

program example provided for the routine LINE.

AUTHOR L.E. Evans DATE January 1976.
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SCALE

TITLE Calcomp routine to calculate from the data in an array, a

starting value and a scaling factor, such that fche data

will fit and be well représentée! on the length of axis
specified. This starting value anâ scaling factor are

required by the Calcomp routines AXIS and LINE.

ENTRY CALL SCALE(X,AX,N/I)

X (NRX)

AX

N

real input array, the data array for which
scaling factors are to be calculated.

NRX > N* + l

real input variable specifying^ in inches, the

length of axis to which data is to be scaleâ.

integer input variable specifying number of
data entries to be examined in X.

integer input variable used as follows:

is the increment at which data values are

selected from X. The values selected will be

X(l)/ X(|Il+l), X(2*il|+l),etc.

If ï is positive, then the starfcing value

approximates the minimum of the data and the
scaling factor is positive.

If l is négative, then the starting value
approximates the maximum of the data and the
scaling factor is négative.

EXIT Error Exit

If SCALE is unable to calculate scaling factors that span

the whole range of data supplied^ the message

***SCALING UNABLE TO SPAN WHOLE RANGE
MIN= MAX= AXIS LEN=

is printed with traceback anâ exécution continues with

the best values that SCALE can provide.
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SCALE

Normdl Exit

The starting value is calculateâ and stored at
X(N*
at X(N*

routine.

+1) and the scaling factor is calculated and stored.

+ 1}. Control is returned to the calling

EXAMPLE The use of the routine SCALE is illustrated in the

program example provideâ for the routine LINE.

AUTHOR L.E. Evans DATE January 1976.
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TÎTLE Calcomp.^routine to draw any length axis at any angle, to
draw and label ticks at one inch intervals and to plot an

axis title.

ENTRY CALL AXIS(X,Y,ITEXT,N,AX,A,FIRSTV,r»ELTAV)

X,Y real xnput variables specifying the coordinates

of the starting point of the axis to be drawn.
A (real) value of 999. for either coordinate

means that the corresponding coordinate of the

current pen position is to be used.

ITE2CT real or integer input variable or the first

word of an array containing the left justified
display code représentation of the desired axis

title. This will be centered and plotted parallel
to the axis in characters .16 high.

N integer input variable used as follows:

Nj spécifies tlie number of characters in the

title and if N is positive, all labelling is
done on the counfcer clockwise side of the axis;
if N is négative, all labelling is done on the
clockwise side of the axls.

AX real input variable specifying the length of
the axis in inches.

A rea.1 input variable specifying the angle, in
degrees from the x-axis, at which the axis is
to be drawn. Note that labelling of the axis
will be doue parallel to the x-axis if the

angle specified is not one of the eight angles
supported by AELIBts PLOT.

FIRSTV real input variable specifying the starting

value for the first tick on fche axis. This may

be calculated by the user or by the roufcine
SCÂLE.
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DELTAV real input variable specifying the number of

data units per inch of axis. This may be

calculated by the user or by the routine SCALE.

ROUTINES
CALLED

PLT, NUMBER, and SYMBOL from AELIB.

COMMUN BLOCKS CALCUR, CALCNT
USED

EXIT After drawing and labelling the axis, control is returned

fco the calling routine.

EXÂMPLE The use of the routine AXIS is illustrated in the program

exaraple provided for the routine LINE.

ÂUTHOR L.E. Evans DATE January 1976.
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TÎTLE Calcomp/routine to draw a scaled line plot through a set

of data points with fche option of plotting spécial symbols

at the data points.

ENTRY CALL LINE(X,Y,îiî,I,LTYP,ÏSYMB)

x

N

LTYP

ISYMB

real input array containing the x-coordinate
data values followed by the two scaling parameters

assumed to have been previously calculated for
the data (see SCALE writeup) .

real input array containing the Y-coordinate

data values followed by the two scaling parameters
assumed to have been previously calculated for
the data (see SCALE writeup).

integer input variable specifying the number of

data points to be plotted from the X and Y
arrays. Note that this does not include the

two scaling parameters.

integer input variable specifying the increment
to be used to retrieve data from the X and Y

arrays, as described for the subroutine SCALE.

integer Input variable specifying the type of
Une plot to be drawn as follows:

(a) ïf LTYP is zéro, then data points are

joined by Une segments, and no spécial symbols
are used.

(b) Otherwise, spécial symbols are plotted at

every jLTYPjth data point and if LTYP < 0,
data points are not joined; if LTYP > 0 data

points are joined by line segments.

integer input variable specifying spécial

symbol to be plotted as follows:

If ISYMB is négative, jISYMBf spécifies a
spécial symbol code from among tliose used by
AELIB's routine PLOT.
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If ISYMB is positive, iîSYMB| spécifies one of
Calcomp s spécial symbols as described for the
subroutine SYMBOL. (Symbol height assumed is

.08".)

ROUTINES
CALLED

PLT and SYMBOL from AELIB.

EXir Normal Exit

Af ter drawing the Une plot, control is refcurned to the

calling routine.

Error Exit

If either X or Y scaling parameters are illégal (i.e.

infinite or indefinifce), the message

A**ILLEGAL SCALING PÂRAMETERS ~ JOB TEKMINATED

is printed with traceback, and the job is terminated.

EXAMPLE This program produces a line plot of test data with x
coordinates increasing and y coordinates decreasing.

Axes and a title are provided as well as a ta.g label on
the curve. The plotted output (reduced to ^ size) is
shown following the listing.

PROGRAM CALC(INPUT, OUTPUT,TAPE1=INPUT,PLOT)
REAL X(102),Y(102)
INTEGER ITX(5},ITY(5)

e
DATA X/1.0,2.0,4.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0,12.0,14.0,15.0,17.0,21.0,

,26.0,27.0,30.0,35.0,37.0,39.0,42.0,45.0,

DATA Y/10.0,9.5,9.2,8.5,8.0,7.7,7.3,6.9,6.4,6.1,5.9,5.8,5.9,6.1,
,6.3,6.7,7.1,7.8,8.2,8.9,

e
1=20

e
C INITIALIZE PLOTTING SURFACE TO 10 IN. BY 10 IN.
e

XL=10.

YL=10.

CALL PLOTCI(XL,YL)
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e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

RELOCATE ORIGIN AT (1.0 , 1.0)

CALL PLT(1.0,1.0,-1)

PLOT TITLE

ITX(1)=10HCALCOMP PL
ITX(2)=10HOT ILLUSTR
ITX(3)==10HATÏON
XP=2.

YP=5.
H=.16

A=0.

N=25
CALL SYMBOL(XP,YP,H,ITX,A,N)

SCALE X-COORDINATES TO 8 IN., X VALUES INCREASING

XAX=8.
INCX=1
CALL SCALE(X,XAX,I,INCX)

SCALE Y-COORDINATES TO 4 IN., Y VALUES DECREASING

YAX=4.

ÎNCY=-1

CALL SCALE(Y,YAX,I,INCY)

PLOT AXES

ITX(1)=10HINDEPENDEN
ITX(2)=10HT VARIABLE
NX=-20

AX=0.
ITY(1)==10HDEPENDENT
ITY(2)=10HVARIABLE
NY=18
AY=90.
XP==0.

YP=0.

CALL AXIS(XP,YP,ÎTX,NX,XAX,AX,X(I+1),X(1+2))
CALL AXIS(XP,YP,ITy,NY,YAX,AY,Y(I+l),Y(I+2))

PLOT LÏNE WITH SMALL X AT EACH POINT
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LINE

e
e
e
e
e
e
e

INC=1
LTYP=1
ÎSYMB="7

CALL LINE(X,Y,Z,ÎNC,LTYP,ISYMB)

TAG LINE WITH LABEL JAN 1975
USING BOTH SYMBOL AND NUMBER CALLS FOR ILLUSTRATION
SYMBOL ALONE WOULD HAVE SUFFÏCED FOR THE TEXT
WiïERE IS USED TO LOCATE THE STARTÏNG POSIYZON 0F
THE LAST SPECIAL SYMBOL

CALL WHERE(XP,YP,FACT)
XP=XP+.2

H=.08
A=0.

N=4

ITX=4HJAN
CALL SYMBOL(XP,YP,H,ITX,A,N)
XP=999.
YP==999.

N^-l
FPN==1975
CALL NUMBER(XP,YPfH,FPN,A,N)

S TOP
END

COLCOMP PLOT ILLUSTRnT!ON

LJ
_i
a
CE

CK
a
:>

u
a
2:
LJ
CL
LJ
a

}G:00 2^:0(1 32:00 -10:80 W.V9
lNDEPENDENT UOR J HBLE

AUTHOR L.E. Evans DATE January 1976
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1.0-29 MAGNETIC TAPE DATA STORAGE

2-2-10 DATPAK DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGE

30-39 PAPER TAPE INPUT AND OUTPUT

2-2-30 PTREAD PAPER TAPE READING ROUTINE
2-2-31 PTPUN PAPER TAPE PUNCHING ROUTINE



FREEIN

TITLE Free Format Input Routine

ENTRY CALL FRËEIN(INUNIT, ARRAY,NWD/MODE, NUSSD)

ÎNUNIT integer input variable, the unit number from
which (card) input is to be read. INUNIT must refer

to codeâ file containing records of up to 140

characters.

ARRAY real output array which stores the data being read.

NWD integer input variable specifying the maximum
number of words to be read into ARRAY.

MODE integer input variable, 0 if only one card image

is to be read; l if several card images are to be

reaâ.

NUSED integer oufcput variable, the actual number of

words read into ARRAY.

ADDZTIONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

i) Types of Input

(a) INTEGER NUMBERS: e.g. 5, -991, +22, $-777. Note:
A $ sign before a number indicates an octal number

Integer input data is converted to floating point
format.

(b) FLOATING POINT NUMBERS:
+12.1.

e.g. -11.975, $-567E-07,

(e) ALPHANUMERIC STRINGS: Thèse must start with a

letter. Characters are stored left justified

with biank f 111. After a separator is encountered,
the previous string is placed in the array with

the next character read starting a new word; e.g.

AN EXAMPLE woulâ be assembleâ into two 6600 worâs,

AN in the first and EXAMPLE in the second, both
left justified blank filled.

(d) COMMENTS: A whole card image can be stored in the

next eight words of ARRAY if an * is puncîied in
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FREEIN

card column l. The * will be replaced by a
blank. A comment encloseâ in parenthèses is
ignored and will not be stored in ARRAY; e.g.
(THIS COMMENT (l) WILL BE IGNORED).

Note: Double précision anâ complex numbers are not

alloweâ.

ii) Termination of Field

Fields are terminated by any of the foilowing:

Blank ( )
Equals sign (=5

Comma (, )
Slash (/)
or at the end of a card.

iii) Termination of Input

Input is terminated under the following conditions:

(a) On encountering a slash (/) in the input string.
(b) When NWD worâs have been read.

(e) When an end of file is read on the input unit.
If NUSED == -l, no data was transferred, only an

EOF was read.

(à) When MODE = 0, only one carâ image is read.

EXIT Data is stored sequentially in AREÎAY with NUSED containing

the number of input data words stored. Diagnostics may

be reported during processing as follows:

(l) The maximum size of ARRAY is reached. A message

stating the card number and the colnmn number of the
last item assembled is printed.

(2) A number is too large to be stored in ARRAY. The

position of the number on the carâ input is printed
in an error message, and the number is ignored.

(3) If an end of file is encountered on one call of FREEIN,

the next call will print a message reporting this and
then carry on processing.
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FREEIN

SPEED Typical times:

.163 sec for 705 integer numbers )

.264 sec for 500 floating point numbers ) 6600, November 1972

.047 sec for 100 words of comments )

AUTHOR C.D. Priée DATE November 1972
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DATPAK

TITLE DATPAK - Data Management Package (Version 2)

INTRODUCTION The subroutine DATPAK allows users a means of storing

data and associated comments on a sequential tape file,
in an indexed format. DATPAK allows for easy access and
modification using the generated file and data block

numbers issued during file manipulations.

Any program using DATPAK must liave the file TAPE6, the
default DATPÂK output file, declared on its program card,
or else change thxs unit number with a call to DPUNÎT.

DATPAK makes direct calls to Record Manager. No refer-
ences to DATPAK data files are allowed on the PROGRAM

card. DATPAK créâtes SI (System Internai) blocked binary

tapes with WI-type records.

ENTRIES There are 13 possible entries to DATPAK. Thèse are des-

cribed following the list of formai parameters used by
more than one call.

FORMAL PÂRAMETERS

TOT

LCOMS

integer input variable, the logical unit number
o£ DATPAK tape. If the logical file name used

on the control card request for the DATPAK tape

ls :

i) TAPES, then IOT-5LTAPE3 or IOT=3
il) DATA, then ÎOT=4LDATA.

integer input or output variable, the number of
words of comments to be retrieved or added, set
to 0 if unknown for DPREAD.

LAB integer input or output array containing coînments

LDAT integer input or output variable, the number of
words of data to be added or retrieved, set to
0 if unknown for DPREAD.
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DATPAK

DAT real or integer input or output array con-

taining data.

NF integer file number, returneâ from DPADD, file
to be read for DPREAD.

NDB integer data block number/ returneâ from DPADD^

data block to be reaâ for DPREAD.

MODE integer input variable:

for DPREAD if O/ NF, NDB returned.
if l, next data block returned from

current position.

for DPADD if O/ message issued to output unit
after data block added.

if ly expanded output format;

- messages issued before and

after data block is addeâ.

- conunents and tape footage

also listed.

IVAL integer output variable; in DPREAD it is a flag
inâicating the reason for termination of reaâ

(see DPREAD).

IQUICK integer input variable;
if O/ forces a DATPAK end of information record

to be written after every DPADD.

if l, forces quick add mode which suspends
writing an EOI after each DPADD (less
safe in case of program fault or System

crash).

CALLING SEQUENCES

(l) Initiate DATPAK Tape

CALL DPLABEL(IOT,LCOMS/LAB)

Every DATPAK tape must be initialized by a call to
DPLABEL. LCOMS worâs from the user's array LAB are

written onto logical unit IOT.
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DATPAK

(2) Addition of Data

CALL DPADD(XOT, LCOMS,LAB,LDAT ,DAT,NF, NDB,MODE,IQUICK)

LCOMS worâs from the user's array LAB, and LDAT words
from the user's array DAT, are written at the current

end of information onto logical unit IOT. DATPAK will

return the file and data blocîc numbers in NF and NDB.
If MODE is set to l, expandeâ output will be issued;

otherwise with MODE set to 0, the user is informed after
each successful add. If IgUICK is set to l, the quicîî;
mode for addition is chosen, otherwise with IQUJCK set
to 0, a DATPAK end of information record is written

after every DPADD. This will always ensure that a

DATPAK tape is properly terminated.

(3) File Number Increment

CALL DPFILE(ÎOT)

This will cause a file mark to be written at the cur-

rent enâ of information onto logical unit IOT, anâ
increment fche file counter by one.

(4) Read a Data Block

CALL DPREAD(IOT,LCOMS,IAB/LDAT,DAT,NF,NDB,MODE/IVAL)

If MODE is set to 0, then file NF data block NDB will

be reaâ from the DATPAK tape on logical unit IOT.

DATPAK will return the comments retrieved into the

user array LAB and the data into user array DAT, with
LCOMS anâ LDAT containing the number of words re-
trieveâ in each.

If the number of words of comments (LCOMS) and/or the

number of words of data (LDAT) are set to non-zero
values before the call, then only the first LCOMS or

LDAT words are retrieved from the specified file and

data block. If I<COMS and LDAT are set to zéro, then
all words of comments and data are retrieved.

If MODE is set to l, the next data block from current

position is retrieved.
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IVAL will contain an integer number indicating .the
reason for termination of the read.

0 " read was successful

l - parity error recoverable

2 - parity error unrecoverable

3 - file mark read (MODE=1)
4 ~ data block not found

(5) Read DATPAK Label Record

CALL DPREADL(IOT,LCOMS,IAB)

l'

LCOMS words are stored in the user array LAB, read

from the DATPAK tape on logical unit IOT.

(6) List Contents of DATPAK Tape

CALL DPLIST(IOT)

The entire contents of the DATPAK tape on logical
unit IOT is listed on the DATPAK output file. The

listing wiil include the DATPAK label, each comment
block, and its file and data block index. At comple-

tion the total tape footage count is âisplayed.

(7) Change Default Output Unit

CALL DPUNIT(MUNIT)

The DATPAK output file is changea from TAPE6 to unit
MUNIT by this call.

(8) Change Tape Recording Density

CALL DPDNSTY(IOT,IDENS)

This call will change the default recording density

from 800 bits per inch ta IDENS on unit IOT. This
value is used only to compute the tape footage used

at DATPAK end of information. Only values of 200,
556 and 1600 bits per inch are acceptable for IDENS.

(9) Write End of Information

CALL DPWEOI(IOT)
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DATPAK

The user must call DPWEOI after completing the final
DPADD using the quick adâ mode feature only. This

ensures that the DATPAK tape on logical 'unit IOT has

been properly terminateâ.

(10) Reset End of Information

CALL DPRESET(IOT,NF,NDB)

After an abnormal termination of a DATPAK run^ a

call to DPRESET must be issueâ after the last

successfully written data block, before any other
opération is performed on the DATPAK tape. DPRESET
may also be used to reposition the end-of-information
record^ in order to over-write data no longer needed.

End of information is written after file NF data
block NDB, on logical unit TOT.

(11) Error Recovery

CALL DPEROPT(IOT,IEROPT,ITRIV)

This call allows the user to control error recovery

procédures to be used when tape reading errors are

encountered. IEROPT spécifies the recovery option
and ITRIV spécifies the number of times error re-

covery shall take place before the run is terminated.
Refer to User's Guide for the values and interpréta"

tion of IEROPT.

(12) Buffer Area

CALL DPBUFST(IOT,ÏBUFSZ,FWA)

This call defines a buffer area for the DATPAK data
file (IOT) of size IBUFSZ starting at FWA. Buffer
space is normally assigned to BLANK COMMUN by DATPAK

and this call is necessary only to change this
default.

(13) Access Termination

CALL DPCLOSE(ZOT, IOPTION)

This call allows the user to terminate access to the

DATPAK tape ÎOT. IOPTION inâicates whether the

DATPAK tape is to be unloaded, rewound, or left at

its current position: 1LU, 1LR, 1LN respectively.
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DATPAK

EXIT A normal exit returns control to the calling prograœ.
Error diagnostics are issued when abnormal conditions exist

and certain flags are set, particularly in DPREAD. AU mes-

sages issued by DATPAK are precedeâ by an asterisk(*). The
first call to any DATPAK entry point first checks the
valiâity of the DATPAK tape. The subroutine will issue a

STOP if your tape is not a DATPAK tape.

AUTHOR C.D. Price

Revised by H. Keech

DATE August 1974
May 1978
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PTREAD

TITLE Paper Tape Reaâ Subroutine.

INTRODUCTION The subroutine PTREAD has been provided to process paper

tapes read by the paper tape reaâer attached to the 3300.

This writeup provides information on how to call PTREAD
and should be used in conjunction with the document MCTD-6,
"A Guide to Paper Tape Input on the CDC 6600/CYBER 170", that

provides introductory material on paper tape reading, définitions

of terms used herein, description of paper tape formats and coding,
and a sample FTN program using PTREAD.

Any program which uses PTREAD must have the following

déclaration of the PROGRÎUMI card :

PROGRAM TEST(...,...,ptfile)

where ptfile is PTKEAD unless the user spécifies some
other file name via a MODE6 call.

If a paper tape is submitted with the job deck, then the

170/6600 job card must have PT as one of the parameters.

All arguments except those marked foy an asterisk must be

of type INTEGER. The others can be INTEGER or REAL
within the limitations mentioned in the descriptions.

ENTRIES CALL PTREAD(O)

CALL PTREAD(l/ISC, IEC,ITYPE,IPAR /NBITS,NBLANKS,KODARR)

*
CALL PTREAD(2/FLIST)

CALL PTREAD(3/ NR ,ARR(\Y ,NUM1, NUM2 , IERR)

CALL PTREAD(4,N)

CALL PTREAD(5,IARR,NWD,ISTAT)

CALL PTREAD(6,LFN)
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Each entry with its formai parameters is described below:

l. Dump Input Buffer

CALL PTREAD(MODE)

MODE=0

Turn on switch to dump each buffer as it is read. The next call

turns the switch off.

The data is dumped in words of three octal digits, 30 to a line.

2. Initial Set Up

CALL PTREAD(MODE,ISC ,IEC/ITYPE, IPAR/NBITS.NBIANKS,KODARR)

MODE=1

ISC - octal code indicating the start of a record;

IEC - octal code indicating the end of a record.

The absence of either of thèse codes is indicateâ by a zéro value.

In such instances, the start and end of a record are determined as foi"

lows:

isc=o

IEC^O

ISC^O
IEC=0

ISC=IEC
'0

l TYPE

Start Code

on First

Read

PHYSICAL
START 0F
TAPE

ISC

PHYSICAL
START 0F

TAPE

0 for coded

l for binary

Start Code on

Intermediate
Read

IEC

ISC

NBLANKS
FRAMES

tape ;
tape.

End Code on

Intermediate
Read

IEC

NBLANKS
FRAMES

NBLANKS

FRAMES

End Code on

on Final
Reaâ

IBC

PHYSICAL
END 0F
TAPE

PHYSICAL

END 0F

TAPE
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PTREAD

IPAR 0 if no parity checking is requireâ;
N if parity checking is required, where N spécifies the
channel containing the parity bit, positive for even

parity, négative for odd parity.

NBITS For a coded tape, this spécifies the number of channels

of information to be used when decoding the information.

For a binary tape/ this spécifies the nuinber of channels

containing binary data. The lower consécutive NBITS are
used.

If zéro/ NBITS is set to 6 (âefault).

NBLANKS The minimum number of consécutive blank frames of tape to
be considereâ as start and end codes of a record. Runs

of fewer than NBIANKS consécutive frames are ignored

throughout the tape.

If zéro, NBLANKS is set to 10 (25.4 mm (l in.) of tape).

KODARR The decoding matrix useâ to convert paper tape codes (up
to 8 bits) to 6 bit 6600 display code.

For an ASCII codeâ tape containing only numbers/ the

easiest way to set up KODARR is:

DIMENSION KODARR(8)
DATA KODARR/6*0,3334353637404142B,4344000000000000B/

The détails for setting up this matrix are given in

Appendix l of MCTD-6.

Note: Further calls of Mode l may be made to redefine any of the

parameters. The tape is not repositioned.

3. Formatting Spécification

*
CALL PTREAD(MODE,FLIST)

MODE=2

FLIST is an array containing a formatting spécification. There are

two types of formatting spécifications alloweâ; one for coded tapes
and one for binary tapes :
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PRREAD

(a) Coâed Tapes

The spécification is similar to the FORMAT statements used in

FORTRAN ; e.g.

(3X/I6/1X,A10,4(607,5X))

The fielâ descriptions alloweâ are X, A/ R^ 0^ I, F, E, C (see

below).

nx means that n DATA codes are ta be skipped (NON-DATA codes

are always skipped). Leading blanks are permitted in fielâs read
unâer 0, I, F or E field descriptors.

0, I, E and F field descriptors are consistent with other
FORTRAN conventions. For E and F field descriptors,. the

location of the décimal point or exponent punched on the tape
overriâes the position specified for thèse in the field des-

criptor.

Cm (check character) means that the frame âenoted by m (octal)

must appear on the tape in the position it occupies in the
format statement. Failure to find it indicates an error and

the read stops at this point. The characters following (up to

100 in number) may be obtained by CALL PTREAD(4,2). For
maximum value to be obtaineâ from this feature/ m must not be

one of the DATA codes; i.e. it may be considered a spécial

kinâ of NON-DATA code.

A formatting spécification is most easily generated using a
DATA statement as follows:

DIMENSION FLIST(2)
DATA FLIST/19H(nX/nAm,nIm,nFm,nCm)/

(b) Binary Tapes

The source of paper tapes containing binary information is
often computer-based data-gathering Systems/ anâ the binary

data usually consist of integer numbers dumped directly as
they were stored in core memory. The binary data usually

occupy the lower six bits in successive frames of the eight-

channel paper'tape. Channels seven and eight are generally

used for flag bits which^ for example^ may inâicate the start
of a data word or act as check characters. The orâer in which

the successive frames of binary data must be assembled has to
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4.

be specified since the order in which the data are dumped to

tape is not necessarily the order to be useâ when assembling
the word.

Thus, the main boây of the formatting spécification consists

of pairs of words, the first of which spécifies a mask which

is used to identify a particular f rame of tape. E.g. If a

punch in channels 7 anâ 8 is used to flag the first frame of

binary data, then the mask would be specified as 300B.

The second worâ of the pair spécifies the position of the
NBITS of data in the final computer worâ. The least signif-
icant position will be zéro.

There will be one pair of words for each frame of data on

tape. Blank f rames are ignored unless there are more than

NBLANKS. NBLANKS should be set greater than the number of

blanks likely to be encountered within a word.

Check characters are designateâ by the uncoded values with a
négative sign. A blank cannât be used as a check character.

The octal code 777B signifies the end of the format.

A sample formatting spécification for a binary tape might be

DIMENSION FLIST(IO)
DATA FLIST/300B,1/200B,0,200B,3,200B,2,-1B,777B/

Note: Mode 2 may be called repeatedly with différent formats as requireâ

Data Read

*
CALL PTREAD(MODE,NR / ARRAY ,ÎSTUMl, NUM2 , IERR)

MODE=3

NH =0, next start code signifies the start of the record.

••l, skip to the beginning of a new physical tape. Except

for this option, there will be no recognition of the end
of one tape and the start of a new one except for the

blank f rames intervening.

=-1, next read continues immeâiately after the previous

one without looking for a start code. This is used

mainly with tapes for which ISC and IEC cannot be defined
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=-m, backspace the tape 10(m-1) f rames and read forwarâ from

that point wifchout searching for a start code (where 2 < m < 16}

ARRAY array to store the data. It must be REAL if the format

âescribed in FLIST is E or F, otherwise it must be INTEGER.

NUM1 number of data worâs to be reaâ. If NUM1=0, reading con-

tinues until an IEC is encountered. NUM1 is usually set

to the size of ARRAY.

NUM2

IERR

Décimal

Value

l

number of words actually reaâ. This variable is returned

by the subroutine.

error indicator word. A bit is set in this word for any

of the folXowing errors:

Oc ta l

Value

l

Bit Coded Tape Error

0 Too few digits in data
word or invalid char-

acters encountered in

data word.

Binary Tape Error

Incorrect mask.

Check characters âo not

match.

Incorrect check character

4 2 Parity error.

10 3 End of one tape (not

the enâ of all tapes)

has been reacheâ.

Unassigned.

Same as for coâed tape .

16 20 Physical end of all tapes
has been reacheâ. Note

that bit 4 entails also
bit 3.

Same as for coded tape.

32 40 Attempt to call PTREAD

after physical end of
tapes has been reacheâ.

Same as for coâed tape.

The user shoulâ check IERR after every read. Note that several error bits

may be set simultaneously; the corresponding values are sums of the

individual values.

If bit 0 or l is set/ an indefinite quantity is sfcored in ARIÎAY.
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PTREAD

The first ten words for coded tapes or the first 20 worâs for binary

tapes containing errors are saved in an array which may be dumped with

a PTREAD(4,1) call.

5. Diagnostic Dump

CALL PTREAD(MODE,N)

MODE=4

N Spécifies the type of dump.

N=1 Codeâ Tape

Dumps words in error. , The number of characters is defined by

the format statement (e.g. 16) or by the occurrence of a NON-

DATA code or a run of blank frames/ representeâ by tt. Thus the

following worâs are erroneous in an 16 format:

12E456 789#

the first because it contains an invalid character; the second

because there are too few digits. The corresponâing words in

the output array are set to indefinite. If parity is being
checked. and an error is encountered/ the parity bit is reversed,

the frame is decoded and the result put in the output array.

This assumes that the parity bit is in error (not necessarily
the case). The error worâ contains the same as the output

word with arrow(s) marking the wrong parity character (s).

12^45^

Up to ten error worâs are accepted.

Binary Tape

Each error sets the output word to indefinite. The error

words (maximum 20) are made up as follows:

Octal digits 6-19 contain the output accumulated before the
error was encountered.

Digit 4 contains the frame number which is in error.

Digits 0-2 contain tbe octal représentation of the erroneous

f rame.
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6.

Digits 3 and 5 are zéro.

N=2 For Use With Coded Tape Only

Dumps the âecoâed tape for 100 characters on each side of the

présent position. The last character examined by the program

appears at the extrême right of the top line. NON-DATA characters

are represented by #. The dump does not cross over the division

between physical tapes.

Raw Data Read

CALL PTREAD(MODE,IARR/NWD/ISTAT)

MODE=5

This mode is incompatible with any other mode.

ÎARR integer array (length > 64} into which the raw data is

transferred. Five 12-bit bytes are packed in each 6600
word.

NWD number of words of information sfcored in IARR. It is

returned by the subroutine. NWD=:64 except for the last

buffer of each tape when it may be less.

ÎSTAT -l normal terminal;

0 end of a physical tape;
+1 enâ of all tapes.

The data are packed five f rames to a 6600 worâ, each f rame occu-

pying the lower eight bits of each 12-bit byte. Blank frames are

compressed up to 377^ (255,^) in number, with bit 8 set. This is
équivalent to adâing"400^ Sô the number of blank frames.

The number of blank frames preceding the first data frame varies
since fche operators may not load the tape at the same place each

time, so for the sake of uniformity, the first byte of the firsfc
tape is always 710^, corresponâing to 310^ (=200., „) blank frâme s.

Blank frames are ignored on each new tape~after -Ehe first. The

number of blank frames at the end of each physical tape is left as
read.

Each physical tape consitutes a system-logical-recorâ. An enâ-of-

file follows the last record. ISTAT is returned by the subroutine
and shoulâ be checked by the user after every Mode 5 call.

Only Modes 0 or 6 may be used with Mode 5.

NUMBER

2-2-30 AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.

D

DATE
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A detailed description of the structure of a paper tape input file

is given in Appendix II of MCTD-6.

7. Change File Name ' PTREADt to Name Supplieâ by User

CALL PTREAD(MODE,LFN)

MODE=6

LFN = integer variable containing the user-supplied file name, left

justified with zéro fill; e.g.

DATA LPN/5LTAPE1/

EXIT A normal exit returns control to the calling routine. Errors
in the data puncheâ on the tape or ofcher non-fatal errors are

flaggeâ as described above and the job continues. Fafcal errors^
however, cause a diagnostic message to be issued to the output

file and the job to be terrainated. Diagnostics issued by

PTREAD are of the form:

(Error Message)
AELIB ERROR, REPORTED AS TRACEB ERROR NUMBER 52, FORCES JOB

TERMINATION.
ERHOR NUMBER 52 DETECTED BY TRACEB AT LINE XXX CALLED FROM COMP

AT LINE yyy

The possible error messages, and the PTKEAD mode(s) frora which

they may arise are as follows:

Error Messages

EMPTY PAPER TAPE FILE

ILLEGAL NUMBER OF PART^METERS
INVALID CHARACTER(S) IN FORMAT STATEMENT
MODE NOT 0 TO 6
CALL 0F MODE3 WITHOUT PREVÏOUS CALL 0F

MODE l OR 2
FIFTH ATTEMPT TO CALL PTREAD AFTER

ENCOUNTERÏNG EOF

PTREAD

3.'

0,:
3

.5

.1/2,

>6 or
3

MODE

3,4,5

<0

3,5

AUTHOR

REVISED

G.N. Williams
J.F. Sfceljes

G.N. WilUams

J.F. Steljes

J.F. Steljes

DATE March 1973

DATE .November 1975

DATE August 1982

REV<
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PTPUN

TITLE Punch Paper Tape from a FORTRAN Program.

ENTRY CALL< PTPUN(IUN,IDATA/NWD, MODE,FORMAT,ICONV)

(PTPUN(IUN,IDATA,NWD,MODE)

IUN integer input variable, the logical unit number

of the file that is to be used as a punch paper
tape file.

IDATA integer input array containing the data that is

to be punched onto the paper tape.

NWD integer input variable, the number of words to
be transferred from IDATA to the paper tape

file. (Note: This parameter has a slightly
différent meaning when the binary punching
option is used.)

MODE integer input variable containing a character

strxng specifying punching mode: 2RPS if six-
channel mode is required and 2RPT if eight-

channel mode is required. The punching mode is
determined on the first call to PTPUN and

cannot be modifieâ in subsequent calls.

Note: If parameter list is truncated after the

MODE pararaeter, the binary punching option is
used. In this case/ the routine assumes that

the words in IDATA have alreaây been packed

reaây for punching. In eight-channel mode NWD

12-bit bytes are passeâ from the array IDATA ta
the punch file. With six-channel mode, NWD 6-

bit characters are passeâ from the array IDATA
to the punch file.

FORMAT integer or real input array useâ to pass the

format to be used in punching the paper tape.
The format âecoder in the routine can hanâle A,
I, L/ 0^ R and X formats. Repeated format

spécification is not allowed; therefore/

(2(3A1,2X5) must be passed as (3Al/2X,3Al,2X).

ICONV integer array of conversion codes from 6600

âisplay code into the punching codes. This
array is inâexed by the 6600 âisplay code; thus
ICONV(l) should equal the code for A. If
missing from the parameter list/ no conversion
-Fyr^TYl {-\^-\r\r\ r\ i c;r^1 3ir /n»r^/;1cs •î CL v^^ïT^-F/^i^m^irl
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Apart from supplying the correct calling parameters, the
user need âo nothing sise. The routine automatically opens,

fills and closes the punch file.

EXIT A normal exit returns control to the calling program. How-

ever^ should an error be encountered^ a diagnostic message

is entered in the job dayfile and the job is terminated.

AU the following errors cause the program to terminate fol-
lowing the issuing of the appropriate message in the job

dayfile.

(a) PTPUN - INCORRECT CALL - error in the formai parameters.

(b) PTPUN - BUFFER NOT FOUND - file named in IUN is not
found.

(e} PTPUN - BUFFER TOO SMALL - buffer reserveâ for the punch

file is less than 1042B in length.

(d) PTPUN - ILLEGAL FORMAT PARAMETER TYPE - illégal format
ietter is encountereâ.

(e) PTPUN - ILLEGAL FORMAT DEFINITION - described FORMAT

confcains illégal bracîcets.

SPEED Dépends on the amount of data in each call anâ the complexity
or tns© î.^'rsïis.t,

^JÏHOR ^^fiS..t.fJ-î.'SW L<-"^;rab^i-c j,9 7^

^EV
l AECL FT^I LJBaARÏ

9,â TE

O^W, j S^-pt, ,IS'?K ;"mpy%

J PAO €



2- 3 TÂBULAR DATA MANÏPULÂTION

00-09 LOCATING ENTRIES IN ORDERED TABLES

2-3-01 LOCRL LOCINT
TABLE LOOK-UP FUNCTION

10-19 SORTING NUMERICAL ARRAYS IN ORDER

2-3-10 SORTAG DESORT
SORTING DATA WITH TAG .

2-3-11 ORDERF ORDERB
SORTING DATA WITH TAG ÂRRAY + ERROR FLAG

30-39 INIÎIALIZING MEMORY TO DESIRED BIT PATTERNS

2-3-30 PRESET INITIALI2E TO USER-DEFINED PATTERN
2-3-31 RESET RESET CORE TO LOADER PATTERN
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2-3 TABULAR DATA MANIPULATION

Searching anâ Sorting

The AELIB function LOCRL and subroutines SORTAG and ORDEKF (with addi-
tional entries LOCINT, DESORT and ORDERB respectively) provide basic

searching and sorting capabilities. LOCRL does table look-up by com-
paring the value to be located with the sorteâ table entries in the

order first to last or last to first. While this algorithm is adéquate
for âoing occasional searches/ applications with extensive searching
requirements could warrant a spécial purpose searching routine. For a

discussion of searching techniques, see a général référence such as [l].

SORTAG is a général purpose sorting routine using a tag array to record
the reordering of items. This tag array can be very useful, for example/

if several arrays are to be reordereâ in parailel. The algorithm used

in SORTAG is a version of QUICKSORTÊ2]. The two IMSL routines VSORT anâ
VSORTA use another version of this algorithm. ORDERF/ORDERB is a copy

of SORTAG/DESORT with an extra parameter to return an error flag value
to the calling routine. A study of sorting techniques and testing of

thèse routines has recently been carried out[3]. While QUICKSORT is a
gooâ général purpose algorithm, there may be applications in which a
spécial purpose routine is warranteâ. For both searching and. sorting,

Mathematics anâ Computation Branch will, on request^ help you to select

the best algorithm for your application.

Core Setting anâ Resefcting

The subroutine PRESET was originally written to initialize large arrays
at the beginning of a program. However/ it is currently useâ far too

often and in places where a simple DO loop woulâ be more effiaient.

-CALL PRESET(S,I/P)

with S and P either both integer or both real, is logically équivalent
to

DO 10 J=l, l

S(J)=P
10 CONTINUE

To âefine variables and short arrays, the overhead of entry anâ exit

from PRESET can be significant. Also, if PRESET is called many times in
a job, even a small relative overhead can be costly. So before you use

PRESET, consider seriously using a DO loop instead.

The subroutine RESET is for use with overlay programs. When an absolute

file o£ an overlay program is created^ default NOS/BE core presetting
will first preset all overlays to négative infinites. The oniy area of
core that is not guaranteed to be preset is any part o£ blank common

which is obtained dynamically by calling CHNGSCM. RESET may be called

after CHNGSCM to preset this section of core.
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The pattern used by KËSET is the olâ SCOPE default preset pattern of

indefinites,

i.e. 60000 00000 04004 00000 + ÎJKLMN

where IJKLMN is the octal address of the worâ being set.

Be careful to use the right limits for RESBT. It can overwrite code if

limits are set improperly.

L. E. Evans
July 1979

REFERENCES

[l] D.E. Knuth, The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 3 Sorting anâ
Searching/ Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1973

[2] R.C. Singleton, An Effiaient Algorithm for Sorting wifch Minimal

Storage/ Comm. ACM, 12(3),1969, pp. 185-187

[3] P.A. Christie anâ L.E. Evans, A Review of Computer Sorting Methods,

AECL-6360, in préparation.



LOCRL
LOCINT

TÎTLE

ENTRY

Table Lookup Function

îhere are two entries to this routine

l = LOCïlL(Y,X,N,ÎOPT,IER,TOL)

for table look-up in a real array, and

l = LOCINT(IY.IX,N,IOPT,IER)

for table look-up in an integer array,

where

^ is a real input variable specifying the value

to be located in the table.

x

IY

IX

N

IOPT

is a real input array containing the table of

values to which value of Y is to be corapared.

is an integer input variable specifying the
value to be located in the table.

is an integer input array containing the table

of values to which the value of IY is to be

comparée!.

integer input variable specifying both the
order and number of éléments of X/IX to be

searched. If N is positive, the N éléments
X(l) ... X(N)/IX(1) ... IX(N) are searched in
that order. If N is négative, the -N éléments
X(N) ... X(1)/IX(N) ... IX(1) are searclied in
that order. N equal to zéro is considered an
illégal argument.

integer input variable specifying choice of

option as follows:

l locate first élément in X/IX equal £o

Y/IY. For entry LOCRL, a non-zero value
of TOL means that a table value of Y±TOL

will be accepted as being equal to Y. Note
that if TOL=0, the first élément in X that is

equal to Y will be selected.
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LOCRL
LOCINT

2 locate first élément in X/IX less than or

equal to Y/IY.

3 locate first élément in X/IX greater than

or equal to Y/ÎY.

4 locate first élément in X/IX closest to

Y/IY.

1ER integer output variable used to pass an error

flag value back to the calling routine. 1ER
has value zéro if no errors occurred and may

have a value of l, 2 or 3 under error conditions
specified in Error Exits below.

TOL real Input variable specifying a tolérance for
Y for entry LOCRL when IOPT=1. A tolérance
value of zéro is used if TOL is indefinite or

infinite.

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

AELERCM

EXITS Normal Exit

If no errors occur, the function value is set to the
position in the array of the variable first satisfying

the condition specified by IOPT, 1ER is set to zéro, and

control is refcurned to the calling routine.

Error Exits

(l) If no élément is found in X/IX for IOPT=1, 2 or 3,

1ER is set to l, the funcfcion value is set to zéro
and control is returned to the calling routine.

(2) If more than one élément is found in X/IX closest to

Y/IY for ÏOPT^4, 1ER is set to 2, the function value
is set to the index of the first élément found and

control is returned to the calling routine»

NUMBER

2-3-01
AECL FTN UBRARY

REV.
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LOCINT

TIMING

(3) If'any illégal arguments are encounted, that is if

Y/ÏY or any entries examined of X/IX are infinite or

indefinite, or N is zéro or IOPT is not l, 2, 3 or
4, then the message

***ILLEGÂL ARGUMENT - FUNCTION VALUE SET TO ZERO

is printed, 1ER is set to 3, the function value is

set to zéro and confcrol is returned to the calling

routine.

The maximum time required to search an array of 100

éléments for IOPT a= l, 2 or 3 is approximately 2 ms and

for IOPT = 4 is 3 ms. (6600, February 1976)

EXAKPLES (l) Y-.5
N=10

IOPT=2
J=LOCRL(Y,X,N,IOPT,IER,TOL)

searches 10 éléments of the real array X,
starting at X(l), for a value X less than or

equal to *5.

(2) TOL=.01
Y=6.

N=-20

IOPT=1
J=LOCRL(Y,X,N,IOPT,IER.TOL)

searches 20 éléments of X» in the order X(20)

to X(l), for a value of X equal to 6. ± .01.

(3) IY=30
N-60
IOPT=4
J=ÎLOC ÎNT ( IY, IX, N, IOPT,1ER)

searches 60 éléments of the integer array IX,

starting at IX(1), for the élément closest in
value to 30.

ÂUTHOR D.G. Stewart Date February 1976
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SORTAG
DESORT

TITLE

ENTRÎES

EXIT

SPEED

REFERENCE

Sort D^ta witli Tag Array

There are two entries to fchis routine:

CALL SORTAG(A,I,J,TAG)

sorts in increasing order and

CALL DESOîi,T(A,I,J,TAG)

sorts in decreasing order.

A real or integer array containing éléments to be
sorted. On return from SORTAG(DESORT) the sorted

array replaces the original contents.

I,J integer input variables specifying the sub-array

of A, i.e. A(I), A(I+1), ..., A(J), to be sorted.

TÂG real array whose éléments are permuted along with

the corresponding éléments of A.

A call to SORTAG (or DESORT) returns the éléments of

A in order of increasing (or decreasing) size. The
éléments of TAG are reordered along witli A.

If I>J, control returns to the calling routine.

The speed of SORTAG dépends on tlie number of éléments to

be sorted. The times requlred to sort random arrays are
suramarized below:

Len£th_of A_rray nme to sort (Cyber 170, Oct. 1977)

32
512

8192

.65 ms

3.8 ms

390 ms

R.C. Singleton, An Efficient Algorithm for Sorting with

Minimal Storage, Comm. ACM, 12(3),1969, pp. 185-187

DATE January 1970WRITTEN BY G.J. Johnston

DOCUMENTATION REVISED L.E. Evans DATE April 1978
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TITLE

INTRODUCTION

Sort Data with Tag Array.

This routine sorts a data array and permutes a tag array

in the same way. The ordering is done by integer s.ub-

traction, so if floating point numbers are to-be sorteâ^

they must be in norraalized form.

ORDERF

ORDERB

ENTRIES There are two entries to this routine:

CALL ORDERF(A,I/J,TAG,IER)

sorts in increasing order^ and

CALL ORDERB(A,I/J,TAG,IER)

sorts in decreasing orâer,

A real or integer array containing éléments to be

sorteâ. On return from ORDERF (OJRDERB) the sorted
array replaces the original contents.

I^J inteq-er/ input variables specifying the sub-array of

A, i.e. A(I) , A(I+1) , . . ., A(J) , to be sorted.

TAG real or integer array whose éléments are pennuted

along with the corresponâing éléments of A.

1ER integer output variable used to pass an error flag

value back to the calling routine. 1ER has a value
of zéro if no errors occurred anâ may have a value

of l unâer the error condition specifieâ in Error
Exit below.

ROUTINES
CALLED

TRACEB and ALERPR from AELIB.

EXITS Normal Exit

If no errors occur, the arrays are permuted, 1ER is set

to zéro/ and control is returned to the calling routine

Error Exit

If the array indices l and J are not both greafcer than
zéro, or if I>J, then the message

***ARRAY INDICES l = , J =

T . OT - J

ARE NEGATIVE, ZERO/ OR

AECL FTN LIBRARY
REV.
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ORDERF
ORDERB

is printed along with a traceback, 1ER is set to l, and
control is returned to the calling routine.

TIMING Timing tests on sorteâ, ranâom anâ reverse sorteâ arrays

of varions length (N) were âone on the CYBER 170 Model

175 in 1979 May and are reported below:

N Sorted

32
128
512

2048
8192

l
8

39
189

.356

.68

.22

.8

.0

Time (ms)

Ranâom

3.

17,

85.

392,

.743
35
3

.6

,0

Sorteâ Reverse

.445

2.04
9.70

46.4

212.0

EXAMPLES (lï 1=1
J==10

CALL ORDERF(A,I,J,TAG/IER)

Sorts A(l) througîi A(10) in ascenâing order and
permutes TAG(l) through TAG(IO) along with A.

(2) 1-5
J=25

CALL ORDERB(A,I/J/TAG,IER)

Sorts A(5) through A(25) in âescending order anâ

permutes TAG(5) through TAG(25) along with A.

REFERENCES R.C. Singleton/ An Efficient Algorithm for Sorting with

Minimal Storage, Comm. ACM 12(3), 1969, pp. 185-187.

AUTHOR & REVISION HISTORY

Written by C.J. Johnson/ January 1970 (as SORTAG/DESORT).

Revised anâ name changea to ORDERF/ORDERB by P. Bumbulis,
May 1979, to add an error flag to the argument list anâ
to adâ comments and an error message to the code.
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PRESET

TITLE

ENTRY

Set a Variable or an Array with a User-Defined Pattern

CALL PRESET(S,I.P)

S is a real or integer variable, array élément or array
name indicating the starting address to be preset.

l is a positive integer input variable specifying the
number of éléments to be preset in S.

P is a real or integer input variable confcaining the

pattem to be put in S.

Note that S and P need not be of the same type. If

types are mixed, the preset value is the bit pattern in
P. (See Example 3 below.)

EXIT

TIMING

Normal Exit: Control is returned to the calling routine
with l words starting at the address of S set to the
pattern in P.

Error Exit: If PRESET is called with a. négative value

of I, the message

A^ANUMBER 0F WORDS TO PRESET LE 0 ~ FIRST PARAMETER
RETURNED INDEFINITE

is printed, the first word of S is set indefinite and

control is returned to tïie calling routine.

The time required to preset an array of 100 éléments is
approxiraately 200 ys. (6600, December 1975)

EXAMPLES (l) p=l.
KLOO
CALL PRESET(A,I,P)
presets 100 words starting at the address of A

(or A(l) if A is an array name) with the real
constant l.
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(2) 1=10

CALL PRESET(J,I/K)
presets 10 words starting at the address of J
to the integer constant l.

(3) 1=10
K=2

CALL PRESET(X,Î/K)
The 10 words starting at X will contain the

integer représentation of 2.

AUTHOR D.G. Stewart DATE June 1974

Revised December 1975

NUMBER

2-3-30
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RESET

TITLE Reset Blocks of Core with a Pattern of Indefinites

INTRODUCTION This routine sets each word of the specified block to

the pattern

60000 00000 04004 00000 + ÎJKLMN

where IJKLMN is the octal address of that word.

Any variable within the speclfied block which is not
subsequently defined will cause an error mode 4 abort

if it is used in a floating point opération.

ENTRY

EXIT

EXAMPLES

CALL RESET(A,B,I,J)

A real or integer input variable specifying the first

word of the block

B real or integer input variable specifyiTig tbe last

word of the block or number of words in the block

l integer input control variable:

1=0 spécifies that A is a variable name
1=1 spécifies that A is a numeric address

J integer input confcrol variable:

J=-l spécifies that B is a count

J^O spécifies that B is a variable name
J=l spécifies Ehat B is a numeric address

Contrat is returned to the calling routtne after the

specified block bas been set. No error checking is
done.

CALL RESET(F(ll),13477B,0.1)

resets core from the address of F(11) to the address
13477B.

CALL RESET(X,100,0,-1)

resets 100 words starting at the address of X.
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AUTHOR M.B. Carver

DOCUMENTATION REVISED L.E. Evans

DATE May 1972

DATE April 1978

NUMBER
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2- 4 CHARACTER. ÂND BIT STRING MANIPULATIONS

00-09 BIT STRING TRANSFERS

2-4-00 LBYT BYTE EXTRACTION
2-4-01 SBYT BYTE REPLACEMENT
2-4-02 BITS CHAR

BIT EXTRACTION AND REPLACEMENT

10-19 BIT STRING FACKING AND UNPACKING

2-4-10 PAKUNF PACK OR UNPACK BIT STRINGS

20-29 SHIFTING

2-4-20 SHIFTB SHIFTC
SHIFTING
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2-4 CHARACTER AND BIT STRING MANIPULATIONS

Introduction

FORTRAN contains standard language constructs for processing real,

integer and logical data types/ but it does not contain similar features

for the direct handling of character and bit string data. There are,
however^ spécial tools available to manipulate thèse data types. Thèse
are:

i) Masking Opérations provided within FTN

.AND./.NOT. and .OR.[l]

ii) Intrinsic Functions proviâed with the FTN compiler

AND,OR,XOR,COMPL/SHIFT and MASK[2]

iii) Character and bit manipulation routines provided in this
section of AELIB

- LBYT,SBYT,PAKUNP,(BITS,CHAR,SHIFTB,SHIFTC)

Intrinsic vs External Subroutines

The FTN functions in (ii) as well as statement functions in général[3]
are intrinsic functions. That is, the COMPASS code for the function is
inserteâ âirectly into the user*s prograra at compile time. An external

subprograra, in comparison, is loadeâ separately from the program anâ

control must pass to it and back when called. All AELIB subprograms are
external subprograms.

The choice between intrinsic and external routines should dépend on
speeâ and storage requirements. Intrinsic routines are faster, but

require a separate copy of the code for each use. External routines use

only one copy but have the entry and return time overheaâ.

For a description of some FORTRAN statement functions for character anâ
bit manipulation^ see [4].

Usage Recommendations

i) Character anâ Bit String Transfers

While the use of FORTRAN intrinsic functions or statement functions

would be best from an efficiency stanâpoint, for some applications,
the ease of use of the AELIB routines is probably of greater impor-
tance. LBYT anâ SBYT are recommended for bit string extraction and

replaceraent, respectively^ operating on a single 60-bit word.

PAKUNP is recommended for packing and unpacking a séries of bit
strings.
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BITS anâ CHAR should not be used in new programs as they duplicate
the capabilities of LBYT and SBYT anâ will probably be removed from

the library.

ii) Shifting

The FORTRAN intrinsic function SHIFT shoulâ be useâ in préférence

to AELIB's SiïIFTB or SHIFTC. (This AELIB routine was written

before FORTRAN supplied a shift function. It is now no longer
needed and will be removed from the library at a future révision.)

L.E. Evans

1981 May

REFERENCES

[l] FORTRAN Extended Version 4 Référence Manual, Révision E, Publica-

tion No. 60497800/ Control Data Corporation, 1979, Chapter 2

t2] as [l], chapter 8

[33 as [l], chapter 7

[4] A Comprehensive List of FORTRAN Statement Functions for
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TITLE Extract.'a Byte of any Length from anywhere in a Word

INTRODUCTION This function extracts a byte 1-60 bits long from a

60-bit word and stores this byte right justified in
a 60-bit word with zéro fill on the left.

The bit numbering convention used here is as follows

60 59 2 l

ENTRY

EXÎT

SPEED

EXAMPLE

l - LBYT(K,LENGTH,FROM)

K integer input variable, the right most position
of the byte to be extracted 1<K<60

LENGTH integer input variable, the length of tlie byte
to be extracted !<LEÎïGTH<61-K

FROM integer, logical or real input variable, the
word from which the byte will be taken. This

word is not changed.

ï integer output variable in which the extracted

byte is stored, right justified with zéro fill.

Control is returned to the calling routine following the
byte transfer. No error checking is done.

18 ps (6600, December 1970)

Extract Ehe fourth character from the left of word A

and store it right justified in LL.

LL = LBYT(37,6,A)

A -^

LL->

À

60

B e E F G H l

l

J

+3L

0 0

l

D
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TITLE

INTRODUCTION

Store a Byte of Any Length anywhere in a Word.

This subroutine extracts a byte 1-60 bits long from the

rightmost position of a 60 bit word and uses it to replace
an equal length byte anywhere in another 60 bit word.

The bit numbering convention used is as follows:

60 59 ........... 2.1

ENTRY

Exrr

SPEED

EXAMPLE

CALL SBYT(K,LENGTH,INTO,FROM)

K integer input variable, the rightraost position

of the byte to be replacée!. 1<K<60

LENGTH integer input variable, the length of the byte
to be replaced. 1<LENGTH<61-K

INTO infceger, real or logical output variable, the
word in which the byte will be replaced.

FROM integer, real or logical input variable, the
word from which the byte is to be taken. The

rightmost LENGTH bits are used.

Control is returned to the calling routine following the

byte transfer. No error checking is donc.

22 ps (6600, December 1970)

Store the rig'htmost 6 bits of word A in the fourth

character position from the left of word B.

CALL SBYT(37,6,B,A)

60

A -> 0

60
B ^ A B e

J:
x E F G H

0

l

x

l
l

J

37+
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TITLE

ENTRÎES

Bit and. Character Extraction or Replacement

(this routine should not be used in new programs -
see introduction to this section).

i) CALL BITS (ID,X,N,K,Y)

X,Y

ID,N,K

integer logical or real variables

specifying the words to be used for

extraction or replacement

integer input variables specifying bit
extraction or replacement, using the bit
numbering convention

l 60

(Extraction) If ID^O, N bits of X, starfcing at

bit K and counting to the right are stored

in Y, left justified with zéro fill.
(1<N<60,KK<60)

(Replacement) If ID?tO, the N left fflost bits of Y,

are stored in X starting at bit K and
counting to the righfc. The remaining bits

of X are unchanged. (1<N<60,1<K<60)

ii) CALL CHAR(ID,X,N,K,Y)

X.Y

ID,N,K

integer, logical or real variables specifying
the words to be used for extraction or

replacement

integer input variables specifying character

extraction or replacement using the
character numbering convention:

l 10

(Extraction) If ID=0, N characters of X, starting

at character K and countlng fco the right are
stored in Y, left justified with blank fill.

AECL FTN UBRARY
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l
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EXIT

(Replacement) îf ID^O, the N leftmost characters

of Y are stored in word X, starting at

character K and counting to the right.

The remaining characters of X are unchanged

Control is returned to the calling routine following the

required transfer of bits. Note that end around transfers
will take place if K+N-1 is greater than 60(10) for BITS
(CHAR)

SPEEB 20 ps for BITS, 25 ps for CHAR (6600 March 1969)

AUTHOR W.S. Chapman DATE March 1969

DOCUMENTATION REVISED BY L.E. Evans April 1978
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PAKUNP

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

Pack or Unpaclc Bit Strings of up to 60 Bits in Length

This routine copies consécutive bifc strings from a source

array into consécutive fields in a destination array ignoring
word boundaries.

The starting position i^ (or i^) of a source (or
destination) string refërs to ïhe leftmost bit of the

string.

Starting at bit position 1_ in the first word of the source

array, it copies n bit strïngs of lengtîn A^ fco destination
flelds of length A^ in the destination arrây. Tlie first
destination field starts at bit position 1^ in the first

word of the destination array.

If Si^K,^, the source strings are copied directly into the
destination fields

If Aj>^, the source strings are stored right justified
and zéro fllled to ^, bits

ï^ 9~^<^^f cmly the rightmost ^ bits of the source string
are copied into the destination field.

ENTRY CALL PÂKUNP(SOURCE,LSS,ÎBS,N,DEST,LDF,IBD)

SOURCE real or integer variable or array containing
the source strings

LSS integer input variable, the length in bits of
tlie source strings 1<LSS<60

IBS integer input variable, the bit position, in
the first word of SOURCE, at which the first

source string starts. 0<IBS<59 (The bit

numbering convention is

59 0
FIRST WORD

N integer inpuE variable, the number of bit sfcrings
to be copied.

DEST real or integer output variable or array which

will contain the copied strlngs

AECL FTN L18RARY
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PAKUNP

LDF

IBD

integer inpufc variable the length in bits of a
destination field in whicli a source string will

be stored 1<LDF<60.

integer input variable, the bit position, in
the first word of DEST, at which the first
destination field starts. 0<IBD<59

EXIT The roufcine returns controi to the calling program when
the N source strings have been copied to the destination
fields. Note thafc ttiere is no cliecking of input para-

meters for validifcy.

SPEED 20 to 35 ys per bit string copied (6600, December 1977).
The speed dépends on the number of 6600 words that have

to be accessed, and the number of times bit strings cross
word boundaries.

EXAMPLES l) Unpack ten 6-bit characters from a single word into
a 10 word array, right justified, zéro filled.

CALL PAKUNP(S OURCE ,6,59,10,DEST,60,59)

2) Pack the 10 characters that were unpacked in Example
l, back infco the array SOURCE.

CALL PAKUNP(DEST,60,59,10,SOURCE,6 , 59)

3) Unpack twenty 8-bit fields from the array SOURCE,
starting halfway through the first word of SOURCE,

and store them in 12 bit fields starting with the
right most 12-bit field in the first word of the

destination array DEST.

CALL PAKUNP(SOURCE,8,29,20,DEST,12,11)

4) Extract the lower eight bits from the first ten 12-
bit fields in the array SOURCE starting at the

beginning of the first word, and pack them back into
SOURCE starting at the beginning o£ the first word.

CALL PAKUNP(SOURCE,12,59,10,SOURCE,8,59)

NUM8ER
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PAKUNP

Note that the above opération nsing the same array for
source and destination, is possible because data compres-

sion is taking place.

ÂUTHOR G.N. Williams December 1977
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SHIFTB
SHIFTC

TITLE

ENTRIES

EXIT

SPEED

ÂUTHOR

Character and Bit Shifting by Subroutine Call. (This
routine should not be used in new programs ~ see intro-
duction to this section.)

l) CALL SHIFTB(X,N.Y)

X integer, logical or real input variable

Y integer, logical or real output variable

N infceger input variable, -59<N<59.

If N<0, X is left shifted N bits (end around)
into Y

If N>0, X is right shifted N bits (end off and
sign extended) into Y

ii) CALL SHIFTC(X,N,Y)

X integer, logical or real input variable

Y integer, logical or real output variable

N infceger input variable, -10.<N<10.
If N<0, X is left shifted N characters (end
around) into Y

If N>0, X is right shifted N characters (end
off and blank fill) into Y.

Confcrol is returned to the calling routine after the

required shifting. No error checking is doue.

11 ps for SHIFTB (6600, April 1969)

For N>0, SHÎFTC requires about 19 ys (6600, April 1969)
For N<0, SHIFTC requires about 13 us (6600, April 1969)

W.S. Chapman
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2- 5 SYSTEM FACILITIES

00-09

10-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

DUMP UTILITIES

2-5-00 DMPFET DUMP FIT,FET AND BUFFERS

ERROR RECOVERY

2-5-10 OFLOW TRANSFER CONTROL ON ARITHMETIC ERROR

FILE INFORMATION AND MANIPULATION

2-5-20 RELESE RELEASE A FILE

FIELD LENGTH MANAGEMENT AND ECS ADDRESSING

ROUTE FILE TO AN OUTPUT
FIELD LENGTH MANAGEMENT -STATIC MODE
RETURN CURRENT FIELD LENGTH -STATIC MODE
MEMORY MANAGEMENT (FIXED-LENGTH BLOCKS)
MEMORY MANAGEMENT (EXPANDABLE BLOCKS)
USE ECS ADDRESSES GREATER THAN 2**17
DYNÂMIC ALLOCATION OF ECS

CENTRAL PROCESSOR TIME USED OR LEFT
INPUT/OUTPUT TIME USED OR LEFT
MAINFRÂME IDENTIFICATION ROUTINE
OBTÂÎN CURRENT JOBNAMË
USER ACCOUNTING PARAMETERS

PROGRAM EXECUTION MONITORING

2-5-21
2-5-30
2-5-31
2-5-32
2-5-33
2-5-35
2-5-36

RETURN

2-5-40
2-5-41
2-5-42
2-5-43
2-5-44

ROUTE
CHNGSCM
MEMSCM
CHNGFX
CHNGEX
MOVLUV
CHNGEC

JOB PROCES

XTIME
TIMEIO
MFID
JOBNAME
USERAP

2-5-50 SPYON

MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEM UTILITIES

SPYOFF PRNTSPY
MONIÎOR PROGRAM EXECUTION

2-5-60
2-5-61

AELÎB

2-5-70
2-5-71
2-5-72
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-73
2-5-74
2-5-75
2-5-76
2-5-77

IGETCCL
SETCCL

UTILITIES

ÂELERÎX
AELERR
ÂEFREQ
ALEROF
ALERON
.ALERPR
ALERDM
TRACEB
LIBSTAT
AEISER
SETBAD

FEÏCH CCL REGISTER VALUE
GETCCL
SET VALUE IN CCL REGISTER

ERROR MESSAGE TEXT - OLD
PRINT ERROR MESSAGE WITH TRÂCEBACK - OLD
ERROR MESSAGE PRINTING CONTROL - OLD
DISABLE SELECTED ÂELIB ERROR MESSAGES
RE-ENABLE SELECTED AELÏB ERROR MESSAGES
RETURN PRINT STATUS FOR ERROR MESSAGES
DUMP ERROR MESSAGE STATUS TABLE
ISSUE TRACEBÂCK FOR AELIB ERRORS
MONITOR USAGE 0F LIBRARY ROUTINES
ISSUE ERROR MESSAGE FROM COMPÂSS
SET INDEFINITES FOLLOWÏNG AELIB ERROR



2-5 SYSTEM FACILITIES

All of the routines in this section interact to some degree with the

NOS/BE operating System by

retrieving systera data such as the mainframe identifier
calling System routines for some spécial purpose such as

releasing a file/ or

extenâing current system software such as that for ECS aâdressing.

Because of their dépendance on the operating System, any use of thèse

routines shoulâ be clearly iâentified as a local feature in program
documentation. For some of thèse routines^ simplifieâ versions for use

at other computing centres are available and can be retrieved from the
AELIB source tape using the UPDATE directive *DEFINE EXTERNAL. More
détails in thèse versions are supplieâ in the write-ups for the routines
in which this featurc is supported.

Dump Utiiities

For any file, the routine DMPFET provides a listing of the File Informa-
tion Table (FIT), the File Environment Table (FET) and the file buffer.
Also note that the FTN library contains two routines (PDUMP and DUMP),

to list specified sections of central memory[l].

Error Recovery

The FTN library routine RECOVR allows a user program to recover from
exécution errors by passing control to a user written subroutinef l].

The AELIB routine OFLOW recovers from a moâe error by transferring

control ta a specified label in the user's prograra.

File Information and Manipulation

The AELIB routine RELESE may be used to return or unloaâ files during
the exécution of a user's program. (More generally, extensive mass

storage file utilities and FORTRAN Cyber Record Manager interface

routines are provideâ in the FTN library and are âescribeâ in [l].)

The AELIB subroutine ROUTE provides file routing capabilities from

within a FORTRAN program in the same way as the ROUTE control statement
does.

Fielâ Length Management and ECS Addressxng

Current CRNL support for dynamic fielâ length management is âescribed in
AECL-6782[2]. We recommenâ that all users of dynamic memory management

reaâ this report.

The AELIB routines CHNGSCM and MEMSCM are for use with programs -fchat
have been compiled with FTN(STATIC) . MEMSCM returns the current fielâ

length anâ CHNGSCM changes the fielâ length to a specified value.
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(CHNGSCM anâ MEMSCM are proviâed for compatability with the NOS/BE

operating System at the previous, 434 level and will be removed when all
programs have been converted to the current 499 level.)

CHNGFX, CHNGEX and CHNGEC are more général field length management

routines for fixed-length central memory blocks/ expandable central

memory blocks and ECS (respectively) and are recommended for new pro-

grams.

The routines CHNGFX and CHNGEX use the Coromon Memory Manager (CMM)[4] to

do the actual work of managing field length. There are two versions of
this product, an err-checking or safe version which performs extensive

parameter checking/ and a fast version which does not. Even though

CHNGFX and CHNGEX validate parameters passed to them/ it is aâvisable to

use the safe version while testing a program using thèse two subroutines
To use the safe version, insert the following control statement into the
load séquence (i.e. before the exécute (LGO) control statement:

LÎBLOAD(SYSLIB,CMMSAFE)

(See référence 4, page 2-13).

No action is required to use fche fa-st version since this is the âefault

version.

The routine MOVLUV transfers data to and from ECS résident arrays using
the FTN library MOVLEV while allowing subscripts larger than 2-1 to
be used for thèse arrays.

Return of Job Processing Parameters

The routines XTIME and TIMEIO retrieve central processor and input/output

tiraes respectively. MFID returns the mainframe identification of the

machine on which a job is executing. JOBNAME returns the full seven
character jobname of an executinçr program» USERAP returns accounting

parameters for the job.

Program Exécution Monitoring

SPY is a peripheral processor program which can monitor a program exe-

cuting in the central processor. It uses a sampling technique to gather

data on the amount of time spent executing in différent sections o£ the
code and writes this data on a. disk file calied DOSSIER in a form suit-

able for présentation as a histogram. The subroutines SPYON and SPYOFF
control the exécution of SPY. The central processor program PRNTSPY is

used ta analyze the data and print the resulting histogram.

Access to CCL Registers from FORTRAN Programs

The CDC CYBER Control Language (CCL) provides registers which can be set

and tested using control statements [3]. The routines IGETCCL and
SETCCL allow the CCL registers Ri/ R2, R3, and RlG to îse read and set
from within a FORTRAN program.

Rev. D
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AELIB Utilities

i) Error Message Processing - Old (AELERTX,AELERR,AEFREQ)

Error processing for AELIB routines is discussed in détail in Part

A, Appendix 5. AELERTX is a system text containing the text of
error messages. AELERR issues error messages with traceback from

library routines and shoulâ not be called from a user's program. A

write-up for AELERR is proviâed for internai library use anâ to

explain the associated coâing in library source code. A simplified
version of AELERR that prints error message numbers is also avail-

able as âescribed in the write-up.

AEFKEQ allows the user to control how often messages are printed by

establishinçf a user defineâ printing interval.

ii) Error Message Procesâing - New (ALEROF, ALERON, ALERPR, ALERDM,
TRACEB)

The routines in this group complément the printing of error mes-

sages (using PRINT statements) by providing user control over thèse
messages and providing an automatic traceback report after the
message has been printed.

ALEROF allows the user to âisable all error messages for a par-
ticular routine and in some cases/ spécifie messages for that
routine. ALERON can be used fco turn any or all messages back on.

ALERPR is a logical function used by library routines to test the

status of error messages, that is, whether they are to be printed
or not. ALERDM prints a formatted dump of the status of error
messages under user control to be used for debugging.

. TRACEE is called to print a traceback report following the printing
of an error message.

Since thèse routines are fairly new (introduced in July 1979) the

AELIB subroutines with which they can be used are listed at the end
of the write-up for ALEROF.

iii) Error Message Processing frora COMPASS Subroutines

The subroutine AEISER is provided to allow AELIB subroutines that

have been written in COMPASS to issue messages using FTN output state-
ments and to use the error message control described in (ii) above.

iv) Génération of AELIB Usage Statistics

Almost all AELIB routines have two calls to the routine LIBSTAT as
their first executable stateraents. Thèse calls count the number of

times the AELIB routine is executeâ and maintain this information

in an array in the user*s field length. When the job terminâtes,
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spécial System dayfile messages are issueâ to record the number of
times each routine has been called from that job. Thèse messages

are analyzeâ to produce AELIB usage statistics which are then useâ
to direct library development.

LIBSTAT should not be called from a user's program. ït is for

internai AELIB use and a write-up is provideâ only to explain the
calls in AELIB source code.

Since LÎBSTAT was written to interface directly with our system it

is imperative that copies of AELÏB routines sent to other installa-
fions either have the LIBSTAT calls removed or are accompanied by a

dummy LIBSTAT routine. Also, private copies of AELIB routines run
on our System should have the LIBSTAT calls removed to avoiâ

biasing AELIB usage statistics.

To get source code for a FORTRAN AELIB routine without LIBSTAT calls
run the job specified in Part A, Section 5, adding the one
extra UPDATE correction -

ADEFINE EXTERNAL

v) Setting Output Variable to

Indefinites Following an AELIB Error

The routine SETBAD is provideâ to standardize the setting of output
variables fco inâefinite following an AELIB error for which thèse
variables cannot be assigned a meaningful value. (See Part l,

Appendix 5, for a description of the AELIB Error Processing Phil-

osophy.)

L.E. Evans

1981 May
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DMPFET

TITLE Dump Contents of the File Information Table (FIT), the
yi.le Environment Table (FET) and the Buffer for a Speci-
fied File.

ENTRY

EXIT

CALL DMPFET(ITN)

ITN is either logical unit number of a file (integer)

(e.g. 2 = TAPE2) or file name in display code (e.g.
5HTAPE2).

The FIT is locateâ anâ the contents are printed. If a
buffer is présent, then its contents are printeâ.

Possible error messages are:

**A FILE NAME NOT DECLARED - xxxxxx

The FIT for the file specified on the parameter ITN was

not locateâ. ît probably specified a file that was not
includeâ on the PROGRAM card.

*** ZERO LENGTH BUFFER

The apparent length of the buffer is zéro and, therefore,
it will not be dumpeâ.

*** BUFFER GREATER THAN 2001B

The buffer is too long to âump.

Error messages are followed by a traceback/ then control

is returneâ to the calling program.

ROUTINES

CALLED
IGETFIT/ a utility routine loaâeâ with DMPFET, LIBSTAT,
ALERPR anâ TRACEB from AELIB.

AUTHOR

REVISED

L.E. Evans

C.J. Tanner

DATE May 1974

DATE July 1979
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OFLOW

TITLE

ENTRIES

ROUTINES
CALLED

Return control to a user's program following a mode

error.

i) CALL OFLOW(l), RETURNS(lab)

sets a trap for mode errors

ii) CALL OFLOW

clears a previously set trap

l integer output variable which will be set to

OOOMAAAAAAOOOOOOOOOO^

when a mode error is detected.

M spécifies the number of the mode error.

AAAAAA spécifies the octal program address
where the mode error was detected.

lab a statement label in the user's program/ for

example^ 150 or 2000, to which control will be
transferreâ following the détection of a mode

error.

RECOVR from the System library
RECV.l or RECV.2, utility routines loaded with RECOVR
AEÎSER from AELIB

EXIT After setting or clearing a mode error trap, control is

returned to the calling program.

Once set, a mode error trap remains in force for the

âuration of the job step (i.e. until the next control

carâ is processed) unless OFLOW is calleâ to clear the
trap or 50 mode errors are detected.

For each recovery mode, the dayfile message

MODE ERROR
JOB REPRIEVED

is issued (by RECOVR).

AECL FTN U8RARY
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EXAMPLES

If 50 mode errors have been detected^ the message

OFLOW - MORE THAN 50 MODE ERRORS

is printed/ a traceback to the original OFLOW call is

provided, and the last mode error will be restoreâ to

abort the job.

i) OFLOW call to return control to statement 150,
following a mode error:

CALL OFLOW(I), RETURNS(150)

ii) If statement 150 prints î as

00020042240000000000

This means that an error mode 2 occurreâ at location

4224^.

AUTHOR D. McPherson DATE February 1970

Reviseâ August 1972

REVISED L.D. Hansen anâ D.G. Stewart June 1974

DOCUMENTATION REVISED

L.E. Evans April 1978

REVISED C.J. Tanner July 1979

NUMBER

2-5-10
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NAME
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RELESE

TITLE

ENTRY

Release a File

l = RELESE(LFN/M)

LFN integer input variable specifying the file to be
released. LFN may be either a logical unit number
or a logical file name left justifieâ with zéro
fill. (Examples: 5LTAPE5/ 5)

M integer input control variable.

M=0 or absent causes the file to be returned (i.e.

CLOSE RETURN function on the file)

M^O causes the file to be unloaâeâ
(i.e. CLOSE UNLOAD function on the file)

l integer output variable in which the function value

is stored. It will be 0 if the file was unloaded or
returned successfully anâ -l otherwise.

Note: RELESE must be âeclareâ INTEGER in the calling

program.

EXIT Normal Return

l is set to 0 and a message is issued to the dayfile as

follows:

RELESE ... Ifn

where If n is the name of the file returned/unloadeâ.

Error Messages

If an error is detected a message will be issueâ followed
by a traceback. Control will be returned to the calling

routine with l set to -l. The following error messages

can be issueâ:

*** LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER nn OUT 0F RANGE

occurs when LFN is an integer. Inâicates that LFN < 0

or LFN > 99.

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV.
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*** CANNOT CLOSE A MASS STORAGE FILE

when releasing a mass storage file CLOSMS must be called

before RELESE is called.

*** ERROR IN RETURN - SEE DAYFILE

the âayfile contains a message from the operating System
describing an error that occurred when attempting to

return/unload the file.

ROUTINES CALLED

AEISER from AELIB. IGETFIT (to get FIT address), AEFLFN

(to process file name)/ AECLOS (to close a file) and
AERETR (to return a file) are all utility routines loaâeâ

with RELESE.

EXAMPLE The following program uses TAPES as a scratch file, then

releases it so that it can be used again for something
completely différent.
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PROGRAM XYZ (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPES)
e

INTEGER RELESE
DIMENSION A(10)

C PUT SOME VALUES INTO A.
DO 100 1-1,10
A(Ï) = l

100 CONTINUE

C WRITE A ONTO TAPES A FEW TIMES
DO 110 1=1,100
WRITE (5) A

110 CONTINUE

C CALL A SUBROUTXNE TO DO THE FIRST PART 0F THIS PROGRAM.
C THIS SUBROUTINE WZLL READ THE DATA ON TAPES.

CALL MAINPR

C NOW WE ARE FINISHED THE CURRENT CONTENTS 0F TAPES» CALL
C RELESE TO GET RID 0F THEM.

ï == RELESE(5,0)
IF (I.NE.O) STOP "ERRORS"

C NOW TAPES IS EMPTY. CALL THE SUBROUÏINE TO DO THE SECOND
C PART 0F THIS PROGRAM. IT WILL WRITE SOMETHING ONTO TAPES
C TO BE SAVED FOR LATER.

CALL SECND
WRITE (5,1)

l FORMAT (* END 0F DATA*)
.END

AUTHOR L.D. Hansen

DOCUMENTATION REVISED

L.E. Evans

REVISED C.J. Tanner

DATE

DATE

DATE

July 1974

April 1978

June 1979
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ROUTE

TITLE Route a File to an Output Queue. This subroutine per-

forms the same function as the ROUTE control statement

described in [l].

ENTRY CALL ROUTE(LFN/IER,PARAM1/VALUE1,... /PARAMn,VALUEn)

where

LFN name of file fco be routed; either logical unit

number (integer), or name of file in left-
justified display code (e.g. 5HTAPE5).

1ER error code returneâ.

PARAM optional parameter (see table below). The
parameter name is given in display code, left-

aâjusteâ.

VALUE value of the parameter/ display code/ leffc-
aâjusted when the value is a mnemonic, other-

wise an infceger.

Param Value

DEF =0f release file now (default).
=1, release file at enâ of job.

DC =dc, file disposition. Allowed values on both
NOS/BE and NOS are:

SC evict the file

PR print
PU punch the file

PB punch system binary
SB punch System binary (same as PB)
PB punch 80-column carâs

PL plot on any plotter

IN place file in the input queue

Allowed values on NOS/BE only are:

PM print with spécial instructions
PV punch with spécial instructions
PW wide plot

PX plot with spécial instructions
PY wide plot with spécial instructions
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HN Harris plot, narrow

HW Harris plot, wiâe

HX Harris plot with spécial instructions

HY Harris plot, wide, with spécial
instructions

GR device independent file

Additional values for NOS/BE only that apply
only to files transmitted to keyboard terminais

via the 3300 are:

EC

FID
(NOS/BE
only)

REP

PO transmit in 8-bit mode/ no parity
Pl 3300 edit files
P5 print a file produced in the ASCII mode of

CREATE

P6 transmit in 6-bit binary mode with bit 6 set,

plus parity

P7 transmit in 7"bit mode plus parity

=ec/ external characteristics, used for punch files:

Omifcted
026 or 026
029 or 029
SB
80COL

punch 026 mode
punch 026 mode

punch 029 mode
punch System binary
punch 80-column binary

==fid, file name while the file is in the OUTPUT

queue.

*/ first five characters of the file name are

the sarae as on fche job card. Two unique séquence

numbers différent from the job séquence numbers/

are added in the sixth and seventh positions.

fffff, first five characters of the file name
are fffff. Characters 6 and 7 are the same

séquence characters as in the job name.

*fffff^ équivalent to f f ff f except that two

unique séquence nurabers différent from the job
séquence numbers are added as characters 6 and 7.

==n, number of extra copies to be proâuceâ.

n < 31.
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EXÎT

ST

TID

UN

=st/ destination station id.

=tid, terminai identification^

=un/ user name/number (NOS only) .

If no errors are encountered, 1ER is set to zéro and the

specified routing will be performed after flushing

buffer for file (if.necessary) .

îf an error is encountered/ 1ER will be set non zéro anâ

an error message issued.

Value of
1ER

l

2

7

10

11

12

Error Message

INVALID LFN - DSP

CANT ROUTE NON ALLOCATABLE EQP .

File to be routed cannot be on a medium

such as magnetic tape.

CANT ROUTE PERM FILE
NOS : This error includes trying to route the
primary file.

N0 PERMISSION TO ROUTE THIS FILE

See your site consultant.

NOS: This error could inâicate an outpufc file

limit.

IMMEDIATE ROUTING - N0 FILE - IGNORED

DEF=0 but no file exists.

INVALID DISPOSITION CODE - ROUTÏNG IGNORED

IÎST^ALID FID - ROUTING ÎGNORED

DSP ABORTED BY SYSTEM
Unless there is further explanation in the

dayfile (time limit/ etc.) see your site
consultant.

DSP PARAMETER OUTSIDE FL

Could mean code in ROUTE overwritten.
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17

21

22

DSP COMPLETE BIT ALREADY SET
See your site consultant. .

TID NOT ALPHANUMERIC - ROUTING IGNORED

INVALID LINK TYPE - ROUTING IGNOKED

Could indicate System problem, see site
consultant.

24 FILE WILL BE COPIED TO QUEUE DEVÏCE
(NOS/BE only) Queue files are kept on a separate device.

This file will be copieâ to the correct device

before being put into the requested queue.
See [l] for further détails.

99

101

102

103

104

UNKNOWN ERROR CODE ~ nn

DSP bas returned an error code that was

not expecteâ. See page 7-80 of the NOS/BE
Référence Manual for a table of DSP error codes,

or your site consultant.

REPEAT COUNT nn GREATER THAN 37B

UNKNOWN EXTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS XXX

UNKNOWN PARAMETER XXX

DUPLICATE PARAMETER XXX

Same parameter given more than once.

The appropriate error message and a traceback will be

printed and control returned to the calling routine. No

routing will be âone.

ROUTINES CALLED

- AEFLFN/ IGETFIT, AECLOS from RELESE; DSP - PP program;

and RTINIT - initialize ROUTE; RTSTOR ~ store a parameter;
RTERR - issue error message; RTBLNK - remove trailing blanks/

utility routines loaded with ROUTE.

ALERPR, LIBSTAT and TRACEB from AELIB.
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COMMON BLOCKS

EXAMPLE

RTCOMM internai storage for ROUTE.

(a) CALL ROUTE(OUTPUT,IER/3LDEF/1,2LDC/2LPM)

will set spécial disposition for the output file
when it is released at the end of the job.

Note: When setting DC^PM (print) or PX (plot)

instructions telling the operator how to process the
file must be included with the job.

(b) CALL ROUTE(l ,1ER,2HDC, 2HPR,3HFÎD,5HABCDE)

will route the file TAPEl to the printer (at the
terminal from which this job came). The name of. the

file in the queue and on the page banner will be
ABCDExx where xx are the séquence characters of the

job.

REFERENCE

AUTHOR

[l] NOS/BE Référence Manual, CDC Publication #60493800,
Révision K, 1980, page 4-83, or

NOS Référence Manual, Volume l/ CDC Publication ^60435400^
Révision M/ 1980, page 1-7-34.

C.J. Tanner DATE
REVISED

September 1979
June 1983
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TÎTLE

ENTRY

EXIT

EXAMPLE

ROUTINES

CALLED

CHNGSCM

Fielâ length control for programs running in static mode
(i.e. compiled with FTN(STATÏC,...)). Dynamic membry

management is supporteâ by the AELIB routines CHNGFX/
CHNGEX anâ described in détail in [l], CHNGSCM is

supported only for those programs that have not been
moâifieâ to use CiïNGFX,CHNGEX anâ will be removeâ from

AELIB when no longer required.

CALL CHNGSCM(IFL)

IFL Integer input variable, the desired fielâ
length in words.

Normal Exit: The field length for this job is set to the

value of IFL.

Error Exits: If the value of IFL is found to be illégal

and if an OUTPUT file exists/ the fatal error message

***ILLEGAL FIELD LENGTH = (IFL)B. PARAMETER IS EITHER

NEG, REAL, TOO LARGE OR LESS THAN CHNGSCM MEMORY LOCA-

TÎON.

along with trace information is printeâ. If this value

of IFL is such that honoring the CHNGSCM demand would
result in a field length greater than the limit for the

job/ then the fatal error message

CANT MEM ABOVE JOBCARD CM

is produced in the âayfile.

CALL CHNGSCM(30000B)

changes the fielâ length for this job ta 30000 octal
words.

AELERR from 7ŒLIB.

COMMUN BLOCKS
USED

REFERENCE

AELERCM

[l] Dynamic Allocation of Core on the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3
System/ M.B. Carver, C.J. Tanner, G.L. Klawitter anâ

D.G. Stewart, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited report

AECL-6782, February 1980.
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AUTHOR

REVISED

L.D. Hansen

L.D. Hansen

D.G. Stewart

DATE June 1975

DATE December 1975

December 1979
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TITLE

MEMSCM

Retrieve current job field length for programs running in

static mode (i.e. compiled with FTN(STATIC,...)). Dynamic
memory management is supported by the AELIB routines

CHNGFX, CHNGEX and describeâ in détail in [l]. MEMSCM is
supported only for those programs that have not been

modified to use CHNGFX, CHNGEX and will be removed from
AELÎB when no longer required.

ENTKY î = MEMSCM(DUMMY)

DUMMY any type of variable , not useâ by MEMSCM
but requireâ by FTN to recognize MEMSCM as a

function

l integer output variable in which the fielâ
length is stored on return from MEMSCM.

EXIT Control returns to the calling routine after the current
job field length is storeâ in I.

REFERENCE [l] Dynamic Allocation of Core on the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3
System, M.B. Carver, C.J. Tanner, G.L. Klawitter,

anâ D.G. Stewart/ Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

report AECL-6782, February 1980.

AUTHOR

REVISED

L.D. Hansen

D.G. Stewart

DATE June 1975

DATE December 1979
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CHNGFX

TÎTLE Dynamic Memory Management Routine to Allocate and Release

Fixed Length Storage Blocks.

INTRODUCTION With the installation of the NOS/BE 1.3 Operating System,

and the use of capsules by CRM/ etc., a new dynamic field

length management System was implemented to replace the
previous MEMSCM and CHNGSCM. The routine CHNGFX is part
of this System that is fully âescribed in AECL-6782,

Dynamic Allocation of core on the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3 System^
by M.B. Carver, C.J. Tanner, G.L. Klawitter and D.G. Stewart

ENTRY L^CHNGFX(Z,INC,IFW,ISP,ÎDO)

Z Real, input, blank common array élément used as the

base position for âynamic memory management, usually
the first word in blank common. The user must

déclare Z as an array in blank common in the calling
.routine. If Z is the first worâ in blank cotnmon

COMMUN 2(1} is sufficient.

INC Integer/ input variable specifying the number of
words of new working storage required.

IFW Integer variable used as input as defined in the
table below. If CHNGFX is called to allocate

storage and is successful, IFW will return the

index, in array Z, of the first word of fche new

storage block. The value of IFW is relative to Z
hence the user must use FTN routine LOCF to deter-
mine the address of Z(IFW) .

ÎSP Integer/ output variable specifying the number of
words in the largest block that can be assignée! for
working storage.

IDO ïnteger/ input variable specifying with IFW the
opérations CHNGFX is to perform.

Allocate Storage

ÎDO^O, IFW=0 Allocate a fixed block; i.e. allocate
a block above Highest High Address

(HHA) with an unrestricted lifetime.
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1DO>0, ÎFW=0 Allocate a temporary block; i.e.
allocate a block of stotrage pref-
erably below HHA (although it may
not be). This block must be released

before the next overlay change.

Free Existing Storage and Allocate New Storage

IDO>0, IFW>0 Free fixed or temporary block Z(IFW)
before allocating new storage block.

Free Storage

IDCXO, IFW>0 Free fixeâ or temporary block Z(IFW).

IDO<0, IFW=0 Free all temporary blocks.

Logical variable reporting to the user the success
or failure of CHNGFX.

ROUTINES - CMMALC, CMMFRE, CMMFTB, ICMMGFS, ICMMAGR, CMMFGR Common

CALLED Memory Management (CMM) routines loaded with CHNGFX (see
Appendix 4 for deck location of source code for thèse

modules).

- ALERPR, TRACEB and LIBSTAT from AELIB.

COMMUN
BLOCKS

Z must be âeclared as an array in blank common as des-

cribed above.

EXITS NORMAL EXIT

If CHNGFX is able to allocate anâ/or free the requested

storage blocks, control is returned to the calling
routine with L:=.TRUE. and ISP reporting the new space
available.

ERROR EXITS

(l) If CHNGFX is called to allocate more storage than is
available, i.e. INOïSP, control is returneâ to the

calling program with L=.FALSE. and ISP reporting the
current available space.
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(2) If CHNGFX is called with INC<0, the error message

***INPUT PARAMETER VIOLATION. INC<0 IS INVALID.
INC=

is printeâ with traceback. Control is returned to

the calling routine with L=.FALSE. and ISP reporting
the currently available storage.

(3) An attempt ta loaâ an overlay after one or several
temporary blocks have been acquireâ without freeing
all temporary blocks by calling CHNGFX with ÏDO<0
and IFW^O resulfcs in a FTN - FATAL ERROR 52 and an

appropriate CMM error message. The user's program

is aborteâ in this case and in other cases in which

errors are âetected by CMM.

EXAMPLE

e
ç
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

PROGRAM TCHNGFX(INPUT,OUTPUT)

PURPOSE : TO ACQUIRE A TEMPORARY BLOCK AND THEN RELEASE IT.

ZDO.EQ.O WITH IFW.EQ.O SIGNIFIES THAT THE ACQUIRED_BLOCK IS TO BE A
TEMPORARY BLOCK IE. THE BLOCK MUST BE RELEASED
BEFORE THE NEXT OVERLAY CHANGE.

IDO.EQ.~1 WITH IFW.GE.O SIGNIFIES THAT TEMPORARY BLOCK Z(IFW) IS TO
BE RELEASED.

SINCE THE LOCATION 0F BLOCKS ACQUIRED VIA DYNAMIC ALLOCATION 0F CORE
ÎS NORMALLY DESÎRED TO BE RÈLATÎVÈ TO BLANK COMMUN, THE FIRST WORD
0F THE BLOCK ACQUIRED BY CALLÎNG CHNGFX ÏS RELATIVE TO THE FIRST
WORD IN A BLANK~COMMON BLOCK 2.

COMMUN Z (100)
LOGICAL CHNGFX,TEST

PRINT OUTPUT HEADER.

PRINT 200

****** ACQUIRE A BLOCK 0F LENGTH INC==500, SUBSEQUENT NEW IFW AND
CHËCK THE SUCCESS 0F SAID ACQUISITION.

180

IFW == 0
INC = 500
IDÔ ^ l
IF(CHNGFX(Z,INC,IFW,ISP,IDO)) 190,180

TEST^.FALSE. OUTPUT APPROPRIATE MESSAGE. TERMINATE EXECUTION.

PRINT 220,INC,ISP
STOP
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ç
e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

e
e

190

TEST^.TRUE. OUTPUT APPROPRÏATE MESSAGE. CONTINUE

PRINT 210,INC,IFW,LOCF(Z(IFW)),ISP

FREE TEMPORARY BLOCK PREVIOUSLY ACQUIRED.AA * A A A

IDO - -l
TEST = CHNGFX(Z,INC,IFW,ISP,IDO)

OUTPUT APPROPRIATE MESSAGE AS DICTATED BY THE VALUE 0F TEST

ÏF(TEST) PRINT 230,IFWrISP
IF(.NOT.TEST) PRII

l" ,,///llX» "**********
*^**'i\?71iX," (OUTPUT

CHNGFX TEST
IS EXPRESSED IN OCTAL REPRESENTATION

200 FORMAT
* -A -k A * * *

?,} tf)
210'FORMAT^"0"^lpX,"A_TEMPQRARY BLOCK 0F_LENGTH ",05,"_HAS,BEEN ACQUIR

,EDftf/l5X,":^IRSÎ WORD 0F ACQUIRED BLOCK CRELATÎVE'TO Z (l)) =^ ",06
,15X^'ADDRESS 0F SAÏD FIRST~WORD = ",06,/15X,"AVAILABLÉ ÊPACE kEÎ
,NING = .",06.)

220' FORMAT 1"ô"/.lQX/"*** CHNGFX= . FALSE. N0 BLOCK ACQUIRED. INC^",0
S,," > ÏSP=Ï" ,06

230 FORMAT ("O " , ÎOX, "TEMPORARY BLOCK Z.( " ,06 ,.") _ HAS . BEEN FREED TO CMM",/
,15X,"AVAILÂBLE'SPACE REMAINING_^. ", 06 ,//llX, ************

END 0F TEST A********'*'"
240fFORMATT"0"7ÎOx71ïï*** CHNGFX= .FALSE. N0 BLOCKS FREED.")

STOP
END

********** CHNGFX TEST **********

(OUTPUT IS EXPRESSED IN OCTAL REPRESENTATION}

A TEMPQRARY_BLOÇK OF_LENGTH OQ764 HAS BEEN ACQUIRED
FIRST-.WORD OF___ACQUIRED BLOCK (RËLATÎVË TÔ''z7ÏYY = 001414
ADDRESS QF_SAID FÏRST-WÔRD~= Ô1470Ô'
AVAILABLE SPACE REMAÏNING ^ 3Ô4Ô31

TEMPORARY_BLQCK,2{001414). HAS BEEN FREED TO CMM
AVAILABLE SPACE REMAÏNING ==305017'

********** END 0F TEST **********

REFERENCE Dynamic Allocation of Core on the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3 System,

M.B. Carver, e.J. Tanner, G.L. Klawitter and D.G. Stewart

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited report AECL-6782, February
1980.

AUTHORS M.B. Carver and G.L. Klawitter
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TITLE Dynamic Memory Management Routine to Allocate/ Release,

Shrink and/or Terminate the Variable Status of an Expand-

able Storage Block.

INTRODUCTION

ENTRY

With the installation of the NOS/BE 1.3 Operating System,

and the use of capsules by CRM, etc., a new dynamic field |
length management System was implemented to replace the

previous MEMSCM and CHNGSCM. The routine CHNGEX is part
of this System that is fully described in AECL-6782/

Dynamic Allocation of Core on the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3 System/
by M.B. Carver, C.J. Tanner, G.L. Klawitter and D.G. Stewart

L=CHNGEX(Z,INC, IFW,ISP,IDO)

2 Real, input^ blank-common array élément used as the

base position dynamic memory management/ usually the

first worâ in blank common. The user must déclare Z

as an array in blank common in the calling routine.

If Z is the first word in blank common COMMON Z(l)

is suffiaient.

INC Integer/ input variable specifying the number of
worâs of new working storage required.

IFW Integer input and output variable. In cases (a) and

(b)below, it is useâ as a control variable to specify
the type of allocation to be performed. If this
allocation is successful/ IFW will return the index,

in array Z, of the first word of the new storage

block. (The value of IFW is relative to Z hence the
user must use FTN routine LOCF to détermine the

address of 2(IFW).) In cases (e) and (à) below^ IFW

is useâ as an input variable only to define the
location of the block being altered.

ISP Integer, output variable specifying the number of

words in the largest block that can be assigneâ for
working storage.

IDO Integer, input variable specifying with IFW anâ INC

the operating CHNGEX is to perform.

(a) Allocate an Expandable Block

ÏDO=0, IFW<0, INC>0
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ROUTINES
CALLED

Allocate an expandable block:. Note tha.fc until the
expandable status of this block is terminated by a
further call of CHNGEX defined below/ the sysfcein

cannot assxgn further blocks or load weak externals.

ïherefore, fche expandablfâ status should be terminated
as soo>n as possible*

(b) Free Existing Storagfe and All-ocafce New Storage

ÎDO^O, ÏFW>0/ INOO

Free block 2(IFW) and then allocate an expandable
block.

(e) Free an Allocated Block

IDO<0., Free block Z(IFW)

(à) Dynamically Alter AIlocateâ Block

IUO>Oc 1NC>0

Expand block Z(IFWï by ÏNC. Also, if IDO>1 terminate

expandable status of block. (If îDO^li, leave block.
in eïîpandable status.Ï

IDO>0, HÎC<0

Shrink block z(îFW) by INC. Also if IDO>1, termina te

expandable status of block. (If IDO:==1/ leave block
in expandable status.)

IDO>Ù/ INC--0

Terminale the expandable stat-us of block 2(IFW)>

L Logicai variable reporting to t.he user the success
or failure of CHNGEX.

CMMF.RE, ICMMGFS, ICMMALF, CMMCSE\ CMMSLF, CMMGLF Coimnon
Memory Management (CMM) routines loaded with CHNGEX (see

Appendix 4 for âeck location of source code for fchese
modules).

ALEPRR, TRACEE and LIBSTAÏ from AELIB.



CHNGEX

COMMUN
BLOCKS

2 must be declared as an array in blank common as âes-

cribed above.

EXÏTS NORMAL EXIT

If CHNGEX is able to acquire, expanâ, shirnk anâ/or

termina te the variable status o£ a fixed, expanâable
block, control is returned to the calling routine with

L^.TRUE. anâ ISP reporting the new space available.

ÈRROR EXITS

(l) If CHNGEX is called to allocate or expand a fixed,
expandable block to a size greater than the aval 1-

able storage/ i.e. INC>ISP, control is returned to

the calling program with L=.FALSE. aiïd ISP reporting
the current available space.

(2) If CHNGEX is called with IDO=0 and INC<0/ the error

message

***INPUT PARAMETER VIOLATION. INC<0 IS INVALID,

ÏNC=

is printeâ with traceback. Control is returned fco
the calling routine with L=.FALSE. and ISP reporting
the current available storage.

(3) An attempt to shrink an expandable block below FWA
(first worâ aââress) results in a FTN - FATAL ERROR

52 and an appropriate CMM error message. The user's

program is aborted in this case and in other cases
in which errors are âetected by CMM.
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EXAMPLE

e
ç
e
e
ç
e
e
e
ç
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

e
e
e

ç
e
e
e

e
e
e

e
çç
e

ç
e
e

PROGRAM ÏCHNGEX(I1SJPUT,OUTPUT)

PURPOSE : TO.ACQUIRE AN EXPANDABLE BLQÇK_AND_. THEN EXPAND AND
TÉRMÎ^ÀÏE"'THÈ VÀRÏÀBLË-S'rÂTÙS OF-SAÏD-BLOCK;

IDO^EQ.O WIÏH IFW.LE»0 1NDICATES...THAÏ,.A, NEW IFW_POR_FIXED^ EXPAND-
ÂBLÈ"BLÔCK~2TÎFW} ÎS TÔ BÈ"OBTÀÏNÈÛ.

IDO.GT.l WIÏH INC,GT»0 INDICATES THÂT BLOCK Z(IFW) IS TO BE EXPANDED
BY ÏNC AND THEN FIXED ÏE. ÏHE VARIABLE STATUS
0F BLOCK Z(IFW) IS TO BE TERMINATED.

SINCE ÏHE LOCATION 0F BLOCKS ACQUIRED VIA DYNAMIC ALLOCATION 0F CORE
IS NORMALLY DESIRED TO BE RELATÎVE TO BLANK COMMON, THE FÏRST WORD
0F THE BLOCK ACQUIRED BY CALLING CHNGEX IS RELATIVE TO THE FÎRST
WORD IN A BLANK'"COMMON BLOCK Z»

COMMUN Z(100
LOGICAL CHNGÈXpTEST

PRÏNT OUTPUT HEADER,

PRINT 100
****** ACQUIRE NEW IFW FOR EXPANDABLE BLOCK Z(ÎFW) AND CHECK

THË SUCCESS 0F SAÏD ACQUISITION.

80

90

IFW == 0
INC = 1000
ÏDO ^ 6
IF(CHNGEX(Z,INC,IFW,ISP,ID05) 90,80

TEST^.FÂLSE. OUTPUT APPROPRXATE MESSAGE. TERMINATE EXECUTION.

PRINT 110,INC,ÏSPSTÔP" —"?—f

******
* * A" A * *

TESÏ^iTRUE
ËXPAND BLÔCK 2(IFW) BY INC-1000 AND FIX IT.

IDO ^ 2
TEST ^ CBNGEX(ZpîNC,ÎFW,ISP,IDO)

OUTPUT APPROPRIATE MESSAGE AS DICTATED BY THE VALUE 0F TEST„

IF(TEST) PRINT 120rINÇ,ÏFW,LOCF(2(ÏFW)),ISP
IF{»NOT'.TEST) PRINt 130 , ÎF^î, INC; Î^P

100 FORMAT("l t\10X,"********** CHNGEX TEST
,**********\//11X," (OUTPUT IS EXPRESSED IN OCTAL_ REPRESENTATION) "}

110'FORMAT.("0",1'0^"^A ' CHNGEX^FALSE . _NEW..ÎFWFOR EXPANDABLE BLÔCK
, Z(IFW)',NOt_AVÂILABLE» INCs="î05," -> _ISP=Î\OG)

120'FOÉMAT'('fO",10X,_"AN EXPANDABLE'BLÔCK 0F LENÔTH'" ,05, " ÏïAS BEEN ACQU
ÎRED AND FÏXEDfi,//15Xf "FIRST WORD 0F ACQUÏRED BLOCK (.RELATIVE ÏO Z

FIRST~WORD == ",06,/15X("AVfaILABL
.X,"********** ' " ' END 0F

*p'g3 T ********

130'FORMAT("0"^lQX ^"* * * ^CHNGEX^.FALS E
I,^TNC-'\'oêîiï^
/ÊND^"V' f"^<f

-> ISP==",06)
BLOCK Z(",05,") NOT EXPA.NDED



********** CHNGEX TEST **********

(OUTPUT IS EXPRESSED IN OCTAL REPRESENTATION)

AN EXPANDABLE BLOCK 0F LENGTH 01750 HAS BÈEN ACQUIRED AND FIXED

FIRST WORD 0F ACQUIRED BLOCK {RELATIVE TO 2(1)) ^ 001413
ADDRESS 0F SAID r'IRST WORD =014455
AVAILABLE SPACE REMAINING = 301321

********** END 0F TEST **********

REFERENCE Dynamic Allocation of Core on the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3 System

M.B. Carver^ C.J. Tanner, G.L. Klawitter anâ D.G. Stewart,

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited report AECL-6782^ February
1980.

AUTiïOR M.B. Carver anâ G.L. Klawitter DATE December 1979
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MOVLUV

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

Read or Write ECS Addresses Greater than 2
17

ENTRY

The FORTRAN library routine MOVLEV is used to read and
write Extended Gare Storage (ECS) . The entry to this

routine is

CALL MOVLEV(Â,B,N)

where A is the first word of the information to be moved.

B is the first word in which the data is to be stored.

and N is the number of wordâ to be moved.

However, assuming

A is résident in ECS and B in central memory, then

CALL MOVLEV(A(J),B,N)

.17
will work only if J<2' l (131071 ).

The FORTRAN spécifications dictate that subscripts should
not exceed this number, but while this restriction is
suitable for CM addresses, there is no reason why it
should apply to ECS.

The routine MOVLUV bas been provided to remove fchis

restriction from ECS addresses. The user computes J and

passes it separately to MOVLUV. MOVLUV computes the
address A(J) or B(J) correctly and then calls MOVLEV.
So,

CALL MOVLUV(A,B,N,J) translates to

CALL MOVLEV(A,B(J),N) if B is ECS résident and
to CALL MOVLEV(A(J),B,N) if A is ECS résident.

CALL MOVLUV(A,B,N,J)

A input variable or array élément, the first word of

the information to be moved

B output variable or array élément, the first word
in which the data is to be sfcored
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MOVLUV

N infceger input variable, the number of words to be

moved
J integer input variable, the index ta be applieâ to

the ECS base address, either A or B.

EXIT Control returns to the calling routine after the transfer
is complète.

ROUTÎNES
CALLED

MOVLEV from the FORTRAN library,

AUTHOR M.B. Carver DATE December 1975

DOCUMENTATION
REVISED L.E. Evans April 1978

NUMBER

2-5-35
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CHNGEC

TITLE Routine to Dynamically Allocate Extendeâ Core Storage
(ECS) as Required by the User.

INTRODUCTION With the installation of the NOS/BE 1.3 operating System,

a new âynamic fielâ length management System was imple-

mented. For a full description of dynamic fielâ length
management, see AECL-6782^ Dynamic Allocation of Core on

the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3 System, by M.B. Carver/ C.J. Tanner,

G.L. Klawitter anâ D.G. Stewart. The previous fielâ

length management routines, MEMSCM anâ CHNGSCM»manipu-
lateâ central memory storage only. The routine CHNGEC

has been incluâed in the new System to provide dynamic
allocation of Extended Core Storage (ECS) as well.

ENTRY L^CHNGEC(NECS,IAVL, ISP )

NECS Integer variable used as input to specify the amount
of ECS required and as output to report the amount
of ECS allocateâ. Note that the amount of ECS

allocated is NECS roundeâ to the next highest 1000,
words.

IAVL Integer/ output variable returning total araount of
ECS as specified on the job carâ.

ISP Integer/ output variable specifying the remaining

ECS space available.

L Logical variable reporting to the user the success

(.TRUE.) or failure (.FALSE.) of CHNGEC.

ROUTINES
CALLED

CHNGECS, ICMMGEC and MEMECS Common Memory Management
(CMM) routines loaâed with CHNGEC and ALERPR/ TRACEE and

LIBSTAT from AELIB.

EXITS Normal Exit:

If CHNGEC is able to allocate the requested ECS, control

is returned to fche calling routine with L=.TRUE. anâ NECS
reporting the amount of ECS allocateâ, ÏAVL the total
amount available and ISP the amount remaining.
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CHNGEC

Error Exits:

(a) CHNGEC is called with NECS less than 0, unless
turned off by a call to ALEROF, the error message

***INPUT PARAMETER VIOLATION. NECS NEGATIVE, NECS=

is printed with traceback. Control is returned to

the calling program with L==.FALSE. anâ NECS reporting
the current ECS available.

(b) If NECS is greater than the amount of ECS specified

on the job card, control is returneâ to the calling
routine with LÏ=.FALSE. anâ NECS reporting the cur-

rent ECS available.

EXAMPLE The following program calls CHNGEC to allocate three

blocks of ECS of length 500^, 2000^, 25/000,, respect!vely.
Note that in the first case/ 1000^~words will be allocated

e
ç
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

PROGRAM ECSS(OUTPUT,INPUT)

EXAMPLE PROGRAM TESTÎNG CHNGEC 2-05-36

fcAkltfcfel(<;*fcfcfc*fc*fe>(**,<(-Ak<;fckk*kAfc*kkfckkk*Jl(**A**k*fciltk)l;*fcltjlEk*!lcfc*)tt**.ltfckfc*?î
<t k k

fc **
k k ir

ft ft fc
k k k
k k k
* k *
fc k *
fc * k
k k k
k^Aft*kkkk**Afc*fc*fcfc*kAAfck*ftfcfck*fcAfc**)ltlt*k*fckk*fc)lt*.<ffcl;)l;Afc*fcfckfcfct;fc»rfrtî<tft*ft

* fc fe
ft* ft
k k k
k k k
ï k k
k k k
k fc k
ft fc k
k k h
fc fc A

THREE_REQUESTS_FOR DIFFERENT AMOUNTS 0F ECS
l 500B WÎLL BE ROUNDED TO 1000B AND RÈTURN TRUE
2 2QOÇB WZLL RETURN TRUE
3 25000B GT AMOUNT ON JOB CARD RETURNS FALSE

AUTHOR D.G. STEWART JANUARY 1980

.<t Afc

k ft k
k k k
<v ît k
fc k ft
k ^ k
»î <î *
<t k k
fc * k
ft A ^

."t «C It

k k fc
)c k ft
ff )t k
fc le h
k k <f

k k k
k ^t tt
k fc <;
fc k A

10COMMON/ECS/ECS
LEVEL '3,EC'S
ÏNTEGER'NE(3),NANS(3
LOGICAL CHNGÈC

,SUC(2)

NUMBER

2-5-36
AECL FTN L18RARY
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CHNGEC

e
e
e

e
e

DATA NE/500B,2000B,25000B/
DATA NANS/1000B,2000B,2000B/
DATA ISUCC,SUC/1,2R ,2RUN/
DATA ÏTRUE,IFALSE/5HTRUE ,5HFALSE/

PRINT OUTPUT HEADER

PRINT 100

DO 10 I==l,3
PRINT 110,1
NECS = NE(l)
PRINT 130,NECS
IF(CHNGEC(NECS,ÎAVL,ISP) ) 20,30

20 CONTINUE
PRINT 150,ITRUE,NECS,ÎSP,IAVL
GO TO 40

30 CONTINUE
PRINT 150,IFALSE,NECS,ISP,IAVL

40 CONTINUE

CHECK TO MAKE SURE TEST IS SUCCESSFUL
IF(NANS(I).NE.NECS) ISUCC=2

10 CONTINUE
PRINT 160,SUC(ISUCC)

100 FORMAT("l",10X,"************ CHNGEC TEST 2-05-36
1***********"^//21X,"OUTPUT IS EXPHESSED IN OCTAL REPRESENTATION ")

110 FORMAT(///,10X/"A******************** CASE ",I1," ****************

^****"/y^
130 FORMAT(* ASKING FOR *,06,*B ECS*//)
150 FORMAT(* FUNCTION CHNGEC RETURNS *,A5,* WE NOW HAVE *,06,*B ECS*/,

l* WITH *,06,*B ECS REMAINING 0F A TOTAL ECS *,06,*B AVAÎLABLE*)
160 FORMAT(///,lOX,"*********** CHNGEC TEST WAS ",R2,"SUCCESSFUL *****

-^ * * * * * tl

END
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************ CHNGEC TEST 2-05-36

OUTPUT IS EXPRESSED IN OCYAL REPRESENTATION

***********

********************* CASE l ********************

ASKING FOR 000500B ECS

FUNCTION CHNGEC RETURNS TRUE WE NOW HAVE 001000B ECS
WITH 017000B ECS REMAINING 0F A TOTAL ECS 020000B AVAILABLE

A******************** CASE 2 ********************

ASKING FOR 002000B ECS

FUNCTION CHNGEC RETURNS TRUE WE NOW HAVE 002000B ECS
WITH 016000B ECS REMAINING 0F A TOTAL ECS 020000B AVAILABLE

********************* ChSE 3 ********************

ASKZNG FOR 025000B ECS

FUNCTION CHNGEC RETURNS FALSE WE NOW HAVE 002000B ECS
WITH 016000B ECS REMAINING 0F A TOTAL ECS 020000B AVAILABLE

*********** CHNGEC TEST WAS SUCCESSFUL *********

REFERENCE "Dynamic Allocation of Core on the CRNL NOS/BE 1.3

System"/ by M.B. Carver/ C.J. Tanner, G.L. Klawitter and

D.G. Stewart/ AECL-6782, February 1980.

AUTHOR D.G. Stewart DATE January 1980

NUMBER

2-5-36
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XTIME

TITLE Calculate Elapsed or Remaining Central Processor (CP)
Time.

ENTRY R=XTIME(N) " ••

N integer input control variable;

if N==1, calculate elapsed CP time (in seconds),

if N=2, calculate remaining CP time (in seconds).

R real output variable in which the elapsed or remaining

CP time is stored.

EXÎT

ACCURACY

Control is returned to the calling routine storing the

elapsed or reraaining CP time (in seconds) in R.

XTIME calculâtes elapsed CP time for the machine on which
the job is running (i.e. MFA or MFB) and subtracts this

from the job statement limit to calculate remaining time. If
the job is running on MFB the CP time parameter on the

job statement is multiplied by a factor of 2.5. If an infinite
time has been specifieâ (T^ or T32767 on the job statement)

XTIME(2) will return 32767. each time XTIME(2) is called.

±4 ms

SPEED ^.4 ms (6600, January 1971)

AUTHOR

REVISED

D.B. Goulding

D.G. Stewart

DATE January 1971

DATE May 1981
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TIMEIO

TITLE Calculate Elapsed or Heraaining Input/Ouptut (10) Time

ENTRY R=TIMEIO(N) --"-..

N integer input control variable;

if N==1, calculate elapseâ 10 time (in seconds),

if N=2, calculate remaining 10 time (in seconds)

R real output variable in which the elapseâ or

remainxng 10 time is stored.

EXIT Control is returned to the calling routine storing the

elapsed or remaining.10 time (in seconds) in R.

If an infinite 10 time has been specifieâ (10^) or T32767

on the job statemenfc), TIMEIO(2) will return 32767. each
time TIMEIO(2) is calleâ.

ACCURACY ±4 ms

SPEED ^.4 ms

AUTHOR

REVISED

D.G. Stewart

D.G. Stewart

DATE November 1974

DATE May 1981
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TITLE Mainframe Identification Subroutine

Since jobs exécute on only one mainframe, either the
CYBER 170 or the CDC 6600, the mainframe identifier does

not change durxng a job. This routine should be called
at mosfc once during a job.-",

ENTRY CALL MFID(I)

Z - integer output variable to return mainframe identifi-
cation.

EXIT The value of l is set:

l == l for MFA (CYBER •170 Model 175}

1=2 for MFB (6600)

and control is returned to the caliing routine

EXAMPLE The initialization séquence

CALL MFXD(I)
IF(I.EQ.1)TC==TC/2.5

modifies 6600-derived tiraing constant TC if the program
is executing on the 175.

AUTHOR N.J. Abush DATE 9 February 1977
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JOBNAME

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENTRY

Return Current Jobname to a User's Program.

This COMPASS routine sets up a call to the System routine
LDL which reads word 26 frora the Control Point Area.

Word 25 contains the current jobname in the left most
seven characters (42 bits) wiïh pther information in the
right three characters (18 bits) .

Because this routine uses information storeâ by the

operating system^ use it only when absolutely necessary
and make sure that its use is adequately documented in

your program. Also, it should only be called once in a
job if it is required.

Also note that a change to the Control Point Area or the

System routine LDL could prevent JOBNAME from executing

properly.

I=JOBNAME(J)
or

CALL JOBNAME(J)

where J is an output variable to return the current

jobname, left justifieâ blank filleâ.

ROUTINES CALLED

EXÏT

System routine LDL.

The current jobname is returned left justified blank

filled in J and as the function value, I. No error

checking is done.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE

The séquence

Î=JOBNAME(J)
PRINT 1000,1

1000 FORMAT (?/JOBNAME IS?^A7)

AUTHOR

will print the current jobname in the user*s output file

D.G. Stewart DATE December 1978
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USERAP

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

ENTRY

ROUTINES
CALLED

Return the accounting parameters user number/ charge

number and password to a user's program^• Because this

routine uses information stored by the operating System,

it shoulâ be used only when absolutely necessary and its
use shoulâ be aâequately docuraenteâ in your program.

Also it should only be called once in a job. Note that a

System change to the control point area coula prevent an

absolute version of USBRAP from executing properly.

The accounting parameter on the 6600/175 job statement

ha s the form

BC - U/p

where e is the charge number and u is the user number/ and

p is the password fiçld. This information is stored by the

operating System in the control point (CP) area. USERAP is

a utility routine that returns the user number, charge nmnber,

and password as obtained from the control point (CP) area not
âirectly accessible from the users program.

CALL USERAP (UH,CN/PW)

where UN is an output variable (real or integer) in which the
user number is returneâ left justified blank filled/

CN is an output variable (real or integer) in which the
charge number is returned left justifieâ blank filled/

PW is an output variable (real or integer) in which the
passworâ is returned left justified blank filleâ.

If the passworâ field is not used, all blanks will be
returneâ.

AEISER AELIB routine to ussue AELÏB error messages from

COMPASS routines
ACT is a PP routine loaâeâ by the System that accesses

words in the control point area.
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USER^P

EXIT NORMAL EXIT: The current user number/ charge number anâ

password are returned left justified blank filled in UN, CN,
anâ PW respectively.

ERROR EXIT: If USERAP is called with fewer than 3 arguments

the message

***ERROR IN USERAP - LESS THAN 3 ARG IN CALL

is issued with traceback and only the number of arguments in the
call will be defined.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE: The following simple job séquence/ with output illustrâtes

the use of USERAP.

TUSERAP,B235-02ô26/ÂJËLIB,ï5,Iû5.
FTN(R==U:
LGO

PROGRAM TUSERAP(OUTPiJT)

CALL USERA?(UN,CN,PW)
PRINÏ 1,CN,UN,PW
FORMAT(1H1,//,17H CHARGE NUM3ER - ,A10,/,

2 15H USER NUMBER == ,A10,/,
3 i2rf PASSWORD = ,A10)

STOP
END

CHARGE NUMBER = 0235
USER NUMBER = Ù2626
PASSWORD ^ AELIB

EXTERNAL VERSION: A commented do-nothing version of TRACEE is available on

the AELIB source tape for inclusion in programs being
sent to other computing installations. To retrieve this

version, include the UPDATE directive *DEFÎNE EXTERNAL
in the job that requests the source code.

Authors: D. McPheî-son & D. G. Stewart

1982 January
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SPYON
SPYOFF
PRNTSPY

TITLE

INTRODUCTION

Monitor Program Exécution to see where a Program is

Spending its CP Time.

SPY is a peripheral processor program which can monitor
a program executing in the central processor. It uses a

sampling" technique to gather data on the amount of time

spent executing in différent sections of the code and
writes this data on a disk file called DOSSIER in a form

suitable for présentation as a histograra. The subroutines
SPYON and SPYOFF control the exécution of SPY. The

central processor program PRNTSPY is used to analyze the
data and print the resulting histogram.

ENTRIES (l) Turn SPY on.

CALL SPYON (LOW/IHIGH,NAME,IBINW)

LOW integer variable specifying the address of
the start of the area to be monitored.

IHIGH integer variable specifying the address of
the end of the area to be monitored.

NAME integer variable containing a left justi-
fied eight character âisplay code string
which will appear in the title o£ the SPY

output.

IBINW integer variable specifying the width of
the bin to be used in sampling. Bin width

must be a power of 2 between l and 64 anâ

therefore can be any of the following
values, 1B,2B,4B,10B,20B ,40B,100B.

(2) Turn SPY off.

CALL SPYOFF

Note: Each time SPYOFF is called/ the data accumu-

lated by SPY is written to the file DOSSIER as one

logical record.
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SPYON

SPYOFF

PRNTSPY

(3) To print the histogram accumulated by SPY,

use the control statement:

PRNTSPY.

The program PRNTSPY reaâs each record from the

histogram file DOSSIER/ analyses the data and
produces one of two possible reports/ depending

on whether the executed progràm was loaded in
relocatable or absolute form.

If a relocatable load took place then information

about the location and name of each routine is
available on a systera created file called Z2ZZZ17.

PRNTSPY reads this file and adds the names of the
routines to the basic hisfcograra display so that

the user can see easily in which routines the

program was spending its time.

If an absolute loaâ took place then a âisplay of the

basic histogram is given and the user will have ta

use the load map produced when the absolute file
was created, to relate absolute addresses to the

associated routines.

The central statement PRNTSPY (even affcer an EXIT

control statement) does not work if the program
terminated with a CP time limit.

SYSTEM RESIDENCE

EXITS

SPYON, SPYOFF and PRNTSPY réside on the system
library NUCLEUS.

Normal :

SPY starts accumulating data following a call of
SPYON, and terminâtes when SPYOFF is called, or
when the job terminâtes.

Non-fatal errors:

(l) If a call of SPYOFF is made before a cali of
SPYON, then the informative diagnostic

SPY " TERMINAL CALL BEFORE INITIAL CALL

is issued to the dayfile and the job continues

NUMBËR
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SPYON
SPYOFF
PRNTSPY

EXAMPLE

(2) The maximum nuraber of bins that can be monitored

dépends on the amount of buffer space available

in the peripheral processor running SPY. The
présent maximum number of bins is 1062.,^ (2046^) .

If the number of bins required, i.e. (ÎHlGH-

LOW)/IBINW is greafcer than the maximum, then
SPY uses a value of IHIGH which will allow the

maximum number to be used/ and prints the

following message in the dayfile

NUMBER 0F BINS REDUCED TO 2046B.

Error Exits:

(l) If LOW > IHIGH, the message

SPY - PARAMETERS OUT 0F ORDER

is issued to the âayfile and the job aborts.

(2) If IBINW is not a power of 2, the message

SPY - BINWIDTH MUST BE A POWER 0F 2

is issueâ to the dayfile and the job aborts.

The following job demonstrafces the use of "SPY" to

monltor where a program is spenâing its CP time.

FTN(R=0)
MAP(OFF)
LGO.

PRNTSPY.

7/8/9
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SPYOFF
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e
e
ç
e

e
e
e

20

30
e
ç
e

e
e
e

10

PROGRAM TSPY(OUTPUT)

DIMENSION X(500),Y(500),Z(500)
COMMUN _ DUMI^Y
DATA LIMÎT/500/

SET UP THE PARAMETERS FOR THE CALL 0F "SPY"
USE THE FUNCTION "LOCF" TO DETERMINE FIELD LENGTH

LOW = 0
IHIGH = LOCF(DUMMY)
NAME = 4HTSPY
IBINW = 40B

TURN SPY ON

CALL SPYON(LOWrîHÏGH,NAME,IBINW)

D030J^ l , 2
D020.I = l , LIMIT

X(ï)-= FLOÂTTÎ*jy/100.
CONTINUE
CALL EXPON(X,Y,LÎMIT)
CALL GETLOG(Y,Z,LIMIT)

CONTINUÉ

TURN SPY OFF

CALL SPYOFF

END

SUBROUTINE GETLOG(Y,Z,LIMIT)

DIMENSION Y(l),2(1)

ARRAY B IS PRESENT SOLELY TO INCREASE THE LENGTH 0F THIS ROUTINE

DIMENSION B(50)
DO_1Q.l = 1_, .LIMIT

Z(I) = ALOG(Y(Ïn
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

e
e
e

10

SUBROUTINE EXPON(X,Y,LIMIT)

DIMENSION X(l),Y(l)

ARRAY A IS PRESENT SOLELY TO INCREASE THE LENGTH 0F THIS ROUTINE

DIMENSION A(50)
DO _1Q. l = l ~, LIMIT

Y (I) = EXP'(X(I) }
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

NUMBER
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RËSULTS 0F SPYING ON TSPY

SPYON
SPYOFF
PRNTSPY

BZN
RECALL

WAÏTÎNG
p < OB
P \ 1170ÔB

N0 0F SAMPLES
.'0'

60
0
3

0.00%ï
.25%)

ELAPSED CPU TZME ^ .021 SECONDS

SAMPLES WHILE IN EXECUTION 1203

T(RCL)/T(TOTAL) = 0.00

BÎN
RANKING

PERCENT
0F TIME BIN FWA BÎN LWA

ADDRESS
RELATIVE
TO START

0F ROUTINE

BIN WIDTH = 40B

55994 SAMPLES/SECOND
ROUTÎNE

NAME
ROUTINE

FWA
ROUTINE

LWA

6.57

17.87

17.71

2200

5200

5300

2237

5237

5337

2067

-13

8.

22.

26.

06
53

52

6700 -

6740

7000 -

6737

6777

7037

112
5

-16

.08 7240 7277 .14

.42 10040 - 10077 32

TSPY

EXPON

GETLOG

PT$TERM
SYS=1ST
STP.END
FCL. C.
Q8.IO.
Q2NTRY=
FÇL^ENT
FCL^FDL
FEZFST=
FORSYS=
LIBSTAT

ALOG.

EXP.

EXP.MSG
SYSAID=
FORUTL=
GETFIT=
SPA=
CMF.ALF

CMF.CSF
CMM.FFA
CMF.FRF
CMF.GSS
CMM.KIL
CMM.MEM
CMM.R
CMF.SLF
CPSPY$

CPU.SYS
CTL$RM
ERR$RM
LIST$RM
RM$SYS=
UCLOAD
FDL.COM
FDL.RES
FDL.MMI
LÎB.PRG

111

5207

5313 -

5417 -
5451
5536 -
5537 -
5565 -
5722 -
5723
5763 -
6023
6026
6566 -

6733

7016 -

7110 -
7126
7127 -
7154 -
7243 -
7254 -

7434
7442
7456
7514 -
7536 -
7550 -
7557 -
7764

10006 -

10115
10155
10603
10630
10717
10724
11220
11234
11445
11667

5206

5312

5416

5450
5535
5536
5564
5721
5722
5762
6022
6025
6565
6732

7015

7107
7125
7126
7153
7242
7253
7433

7441
7455
7513
7535
7547
7556
7763

10005
10114

10154
10602
10627
10716
10723
11217
11233
11444
11666
11677
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SPYOFF

PRNTSPY

AUTHOR

REVISED

Control Data Corporation (CDC)

G.N. Williams

D. Cheung

DATE 1978 February

1981 May

NUMBER

2-5-50
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IGETCCL

TITLE Fetch CCL Register Value

INTRODUCTION This routine reads the value of one of the CDC CYBER
Control Language (CCL) registers with the symbolic names

Ri, R2, R3, and RlG. Together with the AELÎB routine
SETCCL/ it allows access to thèse registers from a

FORTRAN program as well as from control statements. The
CYBER Control Language is described in Chapter 5 of the

CDC NOS/BE Version l Référence Manual, No. 60493800.

ENTRY IVALUE=IGETCCL(RGNAME)

where

RGNAME is an integer input variable, specifying the left

justified character string 2LR1, 2LR2, 2LR3, or 3LR1G to
specify register RI/ R2/ R3, or RlG respectively.

IVALUE is an integer variable reporting the value of the

spécifie register.

ROUTINES CALLED

GETCCL, LBYT, SBYT, LIBSTAT and TRACEE from AELÎB.

EXÎT The current value of the specified register is returneâ.
The parameter RGNAME is checked for validity. If not
valid, the message ***ILLEGAL PARAMETER and traceback
information are printed, and the job is terminated.

TIMING The central processor time to exécute on the 170 is about

40 ps.

EXAMPLE I=IGETCCL(3LR1G)

stores the current value of CCL register RiG in the

integer variable l.

AUTHOR E.A. Okazaki DATE 1979 October

AECL FTN L18RARY
REV*

B

DATE
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NAME
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TITLE

SETCCL
GETCCL

Set CCL Register Value.

INTRODUCTION This routine sets the value of one of the CDC CYBER

Control Language (CCL) registers with the symbolic names
Ri, R2, R3/ and RlG. Together with the AELIB routine
IGETCCLf it allows access to thèse registers from a
FORTRAN program as well as from control statements. The

CYBER Control Language is describeâ in Chapter 5 of the
CDC NOS/BE Version l Référence Manual, No. 60493800.

ENTRY CALL SETCCL(RGNAME,IVALUE)

wh ère

RGNAME,, integer input variable, specifying the left
justified- character string 2LRl^ 2LR2^ 2L,R3, or

3LR1G to specify register Ri, R2/ R3, or RlG
respectively.

IVALUE/ integer input variable/ is the value to be
stored in the register. The range of values

alloweâ is -131071 to 131071.

SETCCL has a second entry GETCCL that is useâ by IGETCCL
and is not called âirectly from a user's program.

ROUTINES CALLED

LBYT, SBYT, LIBSTAT and TRACEE from AELIB.
FGETJCI anâ FSETJCI, utility routines loaded with SETCCL.

EXIT The value ÏVALUE is stored in the CCL register specified

by the RGNAIVIE parameter. If RGîîAME is not valide or if
IVALUE is outsiâe the range allowed, the message ***ILLEGAL
PARAMETER and traceback information are printed, and the
job is terminateâ.

TIMING The central processor time to exécute on the 170 is about

40 us.

AECL FTN LIBRARY
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SETCCL
GETCCL

EXAMPLE (l) CALL SETCCL(2LR3,9)
Register R3 is set to 9.

( 2 ) I==ÏGETCCL ( 2LR1)+1
CALL SETCCL(2LR1,I)

Register Ri is set to its previous value + l.

AUTHOR- E.A. Okazaki DATE 1979 October

NUMBER

2-5-61
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AELERTX

TITLE Error Message Text, AELERTX

This text 4-s a table of AELIB error message numbers anâ

corresponâing messages, ît is used by AELERR to set up
and print error messages with traceback. Although users
normally should not need to consult this listing, its use

may be required to

(i) prépare an AELIB subroutine for external use (see

Part A, Appendix 5)
(ii) look up a particular message number before calling

AEFREQ.

Although AELERTX is a text not a subroutine, it may be
listed in the same way as AELIB subroutines. (See Part

A, Section 5). In the System, this text résides on the
System library NUCLEUS.

SYSTEM RESIDENCE

NUCLEUS

AUTHOR L.E. Evans DATE April 1978

AECL FTN LIBRARY
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AELERR

TITLE Print AELIB Error Messages with Traceback.

ENTRY CALL AELERR(N,FLAG)

N integer input variable, the number of the error mes-

sage from AELERTX.

FLAG input Hollerith string,
1HF if error is fatal (i.e. job to be aborted)

2HNF if error is non-fatal

ADDÎTÎONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

(l) The labelled common block AELERCM may be used to

insert variable text into a message. The common

block is âefined as

COMMON/AELERCM/IERWD(15)

Information to be printeâ in an error message must be

encodeâ into a text string, must be zéro byte terminateâ
(i.e. be followed by 12 binary zeroes), and must be

stored in successive worâs of IERWD starting at IERWD(3).
Multiple insertions are alloweâ but each text string must

start in a new word.

Insertions are made from AELERCM whenever AELERR

encounters the spécial character t in the message to

be printed.

(2) The following programming conventions are to be fol-
lowed :

(a) The common block AELERCM, if used, is declared
using one of two UPDATE common decks on the
AELIB source tape

*CA EKRORF (if subroutine is written in FORTRAN)

*CA ERRORC (if sùbroutine is written in COMPASS)

(b) Error message numbers passed to AELERR are vari-

ables that are assigned and commented at the begin-

ning of the subroutine.
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AELERR

EXIT If FLAG is IHF^ the error message is printed with trace-

back via the following call to SYSTEM:

CALL SYSTEM(52,nH—text of message--)

The FORTRAN system then aborts the job.

If FLAG is 2HNF, the error message is printed with trace'

back via a similar call to SYSTEM:

CALL SYSTEM(51/nH—text of message--}

Control then returns ta the calling routine.

ROUTÎNES CALLED

SYSTEM from fche FORTRAN library.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

AELERCM

EXTERNAL VERSION

A version of AELERR that prints error message numbers

(using WRITE statements ta output unit 6) is available on

the AELIB source tape for inclusion in programs being
sent to other computing installations. To retrieve this

version along with a copy of the list of error messages

include the UPDATE directives *DEFINE EXTERNAL anâ *C

AELERTX in the job that requests the source code.

AUTHOH

DOCUMENT

REVISED BY

C.J. Tanner

L.E. Evans

DATE

DATE

July 1975

April 1978
April 1980

NUM8ER
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AEFREQ

TITLE Change the Printing Frequency o£ an AELIB Error Message from

a User's Program.

ENTRY CALL AEFREQ(N,M)

N integer input variable the error number of the message in
AELERTX.

M integer input variable specifying the printing interval.

The message number N will be printed the first time and
subsequently every Mth time it is requested by AELERR.

EXÎT AEFKEQ maintains a table of printing intervals for AELIB

error messages. Unless changed by AEFREQ, this interval

is l (i.e. messages are always printed). A call to AEFREÇ
changes the appropriate table entry anâ returns control to

the calling routine.

A call to AEFR33Ç also triggers the printing of a suramary
table at job termination. This table spécifies the number

of times each error message has been called by AELERR with
FLAG ^ 2HNF.

ROUTINES CALLED

AELEKR from AELÏB.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

AELERCM

EXAMPLE The following subroutine call in a user*s program spécifies
that the AIKINT error message 1831 is to be printed the

first time it is requested and every 5th time thereafter:

CALL AEFREQ(1831,5)

AUTiïOR C.J. Tanner

DOCUMENTATION
REVISED BY L.E. Evans

DATE

DATE

July 1975

April 1978
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NAME
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TITLE Routines for user control of AELIB error messages that âo

not result in job termination. (This message control

scheme is being introduceâ gradually into AELIB. Control
of error messages using thèse routines is possible now

for only those AELIB routines listeâ at the end of this

writeup.)

The error control routines are:

ALEROF disables (i.e. stops the printing o£) error
messages that do not result in job termination.

ALERON enables previously disableâ error messages.

ALERDM âumps the results of the user's error control

requests onto the OUTPUT file.

ALERPR log-ical function calleâ by AELIB routines to
détermine whether or not a particular AELIB

error message is to be printed.

ALEROF

ALERON
ALERDM

ALERPR

ENTRIES CALL ALEROFdROUT/IER)
CALL ALERONdROUT/IER)
CALL ALERDM

PRINT-ALERPR(IROUT,IER) where PRINT is a logical variable.

IROUT integer input variable, the number of the AELIB
routine for which message(s) are to be controlled

By convention/ AELIB routines are assigned a

five-digit integer number from their classifi-
cation number as follows:

A-B-C becomes AOBOC

A-BB-C becomes ABBOC

A-BB-CC becomes ABBCC

If IROUT=0,

- ALEROF prints a diagnostic message and ignores

the call.

- ALERON turns on all AELIB error messages.

- ALERPR prints a diagnostic message and returns

the value .TRUE.
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ALEROF
ALERON

ALERDM
ALERPR

1ER integer input variable^ the value of the error

flag defineâ by routine IROUT for the message
that is to be controlled. If no error fiag

value is âefined by the routine, use IER=0.

If IER==0, then

ALEROF and ALERON turn off or on/ respectively,

a.11 messages for the specifieâ routine.

ALERPR returns the value .TRUE. unless CALL

ALEROF(IROUT,0) has been executed by the user

more recently than any CALL ALERON(IROUT,0).

ROUTINES CALLED

ALRDEL/ ALRINI, ALRFND and ALRTST are utility routines
loadeâ with any of the user error message handling

routines.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

/ALRCM1/NLAST,N,ROUTAB(20) /ALRCM2/ERRTAB(20}

The common blocks ALRCMl and ALRCM2 contain the working
table for user control of the printing of error messaqes

and the pointers "nlast" and "n" for this table.

The table (and pointers) are as follows:

ROUTAB ERRTAB
(l)

(NLAST)

(N)

NLAST points to be the last used entry.

N points to the physical end of the table.

Each entry in the table contains two integers.

!

~~1

2-5-73
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(l) "ROUTAB" is the integer number of an AELIB routine

(if it is 0, then the entry is considereâ empty);
anâ

(2) "ERRTAB" is the integer m-unber of the error message
that is to be controlled (if it is 0, and the cor-

responâing entry in "ROUTAB" is not, then the de-
fault for all messages for that routine is not to

print).

If a message identifieâ by a flag value "1ER" in routine
"IROUT" is to be printed, then the tables will contain

either no entry for that routine, or both of the entries
(IROUT^O) and (IROUT,IER). If, however, only one of
(IROUT^O) or (IROUT.IER) appears, then the message will
not be printed.

The table has been initially set up with 20 entries; this

shoulâ be enough for most cases. If, however, there is a

need for more entries, the table can be expanded by the
user.

To allow for easy expansion, the table has been split
into two common blocks. As a result of this layout/

there are only two things that have to be done to expanâ
the table:

ALEROF
ALERON
ALERDM
ALERPR

(l)

(2}

Define the common blocks in a (user) routine with
the arrays "ROUTAB" and "ERRTAB" dimensioned to the

required size, and
Set "N" to the new size and "NIAST" to 0. This may

be done in a data statement. This shoulâ be done

before any call to ALEROF, ALERON/ or ALERPR.

**Note:

If you are using overlays, you will have to make sure

that the common blocks /ALRCM1/ and /ALRCM2/ are âefined

in the (0^0) overlay.

EXÏT A normal exit returns control to the calling program

after modifying or interrogating the error message table.
If errors are detecteâ in the arguments or if the table

overflows, a message will be printed with traceback. The
errors are non-fatal anâ will result in the call being
ignoreâ (except for a call to ALERON which causes the

table to overflow; in this case/ all messages for the
specified routine are enabled). The possible error
messages are:
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ALEROF

ALERON
ALERDM

ALERPR

***TOO MANY ERROR CONTROL REOUESTS - EXPAND THE TABLE IF
NECESSARY

All table entries have been used (20 unless increased by

user) anâ the latest request could not be accommodated.

To remedy this, expand the table as described above.
Note that the table, as described above,. usually requires

one entry for each message that is specifically turneâ on
or off, and one entry for each routine that has/ as

âefault, not to print.

***OPTION 0F TURNING OFF ALL ERROR MESSAGES NOT SUPPORTED

A call of the form CALL ALEROF(0/x), where x is any
number, has been executed.

***INVALID ARGUMENT - ROUTINE NUMBER IS ZERO

A call of the form PRINT=ALERPR(0,x)/ where x is any
number, has been executeâ. ALERPR will return a value of

.TRUE.

EXAMPLES (l) CALL ALEROF(02031l/l)

This call prevents the printing of the ORDERF/ORDERB

error message associateâ with an error flag value of

l.

***ARRAY INDICES 1= , J= ARE NEGATIVE, ZERO, OR
I.GT.J

(2) CALL ALEROF(011120,0)
CALL ALERON(011120,l)

Thèse calls make sure that the only non-fatal error

message that MLSOQ will print is the one associateâ
with an error flag value of l/

***INVALÎD OPTION SELECTED - IOPT==0 ASSSUMED.

(3) CALL ALERON(0,0)

This call will turn on all error messages.

AUTHOR P. Bumbulis DATE May 1979
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List of AELIB Routines for which

this Message Control Can be Used

PSATLW
TSATLW
STENLW
TCONLW
VISLW
CMMULT/CMADD/CMSUB
CÎPLOT
MLSQQ
NL2INT
NL2SOL/NL2SNO
RADCURV
SMOOTH
AIKINT

SIMPLT/SIMPLTM
CONTOUR
SCALE
ORDER/ORDERB
DMPFET

OFLOW
RELESE
ROUTE
CHNGFX
CiïNGEX
CHNGEC
USERAP
AEISER
SETBAD

1-4-00

1-4-01

1-4-02

1-4-03

1-4-04

1-7-02

1-11-16

1-11-20

1-11-24

1-11-25

1-11-30

1-12-00

1-14-02

2-1-20

2-1-35

2-1-66

2-3-11

2-5-00

2-5-10

2-5-20

2-5-21

2-5-32

2-5-33

2-5-36

2-5-44

2-5-76

2-5-77

ALEROF
ALERON
ALERDM
ALERPR
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TRACEE

TITLE Issue a traceback report following AELIB error messages

ENTRY CALL TRACEB(IABORT)

IABORT integer input variable which détermines where
control is to be returneâ after printing a
message anâ traceback.

=0, return control to the calling routine.

^0, abort user's job.

ROUTÏNES CALLED

SYSTEM is a FORTRAN library routine called to issue
traceback.

EXITS There are two possible exits from TRACEB. Thèse are:

(l) Non-fatal Exit

If IABORT=0, control is returneâ to the user*s pro-

grara after the message

THIS AELIB ERROR, KEPORTED AS TRACEE ERROR NUMBER 5l/

ALLOWS THE JOB TO CONTINUE

has been printed, and a traceback report issueâ.

(2) Fatal Exit

If ÎABORT^O, TRACEE prints the message

THIS AELÎB ERROR, REPORTED AS TRACEB ERROR NUMBER
52, FORCES JOB TERMINATION

with traceback and then aborts the job with a fatal

FTN error number 52 that is also reporteâ in the
âayfile.
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TRACEB

EXAMPLE Following the printing of an AELIB error message, the
call

CALL TRACEB(O)

prints the additional message

THIS AELIB ERROR, REPORTED AS TRACEE ERROR NUMBER 5l/

ALLONS THE JOB TO CONTINUE

followeâ by a traceback report and then returns control
to the calling program.

EXTERNAL VERSION

A commented do-nothing version of TRACEB is available on

the AELIB source tape for inclusion in programs being

sent to other computing installations. To retrieve this
version, include the UPDATE directive *DEFINE EXTERNAL in

the job that requests the source code.

AUTHOR

REVISED

L.E. Evans

L.E. Evans

DATE June 1979

April 1980

NUMBER

2-5-74
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LIBSTAT

TITLE Monitor the Usage of AELIB Subroutines.

ENTRY CALL LIBSTAT
CALL LIBSTAT

(Two calls of LIBSTAT are required to ensure that two
consécutive central memory worâs are reserved for LIBSTAT.)

Note: To retrieve source code for AELIB routines without

calls to LIBSTAT to do AELIB usage monitoring, include
the UPDATE directive *DEFINE EXTERNAL in the job that

retrieves the source code.

ADDITIONAL ENTRY INFORMATION

The following programming conventions are useâ when

calling LIBSTAT:

(l) The calls ta LIBSTAT are not coâed directly but are
called in by one of two UPDATE common decks on the

AELIB source tape

*CA STATF (if subroutine is coded in FORTRAN)

*CA STATC (if subroutine is coded in COMPASS)

(2) The calls to LIBSTAT are the first executable state-

ments following each entry point.

EXIT LIBSTAT maintains a table of exécution counts for up to

20 AELIB routines. When first called from an AELIB
routlne^ LIBSTAT sets up a table entry for that routine,

initializes the exécution count to l and then modifies
the call to itself to directly access this table entry.

(This is why two successive locations are required.)
Subsequent entry ta the same AELIB routine will simply
increment the appropriate exécution count.

On job termination, the FORTRAN System prints spécial
System dayfile messages containing the exécution counts.

Thèse m&ssages are recovered and analysed to produce

statistics on the use of AELIB routines,
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LIBSTAT

SYSTEM

RESIDENCE

AUTHOR

FORTRAN Library

D. McPherson

DOCUMENTATION

REVISED BY L.E. Evans

DATE July 1975

DATE April 1978
and Aprii 1980

NUMBER
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AEISER

TITLE Issue an Error Message for a COMPASS Program.

INTRODUCTION This routine is proviâed to allow AELIB COMPASS programs
to issue error messages in the standard AELIB fashion anâ

to allow user control over thèse messages using routines

ALEROF and ALERON. (See Section 2.5 ïntroduction for a

Discussion of Error Message Processing Using ALEROF and
ALERON.)

The comraon block AEERCM is proviâed so that/ where a

COMPASS subroutine is called by more than one AELIB
routine/ the routine and message number can be set by the

calling routine before it calls the subroutine.

ENTRY To call AEISER from a COMPASS program, both a common

block and the COMPASS entry are requxreâ:

(a) Common Block:

Use either COMMON/AEERCM/IROUTIN.MESSAG or

USE/AEERCM/
IROUTIN

MESSAG
BSS
BSS
USE

l
l
*

where

IROUTIN is the number of the calling AELIB routine.

This is âerived from the classification number as
follows:

A-B-C becomes AOBOC

A-BB-C becomes ABBCC

A-BB-CC becoraes ABBCC

MESSAG is message number. îf error flags are set by

the AELIB routine calling AEISER, then MESSAG should
be set to the error flag value for the message to be

printeâ. îf error flags are not used/ MESSAG shoulâ
be set to zéro.
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AEISER

(b) Calling Séquence:

SA1 ARGX ARGUMENT LIST
+ RJ =XAEISER SUBROUTINE CALL

VFD 30/TRACE FOR TRACEBACK

ARGX CON FORMAT

CON VALUE
CON PRFLAG
DATA 0

where

~ TRACE is required by FORTRAN traceback. First
statement in COMPASS program must be of form

TRACE VFD 42/7HPROGRAM,18/ENTRY

PROGRAM == program name

ENTRY = aâdress of entry point

- FORMAT is format statement containing error message;

e.g.

FORMAT DATA H-l-(^***THIS IS AN ERROR^)+

- VALUE is optional, a variable to be inserteâ in the

error message if there is one. (PRFLAG spécifies
whether VALUE is to be specified.)

- PRFIAG=0, do not use VALUE,

PRFLAG=1, VALUE is to be useâ.

EXIT Unless printing of this message has been suppressed by

the user calling ALEROF, the message is printed with

traceback and control is returned to the calling routine

ROUTINES CALLED

ALERPR, TRACEB from AELIB.

COMMUN BLOCKS USED

AEERCM contains routine and message (i.e. error flaçr)

numbers from calling routine as defined above.
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AEISER

EXAMPLE Users who wish to use AEISER in their own prpgrams shoulâ

discuss their application with their site'consultant.

Specializeâ examples of use can be maâe available if

necessary.

AUTHOR C.J. Tanner DATE 1979 September
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SETBAD

TITLE Set Variables or Array Eléments to îndefinite Following
an AELIB Error in Which No Best Output Values can be

Defined. (The indefinite pafctern 600 ... 0.^ is used to
force a mode 4 error if thèse output values are used in

subsequent arithmetic calculations.)

ENTRY CALL SETBAD(A,NR,LR,LC}

A real output variable or array returned by SETBAD set

to indefinite.

NR integer input variable. Number of rows in array A
as dimensioned in the calling routine if A is a two-

âimensional array. If A is a variable or a singly
âimensioned array, then use NR=1.

LR integer input variable. Number of rows in A to be
set indefinite if A is a two-âimensional array. If

A is a singly âimensioned array, LR should be the

number of éléments to be set indefinite. If A is a
variable, use LR=1.

LC integer input variable. Number of colurans in A to
be set inâefinite if A is a two-dimensional array.

If A is a variable or a singly-âimensioned array,
use LC=1.

SETBAD is principally used by AELIB routines to set
output parameters of thèse routines to indefinite in the
event of errors for. which output parameters have no best

value. Should SETBAD be called by a user's routine, care

should be taken not to over index the input array and to
double the size of NR if A is declareâ COMPLEX or DOUBLE

PRECISION in the calling routine. Failure to heed this
advxce will lead to unexpected results.

ROUTINES

CALLED
ALERPR, TRACEB and LÏBSTAT from AELIB.

EXIT A normal exit returns control to the calling routine with

A set inâefinite. If NR, LR or LC < l, the following

error message accompanieâ by the current values of NR, LR

and LC is printed complète with traceback.
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SETBAD

***INPUT PARAMETER ERROR. NR<1, LR<1 OR LC<1 IS INVALID.
NR= LR= LC=

Control is then returned to the calling routine without

setting values in A.

EXAMPLE (l) This example illustrâtes how to call SETBAD to set,

the first five rows and columns of the two-dimensional

array A to indefinite.

REAL A(10,10)
INTEGER NA,ROWSA,COLSA
NA=10
ROWSA=COL3A=5
CALL SETBAD(A,NA,ROWSA,COLSA)

(2) This example illustrâtes how to call SETBAD to set
the first ten entries in the single-dimensioned

array B to irtdefinite.

B(20)
INTEGER NB,ROWSB,COLSB
NB=COLSB=1
ROWSB=10

CALL SETBAD(A,NB/ROWSB,COLSB)

EXTERNAL VERSION

A commenteâ âo-nothing version of SETBAD is available on

the AELIB source tape for inclusion in programs being

sent to other computing installations. To retrieve this
version, include the UPDATE directive *DEFINE EXTERNAL in

the job fchat requests the source code.

AUTHOR G.L. Klawitter and E.G. Long DATE January 1980
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COMMENT SHEET

Title: AELIB Users' Manual

Publication No: AECL-6076 Révision: D

Your comments on this report are welcome. Any errors/ suggestions, and

comments may be noted below. Please send to

Mathematics & Computation Branch
Stn. 79

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario KOJ UO
Canada

From

Name:

Aâdress: (if CRNL/ station number is sufficient)

Comments
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